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The purpose of the Colloquium was to assemble information on the snapper
and grouper resources in the region and to provide a forum to discuss the pro-
blems of the fishing industries. Although the Colloquium was received with favor,
we believe its accomplishments can best be judged by the extent to which it stimu-
lates future consideration and research. We recommend to other persons the
colloquium technique of addressing fishery resource problems, especially when
the available information is unrecorded or scattered among many individuals'
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INTRODUCT ION1/

Chairman of the Colloquium
Harvey R. Bullis, Jr.

Center. Director
Southeast Fisheries Center

National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA
Miami, Florida

The snappers and groupers of the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean region
have been the basis for a large, wide ranging fishery for more than a
century. But interestingly, the stocks and the fisheries have received
very little study proportionate to their economic importance. In recent
years, we have begun to see an increasing interest, and several important
biological studies have been reported. However, over the past 50 years not
more than three or four technical reviews of' the fishery have been conducted,
and these are most incomplete and badly out of date.

There appear to be several problems developing in the snapper and
grouper stocks on the Gulf. We must give these some consideration right
now. We know that the total effort has been increasing rapidly in recent
years. Can we measure the effect?

Extended jurisdiction is on everyone's mind. What will this do to our
wide-ranging commercial fleet? What will we be protecting, or perhaps re-
serving, for our own use off the coast of the United States?

We need to recognize that the United States is but one of some three
dozen countries in the western central Atlantic marine ecosystem. All of
the other countries have interest in these stocks as well. Eventually, and
perhaps sooner than anyone believes, we may need to look at the prospects of
an international management regime. At that time, we will need to have de-
veloped some kind of consensus position for the United States.

In Trinidad next week, the inaugural meeting of the Western Central
Atlantic Fisheries Commission is going to take place. This is a new com-
mission that has been organized under the sponsorship of FAO. Ours is the
last region in the world to be represented by a fisheries commission. Approx-
imately 25 nations have joined to date. The United States is a member. And
we know that one of the principal interests is going to be in "reef fish
communities," which include the snapper-grouper resources. This means that
25 nations are going to start formal considerations on research requirements,
statistical requirements, possible management needs, conservation, and,
eventually, to questions of allocation. As will emerge from our discussions
this morning, we' ll see that the United States fisheries, both commercial and

1/ Introductory comments, statements, and discussions have been edited only
to achieve clarity, continuity, and relevance.



recreational, have the largest stake in this resource. If we are going to
meaningfully participate in this international forum, we need to do it from a
solid home base. It will be difficult for those representing the United States
to do a good job if the overall user-community fails to provide them with a
rational perspective of U. S. needs and interests.

This doesn't mean that we need a total consensus amongst a11 users. We
can recognize the fact that we do have problems with allocation; we do have
growing conflicts between user groups; we do see recreational fisheries dis-
placing commercial fisheries; we see some of the traditional conflicts between
commercial and recreational fishermen in localized areas. But, I don't be-
lieve that this Colloquium is in a position to solve these problems this morn-
ing. It is important that they be brought out in the most constructive
spirit that we are able to present them. We will then have a documented basis
for developing a rational approach to these problems.

My first meeting with the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission took
place here 25 years ago. Those of you who knew Pensacola then will remember
the dock area studded with snapper schooner masts. There was a large fleet
of snapper vessels operating out of this port. In the fish business, "red
snapper" and "Pensacola" were synonymous words. Today the single survivor
of that fleet is a museum piece, tie to the dock in downtown Pensacola--
the snapper schooner BUCCANEER, whic , by the way, I helped pull off Alacran
Reef 23 years ago with the explorato y fishing vessel OREGON. It is the only
memento of an era that has disappear d in our lifetime. The changes that
have occurred in this fishery are the basis for this Colloquium. We hope it
will provide a compendium of existing knowledge of the fishery, the resources,
and all there is to know of importance about snapper-grouper resources as they
affect United States interests.

There are only four hours to complete all the presentations at hand. We
must stay on schedule to get through everything on the agenda. If there are
contentious issues, they wi 11 have to be saved for after the banquet this
evening.

The organization of the Colloquium has been summarized in the agenda.
Everyone should have received copies at the registration desk. I would like
to give you the rationale for the organization of the program. In Panel 1,
we have a group of five speakers who have prepared Review Papers on the
broader aspects of factors affecting the resource and its fisheries. In
addition to these five papers, seven Contributed Papers have been prepared
that wi 11 also appear in the published proceedings of this Colloquium. I
would like to express our appreciation to these authors, who will not have a
chance to stand up and take bows for their input this morning. You can see
the subject content of these papers in the list of abstracts that was also
handed out at the desk.

Panel 2 members will strive to develop a list of problem areas as seen
by the principal user groups: the producers, the sportsmen and recreational
industry, and even the marine supply business. We have provided them with
list of provocative questions; and, hopefully, their frank answers will de-



velop new and better understanding of the user needs.

Panel 3 is composed of a representative of each of the Gulf States
fisheries agencies. It will be their task to identify the problems of state
and possible interstate management. Hopefully, they wi 11 also discuss, when
appropriate and applicable, some of the pertinent questions raised in Panel 2.
We should be particularly interested in the problems of dialogue and com-
munication between state agencies and the National Marine Fisheries Service in
respect to international matters that are developing in this region.

Finally, the chairman of the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission will
provide a summation of the important elements that wi 11 be highlighted in these
panels.

I would like to introduce the moderator of Panel 1, Dr. Albert C. Jones.
Dr. Jones is Program Manager of the Commercial Fisheries Program at the
Southeast Fisheries Center. His team has done much of the legwork of putting
this Colloquium together and deserves full credit for their diligence.
Further, Dr. Jones' program at Miami has been building background profiles on
Southeastern U. S. flag fisheries that are operating in international waters
and along foreign coasts.



PANEL 1

SNAPPER-GROUPER RESOURCES AND THEIR UTILIZATION

Moderator
Albert C. Jones
Program Manager
Miami Laboratory

Southeast Fisheries Center
National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA

Miami, Florida

The purpose of Panel 1 of the Colloquium is to review the snapper-grouper
resources and the~ r util ization and to provide a common base of information
that can be used for the discussions to follow. The information base is con-
tained in 12 papers. Five Review Papers were prepared on general subjects:
the resource base, the commercial fishery, the recreational fishery, biological
research, and the economics of the industry.

The Review Papers wi 11 be summarized verbally by Edward F. Klima, Donald
M. Allen, Eugene L. Nakamura, Charles R. Futch,<-/ and James C. Cato.

In addition, seven authors prepared Contributed Papers on various special-
ized topics. We will not have verbal summaries of these. The panel members
and authors will participate in the discussion and answer questions.

I want to thank the state fishery administrators and the other agency
di rectors who allowed and encouraged their staffs to partici pate in the
Colloquium. We received, without reservation, enthusiastic response from
them when we asked for participation. The preparation of these papers took
several months of work, and, in many cases, this was done on time taken from
more pressing duties.

2/ Charles R. Futch summarized the Review Paper by D. S. Beaumariage and
Lewis H. Bullock.



REV!EW PAPERS

SNAPPER AND GROUPER RESOURCES OF THE WESTERN CENTRAL ATLANTIC OCEAN l/

Edward F. Klima
Office of Living Resources

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Rockville, Maryland

ABSTRACT

Estimates of the standing stock and potential yields of snappers,
groupers, and related species are provided for the Caribbean Sea and Campeche
Bank area of the Gulf of Mexico. Handline fishing explorations by the United
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization  FAO! Caribbean Project provided
the basic data for assessment of the resources in the Caribbean Sea. Explo-
ratory trawl surveys by the Pascagoula Laboratory of the National Marine
Fisheries Service  NMFS!, NOAA and catch and effort data from the Cuban and
Mexican snapper fisheries provided the basis for the Campeche Bank assess-
ments. Present production of snappers and groupers can probably be signifi-
cantly increased in many areas of the Caribbean, notably along the Continen-
tal Shelf of northeast South America off the Guianas and the Central American
Shelf. One problem hampering increased production in some island communities
is the occurrence of ciguatera in the fish in the northern Leeward Islands.
Production for both snappers and groupers can be increased in the Campeche
Bank area. Increased red grouper production can be realized by altering the
age at entry into the fishery from 3 to about 5 years of age and i ncreasi ng
fishing effort.

INTRODUCTION

The western central Atlantic Ocean is one of the under-exploited areas
of the world, even though it supports some important fisheries. Numerous
authors have reported on the potential of the available fish resources of this
vast region. Unfortunately, reliable estimates are lacking for most species
groups with a high potential for development. Bullis and Carpenter �968!
reported on the abundance of finfish resources. in the Gulf of Mexico and off
the southeastern coast of the United States. They indicated that consider-
able underutili zed stocks of snappers, groupers, and other demersal species
occurred in the Gulf of Mexico and the Shelf area off northeast South
America. Kawaguchi �974! estimated that annual production of snappers in
the Caribbean Sea could be increased from two to four times by utilizing under

1/ MARMAP Contribution No. 113.



fished or unfished grounds. However, development of the snapper-grouper
resources encounters difficulty because of the presence of ciguatera or toxic
fish in some areas.

This report analyzes existing information and crudely estimates the
snapper and grouper potential of the western central Atlantic Ocean.

BACKGROUND

DISTRI BUTION

Snappers  Lutjanidae! occur in the waters between Massachusetts and
Brazil, with large concentrations of the Gul f red snapper  L~ut'anus c~am echanus!off the Yucatan Peninsula and the Texas and Louisiana coasts ~ There are also
large concentrations of snappers in the Caribbean. Snappers are abundant on
irregular bottom of hard limestone that is covered with live corals, although
large catches also have been reported over mud bottoms. Red snapper often
congregate in "gullies" and around rocks or coral outcrops.

The Atlantic groupers are generally tropical in distribution, with the
21' C isotherm as their northern limit. They occur mostly in waters of less
than 183 m depth, in hard bottom reef areas.

The groupers live a solitary life and often require crevices and holes in
which to hide. They spawn throughout the year, with a spawning peak in the
spring.

THE FISHERY

Although about 20 species of snappers and groupers are included in the
fishery, the Gulf red snapper is the main one exploited. The fishing grounds
for snappers and groupers include: �! oceanic banks, �! coastal and insular
waters up to a depth of 219 m in the Gulf of Mexico and the western Caribbean,
and �! the southeastern coast of the United States  North Carolina to the
Bahamas Bank!. Fishing is carried out mainly with handlines bearing several
baited hooks retrieved by mechanical reels.

Presently, total production of snappers, groupers, grunts, jacks, and
porgies in the western central Atlantic is between 64,000 and 126,000 metric
tons  Table 1!.

Total production of snappers in 1973 was over 31,000 tons and almost 24,000
tons of groupers were harvested; probably most of this comes from the Campeche
Bank. The Campeche Bank area produces about 75K of the total grouper production
and about 10% of the total snapper production  Table 2!. Total production was
stable from 1966 to 1971, at around 60,000 tons. In 1972 the U.S.S.R. caught
close to 60,000 tons of grunts and porgies, thereby doubling total production
to over 120,000 tons. The U.S.S.R. did not maintain this fi shing i ntensi ty in
1973, 1974, or 1975. Perhaps an additional 5,000 - 10,000 tons of snappers
are caught incidentally to the grunts and porgies. Cuba increased production of



Table l. Catch Statistics for Snappers, Groupers, Grunts, Porgies, and Jacks
 in Thousand Metric Tons! from the Western Central Atlantic Ocean,
1970-73.

Catch of Major Species

Catch �,000 mt!
1971 1972

Species
19731970

31.620.021.818.2TotalSnappers

23.926. 322.2Groupers 23.4Total

20.465.312.6TotalGrunts 16.1

20.3
0 ~ 1

65.2
0.1

Caribbean
n.e.i.

12.5
0.1

16.0
0.1

Jacks 7.95.66.55.4Total

3.68.9Porgies 3.61.4Total

87.4126.1TOTAL 66.764.5

~/ n.e.i. = not elsewhere included.

red
lane
yellowtail
n.e.i. 1/

Nassau

red
n.e.i.

7.8
3.2
1.6
5.6

0.9
17. 3

5.2

9 ' 6
4.1
1.9
6.2

1.1
15.9

5.2

8.2
3.8
1.4
6.6

1.0
19.7

5.6

7.8
13.9

2.0
7 9

1.0
17.6

5.3



Table 1 .  Continued! .

Snapper Catch by Country

Catch �,000 mt!
1971 1972

SpeciesCountry

19731970

Total 6.9 16.9
Cuba 5.8 8.0

Mexi co 2.9 3.5Total 2.9 3.5

U.S. 6.1Total 5.1 3.9 4.6

3.3 4.2 5.0Total 3.1Venezuela

yellowtai 1
n.e.i.

0.1
3.0

0 ' 2
3.1

0.2
4.0

0.5
4.5

Col ombi a 0.5 Q 5*0.5n.e.i.

Dominican Rep. Q 1 *n.e.i. 0.1 +0.1 0.2

Grenada Q 1 *n.e.i. 0.0 0.1 0.1

Guadeloupe n.e.i. Q 8A. Q 8* 0 8* 0.8*

1/ n.e. i . = not el sewhere i ncl uded.
2/ * = data estimated or calculated by FAO.

Caribbean red
lane
ye 1 1 owtai 1
n.e.i. 1/

red
lane
yellowtail
n.e.i.

red

lane
n.e.i.

1.4
3.1
0.7
0.6

2.3
0.1
0.3
0.2

4.1
0.5
0.5

2.5
4.0
0.8
0.7

2.0
0.1
0.4
0.4

5.1
0.5
0.5

1 ~ 5
3.7
0.9
0.8

2.8
0.1
0.3
0.3

3.9
0.0
0.0

1.5 * 2/
13.7 *

Q 9*
0 8*

2 ~ 3
0 ~ 2
0.5
0.5

4.0
0.1
0.5



Table l.  Continued!.

Grouper Catch by Country

SpeciesCountry
1970 1973

6.86.89.5 6.7TotalCuba

1.0* 2/
5.8*

1.0
5.8

0.9
8.6

1.1
5.6

Nassau

red

10.7 14 ' 2 12. 39 ~ 0TotalMexi co

11.7
0.6

13.8
0.4

8.7
0.3

10.3
0.4

red
n.e.i. 1/

3.23.53.7 3.5TotalU.S.

- - - - - � no data

3.7 3.5 3.5
red

n.e.i. 3.2

1.31.21.2TotalVenezuela

- - - � - - no data - - - � � --

1.1 1.2 1.2 1 ~ 3
red
n.eel.

0.20.1 *n.e.i.Dominican Rep. 0.1 "

0.1 *3/ 0.10.0Col ombi a red

0.00.40.0n.e.i.U.S.S.R.

1/ n.e.i . = not elsewhere included'
2/ * = data estimated or calculated by FAO.
3/ - - = negligible catch.

Catch �,000 mt!
1971 1972



Table l.  Continued!.

Grunt Catch by Country

SpeciesCountry

1970 1973

6.2 * 2/12.4 6.8 6.2CaribbeanCuba

0.40.2Caribbean 0.3 0.4Mexi co

3/ 1.4 7.9Caribbean 53.5U.S.S.R.

U.S. 0.2 0.3Total 0.3 0.3

0.1
0.1

0.2
0.1

0.2
0.1

0.2
0.1

CaribbeanVenezuela 3.1 3.7 5.2 5.6

Porgy Catch by Country

SpeciesCountry

19731970

Cuba 0.4 1.9 1.92.0

U.S.S.R. 6 ~ 0 0 ' 30.4

0.5 0.80.6Mexico 0.6

10

Caribbean
n.e.i . 1/

1/ n.e.i. = not elsewhere included.
2/ * = data estimated or calculated by FAO.
3/ - � = negligible catch.

Catch �,000 mt!
1971 1972

Catch �,000 mt!
1971 1972



Table 1 ~  Continued!.

Jack Catch by Country

SpeciesCountry
19731970

0.3*2/ 0.3*Colombia 0.2 0.3

0 4*0.40 ' 4 0.4Cuba

0.20.3Qominican Republic 0.1 0.3

1.7Nexi co 1.31.2 1.3

1.3 2.21.8 2 ' 2U.S.

- - 3/U.S.S.R.

3.12.01.7 2.0Venezuela

Source: FAO �974!.

2/ * = data estimated or calculated by FAO.
3/ - - = negligible catch.

Catch �,000 mt!
1971 1972



Table 2. Estimated Catch  in Metric Tons! on Campeche Hank, 1966-74.

Year Trawl Catch l/ Snappers G~roo ers Other Finffshes Total
Ksnll ., ow. .r, N ' . N
Cuba Mexico Cuba  East Coast! 2/

1966 2,136 3/

2,669 3/

7,399 4/

1967 9,484

1968 2,899

1969 2,626

1970 2,7567,901

1971 2,080

1972 3,037

1973

1974

1/ All species.

2/ Most fish were caught fram an area south of Veracruz to the eastern tip
of Yucatana

3/ Does not include U.S. catch.
g4 Does not include Cuban catch.

32,252

30,197

16,541

18,156

1'1,449

71,415

16,807

26,850

10,914

12,487

14,979

15,033

18,667

18,133

20,575

22,915

24,933

26,461

33,157

29,677

59,909

62,925

53,269

58,202

52,097

61,719

122,796



lane snapper  ~tot'anus ~sna ris! from around 4,0QO to almost 14,0DO tons in
1973  Table 1! .

The Snapper-Grouper Fisheries in the Gulf of Mexico off the United States

The snapper-grouper fisheries began in the 1830's with the New England
fishermen operating in Key West; and by the 1850's, the fishery had extended
to northwest Florida. Today, the U.S. fleet in the area consists of over
300 vessels and numerous boats. This is a hook-and-line fishery and the
fishermen use line reels operated by hand or electricity. The fishing
vessels are diesel-powered and the fishermen employ sails for stabilization of
the vessel while fishing. The red snapper vessels are based in Florida,
Mississippi,and Alabama and range from about 20 to 24 m in length. The U.S.
landings from the Gulf of Mexico are shown in Table 3.

The Snapper-Grouper Fisheries in the Gulf of Mexico off Mexico

Carpenter �965! gave the history of the U.S. snapper-grouper fishery off
Mexico. Between 1900 and 1960 the average annual catch by the U.S. fleet was
over 1,600 metric tons' The snapper catch includes the Gulf red snapper Cthe
most important single species! and a few others of the family Lutjanidae.

k

a
I

tained by the snapper-grouper handline fishery.

The Mexican handline vessels have fished on Campeche Bank for many years.
The current Cuban and Mexican production of grouper on the Campeche Banks is
almost 19,000 tons  Table 4!. In recent years, Mexico has produced well over
10,000 tons annually, but Cuba's catch has decreased from around 5,000 to
less than 3,000 tons in 1974. The red grouper is the major species for these
two fisheries and, according to Moe �969!, is probably the most abundant and
commercially important grouper in the Gulf of Mexico. Martin Contreras
 pers. comm.! 2/ informed me that red grouper made up over 87/ of the Mexican
catch. Progreso, Yucatan, the major grouper fishing port, produces over 75/
of the total Mexican grouper landings  Table 5!.

Basically, there are three types of Mexican grouper fishing vessels in
the Yucatan district. The fi rst and most important type is the offshore
grouper vessel, which is similar to the snapper vessel but slightly smaller.
It also uses from 7 to 10 dories which deploy longlines for fishing, and it
fishes almost the entire bank  Fig. 1!. The second type of grouper vessel,
referred to as an inshore boat, does not exceed 10 m in length and usually
makes short trips of 1 or 2 days. This type carries from 2 to 4 dories which
deploy longlines, and it generally fishes the inshore waters close to the

2/ Martin Contreras, Instituto Nacional de Pesca, Progreso, Mexico,
pers. comm.
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Tabl e 3. 1949-73.

TotalGrou ersYear Sna ers

Metric Thousand
Tons Dollars

Metric
Tons

Thousand
Do I 1 ars

Metri c
Tons

Thousand
Do 1 1 ars

4,1 30 2,090 4,634 1,012 8,765 3,1021949

3,605 1,851 3,102 2,480629 6,7071950

3,743 2,047 4,334 767 7,177 2,8141951

4,475 3,0262,312 2,707 7,1811952

1953 2,5524,061 2,430 569 6,614 2,999

1954 4,447 2,756 7,2032,495 668 3,163

1955 4,650 2,5262,574 568 7,176 3,142

4,4981956 2,449 3,064 669 3,1187,562

1957 4,737 2,678 3,471 769 8,208 3,447

1958 5,214 2,251 544 7,465 3,4632,919

1959 5,363 3,012 3,020 758 8,382

8,552

3,770

1960 5,441 3,039 3,111 3,813

1961 6,323 3,354 745 9,677 4,2633,518

1962 6,455 3,509 3,744 10,199

10,237

11,219

11,708

10,516

10,158

840 4,349

1963 6,658 3,835 3,579 784 4,619

4,4561964 7,089 4,130 979 5,435

4,5137,195 4,550 1,0721965 5,622

4,6276,664 3,8521966 1,055 5,682

1967 6,609 4,693 3,549 1,093 5,786

1968 6,285 4,746 3,697 1,318 9,983 6,064

9,405 6,6631969 5,507 3,899 1,5965,067

5,071 1,5731970 5,181 3,918 9,099 6,644

1971 5,127 5,334 3,665 1,555 8,792 6,889

1972 5,151 3,661 8,811 8,1346,097 2,037

1973 4,999 6,561 3,003 1,896 8,002 8,457

Allen and Tashiro �976!.Source

14
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4. Catches of Snappers and Groupers  in Metric Tons! on Campeche
Bank, 1963-74.

Table

Sna ersGrou ersYear
Mexico Cuba TotalCuba Mexico Total U.S.

2,676

688
408
400
288 35

23

Sources: Allen and Tashiro �976!; Centro de Investigaciones Pesqueras,
Havana, Cuba; and Instituto Nacional de Pesca, Mexico City, Mexico.

5. Mexican Catch of Groupers  in Metric Tons! by District, 1963-74.Table

Tamaulipas Veracruz Tabasco Campeche Yucatan quintana Roo TotalYear

283 5,982 - � 6,2561963

18 6,876

51 6,976

65 7,388

188 6,670

193 6,732

148 7,175

1964

1965

1966

83 4,178 88 4,3491967

46 5,415 80 5,541

33 7,426 72 7,531

1968

1969

21 8 495 70 8 5861970

10,214

13,792

5281 10,081

66 13,443

1971

2831972

8,615 1/

9,779 1/

1973

1974

1/ From the Port of Progreso only. The 1972 catch was 75'/ of the total
Mexican catch.

Source: Insti tuto Nacional de Pesca, Mexico City, Mexico.
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1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

5,135
5,373
4,956
6, 393
4,819
4,920
3,253
2,668

6,256
6,876
6,976
7,399
4,349
5,541
7,531
8,586

10,214
13,747

6,256
6,876
6,976
7,399
9,484

10,914
12,487
14,979
15,033
18,667

1,493
1,868
2,102
2,'I 36
2,669
2,211
2,218
2,356
1,757
3,014

4,169
1,868
2,102
2,136
2,669
2,899
2,626
2,756
2,080
3,037
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home port. The third type, the unregistered skiff, fishes along the shore-
line at night with lights and catches a variety of small fishes and juvenile
groupers, which are sold in the morning on the beach.

The breakdown of the numbers and kinds of vesse'Is by years is listed in
Table 6. Martin Contreras  pers. comm.; see footnote 2 ! informed me that in
1972 the offshore grouper vessels produced 57/ of the grouper catch landed in
Progreso; 34/ was produced by inshore vessels, 8/ by unregistered vessels,
and less than I/ by snapper vessels.

Cuban handline vessels have fished in the same area  Campeche Hank! since
1935. In 1955 the Cuban catch was 1,600 metric tons of groupers and about
200 metric tons of snappers. In more recent years, the Cuban vessels have
fished with longlines and trawls. The longline fleet harvests mostly
groupers, whereas the trawl fleet catches mostly grunts, with a small inci-
dental catch of snappers. In 1965 the Cuban fleet off Mexico caught about
5,200 metric tons of groupers and about 300 metric tons of snappers,
supposedly with longlines and trawl nets  Caries Martin and Liubimova, 1967!.
There is also an active Cuban fishery off the west coast of Florida beyond
the 19-km �2-mile limit!. Using handlines and bottom longlines, the Cubans
obtained catches of 1,800, 1,700, and 2,200 metric tons in 1971, 1972, and
1973  Fuss, pers. comm.!. 3/

The Snapper-Grouper Fisheries off the South Atlantic Coast of the United ~tates

The fishing grounds lie along the southeastern U.S. coast from North
Carolina to Florida and extend to the 219-m depth contour. This Ts a small
fishery, and in 1970 the commercial catch was estimated at 800 metric tons,
valued at $800,000  USl. Huntsman  MS.! 4/ gives information on the recre-
ational fishery off North Carolina. In 1972 the catch of that fishery was
600 metric tons, increasing to 700 metric tons in 1973. There was an addi-
tional catch of about 100 metric tons of sea basses in 1973  the black sea
bass catch in 1972 was not estimated!. The other fish species caught by the
recreational fishermen, ranked by order of importance, are: red porgy,
vermilion snapper, white grunt, and groupers. Red porgy form the largest
proportion of the catch by wei ght.

3/ Charles Fuss, Jr., Division Chief, Law Enforcement and Marine Mammal
Protection Division, NMFS, NOAA, Southeast Region, St. Petersburg, FL
33702, pers. comm.

4/ Huntsman, G. Offshore head boat fishing in North and South Carolina.
Unpublished manuscri pt. Atlantic Estuarine Fisheries Center, NMFS, NOAA,
Heaufort, NC 28516.
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Table 6. Number of Vessels, by Type, Fishing for Groupers and Snappers
Out of Progreso, Mexico, 1962-72. 1/ 2/

Snapper
Vessel s

Inshore
Grouper
Vessels

Offshore
Grouper
Vessels

Year

1/ September 1975, there were 251vessels and 10 non-active vessels.

2/ The number o. unregistered vessels is unknown for these years.

Source: Instituto Nacional de Pesca, Mexico City, Mexico.
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1962
1963
1964

1965

1966
1967

1968

1969
1970

1971
1972

86

96

103
105
106
108

116

124

130
137

137

7

9
11

15

23

27
32
35

37

42

42

11

13

15

16

23

24

29

32

32

34

37



STATUS OF STOCKS

GULF OF MEXICO AND THE SOUTH ATLANTIC COAST OF THE UNITED STATES

Little information is available on the life history and population
dynamics of the exploited fish species' Only crude estimates of standing
stocks are available, and no estimates of sustainable catch have been made;
however, Bullis, Carpenter, and Roithmayr �971!, using data from explorato-
ry surveys, have given some estimates. The snapper standing stock in the
area is put at 160,000 metric tons,and the grouper standing stock for the
western central Atlantic is over 110,000 metric tons. The total biomass of
snappers and groupers would be about 270,000 metric tons. Using the poten-
tial yield equation given by Gulland �971!, and assuming the natural
mortality M = 0.5, the potential yield wou'td be about 68,000 metric tons.

The present production of snappers and groupers comes mainly from hand-
line fishing in depths of 55-73 m off reefs, wrecks, and oil rigs. However,
as revealed by exploratory fishing in the western Gulf of Mexico, there is
also a sizable resource along the edge of the Continental Shelf in the 137-
to 366- m depth zone which could be harvested with bottom setlines and
traps.

The establishment of oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico has created new
fishing grounds for snappers but has brought commercial handlining in direct
competition with recreational fishing. Although this competition has not
reached a serious stage, the situation is expected to worsen as the two
fisheries expand.

CAMPECHE BANK

A detailed evaluation of the Mexican red grouper fishery was compiled
by Melo  Thesis!. He constructed yield isopleths  Figs. 2 and 3! based on
the following information:

total mortality Z = 0.48
natural mortality M = 0.24 and 0.15
W ~ = 13.86 kg  equivalent to 928 mm TL!
K = 0.1126

The value<for Z and K are approximately the same as reported by Moe
�969! � = 0.32 and K = 0.18! but different for L = 672 mn SL; whereas
for Melo  Thesis!, L~ = 928 I TL  i .e., 672 am SL " 800 I TL!.

Melo's estimates provide the information necessary to compute the yield
per recruit for red grouper as a function of age at first capture and fish-
ing mortality rate. The yield isopleths are shown for M = 0.15 and M = 0.24
 Figs' 2 and 3, respectively!. The point P in each figure indicates the
present terms of exploitation. Both plots show that the yield per recruit
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could be nearly doubled by increasing the age at first capture from 2 years
to 6 years. Hence, the total catch, under proper management, could be
increased from the present 19,000 tons to perhaps 35,000 tons. On the other
hand, the number of grouper vessels has increased in recent years  Table 6!.F>g
ures 2 and 3 show that the yield per recruit will decrease if fishing mor-
tality increases and the age at first capture does not.

Length-frequency samples from the Progreso fleet have been collected
since 1972, from which Melo  Thesis! estimated total mortality. Comparison
of the length-frequency distribution by year shows a decrease in the domi-
nant modal group from 45 cm in 1972  age 4! to 32 cm  age 2! in 'I974,
 Fig. 4!. The absence of other information prevents specific interpretation
of these data, except that the average size of fishes from newly exploited
stocks always decreases untiI some level of stability is achieved. The
grouper fishery has been expanding in recent years, both in the number of
vessels and perhaps also to other fishing areas. Further evaluation will
requi re examination of catch and effort records now being collected by
Mexico and Cuba.

Historical

Camber �955! and Carpenter �965! reviewed the red snapper fisheries
of the Gulf of Mexico. The Campeche Bank became an important fishing area
during the early 1890's. Historically, Mexican, Cuban, and U.S. vessels
fished this area for snappers. The prime species of importance has been

h «T «
marketed as "red snapper." The fol lowing analysis considers red snapper as
a species group unless otherwise stated.

C b f1 I « « I d 1 1. L. ~
prised over 93/ of the U.S. catch. Probably the species composition of the
Cuban and Mexican catch was similar during this period. Unfortunately,
catch information is not available for the Cuban and Mexican fishery from
1937-51. Detailed U.S. catch and effort data for this period, presented by
Camber �955!, indicated that about 505 of the total red snapper catch was
produced by U.S. vessels.

Usi ng Camber's 1955 sample catch and effort data of 28 vessels out of
a total U.S. fleet of 39 vessels, I estimated the total catch and effort
for the U.S. fleet fishing the Campeche Bank  Table 7!. I constructed a
simple Schaefer model using these data   Figs. 5 and 6!, The maximum poi nt
of the curve indicates a MSY of 2,400 metric tons, but I have not incIuded
the catch of either the Cuban or Mexican fleets, as they are not known
precisely. Camber �955! indicated that the U.S. fleet caught approximately
50Ã of the total catch of red snappers from the Campeche Bank. Hence, I
assumed that the total catch must have been twice the U.S. catch and also
that the efficiency between fleets was similar and did not change during
the time period. During that period, U.S. efficiency remained static and

22
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it was not until after World War II that major changes occurred. By 1945
the entire U.S. f'Ieet was powered by diesel engines with forward and reverse
gears. The engines with gears facilitated positioning the vessel on small
but productive reefs. Depth recorders were first introduced in 1946, and by
1951 handlines were replaced with hand reels. Incorporating the catch from
the Cuban and Mexican fleets only changes the vertical axis of figure, thus
yielding an MSY of about 4,800 tons with an effort of 240,000 roan-days at
sea. The peak red snapper catch was 4,169 tons in 1963, which probably con-

b1 n.

Present Status

Starting in 1962, Soviet and Cuban trawlers started to fish the Campeche
Bank for porgies and grunts, and by 1966 were taking over 30,000 tons
annually. The species composition of the Cuban catch consists of mainly
porgies  Table 8!. It appears that the U.S.S.R. catch was made up of mostly
grunts, especially in 1972  Table 1!. Bradley and Bryan �975! showed that
shrimp trawling and the incidental catch of juvenile snappers in the northern
Gulf of Mexico may be one reason for the decline i n the commercial snapper
hook-and-line fishery. Nore information is needed to evaluate the cause and
effect of large-scale trawling on the Campeche Bank and the effect on the
present snapper fishery. The present data does not indicate a decline in
the snapper stocks.

Nexico presently lands about 3,000 tons of snapper annually  Table 9! ~
The major port ie Progreso, from which about 40 vessels fish specifically
for red snapper with each vessel using from 7 to 10 dories employing long-
li nes. Ninety percent of the catch consists of snappers and 10/ groupers,
with L. cam echanus comprising about 60K of the snapper catch and mutton
snapper Lutjanus analis!, 20-305  M. Contreras, pers. comm.; see footnote 2!.
About 196~to ve~sse size changed drastically. iiith a conversion to ice-
preservation-type vessels, the average size of vessels increased from 30
tons to about 45 gross tons. Catch and effort data are now being collected
at Progreso, but the data are not in a usable form. Detailed evaluation of
the snapper stocks will require these data to be standardized and computer-
compatible.

Olaechea  pers. comm.! 5/ believes that there is a considerable poten-
tial for expansion of the snapper fishery on the Campeche Banks. Trawling
and longline fishing are not particularly effective in capturing snappers,
as the highest densi ty of snappers occurs on reefs where these types of
gear are not usable. Hence, Olaechea believes that the majority of the pre-
sent fishing effort harvests only those fishes on the less rugged areas of
the Bank.

5/ A. Olaechea, Centro de Investigaciones Pesqueras, Havana, Cuba.
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Table 8. Species Composition of the Cuban Trawl Fishery Catch on the
Campeche Bank, 1973-74.

Compos i ti on
 I!Species Groups

1973 1974

Source: Centro de Investigaciones Pesqueras, Havana, Cuba.

Table 9. Mexican Catch of Snappers  in Metric Tons! by District, 1963-74.

Year Tamaul i pas Yeracruz Campeche Yucatan quintana Roo Tota I

1/ From the Port of Progreso only. The 1972 catch comprised more than
86K of the total catch for the district of Yucatan.

Source: Instituto Nacional de Pesca, Mexico City, Mexico.

Sparidae - porgies
Pomadasyidae � grunts
Lutjani dae - snappers

lane snapper
yellowtail snapper
vermilion snapper
other snappers

Serranidae - groupers

1963 789 371
1964 1,040 412
1965 980 452
1966 649 371
1967 476 343
1968 364 300
1969 306 393
1970 326 421
1971 356 35
1972 443 397
1973
1974

87
146
146
220
I62
197
181
232
302

56
13
24

5

12 1
7
6

333
315
499
935

1,597
1,366
1,326
'1,401
1,101
1,797
1,278 1/
1,236 1/

14
25
15

33
19
13
27

33

75

58 7
24 2
10 7

5

11

1,493
1,868
2,102
2,136
2,669
2,211
2,218
2,356
1,757
3,014



Finfi shes

Fish trawl surveys were conducted by the U.S ~ Fish and Wildlife Service
in 1958 and 1959 and by Cuba during 1964-72, 1974, and 1975  Sauskan and
Olaechea, 1974!. The species composition between the U.S. and Cuban surveys
was different, apparently because of the difference in the specific areas
surveyed. The aim of the U.S. surveys was to concentrate on evaluating
snapper potential, whereas the Cuban surveys were apparently more homogenous
and not selective for a species group  Table 10!. The U.S. and Cuban fish
trawls were both outfitted with roller gear, which permitted them to operate
on the rough Campeche Bank.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service fish trawl data were used to esti-
mate the standing stock of snappers, groupers, and other fi nfishes on the
Campeche Bank, whereas the Cuban fish trawl data were used to estimate the
abundance of finfishes. The U.S. data were standardized to a 21.3-m head-
rope, following the procedures outlined by Klima �975!, and the catch rates
were adjusted to a catchability coefficient q = 0.68 to estimate standing
stock. Olaechea and Hernandez   1975! compared catch rates of their standard
SRT-M �3-m fish trawl! with the Bacaladero commercial trawl �2-m fish
trawl! and found significant differences between their catch rates. They
corrected the discrepancies by using the following equation:

ln d = 4.1425 + 0.4433  :ln dl!, where

Z> = density of Bacaladero net, and

dl = density of SRT-M net.

A11 of the 1974-75 Cuban survey data have been standardized by this correc-
tion factor, and, where stated, the U.S. trawl survey data was also stan-
dardized by the above formula. The 23-m SRT-M trawl and the U.S. 21.3-m
fish trawls are approximately comparable; therefore, I felt the correction
factor described by Olaechea and Hernandez �975! would be appropriate for
the U.S. data and vice-versa. In fact, I compared the catch rates from U.S.
and Cuban data using both the q = 0 ' 68 and the Cuban correction factor
 Tables ll and 12!.

Potential

Standing stock estimates from the U.S. survey i ndi cate a fi nfi sh popu-
lation ranging from 250,000 tons to 2 million tons, depending on the tech-
nique of adjusting q  Table 11!. The lower value was obtained by adjusting
to a q = 0.68 and the higher value by adjusting the catch rates to a
Bacaladero net after Olaechea and Hernandez �975!. It appears that the
250,000 tons for standing stock value are perhaps too low, whereas a value
of 2 million tons is too high. The Cuban survey datain 1974-75 indicate a
fi nfish standi ng stock of approximately 1.5 million metric tons, which would
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Table 10. Species Composition of the Catch from Trawl Surveys by Cuba and
the United States.

Species Groups U.S. Survey
'  /! Cuban Survey

 /!

aurorubens
~0c urus ~chr surus
Others

Serranidae - groupers
E. morio
Others

0.06

0 ~ 02
0.04

0.10

0.03
0.08

0. 30

0.29

46.00 0 ' 09

1/ Unknown.

Sources: Miami Laboratory, Southeast Fisheries Center, NMFS, NOAA, Miami,
FL 33149; and Centro de Investi gaciones Pesqueras, Havana, Cuba.

Table 11. Density, Standing Stock, and Yield from U.S. Surveys, 1958-59. 1/

Density
 kg/hr! 2/

Standing
Stock
 tons!

Adjusted
Dens i ty
 kg/hr! 3/

Standing
Stock
 tons!

Species

13.65

1.58

13.06

1 21,905

14,110

116,636

1,001,092

125,136

959,380

Snappers

Groupers
Others

Total 252,65228.29 233.53 2,085,610

Yield = 0.5 MB!
Z "= 0.2 or 0.4

25,265 - 50,530 208,561 - 417,122

1/ Survey area = 89.3 x 10~ ha.
2/ q = 0.68.

3/ q adjusted to Bacaladero  Olaechea and Hernandez, I975!.
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Lutjanidae - snappers

L. analis
L. 9riseus
L. ~sea ris
Rh b 1 t

Spari dae � porgies

Pomadasyidae - grunts

Others

0.48

0.27
0.11
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.02
0.01

0.22

0.03
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.03
0.02
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6/
provide a yield of between 150,000 and 300,000 tons . However, using a
q = 0.68, the standing stock of 608,000 tons, provides a yield of between
60,000 and 120,000 tons. The Cuban surveys in 1964-72 indicated a standing
stock of 807,000 tons, with a yield of from 106,000 to 127,000 tons
 Sauskan and Olaechea, 1974! ~ .

The most probable estimates of standing stock and yield are listed in
Table 13. The potential yield for all finfishes appears to be from about
80,000 to 176,000 tons, with average standing stocks of 191,000 tons of
snappers and 76,000 tons of groupers. However, I believe the grouper stocks
are greatly underestimated, as trawl gear is not effecti ve in sampling these
species, and the correction factors are probably still underestimated; I did
not estimate grouper potential from these data. This may also be true for
the snapper populations, as these species tend to inhabit the most rugged
parts of the reefs where they are unavailable to trawls. The best estimates
of snapper standing stock are probably from 122,000 to 175,000 tons, with a
potential yield of from 12,200,to 35,000 tons. The U.S. surveys indicate a
potential of from 12,200 to 24,400 tons for all snappers, with a potential

.~h «6 0 1,0D . h «i f h
grunts and porgies are probably fairly reliable, with a range of potential
yield of from 68,000 to 136,000 tons  i.e., 344,500 + 335,000 = 679,500-ton
average of all Cuban surveys! and from 90,500 to 179,000 tons �974-75
surveys! .

CARIBBEAN AND BAHAMAS

To estimate the standing stock of snappers, groupers, and related
species for the Caribbean, information was used from Kawaguchi �974!,
Munro and Thompson �973!, and Gonzalez-Alberdi �975!. Munro and Thompson
derived a yield curve from data on the catch per canoe per year and the
number of canoes per nm' of shelf for different areas along the Jamaican
coast. From this, they obtained standing stock and density estimates which
could be related to the catch rate per handline-hour. This ratio and
information on catch rates in other areas were used to obtain standing stock
estimates for other areas of the Caribbean. For example, Kawaguchi reported
that handline fishing for reef fishes off the southeast coast of Jamaica
produced 2,067 kg of fishes in 601 line-hours of fishing, or 3.34kg/li ne-
hour. The density of reef fishes for the above area of Jamaica was

6/ Armando Olaechea  pers. comm.; see footnote 5! indicated that the
groundfish stocks of the Campeche Banks probably have a natural mortal-
ity of approximately M = 0.2. The yield calculation for the finfish
stocks from the surveys were based on total mortality of Z = 0.2 and
0.4. Yield was calculated from an equation by Gulland �971!, modified
slightly to:

max = 0.5 x  ZB!, where

2 = total mortality, and

B = standing stock of exploited stock.
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1423.35, and

Density
i

T x CPUE<, where

index of density,

catch per unit effort in it areaCPUEi

in kg/line-hour from Kawaguchi �974!, and

.density of fishes in the it area i n kg/line-hourDens i ty
i

Table 14. Estimates of Standing Stock of Snappers and Related Species off
Jamaica.

Location Are~
 km !

Density,
 kg/km !

Standing Stock
 mt!

South coast
North coast

2,926
497

1,386
3,696

4,055
1,838

TOTAL 3,423 1,722 5,893

Source: Munro and Thompson �973!.

Venema �973! reported that few deep water groupers and snappers are
landed in the Bahamas, as most of the production comes from the shallow water
banks, and that the catch per effort  an average of the catch rate of traps,
handlines, and spears! was 35.7 kg/man/day. The catch of fishes and shell-
fishes landed in Nassau in 1971 was over 2,000 metric tons, of which at least
1,000 metric tons were lobsters and conchs.

The catch per man per fishing day could be converted to catch per handli ne
per hour. Assuming that each man fishes 10 hours per day using one line, 35.7
kg/man/fishing day is equivalent to 3.57 kg/line/hr. This catch rate leads to
an estimate of standing stock of 270,000 metric tons for the Bahamas and 17,000
metric tons for the Turks and Caicos Islands. Using a catch rate of 9.4 kg/ha
iven by Gonzalez-Alberdi �975!, the standing stock for the deep water reefs
55-329 m! is estimated to be 11,000 metric tons.
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4,754 kg/nm  Table 14!. Hence, to estimate the standing stock of reef fishes--
snappers, groupers, jacks, and others, I ca'Icylated an index of density of reef
fishes/catch per line-hour  i .e., 4,754 kg/nm /3. 34 kg/line-hour! as a basis
for adjusting all of Kawaguchi's data to a density value. Then using the adjusted
density value, I determined standing stock by multiplying the density va'lue by the
area of reef.



This estimate is within the range of from 2,200 to 22,000 metric tons given
by Gonzalez-Alberdi. Similar procedures were used for catch rates given by
Kawaguchi �974! and others for areas of the Caribbean  Table 15!.

The standing stock of snappers and related species is estimated at
1,292,000 and 295,000 metric tons for the Caribbean and Bahamas, respective-
ly. Assuming the natural morta a ity M = 0.5, I estimated the potential yield
using the equation given by Gulland �971!, viz:

 a! potential yield for the Caribbean = 323,000 metric tons,
 b! potential yeild for the Bahamas = 73,000 metric tons.

Gulland �971! estimated the potential demersal fish production for the
Caribbean and Bahamas to be 2-8 kg/ha and 2-4 kg/ha, respectively. The

~ ~

reatest production was reported in the narrow, northern Shelf of Jamaica
i.e., 37 kg/ha/yr!  Vidaeus, 1970!.

Munro �973! indicated that demersal fish production from coral reef
areas might be much greater than that estimated by Gulland   1971!. Munro
reported that catches exceeded 8 kg/ha in most areas intensively fished,
that catches of 11.7 kg/ha were attained in many areas, and that the rate
of production of shelf-dwelling fishes may approach 17.5 kg/ha. He concluded
that production i n the enti re Cari bbean and Bahamas area, totalling
661,971 km', can be i ncreased to 750,000 metric tons and that, i n an i nten-
sified fishery, the catch could exceed 1 million metric tons. These quan-
titieses would be equivalent to 11.3 kg/ha and 15.1 kg/ha, respecti vely.
Compared with the 1972 yield of 126,000 metric tons, catches of 750,000 and
1 million metric tons would represent an increase in production of from six
to eight times. Bullis and Carpenter �968! estimated the standing stock of
snappers and groupers for the Caribbean and Bahamas to be 675,000 metric
tons, which would give a yield of 170,000 metric tons annually.

In the light of all the available data and past estimates, the present
estimate of 396,000 metric tons potential annual production for the Bahamas
and Caribbean appears to be reasonable. The figures, however, may have been
biased due to insufficient precise estimates of the total reef area.

CONCLUSIONS

CAMPECHE BANK

Red Snapper

The United States, Mexico, and Cuba fish the Campeche Bank for snappers,
with a current total annual production of around 3,000 tons. Snappers have
been the U.S. 's main interest i n the Campeche Bank since the turn of the
century, Peak U.S. production of 676 tons in 1963 was foIlowed by a decline
in production from 1964 to the present, with current production around 300
tons. The U.S. fleet began switchi ng fishi ng areas to the Cari bbean Sea in
1964; and by 1968, production from the Caribbean Sea exceeded that from off
Mexico  Allen and Tashiro, 1976!.
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Table 15. Estimate of Standing Stock of Snappers and Related Species in the Cari bbean,
Including the Reef and Shelf Areas Effor.t, Total Catch, and Hook-and-Line
Catch Rate.

Total Catch Standing
Area Effort Catch Rate Density Stock
  km'-!   hr!   kg!  kg/hr!   kg/km" !  mt!

Local i ti es

Jamaica South

1,659 1,9711,186.7 33.7 134.5 3.99

Central America

6,566.4 201.8 871.3 4.31 1,792 11,777

99,180.0 613.9 7,226.8 11.75 484,9964,886

His aniola to Vi r in
Islands

1,056. 8
2,969. 6

670. 3
95.1

91. 7 623. 9 6. 81 2,832
58. 5 350. 3 5. 99 2,491

108.0 1,200. 2 11.12 4,624
15.0 18.4 1.22 507
53.3 50.8 0.95 395

2,995
7,399
3,102

48

11,799 85.9 463.6 5.40 2,246 26,517

Leeward Islands

Angui lla Bank
Unnamed
Sombrero Bank

266.4 1,823. 8 6. 85
8.5 70.9 8.35

36.1 180. 1 4.99

2,849
3,478

12,772
376

2,075 532
Sombrero Bank SW
Saba Bank
Barbuda to Antiqua
St. Kitts to Dominca

6.3 5. 7 0.9'l
119. 3 682. 2 5. 72

60.0 117.5 1.95

834
7,963
2,923

378
2,379

811

Windward Islands

Martinique to Barbados 5,783.2

Shelves South America

266.3 193.3 0.73 1,757304

Continental Shelf
South America, Trinidad
to French Guiana ']96,308.0 566.9 4,860.0 8.56 3,560 699,304

Average 5. 85 2,433

Total 354,394.1 1,291,757

+1 Estimate based on same catch rate for Rosalind Hank.
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Mackerel Bank
Pedro Bank
Unnamed
Alice Shoal
Serrani lla Bank
Serrane Bank
Rosalind Bank
Thunder Kr,ol 'l
Between Rosalind and

Unnamed Knoll

Shelf area east of
Honduras

Point Blanca to
Cape Camaron
 about 85'W!

Monte Cristi Bank
Silver Bank
Navi dad Bank
Unnamed
Mona Passage
Puerto Rico to

Virgin Islands

39. 3
8,016. 4

124.8
263. 3
995. 2
359. 1

4,928.2
167. 6

4,480.2
108. 1

54. 7
256. 5
201.8

2,202.5
3,344. 8
3,601. 3

62.5 298.2 4.76
470. 11 1,793.4 3. 81

24.9 55.4 2.22
75.0 299.8 3.99

4.90 1/
4.90 T/

46.6 229.8 4.90
4.90 1/

1,980
1,585

923
1,659
2,038
2,038
2,038
2,038

78
] 2,709

115
437

2,029
732

10,050
341



Table 15.  Continued!

Total Catch Standing
Are~ Effort Catch Rate Density Stock
 km !  hr!  kg!  kg/hr!  kg/km2!  mt!Locali ti es

Bahamas

2,736.0
9.40 3,909 10,703

3 ~ 57179,892.0

Others � Turks, etc. 11,320.2 3.57

294,808193,948.2Total Bahamas

1,586,565548,342.3Grand Total

Sources: Kawaguchi �9/4! and Gonzalez-Alberdi �975!.
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Bahama deep water
�1-180 fa'horns!

Bahama Island
banks

1,485 267,260

1,485 16,818



Potential yield of red snapper was determined by two methods:
�! using the Schaefer model and �! estimating standing stock from survey
data. The Schaefer model indicates that a MSY of 4,800 tons of red snapper
fp'I .~hl«d d. I
of L. cam echanus is from the U.S. survey �958-59!, in which S.S. = 122,000

f55., h !.. 5... ~= 5. I
with a potentiaT yie d of from 6,800 to 13,600 tons, based on Z = 0.2-0.4.
The total potential for all snappers from the U.S. survey would be from
12,200 to 24,000 tons.

h I I dh « . ~h«h
is 29,500 tons, much less than from U.S. surveys because of the difference
in species composition between surveys. The estimated potential is from
2,900 to 5,900 tons. The total potential of all snappers is between 22,000
and 43,000 tons. It appears that the U.S. estimate of potential snapper
yield may be more realistic. The best estimate indicates a potential yield
I,DD,D « .~ I
tor all snappers between 12,200 and 24,000 tons.

Present red snapper production i s around 3,000 tons, of which perhaps
li,~h. I «p d

L. c h and could be increased significantly for other snappers.

Groupers

Mexico and Cuba are the major producers of groupers on the Campeche
Bank, with production in 1972 reaching almost 19,000 tons. The major species
is the red grouper. Potential yield may be as great as 35,000 tons. The
maximum increase in yield will require increasing fishing effort and the
size and age of recruits entering the fishery from less than 3 years of age
to slightly older than 5 years  Melo, Thesis!. An increase i n fishi ng effort
will decrease the yield per recruit if age at first capture does not increase.
CARIBBEAN AND BAHAMAS

The potential yield for snappers and related species may be 323,000 and
73,000 tons for the Caribbean and Bahamas, respectively.
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STATUS OF THE U.S. COMMERCIAL SNAPPER-GROUPER FISHERY�1/ 2/

Donald M. Allen and Joseph E. Tashiro
Miami Laboratory

Southeast Fisheries Center
National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA

Miami, Florida

ABSTRACT

Snappers and groupers have been fished commercially off the South Atlantic
States and Gulf States for over a century, and portions of the fleet operate
near foreign shores. At least 32 species of snappers and groupers are included
in this diversified fishery. The 1974 commercial catch totaled 18.3 million
pounds, valued at 9.5 million dollars. In 1970,82.7 million pounds were re-
ported caught by recreational fishermen.

The commercial landings of snappers and groupers are greatest in Florida,
which accounted for 59/ of the snappers and 89/ of the groupers, by weight,
landed in 1973. In recent years most of the catch has been produced in the
Gulf of Mexico off the United States, seaward of' 12 miles.

From 1965 to 1973, total U.S. commercial production declined by 8.2 million
pounds. The decrease was primarily in snapper production from off Mexico and
grouper production from off the west coast of Florida.

Analysis of the fishery is complicated by the lack of basic catch informa-
tion. The fishery takes place in state, Federal, and international waters.
Therefore, research necessary for rational management may be coordinated most
effectively under the State-Federal Fisheries Management Program and an inter-
national regional fisheries organization, such as the Western Central Atlantic
Fisheries Commission.

1/ Contribution No. 441, Southeast Fisheries Center, Miami Laboratory, National
Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA, Miami, FL 33149 and MARMAP Contribution No. 110.

2/ The fisheries in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, California, and Hawaii are
not discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The snapper-grouper fishery is one of the more valuable fisheries of the
Southern Coastal United States. The 1974 commercial catch of 18.3 million pounds
was valued at 9.5 million dollars, to which can be added a much greater value
for the recreational fishery. Saltwater anglers in the South Atlantic States
and Gulf States caught an estimated 82.7 million pounds of snappers and groupers
in 1970, the year of the most recent survey  Deuel, 1973!. An unknown quantity
of marketed fish is not reported in the commercial landings.

A preliminary review of the fishery indicates impending resource problems
related to increased fishing pressure by commercial, recreational, and foreign
flag fishermen. Furthermore, grounds historically fished by U.S. fishermen are
diminishing as the Bahamas, Mexico, and the Caribbean nations extend or enforce
fisheries jurisdictions.

THE FISHERY

GENERAL

Snappers and groupers have been fished commercially from ports located in
the Southern United States for more than a century. Since the beginning of the
U.S. snapper-grouper fishery in the 1830's and 1840's off Key West and Pensacola,
Fla., respectively, its history has been similar to that of many other fisheries.
As fishing pressure increased and the grounds initially fished became less pro-
ductive, fishery activity expanded into new areas. Early in the 20th century,
most of the grounds in the Gulf of Mexico, including those off Mexico, had been
fished by U.S. vessels  Camber, 1955; Carpenter, 1965! ~ Beginning about 1949,
expansion into new areas and deeper waters was facilitated by the use of fath-
ometers and mechanical reels with wire lines  Siebenaler and Brady, 1952!. In
1964 the U.S. snapper-grouper fleet began fishing new grounds in the Caribbean
Sea off Honduras  Fishery Statistics of the United States, 1966! and by about
1970, these activities had extended southward through the western Caribbean to
the Continental Shelf edge off Colombia  Carpenter and Nelson, 1971; Fishery
Statistics of the United States, 1973!. The fishing grounds now include waters
off the South Atlantic Coast of the United States, in the Bahamas area, in the
Gulf of Mexico, and in the western Caribbean Sea  Fig. 1!.

Snappers and groupers are fished from depths of a few fathoms  Schroeder,
1924! to about 140 fathoms  Camber, 1955!. The 15- to 60-fathom depth range is
the most heavily fished and the most productive  Camber, 1955; Moe, 1963;
Carpenter, 1965!. Typically, snappers and groupers inhabit reef areas and hard
irregular bottoms, but good catches of snappers have been made over mud bottoms
 Ginsburg, 1931; Moe, 1963; Carpenter, 1965!. Groupers maintain close contact
with the bottom and utilize holes or crevices for cover  Smith, 1971!. Both
snappers and groupers are common around artificial structures  Moe, 1963;
Stroud, 1966; Irby, 1974!; and in the north central Gulf, offshore oil and gas
platforms are a source of the commercial and recreational catch  Shinn, 1974!.

Most  96'A in 1971! of the snappers and groupers in the commercial catch are
taken by the so-called "handline" fleet. These fish are caught by baited hooks
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Figure l. The general location of snapper-grouper grounds fished by U.S.
vessels are shown in white. U.S. vessels do not fish all grounds
shown. Off foreign shores, U.S. operations are usually restricted
to international waters.
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with simple handlines or mechanical ree1s, exclusive of trolling and longline
gear. The remainder of the catch is by shrimp trawls, spiny lobster traps, fish
pots, haul seines, trammel and gill nets, and long1ines.~/ The commercial hand-
line fleet consists of vessels and boats. As defined for statistical purposes,
a vessel has a capacity of 5 net tons or over, and a boat, less than 5 tons
 Fishery Statistics of the United States, 1974!. The vessels, of wood, steel,
or fiberglass construction, are usua1ly diesel powered and range from 26 to
79 feet in length. Many still retain the lines of' the traditional snapper
schooners, are masted, and use a small riding sail for the steadying effect
while fishing  Tarbox, 1970!. The boats are generally less than 26 feet long.
Most of the fishing craft use ice to preserve the catch, but a f'ew are equipped
with freezers  Thompson and Thompson, 1972!. Some of the craft are of multi-
purpose design to facilitate use in other fisheries, such as shrimping  Carpenter,
1965! and lobstering  Noetzel and Wojnowski, 1975!. For example, about 25/ of
the handline vessels operating from the South At'tantic States and Gulf States
in 1969 were equipped with other types of gear in addition to those classified
as handlines, which are primarily mechanical reels  Noetzel and Gaynor, 1974!.
Included in the numbers of commercial handline craft reported in Fishery Statis-
tics of the United States �952-74! are an unknown number of sport, charter, and
party craft from which fish were sold and reported to National Marine Fisheries
Service  NMFS! statistical agents. Therefore, all the craft reported as hand-
liners are not consistently employed in the snapper-grouper fishery. The usual
purpose of such diversification is to operate profitably throughout the year.
For that reason, many of the snapper-grouper fishermen are part-time and are
active in other fisheries or occupations  Moe, 1963; Norville, 1975!.

The fishing gear used by the handline fleet varies with the location
fished and the species and sizes to be caught. The catch is retrieved by
simple handlines and hand-powered, electric, or hydraulic line reels  Siebenaler
and Brady, 1952; Carpenter, 1965; Tarbox, 1970!. All these gears are classified
as handlines by NMFS statisti cal agents. In recent years, monofi lament lines
have been used on the handlines and stainless steel lines on the mechanical reels
 Kawaguchi, 1974! ~ Except in the yellowtail snapper fishery, where weights and
leaders generally are not used, the terminal gear consists of a weight, wire
spreaders, rubber shocks, monofilament snoods, and hooks  Moe, 1963; Kawaguchi,
1974!. From 2 to 40 baited hooks may be used with each reel line, but in-
dividual handlines sometimes have only 1 hook  Moe, 1963; Carpenter, 1965!.
The hooks used are both conventional style and self-hooking tuna-circle style
 Carpenter, 1965; Kawaguchi, 1974!. Shrimp, squid, and several species of
fishes are used for bait  Carpenter, 1965!.

At least 17 species of snappers  Lutjanidae! and 15 species of groupers
 Serranidae! are caught in this multispecies fishery, a1though not all species
are caught on all parts of the grounds  Table 1!. The predominant species in
the catch are the Gulf red snapper and the red grouper. The common names of
snappers and groupers, as used by the fishing industry and in the state and
Federal statistical reports, do not always identify the species landed. At

3/ Statistics and Market News Division, Nationa1 Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS!,
NOAA, Washington, DC 20235--General Canvass Data for 1971.



Table l. U. S. Snapper-Grouper Fishery, Species of Snappers and Groupers
Commonly Landedl/.

Common Name Scientific Name

Sna ers - Lut'anidae

Black snapper
queen snapper
Mutton snapper
Schoolmaster
Blackfin snapper
Gulf red snapper2/
Cubera snapper
Gray snapper
Oog snapper
Mahogany snapper
Caribbean red snapper2/
Lane snapper
Silk snapper
Yellowtail snapper
Wenchman
Voraz3/
Vermilion snapper

~Asilus dentatus
Etelis ocu'latus
Lutjanus analis
Lutjanus ~a odus
Lutjanus buccanella
L t' h 2/

Lutjanus griseus
~Lut anus jocu
Lutjanus mahocaoni
~iut 'anus ~ur ureusX~
Lutjanus svyna ris
~Lut'anus vivanus
~0c urus ~chr surus
P ' t d

Grou ers - Serranidae

Rock hind
Speckled hind
Yellowedge grouper
Red hind
Jewfish
Redgrouper
Misty grouper
Warsaw grouper
Snowy grouper
Nassau grouper
Black grouper
Yellowmouth grouper
Gag
Scamp
Yellowfin grouper

uttatusg
~3ta ara
mori 0

E ' h l ~n1 ritus

I

1/ Except when noted otherwise, common and scientific names follow
Bailey �970!.

2/ From Rivas �966!, who recognized two species of red snapper. These are
I-~«1«1 I
States and L. ~ur ureus from the Caribbean Sea southeastward along the
coast of the Guianas and probably to Brazil. For these species, he used the
common names Gulf red snapper and Caribbean red snapper, respectively.
I  II  I  . I
listed in Bailey �970!.
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least 11 species of snappers caught in the Gulf of Mexico are marketed as "red"
snapper  Carpenter, 1965!, with additional species from the Caribbean Sea.
While snappers and groupers are the target of the handline fleet, many other
species are also included in the by-catch. Squirrelfish  Holocentrus
ascensionis! and bigeye  Priacanthus arenatus! have been marketed as "red

ngle, 1970!.

FLEET SIZE, LANDINGS, AND PORTS

In 1971 the commercial handline fleet operating at least part-time from
the South Atlantic States and Gulf States was comprised of about 406 vessels
and 1,602 boats, of which 350 vessels and 1,204 boats were based in the Gulf
of Mexico. About 81% of the vessels and 74% of the boats were based in
Florida, with most of the fleet, 70% of the vessels and 52% of the boats,
located along the west coast of Florida  Table 2!.

The total number of commercial vessels generally increased from 138 in
1953 to 406 in 1971, with a max~mum of 546 in 1959. The number of commercial
boats declined from 3,290 in 1956 to 1,602 in 1971  Fig. 2!. The near-shore
commercial fleet is primarily comprised of boats which probably were re-
placed by, recreational craft not reported in the Fishery Statistics of the
United States. Recreational fishermen and their craft have increased in
numbers in the last two decades  Deuel, 1973; Irby, 1974!. In 1973, 986,000
private and commercially operated recreational craft more than 16 feet in
length fished in the salt waters of the South Atlantic and Gulf States.
In the Gulf, snappers and groupers were among the primary species sought by
the operators of these craft  Ridgely, 1975!.

Annual commercial landiqgs of snappers and groupers combined reached a
peak of 25.8 million pounds4 in 1965, followed by a gradual decrease to
17.6 million pounds in 1973. From 1965 to 1973, snapper landings declined
from 15.9 to 11.0 million pounds, and grouper landings declined from 9.9 to
6.6 million pounds  Table 3; Fig. 3!.

As with many fisheries in recent years, the total value  amount paid to
the fishermen! of the landings has increased despite decreased total landings.
The ex-vessel price per pound of snapper has increased markedly since 1965,
and grouper has increased since 1971  Table 3; Fig. 3!.

The landings of snappers generally show a positive relationship to the
number of vessels  Figs. 2 and 3!. The anomaly in 1959 may indicate that
an increased number of shrimp vessels fished for snappers part-time, re-
flecting the low prices paid for shrimp in that year  Fishery Statistics of
the United States, 1961!.

4/ While the pounds landed are generally reported by the NMFS as round  live!
weight, in actuality most of the landings are in gutted weight.



Table 2. U. S. Snapper-Grouper Fishery, Handline Vessels and Boats � by
1/

State, 1971.

Vessels � tons or over!
Number

Boats  Less than 5 tons!
NumberState

North Carolina

South Carolina

Georgia

Florida

East Coast

Nest Coast

Alabama

Mississippi

Louisiana

Texas

0.70.2

1.0 0.6

0.71.0 12

22.811.6 366

51.6282 82669.5

3.02.7 48

4.920

11.61.7 186

9.0144

1,602

30

406

7.4

100.0100.0TOTAL

Source: Compiled from Fishery Statistics of the United States �974!.
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1/ The totals include craft fishing part time and a small but unknown number
of duplicates  craft reported by more than one state!.
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Total Landings and Value, 1949-74.� 1/
Snapper-Grouper Fi shery,Table 3. U.S.

TotalGrou ersSna ers
ThousandThousandThousand

DollarsPoundsDollarsPoundsDollarsPoundsYear

1,012

629

767

714

569

668

568

669

769

544

758

774

745

840

784

979

1,072

1,055

1,093

1,3I8

1,596

1,573

1,555

2,037

1,896

2,600

1/ Primarily gutted weight.

2/ 1974 data are preliminary.

Sources: Compiled from Fishery Statistics
U.S. Department of Commerce �973-75!, and
�975!.

of the Uni ted States �952-74!,
Fisheries of the United States
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1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974-

9,106

7,948

8,253

9,865

8,954

9,804

10,251

9,917

10,443

11,494

] 1,823

11,996

13,940

14,231

14,679

15,628

15,862

14,691

'14,570

13,857

12,140

11,422

11,30Z

11,355

11,022

10,823

2,090

1,851

2,047

2,312

2,430

2,495

2,574

2,449

2,678

2,9'1 9

3,012

3,039

3,518

3,509

3,835

4,456

4,550

4,627

4,693

4,746

5,067

5,071

5,334

6,097

6,561

6,905

10,217

6,839

7,570

5,967

5,627

6,076

5,569

6,755

7,653

4,963

6,657

6,859

7,394

8,254

7,890

9,106

9,950

8,493

7,825

8,151

8,595

8,637

8,081

8,071

6,620

7,500

19,323

14,787

15,823

15,832

14,581

15,880

15,820

16,672

18,096

16,457

18,480

18,855

21,334

22,485

22,569

24,734

25,812

23,184

22,395

22,008

20,735

20,059

19,383

19,426

17,642

18,323

3,102

2,480

2,814

3,026

2,999

3,163

3,142

3,'118

3,447

3,463

3,770

3,813

4,263

4,349

4,619

5,435

5,622

5,682

5,786

6,064

6,663

6,644

6,889

8,134

8,457

9,505
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Snappers and groupers are landed in all the coastal states from North
Carolina to Texas. Since 1949 at least, yearly landings of both snappers and
groupers have been greatest in Florida. In 1973, 59% of the total snapper
production and 89K of the grouper production were landed in that state
 Figs. 4 and 5!. Most of the Florida landings of snappers and groupers were
on the west coast, which accounted for about 85K of the snappers and 91K of
the groupers landed in Florida from 1969 to 1973  Table 4!.

In 1973 snapper landings in Florida were 6.5 million pounds, followed
by Mississippi �.3 million pounds!, Alabama �.0 million pounds!, and
Texas �.8 million pounds!. The combined snapper landings of Louisiana,
South Carolina, Georgia, and North Carolina were about 0.4 million pounds.
Snapper landings have dec'lined in Texas and Florida since 1964, in Alabama
since 1966, and in Mississippi since 1968  Fig. 4!.

In 1973 grouper landings in Florida were 5.9 million pounds, followed
by Alabama with 0.3 million pounds. The combined grouper landings of
Mississippi, Texas, South Carolina, Georgia, North Carolina, and Louisiana
were about 0.5 million pounds. Grouper landings have declined in Florida
since 1965  Fig. 5!.

The port areas are ranked by the quantity of snappers and groupers
landed in 1973  Table 5!. Landings are available by port areas only
 county, parish, or district!; for simplicity, cities are used to designate
these areas. The major port areas for snappers and groupers combined are
Pascagoula, Hiss., and Panama City and Madeira Beach, Fla. Important ports
of landing for snapper extend from northeast Florida to south Texas; the
three major snapper port areas are Pascagou'Ia, Miss. and Panama City and
Key West, Fla. Ports of landing for grouper extend primarily from Key West,
Fla. to Pascagoula, Hiss. The three major grouper port areas, all located
on the west coast of Florida, are Madeira Beach, Fort Myers Beach, and
Bradenton.

FISHING ACTIVITIES AND CATCH BY REGION

The grounds generally fished by craft from each port area are shown
in Figure 6. Snappers and groupers landed at certain U.S. ports are often
captured on grounds remote from the port of landing. Therefore, landings
by state are not always indicative of the production of each state' s
waters or particular fishing grounds.

Preliminary data are available that show the amount of the U.S.
snapper-grouper catch by distance off U.S. shores and from international
waters off foreign shores. In 1974 off U.S. shores, 1.4 million pounds
were caught 0-3 miles offshore; 2.5 million pounds, 3-12 miles offshore;
and 13.0 million pounds, 12-200 miles offshore. About 1.4 million pounds
were caught off Mexico and in the Caribbean Sea combined. Both production
and value are greatest from the high seas beyond the present U.S fisheries
jurisdiction of 12 nautical miles  Table 6!.
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East Coast West Coast

Year Snappers Groupers Total Snappers Groupers Total
-----Thousand Poun s-------- -------Thousand Pounds---------

1,0181969 1,617599 5,822 7,329

1970 1,062 1,753 5,659 7,219691

1971 929 1,680 5,712 6,671

1972 1,004 1,568564 6,787

5,367

5,455

1973 934 525 1,459 5,617

1/ Primarily gutted weight.

Sources: Compiled from Fishery Statistics of the United States  I972-74!
and U. S. Department of Commerce �973-75!.
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Table 4. U.S. Snapper-Grouper Fishery, Landings on the East and West
Coasts of Florida, 1969-731/.

13,151

12,878

12,383

12,242

10,984
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To further facilitate analysis of the fishery, we have arbitrarily
divided the fishing grounds into four regions for which we are able to show
annual catch data. The divisions have been governed by geographical and
national boundaries, and also by the form of the available data. The regions
de'Jineated are: �! the South Atlantic Coast of the United States, �! the
Gulf of Mexico off the United States, �! the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean
Sea off Mexico, and �! the Western Caribbean Sea, except off Mexico. In
discussing the U.S. fishery by region, we have inc'tuded information on
fishing activities by other nations which may affect the U.S. fishery.

South Atlantic Coast of the United States

The snapper-grouper grounds off the South Atlantic Coast extend from
Cape Hatteras, N.C. to just east of Key West, Fla. on the Florida-Hatteras
Shelf and Shelf edge, in depths from 7 to 65 fathoms  Moe, 1963; Struhsaker,
1969; Schwartz, 1972!. Included in the discussion of the South Atlantic
Coast grounds is the Bahamas area, since the U.S. catch from the Bahamas
is not reported separately. The Bahamas area generally fished by U.S.craft is in international waters of the Bahama Banks, eithe~ on the banks
or along the edges of the banks in depths of 80-130 fathoms ~ Fig. 1!. In
1969 the Bahamas established an exclusive fishing zone of 12 nautical miles,
which encompasses part of the fishing area.

Snapper-grouper craft that fish the grounds immediately off the East
Coast of the United States generally depart from ports that are relatively
near the fishing grounds. A few vessels that fish off the East C oast land
on the Gulf Coast. U.S. craft that fish the Bahamas area originate primarily
from ports in southeast Florida and from Key West  Fig. 6!.

A relatively small portion of the U.S. snapper-grouper fleet partici-
pates in the fishery off the South Atlantic Coast. In 1971 there were
about 56 vessels and 398 boats operating in the handline fleet along the
South Atlantic Coast, with most of these craft based along the Florida east
coast  Table 2!. There is some seasonal exchange of handline vessels be-
tween the South Atlantic Coast and the Gulf of Mexico  Moe, 1963; Sekavec
and Huntsman, 1972!.

The snapper-grouper landings statistics for the South Atlantic Coast
are available, but not specific location of capture. The landings, however,
are generally from waters adjacent to the state of landing; so state landings
indicate the catch locations Exceptions are occasional catches from off
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia that are landed in Florida.
In addition, Bahamas catches are landed in Florida.

The annual catch of snappers for the South Atlantic Coast from 1954-73
has remained fairly steady at about 2.0 million pounds  Fig. 7!. From
1958 to 1966, the grouper catch averaged about 0.5 million pounds annually.

5/ Information provided by snapper-grouper fishermen.
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From 1967 to 1973, the annual catch has been about 1.0 million pounds
 Fig. 8!. Most of the South Atlantic Coast catch of snappers and groupers
is from the Florida-Bahamas area, where 96! was caught in 1972. A sharp
drop in North Carolina snapper landings in 1958 was attributed to a
mortality of snappers possib1y caused by a cold-water intrusion  Sekavec
and Huntsman, 1972!.

The principal species caught are not known with certainty, since certain
common names used commercially may include several species. Among the
species caught in the northern sector  Cape Hatteras, N.C, to Cape
Canaveral, Fla.! are Gulf red, silk, and vermi lion snappers; and red
grouper, gag, and scamp. In the southern sector  Cape Canaveral to Key
West, Fla. and the Bahamas! the numbers of species increase and include
Gulf red, silk, gray, mutton, and yellowtai 1 snappers; and red grouper,
gag, scamp, and black grouper  Moe, 1963; Struhsaker, 1969; Sekavec and
Huntsman, 1972!.

The Bahamian flag snapper-grouper fishery is concentrated on the shallow
water banks relatively close to the Bahama Islands. The fish are caught by
fish pots and handlines. The totallandings of snappers and groupers, com-
bined, by Bahamians are not available but, from information provided by
Bahamas Information Services �974!, landings are estimated at about 2
million pounds annually froml971 to 1973. Groupers comprise about 71/ of
the snapper-grouper catch.

Cuban flag vessels handline for snappers and groupers on the south-
western Bahama Banks  Ritzhaupt, 1965!, but there is no information con-
cerning the amount of catch.

Gulf of Mexico, off the United States

The snapper-grouper grounds off the Gulf Coast of the United States
extend from Key West, Fla. to the U.S.-Mexico border. The grounds are
located on the West Florida Shelf, the Mississippi De1ta, and the Texas-
Louisiana Shelf  Fig. 1! in depths from 10 to over 100 fathoms  Camber,
1955; Moe, 1963!.

The smaller snapper-grouper craft that fish these grounds are based at
nearby ports along the Gulf Coast and make 1- to 12-day trips. The
larger, traditional snapper vessels, based mainly in the vicinities of
Panama City, Fla,. Mobile, Ala., and Pascagoula, Miss., remain at sea for
up to 3 weeks. These vessels are capable of operating anywhere in the
Gulf  Moe, 1963; Norville, 1975!. In 1971 there were 350 snapper-grouper
vessels and 1,204 boats based along the Gulf Coast, with most along the
west coast of Florida  Table 2!.

The snapper catch from the Gulf of Mexico off the Un~ted States in-
creased from 2.3 to 7.9 million pounds from 1954 to 1962. From 1962 to
1973, the annual catch averaged 7.4 million pounds  Fig. 7!. The grouper
catch increased from 4.8 to 8.0 million pounds from 1954 to 1965, but it
decreased to 5.4 million pounds by 1973  Fig. 8!.
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In this region, most snappers are caught off' the north central Gulf
Coast and most groupers off the central west coast of' Florida. The
principal species caught from Key West to Cape San Blas, Fla, are Gu'tf
red, gray, and ye1lowtail snappers; and red grouper and gag. From Cape
San BIas to the U.S.-Mexico border, the Gulf red snapper predomin tes
 Camber, 1955; Moe, 1963!.

Cuban flag vessels also fish for snappers and groupers on the West
Florida Shelf. The fishery, which began in 1850, origina11y used sailing
vessels and handlines  Mar y Pesca, 1966!. The motor vessels now in use
are up to 75 feet in length, carry up to eight motor dories each, and use
bottom long1ines and handlines. The vessels remain on the grounds about
25 days per trip  Fuss, 1972!.

From 1971 to 1974, between 44 and 56 Cuban fishing vessels operated off
the Florida west coast annually. For these years, the annual catches were
estimated to be 4.0, 3. 8, 5. 0, and 3. 5 million pounds, respectively. The
principal species caught by the Cuban fleet is red grouper, but other
groupers and snappers are taken  Fuss, pers. corm.!9 .

Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea, off Mexico

The snapper-grouper grounds in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea,
off Mexico, extend from the U.S.-Mexico border to the Mexico-Belize border.
The principal grounds are on the Campeche Shelf. The East Mexico Shelf
and the She1f waters from Cabo Catoche to Belize in the Caribbean are
fished to a lesser degree  Fig. 1!. 'The grounds fished by the U.S. fleet
range in depth from 20 to 140 fathoms  Camber, 1955; Bureau of Commercial
FisheriesL~ !.

Portions of the snapper-grouper grounds off Mexico are regulated by
Mexican law. Prior to 1968, fishing was unrestricted in waters beyond 9
nautical miles off the Mexican coast and islands. From 1968 through 1972,
Mexico claimed a contiguous fishery zone 9-12 miles offshore; but under a
bilateral agreement between the United States and Mexico, U.S. vessels
were permitted to continue fishing in the 9- to 12-miIe zone. The agree-
ment was not renewed, and in 1973, U.S. vessels were excluded from fishing
inside of 12 miles.

6/ C. M. Fuss, Jr., Division Chief, Law Enforcement and Marine Mammal
Protection Division, NMFS, NOAA, Southeast Region, St. Petersburg, Fl-. 33702,
pers. corm., 1973 and 1975.

7/ Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. No date �964?!. United States fishery
for snapper and grouper in and adjacent to Mexican waters--Gulf of Mexico.
Unpublished report, 47 p. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Exploratory
Fishing and Gear Research Base  now Southeast Fisheries Center, Pascagoula
Laboratory, NMFS, NOAA!, Pascagoula, MS 39567.



The U.S. fleet is composed mostly of vessels based along the northern
Gulf Coast from Panama City, Fla. to Pascagoula, Miss., but a few vessels
depart from Madeira Beach and Key West, Fla. and Port Isabel, Tex. About 1964,
from 100 to 150 U.S. vessels fished the grounds off Mexico  Carpenter, 1965!,
but the number of vessels and trips has decreased in recent years  Norville,
1975!. An estimated 30-35 vessels fished off Mexico in 1971.8/ These vessels
made at least one 2- to 3-week trip to these grounds annually.

The U.S. snapper catch for this region declined from 1955 to 1958  from
6.0 to 3.3 million pounds!, but increased to 6.7 million pounds in 1964.
From 1964 to 1972, the catch again declined to 1.1 million pounds  Fig. 7!.
The grouper catch averaged 0.2 million pounds annually from 1954 to 1960 and
increased to 1.4 million pounds in 1964. From 1964 to 1972, the catch de-
clined to 0.4 million pounds  Fig. 8!.

The effects of the present Mexican law on U.S. snapper-grouper pro-
duction are not known with certainty, since U.S. vessels have been excluded
from the 9- to 12-mile contiguous fishery zone only since January 1, 1973.
Available information for 1968-71 indicates, however, that about 15% of
the total catch off the Mexican coast was taken in the 9- to 12-mile zone
now closed to non-Mexican vessels.9/

The principal species caught by the U.S. fleet are the Gulf red and
silk snappers and the red grouper  Camber, 1955; Moe, 1963; Bureau of
Commercial Fisheries, see footnote 7!.

Mexican, Cuban, and Soviet Union flag vessels also participate in
the snapper-grouper fishery off Mexico. Mexican vessels were reported
active in the 1930's  Jarvis, 1935!. The grounds fished by the Mexican
fleet are primarily on the Campeche Shelf  Solis Ramirez, 1970! where
about 90/ of the total Mexican catch was produced in 1970. The grounds
on the East Mexico Shelf and in the Caribbean Sea off Mexico, contribute
minimally to the total catch  Secretaria de Industria y Comercio, 1972!.

The total number of craft in the Mexican snapper-grouper fleet is un-
available. However, about 130 offshore vessels and 470 inshore boats and
canoes fished on the Campeche Shelf in 1969  Solis Ramirez, 1970!. About
80 snapper craft, ranging from 40-footers down to open canoes, fished on
the East Mexico Shelf in the early 1960's  Commercial Fisheries Review, 1965!.
Mexico is presently updating her fleet with the addition of 100 new snapper
vessels  Fish Boat, 1974!. Most of the Mexican catch is by handlines,
handpowered reels, and longlines  Commercial Fisheries Review, 1965 and 1968;
Solis Ramirez, 1970; Klima, 1976!.

8/ Statistics and Market News Division, NMFS, NOAA, Washington, DC 20235.
Unpublished data.

9/ Statistics and Market News Division, Southeast Region, NMFS, NOAA,
New Orleans, LA 70130. Unpublished data.
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Groupers constituted 77K of the Mexican snapper-grouper catch from
1964 to 1974. The grouper catch decreased to 10.5 million pounds in 'l967
but increased to 31.1 million pounds in 1972. The snapper catch increased
from 4. 2 million pounds in 1964 to 7. 7 mi 1 lion pounds in 1972  Table 7! .
Red grouper is the dominant species in the catch, with most production on
the Campeche Shelf. Of the snappers, Gulf red snapper predominates and
is also produced primarily on the Campeche Shelf  Secretaria de Industria
y Comercio, 1972!.

The Cuban snapper-grouper fishery off Mexico began as a handline
fishery from sailing vessels in 1850  Mar y Pesca, 1966!. The Cuban fleet
fishes on the Campeche Shelf, primarily in depths of 8-44 fathoms  Caries
Martin and Liubimova, 1967!. The hook-and-line fleet, of up to 54 vessels
 Mar y Pesca, 1974!, is part of the same bottom longline and handline fleet
that fishes off the West Florida Shelf, and the methods used are the same.
The Cubans began using the bottom longline in 1960  Bedian R. and Romay L.,
1974!.

The Cuban hook-and-line snapper-grouper catch on the Campeche Shelf in
1965 was 12.3 million pounds  Caries Martin and Liubimova, 1967!. Data for
the Campeche Shelf catch in more recent years  to 1973! is not directly avai 1-
able. From catch statistics  Young, 1971; Fuss, 1972; Saez, 1973!, we esti-
mated the annual catch to be about 12 million pounds. The composition of
the hook-and-line catch is about 90$ red grouper, with Gulf red snapper the
most abundant snapper  Caries Martin and Liubimova, 1967!.

Since 1962, Cuban and Soviet Union fish trawlers have worked the Campeche
Shelf, primarily in depths of 14-35 fathoms  Buesa, 1964; Sal'ni kov, 1965!.
In the mid-1960's, the Cuban fleet consisted of 5 trawlers and the Soviet
fleet, up to 10 trawlers  Buesa, 1964; Sokolova, 1965!.

The catches of the Cuban and Soviet trawlers are primarily demersal fish,
including snappers  juveniles and adults! and groupers  Sokolova, 1965;
Yasil'ev and Torin, 1965!. In 1965 the Cuban trawl catch produced about
0.7 million pounds of snappers and groupers  Caries Martin and Liubimova,
1967!. Indications are that since 1966, Soviet trawling activity has
decreased, while the Cuban trawl catch has shown a marked increase
 Kravanja, 1972!. The total trawl catch of snappers and groupers in recent
years is unreported. Of the snapper and grouper catch by trawl, about 54K by
weight are snappers and 465, groupers  Caries Martin and Liubimova, 1967!.

Western Caribbean Sea, Except off Mexico

The snapper-grouper grounds in the Western Caribbean Sea, except off
Mexico, extend from the Mexico-Belize border to Colombia in depths up to
125 fathoms  Fig. 1!. Most U.S. fishing activity has been on the Honduras-
Nicaragua Shelf, near islands and on oceanic banks; lesser activity is re-
ported from the Shelves off Belize, Panama, and western Colombia  Carpenter
and Nelson, 1971; see footnote 3!.
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Tab'le 7. Mexican Snapper-Grouper Fishery, Catch from the Gulf of Mexico
and Caribbean Sea off Mexico, 1964-74.1/ 2/

TotalGrou ersSna ersYear
-------- Thousand Pounds

1/ Mexican flag vessels.

2/ Live weight.

Sources: 1964-69 compiled from Secretaria de Industrio y Comercio
�968, 1972!; 1970-74 compiled from FAO, Catch Statistics for the
WECAF area for 1970-74  Unpublished!.
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1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

4,202

4,700

4,795

5,887

4,945

4,963

6,393

6,393

7,716

7,716

6,834

16,176

16,337

17,199

10,527

12,881

17,175

19,842

23,590

31,306

27,117

29,322

20,378

21,037

21,994

16,414

17,826

22,138

26,235

29,983

39,022

34,833

36,156



U.S. vessels generally operate far from shore. Most of the Shelf
and bank area is claimed as territorial sea or fishery zone by adjacent
western Caribbean nations, and fishing licenses or permits are usually re-
quired. A U.S.-Colombia treaty �972! guarantees continued U.S. fishing
adjacent to certain Colombian cays east of Nicaragua  Marine Fisheries
Review, 1972!.

The U.S. fleet is essentially the same fleet that fishes off Mexico.
From 1965 to 1971, as many as 33 U.S. snapper vessels were fishing the
Honduras-Nicaragua Shelf and associated banks. Three vessels fished the
edge of the Shelf off western Colombia  Carpenter and Nelson, 1971!.

From the beginning of this fishery in late 1964  Fishery Statistics
of the United States, 1966!, the snapper catches increased to 2.4 million
pounds in 1966, but they declined to 0.6 million pounds by 1972  Fig. 7!.
The relatively small grouper catches  less than 0.2 million pounds annually!
followed a similar trend  Fig. 8!. The principal species caught by the
U.S. f'lect are the silk, Caribbean red, and blackfin snappers  Carpenter
and Nelson, 1971!.

Fishermen from countries bordering the western Caribbean Sea are also
actively fishing that region, but there is little information concerning
craft and catches. U.S. import records show, however, that these countries
export snapper and grouper to the United States. The fish are often pro-
cessed by U.S.-owned companies.10/

An unknown number of Mexican snapper-grouper vessels make !rips to the
Honduras-Nicaragua Shelf from the Yucatan Peninsula  Richard!.

Beli ze has an estimated 1,000 full- and part-time fishermen; snappers
and groupers are included in their catch by handline and weir. Fishing
during seasonal snapper and grouper concentrations exists at several cays,
where more than 300 handline boats may participate  Craig, 1966!.

For Honduras, the total number of fishermen is not known, although
a trap fishery with 90 men, 50 dories, and 4 carrier vessels existed in
1967. The catch, partly snappers and groupers, is transported to Jamaica.
A small handline agd trap fishery supplies the local markets of coastal
Honduras  Miller!.'2/

10/ Partial or proxy ownership by a national of the particular country
involved is the usual practice.

11/ Joseph D. Richard, Associate Professor, Rosenstiel School of Marine
and Atmospheric Science, University of Miami, Miami, FL 33149, pers.
comm., 1975.

12/ Miller, G. C. 1967. Trip report--foreign travel, western Caribbean,
March-May 1967. Unpublished report, 8 p. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,
Tropical Atlantic Biological Laboratory  now Southeast Fisheries Center,
Miami Laboratory, NMFS, NOAA!, Miami, FL 33149.
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Little information is available on the catch of snappers and groupers
by fishermen from Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Panama. The artisanal and shrimp
fishermen apparently account for the total catch  Gonzales Lopez, 1967!.

Off western Colombia, snappers and groupers are caught by fishermen from
Curacao and Venezuela and landed in Colombia  Voss, 1967!.

From Jamaica, 150 - 200 motorized canoes, based on oceanic cays and
supplied by carrier vessels, fish as far west as the Honduras-Nicaragua Shelf
 Munro and Thompson, 1973!.

No information is available on Cuban snapper-grouper fishing in the
western Caribbean, except for the domestic fishery on the Cuba Shelf, which
is beyond the scope of this publication.

DISCUSSION

Despite the apparent extensive fishing grounds available, the total
U.S. landings of snappers and groupers declined from 25.8 mi'llion pounds in
1965 to 17.6 million pounds in 1973. The 8.2 million-pound decrease repre-
sented 4.8 million pounds of snappers and 3.3 million pounds of groupers
 Fig. 3!-

The U.S. snapper decline was in the catch off Mexico and, to a lesser
extent, in the Caribbean Sea. For these two regions combined, the catch
declined from 6.8 million pounds in 1966 to 1.2 million pounds in 1973.
The declines in the snapper catch began after 1964 off Mexico and after 1969
in the Caribbean. In the Gulf of Mexico off the United States, the catch
remained steady, averaging 7.4 million pounds annually from 1962 to 1973.
For the South Atlantic Coast of the United States, the annual catch was con-
stant at about 2.0 million pounds  Fig. 7!.

For groupers, most of the U.S. decline was in the catch in the Gulf
of Mexico off the United States, where the catch decreased from 8.0 million
pounds in 1965 to 5.4 million pounds in 1973. Off Mexico and in the Caribbean
Sea,the combined catch declined from 1.4 million pounds in 1965 to 0.3
million pounds in 1973. The declines in the grouper catch began after 1965
off Mexico and after 1969 in the Caribbean. For the South Atlantic Coast,
the catch has increased since 1966 and now averages about 1.0 million pounds
annually  Fig. 8!.

The decline in U.S. snapper-grouper production off Mexico since 1964 is
probably related to increased U.S. and foreign fishing on those grounds in
the early 1960's. In 1962 vessels of the Soviet Union and Cuba began fish
trawling on Campeche Shelf. Snappers and,to a lesser extent, groupers
are included in these trawl catches  Buesa, 1964; Sokolova, 1965; Vasi 1'ev
and Torin, 1965!. Furthermore, the Mexican handline and longline catch has
increased since at least 1964  Table 7!. In 1963 catches by individual
U.S. handline vessels off Mexico declined and were composed of smaller
fish; these problems were attributed to the increased numbers of U.S. and
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foreign vessels fishing these grounds  Fishery Statistics of the United States,
1965!. The high total U.S. snapper production off Mexico in 1964 was apparent-
ly achieved by increased numbers of U.S. handline vessels  Fig. 2!.

In late 1964 U.S. vessels began fishing in the Caribbean Sea off
Honduras, where better snapper catches could be made  Fishery Statistics of
the United States, 1966!. l3uring the next few years, with the continuing
decline of U.S. catches off Mexico, there was a shift of U.S. fishing effort
to the Caribbean Sea  Fishery Statistics of the United States, 1971!, which
reduced production off Mexico. By 1968 U.S. snapper production from the
Caribbean Sea exceeded that from off Mexico, but the combined production was
less than in 1967  Fig. 7!. Caribbean production has declined since 1969.
This decline has been attributed to reduced fishing effort resulting from
poor market acceptance of snapper from waters off Honduras, smaller catches
per vessel, increased operating costs of long trips, and the hazard of seizure
for violation of territorial claims of western Caribbean countries  Barry,
1968; Fishery Statistics of the United States, 1972-73!.

The annual production by region can vary with shifts in fishing loca-
tion by portions of the U.S. vessel fleet. Since at least 1957, the annual
U.S. production from off Mexico and the Caribbean Sea combined, generally
fluctuated inversely with the production in the Gulf of Mexico off the
United States. The relationship continued after the decline of the combined
distant water production began in 1966, reflecting fewer trips off Mexico
and to the Caribbean Sea. After 1966, however, production off the United
States did not show an increase proportional to the decrease in distant water
production, perhaps because the total number of U.S. vessels declined after
1965  Fig. 7; Fig. 2!.

Although the total snapper catch for the Gulf of Mexico off the United
States has remained steady since 1961, catches per vessel have decreased
 Fishery Statistics of the United States, 1973; Bradley and Bryan, 1975;
Norville, 1975!. In addition, Norville reports that the average size of the
fish caught has declined. Bradley and Bryan observed that juvenile red
snappers occupy the brown shrimp  Penaeus aztecus! grounds off Texas and
that the snapper fishery may be affected by the capture of small snappers
in shrimp trawls. This source of mortality, which probably began with the
development of the brown shrimp fishery in the late 1940's, may extend to
other snapper nursery grounds that support shrimp fisheries. In addition,
an increasing number of snappers are caught in the Guff by recreational
fishermen  Deuel, 1973!, who fish closer to shore than commercial fishermen.
Since juvenile snappers occur in shallower water than adults  Rivas, 1970!,
the recreational fishery tends to catch smaller fish.

The cause of the decline in grouper production in the Gulf of Mexico
off the United States  primarily on the West Florida Shelf! is not known
 Fig. 8!. According to Moe �969!, annual production at the beginning of
the decline �965-68! decreased despite apparent increased effort by the
U.S. commercial fleet. It is probable that effort has continued to increase
as production declined. There is additional fishing pressure from the
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Cuban bottom longline fleet, which caught an estimated 5.0 million pounds
otf Florida in 1973 {Fuss, 1972; Fuss, see footnote 6!. Pressure is also
applied by recreational fishermen who primarily take immature fish  Moe,
1969!.

The annual production of grouper off Mexico and in the Caribbean Sea
was always low since the grouper catch was incidental to the more valuable
snapper catch in those waters  Carpenter, 1965!. The decline in these
grouper catches is probably associated with the previously described re-
duction in U.S. fishing effort for snapper in those waters'

CONCLUS IONS

The reported declines in catch per fishing craft may indicate: �! that
the abundance of snapper-grouper is reduced;�! that U.S. commercial fisher-
men are obtaining smaller portions of the available stocks; or�! both. With
reduced catches per craft and the squeeze between costs and returns, the U.S.
snapper-grouper fishery is finding it difficult to operate successfully,
particularly on distant fishing grounds.

Most of the U.S. commercial catch now originates in the Gulf of Mexico
off the United States, seaward of 12 miles, in international waters. It is
anticipated that western central Atlantic nations  including the United
States! will extend fisheries jurisdiction to 200 miles, resulting in ex-
clusive control of most snapper-grouper grounds by the adjacent coastal or
island nation. The U.S. snapper-grouper fishery, therefore, will become
essentially a domestic fishery.

Analysis of the multispecies snapper-grouper fishery is complicated
by the use of several methods of capture and by the lack of basic information
from the various user-groups, which include U.S. commercial and recreational
fishermen and foreign fishermen. Catch and associated effort data are not
enerally avai lable, and the species and size composi tions of the catch
which includes up to 32 species of snappers and groupers! are not known

with any precision.

The fishery takes place in state, Federal, and international waters,
through which there is movement of fish stocks' Therefore, research neces-
sary for rational management may be coordinated most effectively under the
State-Federal Fisheries Management Program and an international regional
fisheries organization, such as the Western Central Atlantic Fisheries
Commission.
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RECREATIONAL FISHERIES FOR SNAPPERS AND GROUPERS
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ABSTRACT

Recreational fishing for snappers and groupers is conducted mainly from
boats. Three general types of boats are used: par ty boats  also called
head boats!, charter boats, and private boats. Sizes of these boats range
from small �2- to 16-foot! private boats to large  85-foot! party boats.
Snappers and groupers are the top choices of species sought by anglers while
fishing from party boats and charter boats. These species are also highly
desired by private boat anglers.

Avai"Iable statistics for snappers and groupers caught in the Gulf of
Mexico indicate that catches by recreational anglers are substantially higher
than those by commercial fishermen. The aggregate catches of snappers and
groupers in the Gulf of Mexico by commercial fishermen in 1965 and 1970 were
22.1 and 16.3 million pounds, respectively. Comparable data for recreational
anglers were 59.5 and 32.0 million pounds.

In 1970 the number of recreational anglers fishing in the Gulf of Mexico
for snappers was estimated at 437,000 and for groupers at 301,000. The average
annual expenditure by salt-water anglers in the Gulf of Mexico in 1970 was
estimated at $178. Thus, the 437,000 anglers spent about $77.8 million and the
301,000 anglers spent about $53.6 million in pursuit of their avocation. These
numbers probably are not additive, since the grouper anglers also may have
fished for snappers.

In 1973 the number of private boats fishing in the Gulf of Mexico was
estimated at 348,595; the number of party boats and charter boats was estimated
at 437. The annual gross revenue for these 437 commercial sport boats was
estimated at $16.9 million. Comparable data for the private boats were not
available.

>,/ MARMAP Contribution No. 116.
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INTRODUCTION

Recreational fishing for snappers and groupers in the Gulf of Mexico is
conducted mainly from boats in offshore waters. Snappers and groupers are also
caught by spear fishermen using SCUBA in offshore waters, by anglers from boats
in bays and along the coast, and by anglers on shore; but the catch and effort
from these methods are considerably less than from boats in offshore waters.

Boats used in the recreational snapper-grouper fisheries range from small
�2- to 16-foot! private boats with outboard motors to large  85-foot! party
boats with powerful diesel engines. Anglers fishing from these boats use
various types of rods and reels, including electric reels.

Snappers and groupers are demersal, carnivorous fishes, ranging in size
from less than a pound to several hundred pounds when fully grown. They occur
throughout the Gulf of Mexico and are eagerly sought by both recreational and
commercial fishermen.

The princi pa'I speci es of snappers sought by anglers belong to the genera
Lutjanus, ~oc urus, and Rhombo lites. The most desired species are the red

dd.~h. dd dd dd. h d. p
 L.. ~riseus!, and vermilion snapper  R. aurorubens

The principal species of groupers sought by angl ers belong to the genera
h 1 and M ctero erca. The most desired species are the red grouper

Warsaw grouper E. ni ri tus!, black grouper  M. bonaci !, gag
d d.dhM.

CATCH AND EFFORT STATISTICS

The only statistics on catches by recreational fishermen in the Gulf of
Mexico are presented in the Salt-Water Angling Surveys of 1960, 1965, and 1970
 Clark, 1962; Deuel and Clark, 1968; Deuel, 1973!, wherein several species are
lumped together as snappers and as groupers. The aggregate catches for
snappers and groupers for the three years are presented in Table 1. The rela-
tive importance of the recreational catches is evident when recreational
catches are compared to commercial catches  Riley, 1971!. In 1960, for
example, recreational catches of snappers amounted to 9.6 million pounds versus
10.9 million pounds for commercial catches; in 1965 the catches were 43.6
million pounds versus 13.0 million pounds, respectively; and in 1970 the
catches were 15.1 million pounds versus 9.4 million pounds. For groupers, data
for 1960 on commercial catches were unavailable, but for 1965 recreational
catches amounted to 15.9 million pounds, while commercial catches amounted to
9.1 million pounds; in 1970 the respective catches were 16.9 million pounds
versus 7.1 million pounds.

The importance of snappers and groupers to boat anglers has been indicated
in a survey conducted in 1973 for the National Marine Fisheries Service by
Information Concepts, Incorporated  Bromberg, 1973!. Groupers and red snapper
ranked third and fourth, respectively, as the species most sought by anglers
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Table l. Estimated Catch and Effort in the Recreational Fisheries for Snappers
and Groupers in the Gulf of Mexico.

19701960 1965

5,598,000
3,576,000

10,244,000
2,153,000

3,434,000
9,346,000

Snappers
Groupers

43,589,000 15,096,000
15,913,000 16,856,000

9,590,000
74,770,000

Snappers
Groupers

Number of an lers

437,000
301,000

186,000
238,000

395,000
222,000

Snappers
Groupers

Number cau ht b fishin method

Number cau ht b fishin area

Snappers in ocean
Snappers in sounds and bays
Groupers in ocean
Groupers in sounds and bays

Sources: Clark �962!, Deuel and Clark �968!, and Deuel �973!.
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Snappers
Snappers
Groupers
Groupers

by boat fishing
by shore fishing
by boat fishing
by shore fishing

3,'I52,000
282,000

8,747,000
599,000

10,070,000
l74,000

1,918,000
235,000

8,000,000
2,244,000
1,300,000

853,000

4,748,000
850,000

3,043,000
533,000

3,717,000
1,881,000
2,682,000

894,000



fishing on private boats. On commercial sportfishing boats  charter boats and
party boats!, anglers ranked red snapper, snappers, and groupers as the first,
second, and third most sought species  Table 2!.

Most snappers and groupers are caught by boat anglers in offshore waters.
As indicated in the Salt-Water Ang'ling Surveys, on the average, about 90% of
these fishes  by number! were caught from boats and about 10Ã from shore  in-
cluding piers, jettys, and bridges!. About 70K of the snappers and groupers
were caught in oceanic waters of the Gulf of Mexico, while about 30K were
caught in sounds and bays  Table 1!.

The number of anglers catching snappers and groupers has also been esti-
mated in the Salt-Water Angling Surveys. From 1960 to 1970 the number of
anglers catching snappers increased during each of the 5-year periods, from
186,000 to 395,000 to 437,000  Table 1!. The number of anglers catching
groupers was 238,000 in 1960, decreased to 222,000 in 1965, and increased to
301,000 in 1970.

Boat fishing effort during 1973 was estimated by Information Concepts,
Incorporated. Using the data on the number of trips made by private boats and
commercial sportfishing boats  Table 3! and the percentages of trips during
which snappers and groupers were sought  Table 2!, the number of trips made
for snapper fishing by private boats in the Gulf of Mexico in 1973 was esti-
mated at 363,014; the number for groupers was estimated at 365,607. For the
437 commercial sportfishing boats, the estimated number of trips in 1973 for
snappers was 31,778 and for groupers, 21,441. The average duration of trips
for both classes of boats was a little over one day. The numbers of tri ps for
snappers and for groupers most likely are not additive, as many anglers who
fish for demersal species would not have a preference of one over the other.
Therefore, the percentage of ocean trips made for snappers and groupers by
commercial sportfishing boats probably lies between 53.8/ and 90.1X �3.81 +
36.3/!.

VALUE OF RECREATIONAL FISHERIES FOR SNAPPERS AND GROUPERS

In 1970 the number of recreational anglers who caught snappers in the
Gulf of Mexico was estimated at 437,000, the number who caught groupers was
301,000  Table 1!. In the 1970 National Survey of Fishing and Hunting  U.S.
Department of the Interior, 1972!, the average annual expenditure of an angler
in the Gulf of Mexico was estimated at $178. Assuming that the percentage of
the expenditure specifically for snappers and groupers is half or more of the
annual expenditure, the 437,000 anglers spent between $38.9 million �37,000
x $89! and $77.8 m~ llion �37,000 x $178! fishing for snappers, and the 301,000
anglers spent between $26.8 million �01,000 x $89! and $53.6 million
�01,000 x $178! fishing for groupers. These numbers most li kely are not addi-
tive, since grouper anglers probably fished for snappers also.

The 1973 boat fishing survey conducted by Information Concepts, Incorpor-
ated estimated the number of commercial sportfishing boats in the entire
United States. These were segregated by boat length, and average annual gross
revenues were estimated for'boats of each length category. If the same revenue
estimates were applied to commercial sportfishing boats in the Gulf of Mexico,
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Table 2. The Ten Fishes Most Sought by Boat Anglers as a Percentage of Total
Fishing Trips in the Gulf of Mexico.

Source: Bromberg �973!.



Private
Recreational
Boats

Commerc~al
Sportfishing
Boats

Total number of boats fishing in
salt water

Number of boats fishing in open ocean

Number of fishing trips in open ocean

Number of fishing days in open ocean

Percentage of tri ps seeking snappers

Number of trips seeking snappers

Number of days seeking snappers

Percentage of trips seeking groupers

Number of trips seeking groupers

Number of days seeking groupers

348,595 437

]85,327

2,592,956

2,839,222

437

59,066

60,521

]4.0 53.8

3],778

32,560

363,014

397,491

]4.1 36.3

21,44]

21,969

365,607

400,330

Source: Bromberg  ]973!.
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the total annual gross revenue by the 437 sportfishing boats in the Gulf would
be $16.9 million  Table 4!.

RESEARCH NEEDS

The statistics cited in this report have shortcomings, as they are based
on small samples  Clark, 1962; Deuel and Clark, 1968; Bromberg, 1973; Deuel,
1973!. Enlarging the sample size is difficult due to the high cost of doing
so. Nevertheless, the need to refine statistics on our recreational fisheries
is evident, as illustrated by the estimated number of commercial sportfishing
boats  charter boats and party boats! in the Gulf of Mexico in 1973. This
number was 437  Bromberg, 1973!. Researchers at the Panama City Laboratory
of the Gulf Coastal Fisheries Center, National Marine Fisheries Service, have
estimated that on the Gulf coast of Florida alone, over 900 of these boats
exist. Their estimate was obtained in 1975 in consultation with the district
offices of the Florida Marine Patrol.

Other refinements needed are: 1! the identification of the various
species of snappers and groupers caught by anglers, and 2! knowledge of the
distribution and landings of these species with respect to location and season.
Obtaining such data is difficult, as the identification of some species of
snappers and groupers is difficult even for biologists.

Also, the frequency of obtaining catch and effort statistics needs to be
increased. Obtaining such data at 5-year intervals does not permit assessment
of fish stocks with reasonable confidence. However, increasing the frequency
of gathering data entai ls additional costs, as does increasi ng sizes of samples.

In summary, the recreational fisheries for snappers and groupers in the
Gulf of Mexico is principal']y a boat fishery in oceanic waters. Catches by
recreational anglers appear to be substantially greater than those by commer-
cial fishermen. Statistics on catch and effort exist, but their use is
limited, due to small sample sizes, long intervals between surveys, and lack of
specific identification of the species. The need for more refined and intensive
surveys of the recreational fisheries for snappers and groupers is evident.
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Table 4. Estimated Annual Gross Revenue of Commercial Salt-Water Sport-
fishing Boats.

Size Class

Entire United States

Less than 40 feet 549

40 feet to less than 1,747
65 feet

65 feet or more 260,891 52,178,200200

$85,874,707Total 2,496

Gulf of Mexico

85

310

65 feet or more 260,891 10,957,42242

$16,854,682Total 437

Source: Bromberg �973!.

Les s than 40 f eet

40 feet to less than
65 feet

Number of
Commercial
Sportfishing
Boats

Average
Annual
Gross

Revenue

$6,610

] 7,211

$6,610

17,211

Total
Annual
Gross

Revenue

$ 3,628,890

30,067,617

$561,850

5,335,410
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BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON SNAPPERS AND GROUPERS 1/
AS RELATED TO FISHERY MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

D. S. Beaumariage
Division of Marine Resources

Florida Department of Natural Resources
Tallahassee, Florida

and

Lewis H. Bullock
Division of Marine Resources

Florida Department of Natural Resources
St. Petersburg, Florida

ABSTRACT

Fewer than two dozen pertinent studies have been published on the bio1ogy
of snappers and groupers as related to fishery management requirements.
Almost half of this research was based on tagging programs which described
migratory patterns. There has been on1y one major effort on the basic life
history of red grouper  E ine helus morio! and two investigations on red

p f ~ lif hi ". Ii p i«d pli
the need for similar life history studies, if sound management po1icies are to
be adopted in assuring maximum sustained yield.

1/ Contribution No. 270, Florida Department of Natural Resources, Marine
Research Laboratory, St. Petersburg, FL 33701.
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Twelve years ago in a brief note describing length-weight relationships
1   ' ~h I « 11 1

Charles Dawson began his text by chiding tishery biologists for neglecting to
gather sufficient biological information to adequately manage the fishery for
this extremely valuable species. Today, in Pensacola, Fla., the birthplace
125 years ago of this important Gulf fishery, we may finally examine what yet
needs to be known.

Dr. Dawson's admonishments were not unheeded. Two years later, in 1965,
Frank Moseley presented a master's thesis to the University of Texas faculty
on the biology of red snapper in the northwestern Gulf of Mexico. That same
year, Martin Moe began a contribution to the life history of red grouper

h1 1 « I I 1 1 d 1 1, hdh
eventually fulfilled partial requirements of a master's degree at the
University of South Florida ~ Previously, most of the biological research on
snappers and groupers was confined to contributions from a series of tagging
studies conducted in Florida with assistance from the Schlitz Brewing Company
and from scattered ecological surveys, such as John Bardach's observations on
Bermuda reef fish movement and Springer and McErlean's similar studies at Key
Largo in the Florida Keys. These tagging studies, as well as earlier surveys
of the actual fisheries and gear development work, did not address key
aspects of the biology of groupers and snappers . Thus, these studies did not
supply vital information required to support management recomendations,
should the fisheries need such regulation.

Even wi th Moe's contributions to red grouper life history, Moseley's work
on red snapper life history, and Bradley and Bryan's investigation of red
snapper and associated fishes and crustaceans trawled off Texas in 1970-72,
we wonder whether there is sufficient biological information to correctly
manage the stocks. The latter work  conducted by the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department with PL 88-309 funds from the National Marine Fisheries Service,
NOAA!, one other short contribution to the age of sexual succession in proto-

d

in 1964, and current work on red snapper age, growth, and reproduction  by
Florida Department of Natural Resources biologists! are just beginning to
answer some of the following fishery management questions:

1! HOW LONG DO THE FISH LIVE; HOW FAST DO THEY GROW; AND WHAT AGE
CLASSES ARE VULNERABLE TO THE FISHERIES?

* Red grouper can live as long as 30 years, but their effective
fishable li fe span is 17 years. Growth rates of male and female
red grouper have been theoretically established for ages 1-15.
Males reach a slightly larger ultimate length than do females,
but the rate of growth for each sex is believed to be similar.

* Gag have tentatively been described as attaining 18 cm standard
length  SL! within the first year and subsequently growing from
8 to 10 cm SL per year, up to age 6 ~ Eventual age has not been
established and theoretical growth has not been determined.
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* Red snapper may live at least 9-11 years, but neither
their effective fishable life span nor theoretical growth
rates have been adequately determined. Western Gulf of
Mexico red snapper were estimated to achieve 20-25 cm SL
within a year and to grow from 6 to 9 cm per year, up to
their fourth "spawning period." Analysis of measurements
at recapture of tagged red snapper revealed that such an
estimated growth rate appears reasonable.

2! WHEN DO THE FISH BECOME SEXUALLY MATURE; WHAT IS THE
FECUNDITY F FISH F THE PRINCIP L SPAWNING GES?

* Red grouper, protogynously hermaphroditic, undergo sexual
transition from female to male between ages 5-10 years at
a rate of approximately 15% per year. Males are reproductive-
ly significant in the population after 10 years.. Females are
mature  capable of spawning! between ages 4-6 but, in terms
of fecundity, achieve their greatest reproductive potential
when they reach 8-12 years of age.

* Gag, also protogynously hermaphroditic, mature as females
during their 4th or 5th year and transform into males at
approximately age 10 or 11.

* Red snapper have been thought to mature within only one year,
but this has yet to be verified.

3! WHERE, WHEN, AND HOW OFTEN DO THEY SPAWN?

* Gonadal activity of red grouper was evident in tissue

* Gag are in spawning condition from January through March, and
spawners are believed to be confined to the commercially
exploitable stocks from deeper water off west Florida.

* Gonadal acti vity of red snapper has been observed in tissue
collections from specimens captured as early as June and as
late as November, from depths greater than 20 fathoms off
Tarpon Springs, Fla. Spawning is thought to occur several times
throughout the summer, principally during July through September.
Two spawning areas have been observed during July and August by
commercial fishermen. These areas are in 10-20 fathoms, due
south of Panama City, Fla., over a firm sand bottom of gentle
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collections made in January and February, as well as in October
and November samples. Correlated wi th the photoperiod, the January-
February gonadal acti vi ty culminated in late spring spawning,
while the October-November activity regressed into a "resting
state" by December. No histological evidence was found to suggest
individua'I fish spawned more than once each year. Spawning occurs
principally during April and May. Off the Florida west coast,
spawning is thought to occur in 13-15 fathoms.



gradient and little relief. This agrees with observations
off Texas, where spawning activities over level bottom within
20 fathoms have also been reported. Red snapper apparently
spawn in the western Gulf of Mexico  and off Campeche! from
June  or July! through September, with a peak occurring in
July and August. A second spawning during "fall" off Texas
has also been postulated.

4! WHERE ARE THE LARVAE AND JUVENILES DISTRIBUTED --SPECIFICALLY,
DO THEY RE UIRE CRITICAL ECOLOGICAL NICHES?

* Little is known of the distribution, or even of descriptive
characters of red snapper, red grouper, or gag larvae.

* Red grouper are thought to leave the plankton to become
benthic at about 20-25 mm SL. Juveniles are dispersed in
low densities over hard bottom in depths of at least 20
fathoms, where they display cryptic behavior and are thus
inaccessible to most collecting gear.

* Juvenile gag have a simi lar distribution but extend,
especially during summer, even farther into sheltered,
saline bays and coastal lagoons, where they inhabit
Thalassia grass flats or congregate near rock piles. They
are often taken wi th other fishes i nci dental to bait shrimp
trawled from grass flats along Florida's central west coast.

* Juvenile red snapper have been captured off Texas over smooth
bottom which is regularly trawled for shrimp. It is
generally thought that as red snapper grow older, they seek
deeper water, although some evidence indicates juveniles
subsequently return to shallower water during spring and
summer after the first winter 's emi gration from such areas .

5! WHAT IS THE DISTRIBUTION OF JUVENILES RELATIVE TO THE FISHERY;
WHAT CAUSES SUCH A DISTRIBUTION?

Gag follow the same pattern as red grouper, displaying an even
greater variation in distribution during their life span.
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Red grouper from 1 to 6 years old  less than 50 cm SL! inhabit
nearshore reefs and historically have been the mainstay of the
central west Florida coastal party boat fishery. Larger,
older fish have comprised the commercial catch from deeper
water farther offshore. Moe cautioned that since long-lived,
slow-growing fishes are more susceptible to population
reduction through fishing pressure than short-lived, fast-growing
fishes, constant and intensified removal of newly recruited
year classes could hinder maintenance of sufficient numbers of
large fish needed to mai ntain the reproductive viability of the
resource.



Unfortunately, specific details are not as well known as
they are for red grouper.

* Red snapper juveniles,up to about 15 cm fork length  FL!,
that seasonally inhabit smooth bottom during summer have
been readily captured with shrimp trawls. Young red
snapper of a similar size have also been collected with
hook and line over smooth bottom off Florida, where they
appear to forage in compact schools ~ The young red snapper do
not remain long in one spot, but definitely return to the
same vicinity in subsequent summers, as evidenced by tag
returns.

The stomach contents of juvenile red snapper captured
in shallow water indicate they are opportunistic feeders.
Invertebrates  shrimps, crabs, and squids! constitute a
substantial portion of their diet, wi th even tuni cates
being included   probably by accident! due to sheer
availability rather than desirability. Stomach eversion of
larger fish from deeper waters, due principally to fishing
methods, hi nders accurate diet comparisons. Seasonal
changes in benthic macrofauna wi th the onset of winter
undoubtedly influence the assumed movement of red snapper
into deeper water  greater than 15 fathoms! following
summer forages. The predominance of squids and mud-
burrowing shrimps in the stomachs of young red snapper is
evidence of nocturnal feeding behavior.

6! WHAT ARE THE GENERAL MOVEMENT PATTERNS OF EXPLOITABLE FISH
STOCKS; WHAT IS THEIR AVAILABILITY TO THE FISHERY; AND HOW
IS THIS RELATED TO THE REPRODUCTIVE OR RECRUITMENT PATTERNS
OF THE SPECIES?

* Red grouper move offshore from the shallower reef environments
as they attain sexual maturity at about 40 cm SL  age 5!.
Commercial fishermen report seasonal movement of the species
in deeper, offshore water �5-50 fathoms!; extensive movement
is also verified by tag returns, although distinct patterns
are not known. Young red grouper do not move during their
residence at nearshore reefs.

 ~b i! g
patch reefs in the Florida Keys also displayed strong home-reef
specificity. Even a hurricane failed to disrupt their residence
during that study. This seems to be common with serranids,
judging from similar results in Bermuda tagging studies ~ When

h 1
 E. ~uttatus! were transported to other reefs in the vicinity,
they all returned to their original reef. Extensive tagging of
young gag at nearshore reefs off the Florida west coast yielded
the same evidence of tenacious reef specificity.
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* Red snapper also definitely show specific reef residency.
This is indicated by seasonal returns to summer f'orage
areas, as well as distinct congregation at reefs in deeper
water. The only extensive movement seen in red snapper
tagged i n the northern Gulf of Mexico occurred among fish
released at reefs in water deeper than 15 fathoms. It is
unknown whether such movement was forage-motivated or
whether it occurred in response to reproductive stimuli.
Again, movement was only notable when the fish began
living in deeper, offshore areas after leaving the shallower
reefs, where they did not move appreciably.
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THE GULF OF MEXICO COMMERCIAL AND RECREATIONAL RED
SNAPPER-GROUPER FISHERY: AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF

PRODUCTION, MARKETING, AND PRICES

James C. Cato and Fred J. Prochaska
Department of Food and Resource Economics

University of Florida
Gainesvi lie, Florida

ABSTRACT

Owners and captains of both commercial red snapper boats and party boats
along the north Florida Gulf coast were interviewed in 1975. Cost and return
data were collected and analyzed for 1974. Also documented and analyzed was
the economic importance to the region of the commercial and party boat indus-
tries.

Price analyses include seasonal dockside price differentials paid for
red snapper and groupers, annual variation in prices, and dockside price dif-
ferences between landing regions. Past research on the demand for red snap-
per is examined and price response equations for monthly and annual dockside
prices for Texas, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, and the U. S. red snapper
and grouper industries are presented, where data are sufficient. The im-
portance of imports to the industry is discussed.

Marketing information includes a general discussion of the marketing
channels for red snapper and groupers landed along the north Florida Gulf
coast and a preliminary ana]ysis of gross marketing margins for red snapper.

Finally, the need for management programs in the red snapper-grouper
industry receives comment. The variables that must be observed and con-
sidered in a management program are discussed. The opinions of boat cap-
tains and owners concerning production trends and management needs in the
fishery are noted.
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INTRODUCTION

During the l950's and unti 1 about 1965, the commercial landings of red
snapper in the United States increased annually at a fairly rapid rate. l/2/
Landings were 8.9 million pounds in 1952 and increased to a high of 14.0 mi 1-
lion pounds by 1965. Total U.S. landings decreased to about 9 million pounds
annually in 1970-73  Fig. 1!. In 1973 red snapper represented about 80% of
the total U. S. commercial snapper landings, compared to about 94K in the early
1950's.

Florida is the leading state in commercial red snapper landings, with
annual production in 1973 of slightly over 4 million pounds. These landings
represent a decrease from those of the middle 1960's, when landings reached
a high of about 7 million pounds  Fig. 1!. Commercial landings in Texas,
Alabama, and Mississippi have also declined from their peaks, which in Ala-
bama and Mississippi occurred several years later than in Florida. These
data indicate a decline for the total fishery, rather than just a shift in
landings from one region or state to another.

Commercial grouper � landings in the United States also declined after3/

1965, when a high of 9.6 million pounds was recorded. Annual grouper land-
ings have fluctuated more than snapper landings  Fig. 2!. Again, Florida
is the leading state, with almost all U.S. commercial grouper landings re-
ported from that state.

Similar commercial landings patterns are expected for snappers and
groupers since both groups of fishes are often fished with the same ves-
sels and gear and at similar locations. In addition, the economic incen-
tive for snapper fishing is expected to influence grouper landings. Red
snapper are more valuable than groupers; and increased fishing effort for
red snapper, influenced by higher prices, causes increased grouper landings,
because of the complementarity in production.

The recreational catch of snappers and groupers in the United States
in 1970 was estimated at 82.7 million pounds  Deuel, 1973!. By species
group, the catch was groupers, 41.0 million pounds; yellowtai 1 snapper,
21.0 million; red snapper, l7.3 million; and snappers, 3.4 million pounds.
These data indicate that, while red snapper constituted the largest part of
the commercial catch, groupers and yellowtai 1 snapper were also important to
sport fishermen. Although these estimates contain unmeasured sampling and

l/ A discussion and analysis of the Gulf of Mexico red snapper fishery from
1875-1951 can be found in a publication by Camber �955!.

2/ In this paper the term "red snapper" is used as a market category con-
H1 d p . ~h

areas, lesser amounts of other species of snappers are included with Gulf
red snapper and are not separated in the landing statistics.

3/ "i i1 d 9", ~Ei
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Figure 1.--Annual red snapper landings in Florida, Mississippi, Texas,
Alabama, and the United States and dockside prices in the
Uni ted States, 1952-73,
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Figure 2.--Annual grouper landings in Florida and the United States
and dockside prices in Florida, 1952-73.
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response errors, the importance of the recreational catch cannot be ignored.
This importance is further substantiated by the cost and return budgets for
party boats presented later in this paper. Premium prices paid for red snap-
per and accessibility of yellowtai 1 snapper and grouper fishing areas to
sport fishermen are primary reasons for the catch differences between the
commercial and recreational fisheries.

In this paper, marketing and price analyses are presented for the com-
mercial red snapper-grouper fishery. Both the commercial industry and the
north Florida Gulf coast recreational party boat industry were considered
in the analysis of costs and returns, together with the impact of these in-
dustries on the north Florida Gulf coast economy.

LANDINGS AND PRICE TRENDS

In terms of commercial dockside prices, red snapper are about twice
as valuable as grouper. The average price for red snapper landed in the
United States increased from 244 per pound in 1952 to 564 in 1972  Fig. 1!.
Average grouper prices increased from around 104 per pound in the 1950's
and early 1960's to 264 in 1972. Florida grouper prices are similar to U.S.
grouper prices, since most commercial grouper production is landed in Flori-
da  Fig. 2!.

ANNUAL PRICES

Dockside prices for red snapper along the Gulf Coast vary with the lo-
cation of landing. Prices in Alabama were about 244 per pound in the early
1950's and rose to an average of 464 in 1973  Fig. 3!. Texas prices in
1973 averaged 514 per pound, compared to early 1950 prices of about 244
 Fig. 4!. Mississippi prices were 464 in 1973, an increase from 244 in the
early 1950's  Fig. 5!.

Since 1964, dockside prices for red snapper landed in Florida general-
ly have been higher than those reported in other states. In the early 1950's,
Florida prices were about 26! per pound, but recently prices increased to over
764  Fig. 6!. Price differentials between states can be seen in Figure 1.
Prices in Mississippi, Texas, and Alabama, expressed as a difference from
Florida prices, were similar to Florida prices through 1963  usually less than
a 24 to 44 difference!. In 1964 Florida prices began to increase more rapidly
than prices in the other states  Fig. 7!. Prices reported in Alabama and Mis-
sissippi remained relatively stable, and by 1973 they were 294 per pound low-
er than Florida princes. Texas prices were 244 per pound lower than Florida
prices in 1973. These price differentials between states can be attributed
both to different market outlets and to quality differences. Some buyers in
Florida market fish soon after they are caught, while those in other states
more often market fish caught in waters farther offshore. Fish caught far-
ther offshore have been iced for longer periods of time and, thus, bring low-
er market prices.
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Annual grouper prices in Florida have also shown large increases in the
last few years  Fig. 2!. Annual prices averaged about 104 to 114 per pound
during the 1950's, but reached a high of 31$ per pound in 1973. Grouper pri-
ces in other Gulf Coast States are normally much lower than in Florida. Pri-
ces reported in 1973 for Texas, Alabama, and Mississippi were 134, 174, and
184 per pound, respectively. In comparison to Florida, landings in these
states are relatively small.

The dockside prices actually paid to individual captains or boat owners
vary substantially from those reported in annual statistics. During 1973,
the reported average price for red snapper landed in Florida, based on land-
ings and value statistics, was 76! per pound. Actual prices paid at the dock
ranged from about 50|t: to 854 per pound. The actual pri ce paid depends on the
type of agreement between captains or boat owners and buyers. 8uyers or fish-
house owners pay higher prices to independent boats than to company-owned
boats. Prices paid to company-owned boats are "accounting" prices, resulting
from internal record-keeping procedures. Generally, the price paid the coro-
pany-owned boat is slightly more than one-half the common" dockside value,
because of the record-keeping procedures and slightly different crew-share ar-
rangements. The independent boat owner must pay all his costs, including in-
surance, depreciation, and his other fixed costs, from the price received for
his catch. However, company-owned boats account for costs differently and can
recover their costs from the lower price. The average prices reported measure
the weighted average of these two kinds of prices, and the accuracy of the re-
ported price would depend on the particular mix of independent and company-
owned boats in each state.

MONTHLY PRICES

Seasonal variations in red snapper landings are apparent from examination
of monthly landings data. From January 1968 to July 1974, Florida red snapper
landings were lowest during the winter months of December or January in 6 out
of 7 years. Maximum landings occurred during the spring and early summer  Fig.
8!. This pattern was influenced by weather conditions affecting the offshore
fishery. Monthly average prices appear to be affected slightly by monthly
landing patterns. In those months with high landings, average prices in the
same month and following month normally fell from 14 to 6g per pound, with most
decreases in the 14 to 34 range. Prices increased when landings decreased.
Overall, prices increased over time, while the total amount of red snapper land-
ed decreased  Fig. 8!.

Monthly red snapper landings in Mississippi showed fluctuations similar to
those in Florida, although definite low points in landings did not consistently
appear in December-January. Monthly price variations were similar to those in
Florida. Lower monthly landings brought temporary price decreases, but the
overall pattern increased over time  Fig. 9!.

Florida grouper landings tended to be more seasonal than those of red
snapper  Fig. 10!. After January 1968, monthly landings were as high as
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1.2 million pounds  March 1974! and as low as 220,000 pounds  November 1971!.
As would be expected, low production occurred during the winter and high pro-
duction occurred during the early sumner. Monthly average prices fluctuated
with volume landed, but at times remained constant for periods of several
months. Temporary price declines, in most cases, were associated with large
production increases.

DEMAND ANALYSIS

Food commodity prices are established at the producer level and at the
several levels in the marketing system. The prices of red snapper and groupers
are affected by their seasonal supply on the market, the supply of other fish
and meat that can be consumed, consumer desires and income, and other variables.
Price response equations estimated for this paper are concerned with dockside
prices.

!faugh and Norton �969! reported that red snapper prices at the Fulton
Fish Market  New York, N.Y.! did not show significant seasonal patterns, which
suggests that there were no significant shifts in seasonal demand. Since in-
come was specifically accounted for in the estimated equation and other demand
shifters could be assumed constant within the period, any shift in demand would
probably have been due to seasonality. Changes in consumer income were im-
portant in influencing market prices. The quantity of red snapper offered for
sale at the Fulton Market did not significantly affect prices in the New York
Market.

Price response equations for red snapper prices in Florida, Texas, Alabama,
and Mississippi demonstrate the importance of the Florida industry in influencing
annual dockside prices. The quantity of red snapper landed in Florida was
statistically significant in influencing Florida prices  Table 1: Equation 1!.
Total personal income in the United States was used to measure increase in
demand, resulting from higher personal income and greater population. The
income coefficient was significant. The estimated Florida price equation shows
that a 1 million-pound increase in red snapper landings would result in a
5.54 decrease in average dockside price paid at Florida ports  Table 1:
Equation 1!. S~m~lar equations estimated for Texas, Alabama, and Mississippi,
however, did not result in significant price-quantity relationships. In
addition to the nonsignificance, statistical estimation problems for these
three equations also made them unacceptable. Further examination, and the fact
that Florida dockside prices are much higher than dockside prices in the other
three states, suggest the Florida industry is a price leader for the United
States. Since Florida lands a large portion of the total commercial catch, pays
a higher price, and is able to influence the total market, the less dominant
states in the industry may pay prices based on Florida prices and, in turn,
accept the remainder of the total market share.

To test this hypothesis, regressions were estimated relating other state
prices to Florida prices. Prices paid in Florida were extremely important in
influencing prices in each of the other three states  Table 1: Equations 2,
3, and 4!. A 14 increase in Florida price resulted in price increases in
Texas, Alabama, and Mississippi of 0.54$, 0.27$, and 0.36$, respectively.
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Landings of red snapper in each of these states were not statistically im-
portant in influencing prices in that state. Both total personal income and
quantity landed were important in influencing dockside price for the total
U. S. industry  Table 1: Equation 5!.

Total personal income and quantity landed were both important in deter-
mining annual grouper prices  Table 2!. A 1 million-pound increase in the
quantity of groupers landed in Florida would cause a 1.3$ decline in dockside
prices  Table 2: Equation 1!. In the industry as a whole, the same landings
increase would cause a 14 decrease in U. S. prices  Table 2: Equation 2!.
As with red snapper, grouper prices appear to be more responsive to grouper
landings in Florida than prices in remaining states are responsive to grouper
landings in those states.

IMPORTS

The imports of red snapper and groupers are also important in determining
price through their effect on the available market supply. Imports of accept-
able quality to satisfy domestic consumers will a'Iways be important, as long
as they can be purchased at a price equal to or less than domestic prices.
Existing import data on both snappers and groupers are incomplete and are not
useful for econometric analyses. In addition, the numerous product forms that
are imported make comparable measurements of' the total pounds difficult.
Available data on snapper imports are given in Table 3.

Snapper imports are recorded at customs offices as snapper, snapper fillets,
red snapper, red snapper fillets, red snapper steaks, throats and flanks, and
dressed. Red snapper appear to be the most common form of import, with snapper
fillets and red snapper fillets the next most common. For the 21-year period
from 1952 to 1972, a total of 11.6 million pounds of imported red snapper were
recorded  Table 3!. The largest amount in any year was 1.06 mil'jion pounds
in 1964. Snapper fillet and red snapper fillet imports during the same
21-year period were 2.48 and 2.04 million pounds, respectively. Imports of
these three product forms were fairly consistent on an annual basis, except
from 1968 unti 1 1972, when no red snapper fillet imports were recorded.

Imports to the Gulf Coast States come through six ports: Port Isabel-
Brownsville, Houston, Morgan City, New Orleans, Tampa, and Miami. A large
portion of the red snapper and snapper fillets enter at Port Isabel-Browns-
vi lie. Annual red snapper imports through Port Isabel-Brownsville were as
high as 1.0 million pounds �964! and as low as 0.16 million pounds �972!.
Imports of red snapper through this port are now lower than in previous years,
while imports of snapper fillets have become more important. Miami appears
to be assuming a leadership role in importing snapper fillets in recent years.

Grouper imports have also been substantial and, similarly to red snapper,
are in diverse product forms  Tab'1e 4!. Import classifications include
grouper, grouper fillets, steaks, chunks, chips, throats, fingers, heads, and
breasts. For the 21 years from 1952 to 1972, imports of grouper fillets
totaled 13. 1 million pounds; steaks, 0.92 million pounds; and grouper, 0.48
million pounds. Annual imports of grouper fillets have ranged as high as
3.0 million pounds �972! and have been the most consistent product imported.
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Table 3. Recorded Imports of Snapper into Gulf Coast States, 1952-72.� 1/

Product Form
Snapper
Fillets

Red

Sna er
Red Snapper

Fillets Other-' 2/
Year Sna er

Thousand Pounds

0.6

202.0

376.4

272.2

299.3

Total 169.0 2,478.2 11,613.9 2,040.4 156.1

Source: Market News Annual Summary: Gulf Fisheries. Annual Issues,
1952-72.

1/ Ports included and recording imports were: Port Isabel-8rownsvi lie,
Houston  started collecting data in 1963!, Morgan City, New Orleans, Tampa
 started collecting data in 1967!, and Miami. Ports included but recording
no imports were: Freeport, Port Arthur-Orange, and Mobile.

2/ Includes red snapper steaks, throats and flanks, and dressed.

1952
1953
1954
1955
1956

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

2.0
20.6

5.3

141. 1

60. 4
25. 9
73. 8

142 ' 5
163. 1

94.0

435.1

392.4
358.4
142.0

'12.2

713.6
759.5

768.8
724.7
730.9

589.6
587.6

314.9
243.8
513.4

563.8
576. ']

1,063.7
896.8
719.7

566.2

185.7
339.1
363.9
183.4
208.7

24.4
12.8
12.9

230.7

80.5
168.5

93.7
360.8
484.0

25.2
3.6

9.9
25.2

19.3

0.7

1.2
71. 0



Table 4. Recorded Imports of Grouper into Gulf Coast States, 1952-72.�1/ 2/

Product Form
Grouper
Fi 1 1 ets Other-/Year Grouper Steaks

--------------Thousand Pounds

0.1

0.5
1.5

60.4 7.1

27.8
17.620.6

54.1

106.7
97.217.7

Total 13,125.9479.9 921.2 251. 4

Source: Market News Annual Summary: Gulf Fisheries Annual Issues, 1952-72.

1/ Ports included and recording imports were: Port Isabel-Brownsvi lie,
Morgan City, New Or leans, Tampa  started collecting data in 1967!, and Miami.
Ports included but recording no imports were: Houston, Freeport, Port

Arthur-Orange, and Mobile.
2/ No imports recorded for 1952, 1954, 1956-58.

3/ Includes grouper chunks, chips, throats, fingers, heads, and breasts.
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1953
1955
1959
1960
1961

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

1967
1968
1969
'I 970

1971
1972

33.9
24.0
70.6

143.8
54.8

4.0
1.7

237.0
62.3

173.9

644.0
1,082.9
1.812.1
1,989.7
2,535.0

264.0
302.9
453.3
305.9
230.9

3,026.3

32.2
199.0
292.7
182.9
207.3



Since 1968, steaks have not been recorded, the amount of grouper has decreased,
and the amount of fillets has remained substantial. Miami is the leading port
for importing grouper; Port Isabel-Brownsvi lie is second.

MARKETING MARGINS

Marketing margins represent the spread between the price the producer re-
ceives and the price received at the wholesale  producer-wholesale margin! or
retail market level  producer-retail margin!. To determine gross margins
 those including both cost and profits!, knowledge of prices paid at each of the
two market levels is necessary. Fishery statistics are relatively complete at
the fisherman level  dockside!, but considerably more scarce at the wholesale
level, and virtually non-existent at the retail level.

Wholesale prices paid at the Fulton Market for red snapper were used to
estimate the gross margin between the prices received by Florida fishermen and
the wholesale price level. Using Fulton Market prices is partially justified,
considering that a large part of Florida's east coast landings are shipped to
that market, and about 30/ of Florida's west coast catch is shipped to northern
markets. The main difference between other wholesale prices and the Fulton
Market price, if any, should primarily reflect the difference in transportation
costs between the alternative wholesale markets. If pri ce differences exist
but are constant for periods of time, the absolute level of the margins will
differ slightly, but the magnitude and direction of changes will be the same.

Monthly Florida dockside prices, Fulton Market wholesale prices, and
computed gross margins are presented in Table 5 and Figure 11. Florida dock-
side prices increased approximately 25/ between the first quarter of 1971 and
the last quarter of 1973. The increase was stable with dockside princes varying
normally only 24 to 34 per month. Fulton Market wholesale price, the price
Florida fish dealers received at New York for the snapper bought from Florida
fishermen, varied substantially from month to month. This variation was re-
flected directly in the gross margin received by the fish dealers. Dealers
and wholesalers have borne all of the price variation and associated risks and
costs of unstable prices.

During the 3-year period from 1971 to 1973, marketing margins varied
from a low of 294 in August 1971 to a high of 794 in April 1973. The average
margin for the period was approximately 474 per pound. This imputed margin
between the two published prices does not represent the "true" margin. Prices
received by company boats for their catch is a "company price," which is less
than the price paid to independent boats  because of cost differences incurred
by the management of company boats!. These company prices are averaged with
the prices paid independent owners in the recorded statistics. This makes the
"true" price at dockside higher than the recorded princes in landing statistics.
The average dockside price paid to independent fishermen was approximately
104 per pound higher than the published statistics, which are a weighted
average of company-boat prices and independent-boat prices. This 10$ price
difference made the average gross margin approximately 374 per pound. The
conclusion that local fish dealers absorb the monthy price variations still
stands, assuming the 10$ per pound discrepancy was consistent for the 3-year
period under study.
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Table 5. Monthly Florida Red Snapper Prices, Ful ton Fi sh Market
Prices, and Gross Marketing Margins.

Mean

Fulton
M k t
Price -~

Florida

Dockside 2~
Price

Gross
MarginMonthYear

--Cents per Pound-

1971

1972

59. 3
49.0
73.9
79.2
54.1
38.7
49.5
55.6
48.0
44.2
53.5
43.4

1973

/ Average monthly prices paid at t e Fu ton Fish Market, as determined from
National Marine Fisheries Service Market News Reports  green sheet! by the Statis-
tics and Market News Division, Northeast Region, NMFS, Gloucester, Mass.
2/Average monthly prices determined from Florida Landings  Current Fisheries
Statistics, U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA, NMFS, Washington, D. C.!.
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108. 1
118.1

97.8
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90.4
98.2

101.6
95. 6

107.1

120.6
120.2
117.4
133.0
111.9
115. 8
118.0
111.2
112.3
1] 5.8
115.6
117.4

132.4
123.2
148.6
155.2
128 ' 8
114.7
124.2
128.8
124.3
119.2
128.2
118.8

60.9
62.6
60.0
68.5

67.2

63.7
60.3
61.6
58.5
58.0
60.7
64.3

69.0
67.6
68.8
71.7
69.1

69.7
69.2
71.6
70.4
71.8
72.2
70.6

72.7
74 ' 2
74.7
76.0
74.7
76.0
74.7
73.2
76.3
75.0
74.7
75.4

40.3
38.3
48.1
59.6
30.6
34.3
38.3
28.8
39.7
43.6
34.9
42.8

51.6
52.6
48.6
61. 3
42.8
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48.8
39.6
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43.4
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A generalized least squares regression model was estimated to determine the re-
1 ationship between the marketing margin and the Fulton Market wholesale price.

The estimated linear equation is:

M = -74.16 + 1.01 P, where
NY

calculated margin, and

P = New York Ful ton Market pri ce.
NY

The price coefficient of 1.01 is highly significant statistically and indicates
a one-to-one relationship between the marketing margin and the Fulton Market
prices. The margin varies directly  both up and down! with the price fish
dealers receive for the fish they market. Alternatively, the margin relation-
ship expressed in double log form is:

M = -7.99 + 2.48 P
NY

which indicates the margin-Fulton Market price elasticity to be 2.48; for each
1! change in Fulton Market prices, the margin moves in the same direction by
2. 48/e.

A survey of fish dealers acting as intermediaries between fishermen and
secondary wholesalers  those buying at the Fulton Market! confirmed this margin
analysis. The simple average of the total gross margin indicated in the survey
was 43! per pound, which is between the two estimates reported above: 37! and
474 per pound. This gross margin was broken into variable and fixed costs.
Variable costs for handling the product averaged 18$ per pound, with individual
est~mates ranging from 154 to 254 per pound. Of this amount, transportation
accounted for 7g per pound, with the remainder used for shipping containers,
labor for loading, packing, grading and icing, ice and water, and electricity.
The remaining 254 per pound was allocated to overhead, marketing, transaction
costs, office staff, taxes, miscellaneous expenses, and a return to investment
capital and management.

COSTS AND RETURNS

Costs and returns reflect several important characteristics of the in-
dustry. Costs reflect the resources employed to provide fishery products and
the prices charged for the resources. Returns reflect catch rates and the
prices consumers are willing to pay for the product. Together, costs and
returns determine the profit levels for management, labor, and capital in-
vestments.

Fishermen or fishing firms incurring these costs and earning these returns
may be divided into several categories. First, the individual sport fisherman
utilizing his own resources  gear, boat, etc.! for sport fishing incurs sub-
stantial costs, and his returns are usually measured by physical consumption
of the catch and satisfaction derived from the fishing experience. Second,
the sport fisherman fishing from a boat or vessel on a fee basis incurs the
cost of a ticket. The ticket constitutes returns to the boat or vessel owner,
who incurs the cost of providing the service. Third, commercial snapper-grouper
fishermen incur substantial expenses, which must be balanced against sales
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proceeds from their catch to provide their livelihood. This section is con-
cerned with costs and earnings by commercial fishing and by one type of sport
fishing -- party boat fishing.

COMMERCIAL FISHING

Estimated costs and returns were based on a survey of personal interviews
with boat owners and captains, representing 10 commercial vessels.4/ The
f~rms' home ports are in an area from Mexico Beach to Pensacola, Fla., although
their fishing operations range as far west as Texas and the Gulf of Campeche.
The budget analysis reported is the average for vessels of two length-groups:
42-47 feet  small! and 57-69 feet  large!.

Red snapper was the predominant and most valuable species landed by the snapper-
grouper vessels  Table 6!. While grouper production nearly equaled red snapper
production by the smaller vessels, groupers made up an insignificant part of
production by the larger vessels.

A comparison of revenues shows the significance of red snapper in the
total value of landings for both small and large vessels  Table 6!. The
$26,647 red snapper value represents 64/ of the $41,357 total gross value of
the landings for the small vessels. On the larger vessels red snapper accounted
for 86/ of the total value of landings.

In this report all species were valued at their common" dockside value.
This procedure differs from the record-keeping systems maintained by owners of
"company boats." Generally, these firms value their catch at slightly more
than one-half of the common dockside value, due to internal record-keeping
procedures and slightly different crew-share arrangements. Dockside prices
chosen for this study were consistent with those received by the independent
vessels interviewed. Dockside value represents the value of the catch or the
gross returns from the fishing effort. Dockside value is also the value for
which the company could sell their catch to other fishhouses at the same market
level in the marketing system.

Variable costs -- those which vary with the level of production -- made
up the majority of the total cost of producing red snapper and groupers. Crew
wages or shares accounted for over 40/ of the variable costs  Table 6!. Crew-
men are generally paid on a share basis, and the crew shares reported in Table 6
reflect the net share to all crewmen on each vessel after crewmen's expenses
were deducted. The small vessels averaged about 2.3 crewmen per trip, while
larger vessels employed an average of 4.7 crewmen. A crewman earned an average
of $4,105 per year on the small vessels and $4,439 on the large vessels. Repairs
were the second largest expenditure and include hull, engine, tackle, and equip-
ment maintenance. Fuel, oil, groceries, and bait were about equal in cost.

4/ A detailed report entitled "Costs and returns for Gulf of Mexico commercial
red snapper-grouper vessels by vessel size, 1974" by Fred J. Prochaska and
James C. Cato was published in 1975 as an eight-page Florida Sea Grant and
Florida Cooperative Extension Service Marine Advisory Bulletin  SUSF-SG-75-006!.
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Table 6. Average Costs and Returns for Gulf of Mexico Commercial Red Snapper-
Grou er Vessels b Len th Class, 1974.

Vessel Size
Smal'l� 1/

Lar e�
2/

Item 42-47 feet 57-69 feet

Pounds Dollars Percent Pounds Dollars Percent
Returns:

Red snapper
Groupers
Others

26,647 64.4
12,899 31.2

1,811 4.4

41,357 100.00

32,654
28,325

3,991

92,995 83,696 86.3
4,409 1,985 2.0

32,424 11,349 11.7

129,828 97,030 100.0Total 64,970

Total 22,085 84. 9

2,770 10.6
52 0.0

793 3.0
326 1.3

7.3

0.1
0.0
0.0

Total 3,941 15.1 7.4

26,026 100.0

15,331

Total Costs 52,576 100.0

44,454Total net returns to 4/
captains and owners-

1/ Costs and returns represent an average of four vessels.

2/ Costs and returns represent an average of six vessels.

3/ On the small vessels, the average crew size was 2.3 men, and on the large
vessels, the average was 4 ' 7 men. Crew shares are net share, after deduction of
crew expenses.

4/ Total net returns to captain and owner represent captains' salaries, return
on investiments, and owners' labor and management.
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Variable costs:
Fuel and oil
Groceries
Bait
Ice
Repairs and maintenance
Crew shares3/
Other

Fixed costs:
Depreciation
License
Interest
Insurance

2,207 8.5
2,721 10.5
1,978 7.6
1,171 4.5
4,084 15.7
9,443 36.3

481 1.8

4,053 7. 7
5,211 9.9
5,955 11.3
2,317 4.4
8,762 16.7

20,865 39.7
1,516 2.9

48,679 92.6

3,842
55

0 0
3,897



Total fixed costs were similar between the two size classes of vessels.
Depreciation  hull, engine, and equipment! was greater for the larger vessels,
as would be expected  Table 6!. The smaller depreciation for the small vessels
was offset by higher costs of insurance and interest, since owners of larger
vessels carried their own risk and provided their own financing.

Total costs per vessel were $26,026 for the small vessels, compared to
$52,576 for the large vessels. The higher costs for larger vessels, however,
were more than offset by the higher value of the catch.

Total net returns per year to captains and boat owners was $44,454 for
large vessels and $15,331 for small vessels  Table 7!. Seven of the 10
commercial vessels included in this analysis were owned by individuals other
than the captain. The captain's net return  return after deduction of captain' s
share of expenses! averaged $18,226 on 'targe vessels and $6,286 on small
vessels  Table 7!. However, for three of the four small vessels, the captain
and the owner were the same person. Thus, the total net return, before taxes,
for these owner-operators was $15,331, which is still less than the $18,226
income of captains on the six company boats.

The net return to investment reflects the amount the owners could earn
on the capital they have invested in the firm by investing in other activities,
such as the financial market. Capital investments for the larger vessels
averaged $67,267, over 2.5 times the average investment  $25,526! for the
smaller vessels. The residual, after net returns on investment are determined,
is the return to labor and management. Specific activities include boat
maintenance, marketing, personnel and business management, etc. Owners of
larger vessels usually are multi-vessel firms which require an office staff.
Salaries for the staff are paid from the net returns to the owner. The relative-
ly large net return to ownership of the large vessels also reflects the fact
that owners of these vessels carried their own insurance and provided all
required capital.

PARTY BOAT FISHING

The analysis of party boat operations was based on data collected through
personal interviews with the owners of seven boats.J Boats included in the
survey range in length from 65 to 85 feet and the largest have a carrying
capacity of more than 50 fishermen. The boats are based along the north
Florida Gulf coast.

During 1974, an average of 6,714 sport fishermen paid to fish on each
boat  Table 8!. The length of trip varied from one-half day to 2 days. The
charges for these trips ranged from $8.50 for a half-day trip to $45 for a
2-day trip. The majority of the trips are 1-day trips, which begin between
2 a.m. and 7 a.m., depending on distance to fishing grounds, and usually end
About 5 p.m.

5/ A detailed report entitled "Northwest Florida Gulf coast red snapper-
grouper party boat operations: an economic analysis, 1974" by Fred J.
Prochaska and James C. Cato was published in 1975 as a nine-page Florida Sea
Grant and Florida Cooperative Extension Service Marine Advisory Bulletin
 SUSF-SG-75-007!.



Table 7. Met Returns to Captains and Boat Owners for Gulf g Mexico Commercial
Red Snapper-Grouper Vessels by Length Class, 1974- .

Vessel Size

Item

--------------Dollars

Total revenue

Total cost

2,122 5,381

Net to owner's labor
and management 4/ 6,923 20,847

1/ Based on Table 6.

2/ The captain's share is estimated at 415 of the total net return. This
rate is based on an average of seven vessels where the captain and the owner
were not the same person.

3/ Net to investment is an imputed return to capital investment at an assumed
interest rate of 8/.

4/ Net to owner's labor and management reflects payment for the owner's labor
and management. Specific functions include rigging and supervising the main-
tenance of vessels, procurement of labor and supplies, and marketing and office
duties, such as accounting and personnel management.
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Total net returns to captain and owner

Net to captain- 2/

Net to investment- 3/

41,357

26,026

15,331

6,286

97,030

52,576

44,454

18,226



Table 8. Number of Fishermen and Catch for Northwest Florida Party Boats, 1974.

Catch
Composition

/

Average
Per Boat

Catch Per

FishermanItem

Number of fishermen

Pounds of catch:

6,714

Red snapper
Groupers
Others

50,286
49,143
34,857

7.5

7.3

5.2

37

37

26

Total 134,286 20. 1 100

1/ Totals may not add due to rounding.

The average annual catch per boat in 1974 was 134,286 pounds, which con-
sisted of approximately 37/ red snapper, 37/ groupers, and 26/ other species.
Average total catch per fisherman was 7.5 pounds of red snapper, 7.3 pounds of
groupers, and 5.2 pounds of other fishes such as croaker and sea bass. At
1974 commercial prices in Florida, the average daily catch per fisherman was
worth approximately $12. 6/ Retail value of the average catch would be two to
three times this amount.

Ticket sales averaged $141,200 per boat in 1974  Table 9!. These
accounted for 99/ of the gross revenue collected by boat owners for their
party boat operations.7/ Concession returns to boat owners included in the
sample averaged $1,329 per boat.

6/ Red snapper were valued at 904 per pound, groupers at 454 per pound, and
other fishes at 35! per pound.

7/ Some party boats are used for commercial fishing during the slack sport-
fishing season. Costs and returns associated with this activity were not
included in this analysis.
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Variable costs  costs directly dependent on actual fishing effort! of
party boat operations represented 61/ of total costs. Tackle  including hooks,
lines, and sinkers, but excluding rods and reels! was the largest single com-
ponent of variable cost of $16,243 annually  Table 9!. Tackle and bait
accounted for approximately 23/ of total cost and for over one-third of variable
cost. Each fisherman cost the boat owner an average of $2.42 for lost tackle.
Bait used per fisherman averaged 7.6 pounds, which cost an average of $1.37
per person.



Table 9. Costs and Returns for Northwest Florida Party Boats, 1974 '
Average
Per Boat

Average Per
Fishermanl/Item Percent

Dollars

Returns:

Ticket sales
Concession

21.03
0.20

99

1

Total 21.23 100

Variable Costs:

68,333

Fixed Costs:

43,639Total

Total Costs

Total Net returns:

111,972

30,557

16. 68 100

4. 55 100

Opportunity cggt
of investment~~ 12,451 1.85

Net returns to
management3/ 18,106 2,70 59

1/ Totals may not add due to rounding.

2/ Opportunity cost of investment represents that return the boat owner could
receive, if funds were invested at 8/ interest.

3/ Net returns to management represents the income received for labor and
management functions by the owners.
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Fuel and oil
Bait
Ice
Crew
Tackle
Repairs

Total

Depreciation
Captain's sarary
Office and dock expenses
Advertising
Insurance
Interest

141,200
1,329

142,529

15,786
9,200

993
13,968
16,243
12,143

9,929
15,893
9,559
1,829
3,286
3,143

2. 35
1.37
0.15
2.08
2.42
1.81

10.18

1.48
2.37
1.42
0.27

0.49

0.47

6.50

14 8 1
12

15

11

61

9

13

9 2 3
3

39



Fuel and oil were the second largest expenditure. Fuel consumption
averaged 47,000 gallons per year. Fuel and oil cost $15,786 annually per boat,
or 14K of total cost and 23K of variable cost. Crew wages, excluding cap-
tains' salaries, were responsible for 12% of total party boat costs. In
addition to the captain, a first mate and from one to two deck hands provide
the necessary labor. The time these crewmen work depends on the amount of
fishing activity; and they are paid on an hourly basis. Hull, engine, and
gear repairs averaged $12,143 per boat.

Captains are usually paid a fixed salary instead of the hourly wage rate
paid crew members. Captains' salaries accounted for approximately 134 of
total costs and were the largest component of fixed costs  Table 9!. De-
preciation on hull, engine, gear and tackle, and office and administrative
costs each accounted for 9A of total costs. Office and administrative costs
included sales clerks' salaries, telephone, electricity, docking fees,
accounting fees, and other miscellaneous costs.

Total costs of operating a party boat in 1974 averaged $111,972  Table 9!.
Net returns per boat, before all taxes, averaged $30,557. These represent the
owner's share for his management, risk taking, and return on investment.
Average investment per boat in this study was $155,643. Assuming an 85 inter-
est on investments, the opportunity cost of capital  or return to investment!
was $12,451 per boat per year  Table 9!. This left the owner a net return of
$18,106 before taxes for his labor and management.

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Costs incurred by conmercia1 vessel fishermen or party boat owners repre-
sent sales made by other  support! industries which provide economic services
and goods to the fishing industry. These sales represent employment and income
to members of the support industries. Estimates in this paper of the importance
of' red snapper fishing to the Florida economy are considered to be conservative.
For this analysis, only items which are known to be available locally were con-
sidered. Some expenditures are made to out-of-state businesses and are not
measured as a direct source of income or employment for the local economy.

In addition, the impact estimates are conservative because they did not
consider the '.ndirect contribution made by the snapper industry  i.e., sales and
expenditures between the support industry and secondary support industries!.
The contribution to the economy also did not include that of the private sport
fishermen or of sport fishermen using charter boats.

IMPORTANCE OF THE COMMERCIAL INDUSTRY

The cost and expenditure estimates developed previously for the red snapper-
grouper fishery represent the segment of the industry from which the majority
of Florida red snapper landings come. Average costs per pound of fish landed
are presented for major items purchased from the local economy  Table 10!.
Assuming the cost-per-pound estimates were representative of the total industry,
total expenditures in the state economy were estimated by multiplying the per-
pound cost times the number of pounds landed in Florida  Table 10!. Pre-
liminary data indicated Florida landings in 1974 were 5,168,918 pounds
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Table 10. Itemized Costs per Pound of Fish Landed and Estimated Total
Expenditures for Selected Cost Items in the Florida Commercial
Red Snapper-Grouper Industry, 1974.

Total Industry
Expendi tures ~/Costs per Pound-1/I tern

---Dollars-

Fuel and oil

Groceries

0.032

0. 041

Bait 0. 041

Ice 0. 018

Repair and maintenance 0.066

0.286

0.150

Salaries and wages

Marketing charges-3/

2/ Estimated by multiplying the cost per pound by the 1974 Florida total
landings of red snapper and groupers. The assumptions are that �! costs per
pound in the snapper-grouper budgets are the same for either snappers or
groupers individually, and, thus, costs per pound are the costs of catching
either a snapper or a grouper. To determine total industry expenditures, it
was assumed that the average budget estimates represent the average for all
red snapper-grouper boats in Florida. Expenditures are only for the items
believed to be spent in the state.

3/ Represents only local fishhouse charges for variable inputs, such as
ice, labor, etc.
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1/ Costs per pound are based on Table 6.

379,812

486,634

486,634

213,644

783,363

3,394,575

1,780,372



of red snapper and 6,700,227 pounds of groupers, for a total of 11,869,145
pounds.

Salaries and wages were the most significant contribution at $3.4 million.
These items represent income to individuals in the red snapper-grouper in-
dustry. This income is spent locally through traditional consumer-household
spending patterns. Repair and maintenance expenditures were $783,363. Other
expenditures, in order of importance, were: bait, $486,634; groceries,
$486,634; fuel and oil, $379,812; and ice, $213,644.

In addition to the contributions by the fishing firms, fish dealers gen-
erate revenue from handling and marketing the catch. Interviews with fish
dealers handling snappers and groupers resulted in an estimate of 15$ per
pound marketing cost for boxes, ice, etc. This cost represents payments to the
fish dealer for his services. The dealer in turn purchases supplies and ser-
vices from the local economy. If all fish dealers charged 15$ per pound, the
total local marketing bill could be estimated at $1,780,372 for handling
Florida's red snapper and grouper catch. This does not include the part of
the marketing costs that go to the dealer for his management functions.

IMPORTANCE OF THE PARTY BOAT INDUSTRY

Operating procedures of party boats vary from region to region, depending
on the kinds of fish available, distance to fishing grounds, weather, number
of paying customers, etc. Therefore, the economic importance of the party
boat industry refers to only the northwest Florida Gulf coast, since budget
estimates were based on that region. The Florida Department of Natural Re-
sources  no date! estimated that there were 48 party boats operating in the
eight counties on Florida's northwest Gulf coast. Using data for the average
party boat presented in Table 9, est~mates of the economic impact, resulting
from party boat operations in Florida's eight most western counties, were
developed  Table 11!.

A total of 322,272 fishermen trips were made in 1974. This estimate is
slightly larger than the number of fishermen, since a few fishermen made more
than one trip in 1974. Approximately 6.5 million pounds were landed by these
fishermen. To land this catch, fishermen spent over $6.7 million for tickets
to fish on party boats.

Party boat owners, in turn, spend substantial amounts in the region for
fuel, oil, salaries and wages, bait, tackle, and repairs. Salaries and wages
earned by captains, crewmen, and office personnel were estimated at approxi-
mately $1.7 million annually. Approximately $760,000 was spent annually with
the petroleum industry. Tackle shops made sales of $779,664 annually to party
boat owners. Bait sales to the industry amounted to $441,600 each year. These
figures suggest the party boat industry provides a substantial contribution to
the total economy of the northwest Florida Gulf coast.
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Table 11. Estimated Economic Impact of Party Boats on the Northwest
Florida Gulf Coast, 1974.

Regional Tota'I-1/Item

Number of fishermen trips

Catch:

322,272

-----Pounds-----

Expenditures: -----Dol 1 ars-----

Fi shermen ' s tickets

Fuel and oil purchases

Salaries and wages

Bait

Tackle

Repairs

1/ Totals are based on averages developed in this paper multiplied by 48,
the estimated number of party boats in the eight coastal counties from
Escambia to Wakulla.
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Red snapper

Groupers

Others

Total

2,413,728

2,358,864

1,673,136

6,445,728

6,777,600

757,728

1,675,248

441,600

779,664

582,864



FISHERIES MANAGEMENT

Theoretical models of fishery population dynamics, in association with
theoretical catch rates at various levels of fishing effort, provide a means
by which conclusions can be made about the maximum sustained yield of a given
fish population. These conclusions, however, are not sufficient for optimum
management of fisheries for several reasons. Neither the exact number of re-
cruits nor the size of the parent population is known, nor is the relationship
between current and future fish populations known. Furthermore, the actions of
an individual fisherman may not noticeably affect the dynamics of fishery
populations. This fact often leads to the opinion by individual fishermen
that management programs or independent management efforts are unnecessary.
More importantly, fishermen consider their individual costs and returns in
determining fishing effort before they consider the biological effects, which
they, acting alone, cannot influence.

Biological factors and fishermen's costs are reflected in industry supply
functions. These supply functions, together with consumer demand, determine
the market prices and the quantities ultimately landed. However, the quantities
landed do not necessarily correspond to those suggested by the biological models
as optimum in any one year. To provide effective tools for fishery management,
bioeconomic models need to be empirically estimated. A biological or economic
model alone is not sufficient to analyze accurately the consequences of alter-
native management programs. Prochaska and Baarda �975! discussed a bio-
economic model.

It is hoped that one of the outcomes of this colloquium, where biologists,
economists, policy makers, and industry members have interacted, is the en-
couragement of model estimation. Both biological and economic variables should
be considered in these models from which management alternatives can be
analyzed. The remainder of this paper is devoted to reporting comments made
by industry members with respect to management needs.

Fishermen on relatively small boats, who fish from 50 to 100 miles offshore,
noted a decline in the average size of fish from approximately 3 pounds 5 years
ago to less than 3 pounds currently. Fishermen operating in more distant waters
observed that the average fish size has declined from approximately 5 pounds
to about 2 or 3 pounds currently. Party boat owners observed the same trend
and believe that the dockside value of the customer's average catch no longer
equals the cost of the ticket. In addition to noting the smaller size of the
fish, boat captains state that longer fishing days and trips are necessary to
catch the same poundage.

Some of the reasons, expressed as a cause of these problems, are: �! re-
peated trips to the same grounds by party, charter, and private sport boats,
until the local fish population is depleted; �! destruction of immature fish
caught in the nets of shrimp trawlers; and �! an increase in the past two
decades in the number of commercial boats equipped with better navigational
equipment, as well as the increase in the fishing pressure in general. Some
fishermen believe that a closed season in certain months is necessary to pro-
tect spawning fish. The involvement of sport fishermen, together with com-
mercial fishermen, will add a new challenge to fisheries management.
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DISTRIBUTION OF SNAPPERS AND GROUPERS IN THE
GULF OF MEXICO AND CARIBBEAN SEA 1/

AS DETERMINED FROM EXPLORATORY FISHING DATA

Richard B. Roe
Office of Resource Research

National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA
Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT

A review of 24 years of exploratory fishing and resource assessment
activities on the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea provide an overview of the
geographical and bathymetric distributions of 18 species of snappers
 Lutjanidae! and 14 species of groupers  Serranidae!. Bottom temperature data
are given, where available. Information is also provided on average size and size
range where data permit.

Lutjanus ~s na ris, the lane snapper, shows the widest geographical

the broadest distribution among groupers.

Ten of the 33 species, reviewed reach their maximum abundance on the
Campeche Bank area of the southern Gulf of Mexico. The second major area of
snapper/grouper abundance is the bank area off Honduras and Nicaragua in
Central America.

Recent trawl surveys in the north-central Gulf of Mexico show that
b «11'

out the year between 10 and 40 fathoms, despite the apparent reduction in
numbers of commercially acceptable sized snapper in the northern Gulf.

� Contribution No. 444, Southeast Fisheries Center, Pascagoula1/

Laboratory, National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA, Pascagoula, MS 39567
and MARMAP Contribution No. 114.
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INTRODUCTION

Snappers and groupers comprise the single most va Iuable edible fish
resource of the Southeastern United States. In recent years, serious declines
in production, a decrease in average fish size, and marked shifts in fishing
grounds have demonstrated downward trends in stocks. The situation is com-
plicated by the paucity of literature on early life history, age, growth, and
population dynamics relative to many of the species included in the resource.
For that reason, a review of the faunal data inventory of the National Marine
Fisheries Service, Southeast Fisheries Center Laboratory, Pascagoula, Miss . is
timely. This data library represents 25 years of exploratory fishing and
resource assessment effort in the Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and adjacent
waters. Excepting a review of the genus Lutjanus by Rivas �970a! and a
synopsis of the Caribbean explorations by Carpenter and Nelson �971!, these
data have not been presented in their complete form.

This paper provides an analysis of the records pertaining to the major
commercial species of snappers and groupers represented by the family
L ' ld id'
tion of species, including scientific and common names in accordance with the
3rd edition of "A List of Common and Scientific Names of Fishes from the
United States and Canada," American Fisheries Society, Special Publication
No. 6!, is as follows:

Lutjanidae: Snappers:

~A si lus dentatus

. freemani

ubens
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Etelis oculatus
Lutlanus analyze
L. ~andes
L. buccanel la

L. grfseus
L. jocu
L. ~maho oni
L. ~ur ursus
L. srrna ris
L. vivanus
~0c urus ~chr sorus
P't d

black snapper
queen snapper
mutton snapper
schoolmaster
blackfin snapper
Gulf red snapper
cubera snapper
gray snapper
dog snapper
mahogany snapper
Caribbean red snapper
lane snapper
si"Ik snapper
yellowtai 1 snapper
wenchman
wenchman
wenchman
vermilion snapper



Groupers:Serranidae:

d

M. interstitialis
M ' 1

M. Enanax
MD venenosa

The data were collected during cruises of the research vessels OREGON,
OREGON II, SILVER BAY, COMBAT, PELICAN, and GEORGE M. BOWERS during the period
1950 - 75. Data were largely gathered during exploratory fishing operations,
the purpose of which was to delineate areas of high yield and develop maximum
catch rates through gear optimization and selective fishing. Consequently, the
data do not always lend themselves to quantitative analysis as well as they do
to zoogeographical analysis. Therefore, the data base is used to provide geo-
graphical and bathymetrical summaries on a species basis. Where possible,
size ranges and averages are provided and the number of' observations used in
the calculations is given in parentheses. Water temperatures are shown wherever
possible. Recent findings by Kawaguchi �974! and Sal'nikov �965! are used to
supplement the discussion.

Data were collected primarily with shrimp and fish trawls and with hand-
lines. Traps, gill nets, and bottom setlines were used to a lesser extent.
Details on these techniques are provided by Rathjen �959!; Captiva �960!
Cummins, Rivas, and Struhsaker �962a and b!; Struhsaker �969!, and Nelson
and Carpenter �968!. Handlines were similar to those described by Carpenter
�965! for the commercial fishery.

A measure of total effort can be determined from Springer and Bullis
�965!, Bullis and Thompson �959!, and Berry and Frummond �967!. Recent
efforts by the OREGON II have not been compiled, though the station lists
disseminated in conjunction with cruise reports provide total effort by gear
type and locality. The number of stations per zone where records occurred is
provided in the Tables.

Geographical distribution is keyed throughout the text to a zonation
scheme shown in Table 1. These "faunal" zones were established by the data
management unit at the Pascagoula Laboratory to facilitate data processing
and to support zoogeographical analyses. The boundaries chosen were based on
several considerations, including topography, geography, faunal assemblages,
and ecozones. In a few instances they were selected to facilitate data
processing.
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. d~dt
E. f1avolimbatus
E. Euttatus
E. itajara
E. morio

E. ~ni ritus
E. niveatus
E. striatus

bonaci

rock hind
speckled hind
yellowedge grouper
red hind
jewfish
red grouper
misty grouper
Warsaw grouper
snowy grouper
Nassau grouper
black grouper
yellowmouth grouper
gag
scamp
yellowfin grouper



Table 1. Faunal Zone Descriptions and Boundaries as Referred to in the
Text. North and South Boundaries in Degrees and Minutes Latitude;
East and West Boundaries in Degrees and Minutes Longitude Unless
Otherwise Stated.

SouthZone North Geographical AreaWestEast
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2 3
4

28 5 6
7

8

9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

35o00'N
32ooo'N
28o30'N
25ooo'N
Shoreline
Shoreline
Shoreline
25ooo'N
25ooo'N
2Io15'N
19ooo'N
11'OO'N
15ooo'N
15ooo'N
15ooo'N
llo30'N

9ooo'N
oo oo'

28o30'N
Irregular
19'00'N
2Ool5'N
20 15'N
20o15'N
15oOO'N

32 00'N
28o15'N
24 15'N
24ooo'N
25 00'N
25ooo'N
25ooo'N
Shoreline
Irregular
15ooo'N
llooo'N
Shoreline
Shoreline
Shoreline
Shoreline

5ooo'N
oo oo'
7oOO S

IrreguIar
Irregular
15ooo'N
15 00'N
15ooo'N
15oOO'N
llo30'N

65oOO'W
65',oo'w
79 30'W
81 00'W
Shoreline
85o00'W
89'OO W
93ooo'W
85ooo'W
85ooo'W
80 00'W
80 00'W
74 00'W
71 30'W
63 30'W
51 00'W
38 00'N
30 00'W
64 00'W

Irregular
75 00'W
67 30'W
64 00'W

o 00'w
5'1 00'W

Shoreline
Sh8reline
81 00'W
85 00'W
85 00'W
89 15'W
Shoreline
Sh8reline
93 00'W

Sh8reline
85 00'W

Shereline
80 00'W
74 00'W
71 30'W
63 30'W
5I 00'W
Shoreline

Irregular
85 00'W
80 00'W
75 00'W
67 30'W
64 00'W
63 00'W

North & South Carolina
Georgia-Cape Canaveral
Cape Canaveral-Straits
Florida Straits
Florida-west coast
Cape San Blas-Miss. River
Miss. River-Texas
Texas-Gulf of Campeche
Campeche Bank
Yucatan Channel
Honduras-Costa Rica
Panama
W. Colombian coast
E. Colombian coast
Venezuela-Trinidad
Guianas
N.E. Brazil-Belem
Belem-Recife
Bahamas
Cuba
Jamaica
Hispaniola
Puer to Rico
Leeward Islands
Windward Islands



Data for each species are given by zone in tabular form emphasizing geo-
graphical distribution. A written description precedes each Table.

Depths are given in meters, temperatures in oC, and weights in kilograms
per individua'I  " Ind"!. An "nod." is shown wherever no data were collected,
and an "n/c" is given where data were too few to calculate averages. "Speci-
mens  No.!" refers to the number of specimens used to determine "Size Range."

DISTRIBUTION ANALYSES

~A silus dentatus  black snapper!

~A silus was found distributed throughout the region from Georgia to Brazil,
but the data are too sparse to indicate areas of high density. The depth range
shown is 38 � 285 m. Apparently, black snapper have a wide temperature toler-
ance since the data range was 16o to 27oC. Individuals ranged in size from 0.02
to 1.93 kg. Kawaguchi �974! recorded ~Asilus from Hispaniola  zone 23! and the
Leeward Islands  zone 25!.

Speci-
Size Range mens

 kg/Ind!  No.!
Min. Max. Mean.

Temperature
Range

 oC!
Min. Max. Mean

Zone Stations
 No. !

Depth Range
 m!

Min. Max. Mean

n/c

16 n/c
0.61 4
1.45 3

n/c 1

n/c 1

22

27

n/c
n/c

Etelis oculatus  queen snapper!

All the exploratory records for Etelis were taken in the Caribbean Sea and
Bahamas. None came from the eastern coast of the United States or from the Gulf
of Mexico. The data indicate the species is widespread throughout its range,
though the majority of exploratory catches came from zones ll and 20. Bathy-
metric data show that queen snapper do inhabit considerable depths throughout
the Caribbean  the 38 m in zone 22 is suspect!, the exhibited range being 95-
680 m. Most records came from depths exceeding 180 m.

Available temperature data ranged from ll to 18 C, except for a 27 C data
0

point accompanying the zone 22 catch. Only one average  zone 20! was computed
at 17'C.

Maximum size taken was 2.27 kg; minimum size was 0.18 kg. Averages of
2.25 kg and 0.45 kg were computed for zones 10 and 20.
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3 7
10

11

16
17

22

24

285 285 n/c n.d.
189 189 n/c 16
132 170 144 n.d.
47 142 n/c n.d.
57 60 n/c n.d.
66 83 74 22
38 38 n/c 27
85 85 n/c n.d.

0.02 0.02
n.d.

0. 57 1.14
0.45 1.93
n.d.

0.06 0.06
n.d.
1.14 1.14



Speci-
Size Range mens

 kg/ Ind!   No. !
Min. Nax. Mean

Temperature
Zone Stations Depth Range Range

 No.!  m!  oc!
Min. Max. Mean Nin. Max. Mean

n/c
n/c 5 3

5 6

n/c

n/c

� guestionable record.
1/

Lutjanus analis  mutton snapper!

Mutton snapper records are widely distributed from the Carolinas to the
Guianas, excepting the northern Gulf of Mexico. Campeche Bank  zone 9!, the
Georgia-north F'lorida area  zone 3!, and the eastern coast of Columbia  zone 14!
produced the highest number of records. The depth range was 8 - 1 m, though
the average distribution varied between 34 and 66 m. Corresponding bottom tem-
peratures extended from 19o to 28oC, but too few records were available for
analysis. Maximum size taken was 10.0 kg, with considerable variation noted
among zone averages.
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10
11
12
13
14
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

270 270
200 299
189 189

95 95
189 189
197 680

3871/ 387
38- 38

113 'l13

284 284
463 463
236 416

n/c 15 15
238 16 18
n/c n.d.
n/c n.d.
n/c n.d.
414 17 18
n/c n.d.
n/c 27 27
n/c n.d.
n/c n.d.
n/c ll 11
n/c n.d.

n.d.

1.36 2 ' 27 2.2
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

0.18 0.73 0.4
n.d.

0.45 n/c n/c
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.



Temperature
Range

 oC!
Min. Max' Mean

Speci-
Size Range mens
 kg/Ind!  No.!

Min. Max. Mean

Zone Stations Depth Range
 No.!  m!

Min. Max. Mean

23 n/c

28 27

n/c
n/c

27
26

26 n/c
n. d.
n. d.

Lutjaous ~aodus  schoolmaster!

Most exploratory records for schoolmaster came from Campeche Hank  zone 9!,
but the geographical scatter of the remaining records  zones 3, 5, 13, and 24!
indicated the species is generally distributed throughout the entire area
wherever broken bottom occurs. No records were found for the northern Gulf of
Mexico and the northeastern coast of South America. Depth records ranged from
19 to 89 m, with an average near 50 m. Temperature data are incomplete.
Largest size recorded was 13.63 kg and the smallest was 0.22 kg; averages
ranged between 0.55 and 6.8 kg.

Speci-
Size Range mens
 kg/I nd!  No. !

Min. Max. Mean

Temperature
Range
 'c!

Min. Max. Mean

Zone Stati ons Depth Range
 No.!  ~!

Min. Max. Mean

n/c 1
0.55 14
1.18 7
6.80 3

2.27 2.27
0.34 1.36
0.22 13.63
0.91 6.82
n.d.

21 21 n/c
n..d.

28 28 n/c
n.d.
n.d.

36 36 n/c
19 60 47
32 89 51
25 76 59
55 55 n/c

3 5
9

'l3

24

1

17

62
3

1
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2 3
4 8 9

ll
12
13
14
15
16
22
24

3
12

2
1

206
2
1

10
12

2

4
1
1

55
30

36
68
32
47

28
23
13
57

57 8
29

62 57
60 38
81 n/c
68 n/c
89 51

151 n/c
28 n/c

113 59
53 34
62 n/c
85 66

8 n/c
29 n/c

n.d.
19

n.d.
n.d.

26
n.d.
n.d.

25
26

n. d.
26

n.d.
n.d.

6.80 10.00 8-95 3
0 91 2.73 1.77 10
0.45 0.45 n/c 1
1.82 1.82 n/c 1
1.36 10.00 4.36 28
2. 27 2. 72 2. 59 3
n.d.
0.45 2.72 1.50 6
0.45 1.59 0.86 11
0.91 3.64 1.59 3
2.72 7.73 5.23 3



Lutjanus buccanella  blackfin snapper!

Blackfin snapper were taken throughout the region except for the eastern
and northern Gulf of Mexico, Cuba, Hispaniola, and Jamaica. The majority of
records came from Puerto Rico. A wide depth distribution of 8 - 197 m was
given, but the available temperature range was not wide �8 to 25oC!. Max~mum
size taken was 5.0 kg. Average size range was 1.05 � 3.36 kg. Kawaguchi
listed L. buccanella from zones ll, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.

Speci-
Size Range mens

 kg/Ind!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean

Temperature
Range
 'C!

Min. Max. Mean

Zone Stations
 No.!

Depth Range
 m!

Min. Max. Mean

23 n/c

n/c
n/c
n/c

19
25
23

 Gulf red snapper!Lutjanus

ffd I L- ~h « . ~ fl 199 d
snapper! and provided geographical ranges for each species. The Pascagoula
Laboratory adopted this nomenclature and subsequently catalogued red snapper from

I h dl ,L~h d h« * 9 96
ur ureus. This distinction may be somewhat erroneous as transition areas occur
e.g., zones 10 and 21! where the two species are extremely difficult to separate

by meristics. Regardless, the species are separated in this paper by the above
described geographical division, which is substantially supported by field
identification.

In addition to the distribution analysis provided for each species, I have
also separately examined trawl data from zones 6 and 7  the northern Gulf of
Mexico!. In excess of 1,500 red snapper records are contained in that data file,
derived from trawl surveys conducted since 1950. The purpose of this exercise
was to seek out changes in average size or availability that might indicate
trends in stock status.
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2
4

8 9
10
ll
13
14
15
16
18
20
24
25

1 1
1

6 5
7 5

3 2 1 1
3

12 5

55 55 n/c n.d.
70 70 n/c n.d.
68 68 n/c n.d.
47 95 68 23
66 189 140 n.d.
49 197 123 18
23 113 55 22
62 136 110 23
34 57 n/c n.d.
28 28 n/c n.d.
53 53 n/c n.d.

8 25 19 n.d.
49 189 113 n.d.
34 174 121 n.d.

5.00 5.00 n/c

0.91 0.91 n/c
1.36 5.00 3.36
1.00 1.82 1.27
0.59 1.64 1.05
0.45 0.45 n/c
0.91 1.82 1.50
0.09 0.09 n/c
n.d.
0. 11 0. 11 n/c
1.14 1.45 1.36
0.45 2.18 1.32
1.14 1.23 1.18

1 5
5 5 1
3 1

1 3
9
4



The data were divided into two time periods �950- 65 and 1966- 75!, repre-
sentative of the ascent and decline periods in the U.S. snapper fishery.

Table 2 provides a summary, by time period and by month, of the trawl-
derived catch data from zones 6 and 7. Two factors are evident in zone 6 data:
�! the year-round presence of small red snapper on the trawl grounds; and �!
the difference in mean size  annually! of snapper taken in the two time periods.
A t-test conducted on the means showed significant differences  90 percentile!
between the average size of red snapper taken from 1950-65 and the average size
taken from 1966- 75. Small snapper are also found in zone 7 throughout the
year, but no significant difference was found between time-period size means.

The significant factor demonstrated by this analysis is that quantities of
young  i.e., small! red snapper are distributed over much of the north central
Gulf of Mexico in 19 � 75 m, where their vulnerability to the trawl fisheries,
such as shrimp and industrial bottom fish, is increased. Further, there has
been a decrease in mean size of young snapper found over these areas during the
past two decades. Whether or not these conditions are relatable to adult stock
status and current fishery trends is not known. However, the situation is of
enough importance to merit research on red snapper in the northern Gulf.

C i 1 I
in the Northern Golf of Mexico  zones 6 and ~7 for the Time Periods
1950- 65 and 1966- 75.� '

ZONE 7ZONE 6

'1950- 65 1966- 75
Mean Ran e Mean Ran e

1950- 65
Mean Ran e

Month 1966- 75
Mean Ran e

0.11-10.91

0.03- 9.55
0.02- 2.68

0. 77
0.37

0.06

0.30
7.50

0.48

O. 84
0. 76

0. 23

0.22O. 550.09Annual 0.90

� Values in kilograms.1/
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Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.
May
June

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.

Dec.

0. 73
0.27
0.95

0.85

0.62

0.27
1.32

2. 35
0. 55

0.06-12.50 0.64
0.08- 1.09 1.36
0.19- 9.09 0.19

0.09
0.45- 2.79 0.09
0.08- 9.09 0.26
0.06- 0.45
0.11-13.64 0.35
0.45-11.36 0.03
0.03- 0.90 0.03

0.07

0.08-10.45
0.30- 1.73
0.40- 0.90
0.10- 7.73
0.10- 0.23
0.05- 0.45

0.10-11.36
0.005-0.59
0.01- 0.91
0.005-6.82

0.23-7.27 0.53
0.02-4.55
0.06-0.06 0.16
0.30-0.30 0.21
0.45-9.09
0.06-0.64 0.32

0.18
0.11-7.95 0.32
0.11-1.51 0.41
0.05-5.45 0.12

0.19

0.15- 0.91

0.02-10.45
0.09-10.45
0.02- 7.50
0.01- 1.36
0.05- 0.45



Gulf red snapper were taken in all zones from 2 to 9, though most records
came from zones 3, 6, 7, and 9. In part, this is an artifact due to the effort
distribution among zones. Further, the high availability shown for zone 9 was
largely due to effort expended with fish trawls in the late 1950's  Captiva,
1960!, when Campeche Bank was a primary red snapper fishing ground. Similar
findings may not be possible at this time, if the shift in commercia'I effort
from Campeche to Central American grounds is any cri terion of availability.

The bathymetric range of the data was 8- 151, with a mean range of
40 - 60 m. Very little variation was found in mean depths among zones, despite
wide differences in total range among some zones. As expected, considering the
narrow mean depth range, the mean temperature range was also narrow. The data
show a mean range of 19o to 24 C, with an overall range of 13o to 28 C. No geo-
graphical trends were apparent in the data.

The data show that Gulf red snapper reach a greater size than do Caribbean
15 1 5«1.~ k 1.55k

L. ~ur ureus was 6.82 kg. Only smail differences in maximum size were found
among zones, despite a wide variation in averages.

Speci-
Size Range mens

 kg/ I nd!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean

Temperature
Zone Stations Depth Range Range

 No.!  I!  'c!
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

Two specimens of cubera snapper, weighing 11.36 and 13.64 kg, were taken on
Campeche Hank in fish trawls. No bottom temperature data are on record.

Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 No.!  m!  oC!  kg/Ind!  No.!
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

43 47 n/c n.d. -- -- 11.36 13.64 n/c 2
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2 3
4

28 5
6 7
8 9

38
117

26
8

39

985
929

28
332

13 85 47 17 25
21 79 45 13 27
17 81 43 16 24
28 59 45 17 21

9 149 57 20 21
8 151 40 16 28
9 147 51 15 27

28 81 60 15 25
23 142 55 15 28

22
21
19
19
21
22
22
22
24

0.95 14.09 3.73 30
0 F 08 14.55 1.06 77
0.05 13.64 0.41 7
0.45 8.18 4.32 3
0.45 13.64 2.36 30
0.03 12.50 0.20 418
0.01 10.91 0.52 454
0.06 7.27 0.45 20
0.07 9.09 1.45 94



Lutaanus ~r1seus  gray snapper!

Exploratory catches of gray snapper rarely occurred south of zone 9, with
only 7 out of 95 stations occurring in the Caribbean. Most records came from
the northern Florida-southern Georgia area  zone 3!, the west coast of Florida,
and the Campeche Bank area. The data indicate that gray snapper are not parti-
cularly deep water inhabitants, being taken in 8 - 'l32 m. In at least three
zones �, 5, and 6!,the average depth was 36 m.

The exhibited temperature range was 18 to 27 C, but no data existed for
the Caribbean records. A size range of 0. 14 - 9.09 kg was recorded, though the
average size was close to 1 kg.

Speci-
Size Range mens
 kg/Ind!  No. !

Min. Max. Mean

Temperature
Range

 'C!
Min. Max. Mean

Zone Stations
 No.!

l3epth Range
 m!

Min. Max. Mean

n d
19
n/c

21

18

24
27

n/c
25

n.d.
n.d.

Lutjanus jocu  dog snapper!

Records of the distribution of L. jocu, though sparse, indicate a reasonably
wide Caribbean range for the species. This is supported by Kawaguchi, who took
dog snapper in zones ll, 23, and 24. No Gulf of Mexico or U.S. East Coast ex-
ploratory records were found, and the small nuIAber of records may indicate the
species is not overly abundant in its range. Specimens taken were as large as
7.59 kg, the smallest being 1.36 kg. No temperature data were available.
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2 3
4 5
6 9

10
13
22

1
23

2
21

4
37

4

2

1

55 55 n/c n.d.
28 42 36 19
15 25 n/c 18
13 60 36 n.d.
15 60 36 23
17 79 51 24
30 132 91 n.d.
23 38 n/c n.d.

8 8 n/c n.d.

0. 91 6. 36 2. 45 21
1.36 1 ~ 36 n/c 1
0 34 1 36 0 54 20
0.14 3.18 1. 05 3
0. 45 9. 09 1. 45 9
0.45 1. 59 1.27 3



Temperature Speci-
Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 m!  'c!  kg/I nd!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Nin. Nax. Mean

Zone Stations
 No.!

Lutjanus ~maho oni  mahogany snapper!

Only four records were found for mahogany snapper, all from widely dis-
persed geographical areas. Kawaguchi did not mention this species; and though
mahogany snapper may be widely distributed throughout the Caribbean, they are
apparently limited in abundance. The depth range was very large � - 473 m!.
Biological data were not available.

Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Rasge Size Range mens

 No.!  m!   C!  kg/Ind!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

Lutdanus ~ur ureus  Caribbean red snapper!

Caribbean red snapper were recorded from Honduras to Brazil  zones 1 1 to
18! and from Puerto Rico and the Windward Islands. The greatest number of
records �77 stations! came from off the Guianas. The data showed a bathymetric
distribution of 15 - 198 m, but most catches were made in 36 - 70 m. Deepest
catches were made off the Honduran coast  zone 11!.

Bottom temperature data ranged from 18' to 29' C, with an average distribu-
tion in four zones of 25 to 28 C.

Caribbean red snapper may show relationships between individual size and
either depth or temperature  or both, one being perhaps dependent on the other!.
Snapper taken from shallow, warmer water averaged less in size than those
occurring in deeper, colder water. Specimens taken from all zones except 11
 excluding zones 24 and 25 for which there are no data! averaged less than 1 kg,
whereas those from zone ll averaged more than 3.0 kg. Part of this difference
may have been due to the fact that the majority of Honduran catches were made
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10
ll
13
14
16

4
11

16
21

132 132 n/c n.d.
9 151 76 nod.

17 25 23 nod.
38 38 n/c n.d.
66 66 n/c n.d.

26 26 n/c 20 20 n/c
2 2 n/c 28 28 n/c

30 30 n/c n.d.
473 473 n/c nod.

5.45 5 ~ 45
1.36 7.59
1.36 1.36
2.73 2.73
6.36 6.36

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

n/c 1
6.00 3
n/c 1
n/c 1
n/c 1



with handlines,whereas specimens from the Guianas were taken with trawls. The
vulnerability to trawl capture of small fish was assumed to be greater than that
of large fish. The size range for all zones was 0.05 - 6.82 kg.

Speci-
mens

 No.!

Temperature
Range

 oC!
Min. Max. Mean

Size Range
 kg/Ind!

Min. Max. Mean

Zone Stations Depth Range
 No.!  m!

Min. Max. Mean

Lutjanus ~s na ris  lane snapper!
Lane snapper had the widest geographical distribution of the 18 species in-

cluded in the analysis. None were taken from zones 10, 20, and 21; however,
Sal 'nikov �965! reported L. ~sna ris from zone 21  Cuba!. The species was
assumed to be distributed throughout the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean.

The data indicated that L. ~sna ris is a shallow water species, with a bathy-
metric range of 4 - 132 m and a mean occurrence near 40 m. No geographical
trends in depth distribution were apparent.

Lane snapper were taken over a temperature range of 16 to 29 C, with an
average near 26oC. The data indicate the mean temperature of occurrence in-
creased with decreasing latitude, but no accompanying changes in bathymetric
distribution were noted.

The lane snapper is not a large lutjanid; most individuals averaged less
than 0.33 kg. The largest specimen weighed 3.64 kg; the smallest, 0.01 kg.
Zones 5, 6, and 7  northern Gulf!, zone 9  Campeche Bank!, zone 13  Colombian
coast!, and zone 16  Guianas! produced the highest number of records. Fewest
captures were made in the Antilles.
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11
13
14
15

16

17

18
24
25

7

29
15

9

177
20

6
5

1

95 198 142 18
26 132 66 22
15 95 36 nod.
28 76 47 26
28 91 55 23
53 93 70 22
38 49 42 28
49 79 68 n.d.
66 66 n/c n.d.

18 n/c 1 . 36
28 26 0. 05

0. 14
27 n/c 0. 09
29 25 0 05
28 26 0. 14
29 28 n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

3.95 3.07
1. 36 0.41
3. 64 0. 23
0.14 0.11
6.82 0.31
4.55 0.47

5

12

12

3

82

4



Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 No.!  m!  oC!  kg/Ind!  No.!
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

n d

Lutjanus vivanus  silk snapper!

The silk snapper or yelloweye is a common inhabitant of the region,
rivaling L. ~sna ris in geographicaI range. No records were found for the
northeastern Gulf, the Colombian coast, Cuba, or the Mindward Islands, though
the species was reported from Cuba by Sal'nikov.

L. vivanus is a deep water snapper, as shown by the bathymetric distri-
bution. The minimum and maximum depths were 28 and 340 m, respectively. The
data indicated the species is found the deepest off Honduras, Nicaragua, and
the Bahamas, and the shallowest off the U.S. East Coast and the Guianas
Shelf. Means ranged among zones from 55 to 225 m.

The available temperature records showed a very wide range of 13o to 27 C.
Average temperatures were computed for only three zones: ll, 13, and 15; and
the respective averages were 19o, 25o, and 25 C.

Few trawl captures were recorded for L. vivanus, indicating a preference
for rough bottom. Size data indicated L. vivanus reaches at least 6.82 kg, cora
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2 3
4

28 5
6 7
8 9

ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
22
23
24
25

1 13 n.d.
3 36 n.d.
6 ]7 19

43 8 26
]08 6 17
124 4 19
]03 8 16

8 59 n. d.
242 23 21

9 40 26
13 15 27

100 11 22
43 13 24
26 28 25

173 19 23
16 60 22
19 15 27
16 8 26

1 26 28
12 23 28

2 34 n.d.

l3 n/c
64 55
40 28
62 28
60 32
77 40
95 45
74 66
91 51
59 43
36 25

132 53
91 40
42 47
81 49
77 66
57 40
51 30
26 n/c
76 47
40 n/c

20 n/c
26 n/c
26 21
27 24
26 22

28 24
27 26
27 n/c
28 26
29 26
27 26
29 26
28 26
29 28
29 27
28 n/c
28 28

0.91 3.64
n.d.
0.14 0.34
0.09 3.64
0.05 0.59
0.06 1.36
0.16 0.45
0.11 2.27
0.05 0.07
0.14 0.]4
0.02 0.55
0.32 0.52
0.21 1.36
0.02 0.91
0.14 0 ~ 64
0.03 0.23
0.01 0.09
0.23 0.23
0.07 0.27
0.27 0.27

2.27 3

0.26 3
0.20 87
0.16 42
0.19 42
0.27 6
0.52 42
0.06 3
n/c 1
0.14 47
0. 33 37
0.33 21
0.26 119
0.38 '13
0.11 ll
0.04 7
n/c
0.12 5
n/c 1



parable to the size attained by L. puurureus . Most zone averages were
around 1 kg. The overall size range was O.ll - 6.82 kg.

The greatest number of L. vivanus records came from the Honduran-Nicar-
aguan coast, while the least number of records were found in zones 17, 22,
and 23.

Temperature
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Si ze Range

 No !  ~!  oC!  kg/I nd!
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

Speci-
men s

 No. !

22 n/c 1.77

n/c

n/c
2 ' 64
1.09
0.95

17 n/c
21 n/c
17 n/c
24 19
21 n/c
27 25
27 25

1
3
5

30

0.30
0.77

10
3

n/c
1.09n/c

n/c
22
27

1. 55

1.14

~0c urus ~chr surus  yel1owtail snapper!

~0c urus is a small-sized, widely distributed species that occurs through-
out the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea. Though it has not been taken from
as many zones as Lutjanus ~sna ris. the data distribution indicated the species
must occur in those zones where no exploratory records exist. Sal'nikov re-
ported ~Oc urus from Cuba, and Kawaguchi listed yellowtail snapper from zones
11, 22, 23, 24, and 25.

Despite a wide depth distribution of 8 - 170 m, the species was generally
taken in waters less than 50 m. As with many lutjanids, no significant dif-
ferences in bathymetric distribution were found with respect to geographical
or latitudinal change.
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2 3
4

28 7 9
10
1'I

12
13

15

16
17
18
20
22

23

24

25

7

3 6
2 3 5
6

38 2

21 5 8 2 8 1 1 7 7
47 76
34 74
28 81
62 76
62 284
42 189
66 189
95 265
85 189
40 340
57 104
57 95
76 76
57 66
95 284
43 43

208 208
72 208
66 174

63 22
55 n.d.
55 n.d.

n/c n.d.
147 13
132 21
181 16
183 17
n/c 21

98 22
76 24
72 n.d.

n/c n.d.
n/c n.d.
225 22
n/c 27
n/c n.d.
147 n.d.
123 n.d.

1. 64 4. 55
6.82 6.82
n.d.
n.d.
0.91 0.91
2.59 3.18
0.45 1.45
0.23 4.55
n.d.

0.14 0.77
0.73 0.91
n.d.

n.d.

0.11 0.11
0.45 3.64
n.d.
n.d.

1.05 2.64
0.45 1.82



The temperature range was 18o to 28oC,and the optimum temperature was in
the mid-twenties.

Yellowtai 1 snapper taken by exploratory fishing ranged ln size from 0.01
to 1.82 kg. Mean size varied considerably among zones, but the average size
range was between 0.07 and 1.18 kg. Very sma11 ~0c urus, weighing less than
0.25 kg, were taken off French Guiana and northern Brazil  zones 17 and 18!
in bottom trawls. Largest individuals came from the Southeastern United
States and the Bahamas. The greatest number of captures occurred on Campeche
Bank  zone 9!.

Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 No !  ~!  oC!  kg/ Ind!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

h h hd«h h
~hhh, . h. Od h, .uih h h«h dd

dh d h .f t d .~hh
recorded only from zones 12, 13, and 16.
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2
3

4

28 5 6 7
8 9

10
11
13
14
15
17
18
20
22
23
25

2 55 95 n/c n.de
10 34 95 45 18 21 19
7 25 66 36 19 20 19
5 8 34 23 26 26 n/c
2 49 57 n/c n.d.
1 62 62 n/c n d.
3 19 85 55 26 26 n/c
1 68 68 n/c n.d.

41 19 62 47 24 28 26
2 19 170 n/c n.d.
4 10 47 32 n.d.

23 23 n/c n.d.
4 13 47 30 n.d.
3 34 62 45 n.d.
1 68 68 n/c 28 28 n/c
7 26 57 40 28 28 28
8 8 45 28 n.d.
3 8 55 30 25 26 n/c
1 26 26 n/c 28 28 n/c
3 23 66 42 n.d.

1.59 1.59 n/c
0.32 1.36 0.66
0. 13 0. 45 0. 16
0.45 1.36 0.55
0 ' 23 0.91 n/c
n.d.
0.01 0.01 n/c
0.55 0.55 n/c
0.23 1.50 0.40
0.68 0.68 n/c
0.68 0.68 n/c
n.d.
0.45 0.45 0.45
0.45 0.91 n/c
0.23 0.23 n/c
0.05 0.23 0.07
0.59 1.82 1.18
0.05 0.05 n/c
0.15 0. 15 n/c
0 ' 05 0.05 n/c

1
7

4 3 2 1
1

17 1
2

3 2 1
3 7 1 1
1



Wenchmen are relatively deep water snappers of small size and little
h i ..~ii d

out the region, though the great majority of records came from the Gulf of
Mexico, where the species is a common member of the northern Gulf Shelf commun-
ity between about 80 and 200 m. The species was taken as shallow as l9 m and

io

di 1

north of the Florida Straits and only sporadically in the Gulf and Central
American areas.

Both species seem to display similar bathymetric ranges, though P. macro-
~hthalmus was recorded to 660 m. Bottom temperatures associated with Pris-
t' id ranged from 13o to 28 C, but 20oC seemed to be the optimum temper-

the species is found in warmer, but not necessarily deeper, water than in
other areas where recorded.

The size data emphasize the diminutive nature of the members of the genus,
though no data were available for P. freemani. Specimens less than O.l kg are
common, and only one individual over 1.0 kg was recorded.

Only four P. freemani have been identified from exploratory efforts,
three coming from zones 12 and 13 and the fourth coming from off French
Guiana.
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 wenchman!

TemperatUre Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 No.!  m!  oC!  kg/Ind!  No.!
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

19
19

22
22 0 05 n/c 1

0.03 39
0.11 107
0.10 21
0.24 6

0.45
0.32
0.13
1.73

n/c0.14

0. 05

0.07
0.23
0.06

n/c
n/c
0.15
0.01

1
1
3

21

n.d.

146

2
3
4

28 5
6 7
8 9

10
11
12
13
14
15
'l6

17
22
23

142 83
'I 32 95

95 70
236 n/c
189 n/c
378 68
312 83
284 104
189 106
189 n/c
265 200
284 208
208 119
189 121
236 110
232 68

83 76
36 n/c

321 n/c

16 40 17
10 76 13
3 51 n.d.
2 62 n.d.
2 19 n. d.

170 23 14
313 55 15

30 55 14
15 38 15
2 189 16
5 104 20
6 95 16

10 57 27
5 91 24

16 49 15
49 47 22

7 64 22
2 28 27
2 284 n.d.

27 22
24 20
21 17
26 18
17 17
20 n/c
19 n/c
27 n/c
24 n/c
27 22
26 24
28 26
27 n/c

n.d.
0.05
n.d.
n. d.
n. d.

0.005
0.005

0.02
0.09
n.d.
0.14
n.d.

0.05
0.07
0.13

0.005
n.d.
n.d.



 wenchman!Pristi omoides

Temperature
Zone Stations Depth Range Range

 No.!  m!  oC!
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

Speci-
Size Range mens
 kg/Ind!  No.!

Min. Nax. Mean'

24 n/c
25 n/c
20 n/c
14 n/c
26 24
26 20

0.15 0.06
0.59 0.41

29

17 n/c

15 n/c

Speci-
Si ze Range mens
 kg/ Ind!  No. !

Nin. Max. Mean

Temperature
Range

 oC!
Nin. Max. Mean

Zone Stations Depth Range
 No !  m!

Min. Max. Mean

1 189 189 n/c 19 19 n/c n.d.
2 142 189 n/c n.d. -- -- n.d.
1 147 147 n/c n.d. -- -- n.d.

12
13
16

PP "!

Vermi lion snapper records occurred throughout the region from Cape
Hatteras to Brazil, including the entire Gulf of Mexico and much of the
Caribbean Sea. The species distribution undoubtedly rivals L. ~sna ris and
L. vivanus in extent, though no R. aurorubens were recorded from the Bahamas,

p il, « i d~ld * .21, I, IS!.
g ti ~1i«3 . S'I" i v

report the species from Cuba, unlike Evermann and Marsh  'l902!.

147

28 6 7
8

ll

12

16

20
21
22

23

24

25

1 1

2 1 1 1
6620 3 1 2 1 1

289 289
42 42
34 95
36 36

189 189
261 261

38 284
236 680
236 387
321 321
284 321
284 284
350 350

n/c n.d.
n/c n.d.
n/c 24
n/c 25
n/c 20
n/c 14

79 23
391 18
302 A. d,
n/c 17
n/c n.d.
n/c n. d.
n/c 15

n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

0.005
0.23
n.d.
n. d.

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.



f ~bbi«bb � b b: «b
was between 40 and 50 m. Records for Honduras to Costa Rica and the north-
eastern coast of South America  zones 14 to 16! showed deeper distribution for
the species than those from the eastern United States and the Gulf of Mexico.

The temperature range was 'I5 to 28oC, with a 23oC average for all zones.
~bi b

perature.

The data indicated that vermi lion snapper are generally small, the average
size near 0.15 kg. The size range for exploratory captures was 0.005 - 2.27
kg; few specimens exceeded 1.0 kg.

Zones where vermilion snapper were most abundant were 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9,
16. Least availability was found in zones 10, 12, and 22.

Speci-
Size Range mens

 kg/Ind!  No.!
Min. Max. Mean

Temperature
Range
 oC!

Min. Max. Mean

Zone Stations Depth Range
 No !  nI!

Min. Nax. Mean

0.45 0,27 5

148

2 3
4

28 5
6 7
8 9

10
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
22

24
25

197
191

18
4

140
127
138

25
177

1

15

52
9

24
113

12
5

1
3

2

15 96
23 95
21 I 51
32 70
19 95
15 117
13 189
59 191
42 144

170 170
40 219
36 36
15 132
23 214
36 236
30 132
64 83
34 53
42 42
23 77
34 180

36
45
49
49
47
57
68
41
59

n/c
115
n/c

60
85

79
100

68
42

n/c
42

n/c

15
16
17
24
16
15
16

n.d.

17
n. cl.

18
n. cl.

22

17
15
23
24
28
27

n.d.
n.d.

28 23
22 20
24 18
24 n/c
21 19
24 23
27 21

28 23

27 23

28 26
24 21
27 23
27 24
28 26
28 28
27 n/c

0.005
0.03
0.03
n. cl.

0. 01
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.08
n.d.

0.05
n.d.

0.005
0.11
0.03
0.01
0.15
0.08
n. cl.
n. cl.
0. 23

1. 36 0. 20
1.14 0.19
0.09 0 ' 06

0.45 0.10
2.27 0.10
0.91 0.38
0.11 0.07
0.68 O.I5

0.68 O.I5

0.17 0.05
0.45 0.16
0.23 0.06
0.45 0.12
0.91 0.20
0.08 n/c

62

73 4

79

58

41
18
13

5

20

6 4
36 7



Snowy grouper were caught from Cape Hatteras southward through the Gulf
of Mexico, along the Central American coast,and across South America to the
Guianas. No records were found in the 8ahamas and Antilles. The greatest
number of catches came from the Florida east coast. Kawaguchi reported
catching snowy grouper in zone 17 only.

The depth range was 25 - 287 m; the bathymetric range increased with de-
creasing latitude. The average depth for zones 2 through 6 was approximately
60 - 65 m; whereas for zone 13,it was 132 m and for zone 7, it was 102 m.
Averages could not be calculated for other zones.

Very little temperature data accompanied the records. The range given
was 16 to 26 C, and most observations were between 20o and 26oC. Averages,
except for zone 7, could not be calculated.

The largest snowy taken was 13.64 kg, the smallest was 0.23 kg.

Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 No.!  err!  oC!  kg/Ind!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

n/c
3.64
n/c

l6 n/c
24 n/c

23 n/c
22 19 5. 09

n/c
n/c20 n/c

26 n/c
24 n/c n/c

Records for Warsaw grouper occurred in most zones: U.S ~ East Coast, Gulf
of Mexico, and Central and South America, along with a single capture off
Cuba. No other Antillean records were found, and there were no catches from
the Florida Straits; however, Smith �961! reported E. ~ni ritus from the
Straits, Cuba, and Hispaniola. Most records came from the northwestern Gulf.
The species was taken over a depth range of 21 � 473 m; and in several zones,
the mean depth exceeded 100 m.

149

2 3
4

28 6 7 9
11
l3
14
15
16

3

24 5 5 5
11 1 1
3 1
2 2

38 100
25 142
40 91
26 76
38 89
66 197

287 287
197 197

66 189
142 142

34 76
68 142

60 16
64 24
60 n. d.
85 n.d.
62 22

102 ' 16

n/c n.d.
n/c 20
l 32 n.d.
n/c n.d.
n/c 26
n/c 24

1.36 1. 36
0. 91 5. 00
0.45 0.45
n.d.

n.d.
0.34 13.64
7.05 7.05
0.45 0.45
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

0.23 0.23



A temperature range of 12o to 24oC was observed, with the majority of
records less than 20oC.

The great majority of Warsaw grouper were large fish taken on hook and
line. The size range is 2.73 - 102.27 kg, while zone averages generally ex-
ceeded 10 kg.

Temperature Speci-
Range Size Range mens
 'c!  kg/ Ind!  No. !

Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

Zone Stations Depth Range
 No.!  rrr!

Min. Max. Mean

""   "k '

Rock hind were t;aken intermittently throughout the Antilles, off Central
America, and on Campeche Bank. The Bahamas had the most records. No catches
were made off the Southeastern United States, the northern Gulf of Mexico, or
the South American coastline. A'Il captures were made over reefs or heavily
broken bottom in ll - 302 m. Average depth values were highly variable.

Only two bottom temperatures were recorded, 13 C in 302 m and 23oC in
95 m  both from zone 9!.

Average size and size range were remarkably similar throughout all zones;
the size range was 0.45 - 1.36 kg,and the average was approximately 0.7 kg.

150

3

4 5
6 7
8

9
11
13
16
17
21

10

3 7
14

26 1
7

5 1

25 70 53
25 66 43
49 284 140
21 106 76
66 197 102

473 473 n/c
43 340 157

189 189 n/c
350 350 n/c

62 '151 93

64 64 n/c
236 236 n/c

24
n.d.

14
16
16
14
12

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

24 n/c

15 14
21 19
24 19
14 n/c
16 14

5.45
102.27

2.73
4.55
5.45

54.55
4.09
n.d.

22.73
5.45
6.82

102.27
102.27

20.45
90.91
61. 36
54.55

7.73

22.73
25.91

6.82

26.82 8
n/c

10.45 6
20.91 11
26.36 23

n/c 1
7.45 6

n/c 1
13.32 4

n/c 1



Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 No.!  m!  oC!  kg/ Ind!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean Nin. Nax. Mean Min. Nax. Nean

23 n/c13
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

 speckled hind!

The speckled hind was not taken south of the Bahamas. Most catches
occurred along the eastern seaboard of the United States from Cape Hatteras
«I I I«M I . I I I Id..~dd
to be a common resident of reefs throughout its range.

was 9 - 180 m, and the tempera-The bathymetric range for E.
ture range was 17 to 24 C.

to be the largest of the three species of
d da ', aed E. ~uttatus!; at least
range was 0.34 - 11.36 kg, and most

Size data show the speckled hind
hinds collected  E. adscensionis, E.
two specimens exceeded 11.0 kg. The
specimens were larger than 1 kg.

Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 No-!  ~!  oC!  kg/Ind!  No.!
Min. Nax. Mean Min. Nax. Mean Nin. Nax. Mean

n/c
n/c

9 38 81 53 17 17
7 25 70 55 18 24
2 38 40 n/c n.d.
1 9 9 n/c n. d.
8 47 180 93 17 23

47 47 n/c n.d.
1 23 23 n/c n.d.

21

151

9

10
11

20
23
24
25

2 3

4 6 9
20

21

38 302
11 170

125 125

19 47
21 21
23 189

151 174

58

79
n/c

34
n/c
110
n/c

0.68 1.36
0.45 1.36
n.d.

0.45 0.91
0.68 0.68
0.45 1.36
0.59 0.91

3.64 11.36
0.91 7.73
0.91 0.91
n.d.

0.45 11. 36
0 ' 34 0.34
0.66 0.66

0.73 3

0.59 4

0.77 8
n/c 1
0.73 4
0.77 3

9.00 7
5.91 4
n/c 1

7.73 4
n/c 1
n/c



ii i iii t ii d i

The yellowedge grouper is a relatively deep water species, recorded from
the U.S. East Coast, the Gulf of Mexico, the northeastern coast of South
America, and the Mindward Islands. No captures were made off Central America,
the Bahamas, or the Greater Antilles. Kawaguchi took yellowedge grouper from
Hispaniola  zone 23! and Smith showed Cuban records; therefore, the species
must occur intermittently throughout the Caribbean. Yellowedge grouper are
abundant off the northern Texas Gulf coast  zone 7! in 200 - 300 m, occurring

i i ii ii ~iii ii i
"lumps" found offshore.

The depth range for E. flavolimbatus was 38 - 350 m; average de~ths
generally exceeded 70 m. Bottom temperature records ranged from 11 to 25 C,
and the data suggested the species may be found off South America in warmer
water than in the Gulf. tJnfortunately, the data are insufficient to draw
more positive relationships.

Yellowedge grouper in the Gulf range in size from 0.45 to 15.45 kg and
average in excess of 3.5 kg. Most data came from bottom setli nes,which are
less apt to catch small fish <ham. trawls. However, the area where E.
flavolimbatus occurs off Texas is difficult to trawl, and little effort has
been expended in bottom trawl assessment. Consequently, specimens under 1 kg
rarely have been taken.

Speci-
menss

 No. }

Temperature
Range
 'c!

Min. Nax. Mean

Zone Stations Depth Range
 No !  m!

Min. Nax. Mean

Size Range
 kg/Ind!

Min. Nax. Mean

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.

152

3

4 5 6 7
8 9

13
14
15
16
26

1
2

2

13
21

2
12

ll 2
5

8 1

79 79 n/c
47 66 n/c
53 64 n/c
38 284 'I13
53 321 191

187 350 n/c
151 302 217

47 142 79
189 284 n/c

60 189 113
76 98 85

132 132 n/c

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.

16
11
11
13
22

n.d.
18

n.de
n.d.

17 n/c
20 14
11 n/c
23 17
25 23

25 22

0. 45 6.82
0.45 15.45
5.91 15.45
2.77 8.18
0.34 0.34
1.36 7.27
1.32 1.32
n.d.

4.55 4.55

3.95 7
5.45 15

10.68 2
3.91 12
n/c
n/c 1
1.32 2

n/c 1



The red hind has a wide geographical distribution throughout the Gulf of
Mexico and Caribbean Sea, though no records have been taken off the South
American coastline from eastern Colombia to the Guianas. The species is
very common throughout the Antilles, according to the Pascagoula records.
Kawaguchi reported catches of "hinds" throughout the Antilles, many of which
were presumably E. guttatus; and Smith showed the species distr ibuted through-
out that area.

The depth range f' or red hind was 9 � 76 m. Average depths were calculated
only for zones 3, 24, and 11, where the values were 57, 60, and 32 m, respec-
tively. No geographical variations in depth distribution were determined.

The temperature range given was 19o to 29oC, but no zone averages could
be computed.

The red hind is generally small; however, one specimen recorded from the
northeast coast of Florida wei ghed 14.55 kg. This observation is suspect and
may have been an erroneous identification. With that one exception, the
size range for E. guttatus from the exploratory tiles was 0.23 - 2.73 kg. No
geographical differences were discernable, and no specific areas of high
abundance or availability could be distinguished.

Speci-
Size Range mens

 kg/j:nd!  «o.!
Min. Max. Mean

Temperature
Zone Stations Depth Range Range

 «o.!  m!  oC!
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

n/c
n/c

20

29 n/c

153

3

6 7
8 9

10
ll
13
20
22

23
24

25

5 45 66 57 n.d.
'I 60 60 n/c 20
2 57 66 n/c 19
1 68 68 n/c n.d.
2 57 60 n/c n.d.

11 11 n/c n.d.
3 9 49 32 n.d.
2 40 66 n/c n.d.
2 19 47 n/c n.d.
2 17 55 n/c 26
1 n.d.
3 49 76 60 n.d.
1 36 36 n/c n.d.

1.82 14.55
0.91 0.91
n.d.

0.91 0.91
0.91 0.91
0.91 0.91
1.36 1.36
n.d.

0.34 0.34
n.d.

0.45 0.45
0.23 0.45

2.73 2.73

3.68 4

n/c 1

n/c 1
n/c 1
n/c 1
n/c I

n/c 1

n/c 1
0.27 3
n/c 1



hl

The few jewfish recorded were collected by fish trawls during red snapper
explorations. The geogr'aphical scattering of the data indicated a wide
range for the species, extending from the Gulf of Mexico throughout the
Caribbean Sea. No captures were made on the U.S. East Coast. The great
majority of records came from Campeche Bank  zone 9!. Smith reported jewfish
from the Georgia coast, Gu1f of Mexico, Florida Straits, Cuba, Hispaniola, and
Trinidad.

The bathymetric range given was 30 - 95 m, and the only bottom tempera-
tures recorded were 20o and 25oC.

Specimens ranged in size from 4.54 to 181.82 kg. On Campeche Bank the
average size was 50.91 kg.

Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 No !  m!  'c!  k g/Ind!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

n/c

n/c

morio  red grouper!

The red grouper has the widest distribution of all groupers, having been
caught from Cape Hatteras to Brazil, including most of the Gulf of Mexico and
the Cari bbean Sea. No records were found from the Bahamas, Cuba, Jamaica, or
Hispaniola, but both Sal' ni kov and Smith reported red grouper from Cuba,and
Kawaguchi noted that the species was taken from zones 23 and 25. Smith gave
a range distribution that compliments the Pascagoula findings. The greatest
number of exploratory records came from Campeche Bank, but the incidence of
capture indicated the species is very common throughout its range.

The bathymetric range was 8 - 189 m, but the average depth of capture
varied considerably among zones. Red grouper occurred at temperatures of
15 to 30 C, but most records were obtained between 19 and 25 C. The data
indicated that red grouper from the northeastern coast of South America come
from warmer water than those from the U.S. East Coast or Gulf areas.

5 6
9

13
16
20

3 30 55 47
95 95 n/c

10 43 57 49
1 85 85 n/c
1 57 57 n/c
1 n d

20 20
n.d.

25 25
n/c n.d.
n.d.

n.d.

68.18
68. 18

4. 54
n.d.

136.36
6.82

181. 82
68.18

165.91

']36.36'

6.82

102.27 3
n/c 1
50.91 6

n/c 1
n/c



Individuals taken by exploratory efforts ranged in size from 0.23 to
26.36 kg, though most averaged 1 - 4 kg. Large fish were more common from
zones 2 and 3.

Moe �969! and Rivas �970b! have provided further details on E. morio,
including biological and ecological observations.

Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 No.!  m!  oC!  kg/Ind!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

n/c
21
20

n/c
25

n/c

n/c
28

 misty grouper!

~Ei 11 ~i. li . i, i id1 i ib«
U.S. East Coast, the Gulf of Mexico,and portions of the Caribbean Sea. No
exploratory records were noted for the South American coast, but the species
has been taken from the Honduras coast and the Antilles. Smith showed records
from Cuba and tentatively from Puerto Rico. The misty grouper does not
appear to be as abundant as the red grouper and occurs in deeper water. The
bathymetric range for misty grouper was 23 - 355 m, with most records taken
in excess of 100 m. Catches from zones 2, 3, and 4 were made in shallower
waters than those from the Gulf and Caribbean. The associated temperature
data ranged between llo and 21oC.

155

2 3 4
28 5 6 7 9
10
11
13
14

15
16
17
24
25

6 26 55 47 n.d.
24 30 62 42 15 22
3 25 85 45 n.d.
4 8 38 25 26 26

8 S5 36 1S 30
13 40 170 81 17 23
2 66 83 n/c 19 19

144 28 110 93 23 28
1 170 170 n/c n.d.
3 117 142 134 18 18
1 19 l9 n/c n.d.
1 15 15 n/c n.d.
1 34 34 n/c n.d.
2 57 68 n/c 26 26
3 55 72 60 28 28

189 189 n/c n.d.
4 23 174 112 n.d.

1. 82
0.91
2.73
0.91
0.23
0.45

11. 40
1. 36
2.64
3.09
1.14
8.64
8.18
6.59
0.45

11.36
3. 77

13.63
26.36

3.64
2.14

11.36
7.73

11.40
8.86
2.64
4.55
1.14
8.64
8.18
6.59
3.18

11. 36
2.14

7.05
10.14

3.06
1.82
1.55
2.86
n/c
3.27
n/c
4.05
n/c
n/c
n/c
n/c
1 ~ 50
n/c
1.82

5

20 3 3
84

10 1

58 1 3 1 1 'I
1 3 1
4



dill .~i p
maximum is not as great. The size data for misty grouper ranged between 0.91
and 22.73 kg, and the majority of specimens exceeded 4 kg. No geographical
variations in size were noticed.

Temperature Speci-2one Stations Depth Range Range S i ze Range mens
 No !  ~!  'c!  kg/Ind!  No. !

Mi n. Max. Mean Mi n. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

12 11

21 19

striatus  Nassau grouper!

The data library contained few E. striatus records; however, as the exist-
ing data were derived from various points throughout the region, it may be
safe to conclude a wide geographical range for the species. This is supported
by the distribution given by Smith, which showed a Caribbean-wide range.
Sal 'nikov reported E. striatus from Cuba, and Kawaguchi recorded Nassau
grouper from zones 23, 24, and 25; both authors supported a wide geographical
distribution for E. striatus.

The bathymetric range given was 8 - 62 m. 8ottom temperature data were
limited  only zone 3 had data!. Sizes of captured specimens ranged from 0.91
to 11.36 kg; and averages were not computed, except for zone 3 �.73 kg!.
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2

3

4 7
]0
11
20
21
24
25

1 23 23 n/c n. d.
1 51 51 n/c n d.

66 66 n/c n.de
3 289 355 321 ll

189 189 n/c n.d.
5 I81 204 195 18
1 284 284 n/c n.d.
1 236 236 n/c n.d.
5 134 189 161 n.d.
1 174 174 n/c n.d.

22. 73
3.64

n.d.
11.36

3.18
0.91

18 ' 18
n.d.

3.64
9.09

22.73
3.64

20.00
3.18
7.73

18.18

22.73
9.09

n/c 1
n/c 1

17.73 3
n/c 1
4.32 3
n/c 1

10.27 5
n/c 1



Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 No.!  >!  oC!  kg/I nd!   No. !
Min. Max. f~lean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

36 38 36 20 21 20
51 51 n/c n.d.
62 62 n/c n.d.
19 38 n/c n.d.
8 8 n/c n.d.

Yellowfin grouper were taken off the U.S. East Coast, throughout the Gulf
of Mexico, off Honduras, in the Bahamas, and near Jamaica. None were reported
from the South American coast or from the other Anti llean regions. However,
M. venenosa was taken by Kawaguchi in zones 23, 24, and 25; and Smith showed
records throughout the Ant~ lies, off Colombia, and otf Venezuela. The species
was captured in greatest quantity off Texas and on Campeche Bank.

The data for M. venenosa showed a bathymetric range of 9 � 284 m, with
widely variable averages among zones. Associated bottom temperatures varied
from 15o to 26oC. Individuals ranged between 0.23 and 4.55 kg.

Temperature Speci-
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range mens

 N.-!   !  oC!  kg/Ind!  No.!
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max, I'1ean I'1in. Max. Mean

n d.

21
22

18

n/c

26 n/c
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3 9
16
20

22

5 6 7
9

11
20
22

284 284
9 30

95 113
60 214
45 66
95 151
23 23
55 55

n/c n.d.
19 n.d.

n/c n.d.
106 15

53 19
132 n.d.
n/c n. d.
n/c 26

4.55 11.36 6.73
3.64 3.64 n/c
n.d.

0.91 0.91 n/c
n.d.

1.36 4.55 2.95
0.23 0.23 n/c
0.23 4.55 1.55
n.d.
1.81 4.55 3.64
1.14 1.14 n/c
n. d.



bonaci  black grouper!

Black grouper were taken in zones 2 through 9, ll, and 14. None were
captured from the Bahamas, Antilles, or South America from Venezuela eastward.
This species was reported to range from Florida to Brazil by Evermann and
Marsh �902!, who specifically mentioned Puerto Rican catches. Smith showed
a wide Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea distribution. While Kawaguchi did
not mention having caught M. bonaci, he did include it in his list of species.
The exploratory data suggested black grouper to be primarily a Southeastern
United States and Gulf species. The greatest number of specimens came from
the Florida west coast and Campeche Bank.

A depth range of 9 - 151 m, with an average near 50 m, was shown; no
geographical variations or trends were evident. Bottom temperatures con-
current with M. bonaci records ranged from 16o to 28oC, with averages near
20oC.

Individual size data indicated the species attains a maximum size of at
least 29.55 kg. It was rarely taken less than 1 kg; the smallest fish caught
weighed 0.45 kg. Average sizes ranged from 2.41 to 16.05 kg, though no geo-
graphical trends with regard to size differences were noticed.

Speci-
Size Range mens
 kg/ Ind!  No. !

Min. Nax. Mean

Temperature
Zone Stations Oepth Range Range

 No.!  m!  'C!
Min. Max. Mean Nin. Max. Mean

23
21
18

22
21

21

28 25
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2

3

4

28 5
6 7
8 9

ll
14

24 25 142 47 17
18 34 66 47 19
6 25 95 55 18
1 32 32 n/c n.d.

38 9 76 36 21
12 40 123 72 16
17 59 102 83 17
1 72 72 n/c n.d.

70 43 104 55 23
2 95 151 n/c n.d.

38 38 n/c n.d.

18
20
n/c

n/c
19
19

2. 27 18.18 7.14 19
0.68 27.27 9.41 16
1.36 8.18 2.55 6
n..d.

0.45 20.45 2.41 33
3.64 20.45 10.36 9
4.55 11.36 9.59 13
n..d.

2.73 29.55 6.55 22
11.82 24.55 16.05 3
9.09 9.09 n/c 1



ishenax  scampI

Scamp is one of the most highly prized food fishes in the Southeastern
United States and Gulf of Mexico regions. The exploratory records showed
the species was found along the U.S. East Coast, in the Gulf, and along the
Guianias coast of South America. Single records came from the Bahamas  zone
20! and the Leeward Islands  zone 25! near Angui lla. The majority of scamp
catches were made in zone 2 and on Campeche Bank. Neither Smith nor Kawaguchi
reported ia. phenax from the Caribbean Sea.

The depth range provided by the data was 15 - 189 m, though most fish
were captured in 40 - 80 m. Bottom temperatures ranged from 14o to 28oC with
averages between 19o and 23 C. Neither depth range nor temperature range was
correlated with geographical distribution. Scamp are not exceptionally large
serranids; 21.82 kg was the heaviest taken and 0.23 kg was the smallest.
Most zone averages were between 1 and 3 kg. Fish from zones 2 and 3 averaged
more than 5.0 kg, in contrast to other areas where the average size was
usually less than 2.0 kg.

Speci-
Size Range mens

 kg/Ind!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean

Temperature
Zone Stations Depth Range Range

 No.!  III!  oC!
Nin. Nax. Mean Min. Max. Mean

23 19
24 23

21 19
24 20
28 n/c
23 n/c
18 n/c

27 n/c

interstitialis  yellowmouth grouper!

The yellowmouth grouper was taken infrequently on the East Coast of the
United States, northern Gulf of Mexico, Campeche Bank, and off Puerto Rico
 zones 2, 3, 7, 9, and 24!. Sal'nikov did not mention this species from
Cuba, but Kawaguchi reported N. interstitialis from zones 24  Puerto Rico!
and 16  Guianas!. Smith showed the species occurring off Uenezuela, Trinidad,
and throughout the Antilles. The majority of our records came from zones 2
and 3.
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2 3 5 6
7 9

14
15
16

20
25

44 25
10 30

1 36
16 25
17 21
26 57

119 42
136

189
3 64
1 15

1 174

66 42

63 59
36 n/c
64 47
95 72

189 87
95 53

136 n/c
189 n/c

87 79
15 n/c

174 n/c

14
23

n.d.
n.d.

16
16
23
23
18

n.d.

n.d.
27

1.82 14.00
1.36 21.82
1.36 1.36
0.23 1.82
0.91 6 ' 82
0.91 4.32
0.45 4.55
7.63 7.63
n.d.

0.91 6.82
1.36 1.36
1.36 1.36

8.41 31

5.73 10
n/c 1
1.05 15
1.82 13
1.68 23
1.64 24
n/c 1

2.86 3

n/c 1
n/c 1



The data showed a depth range of 25 - 189 m, with a bottom temperature
range of 19o to 24oC. Averages for the latter could not be computed. All
individuals taken were larger than 3.0 kg, the range was 3.18 - 16.36 kg.
Average sizes from zones 2 and 3 were 5.59 and 6.36 kg, respectively.

Temperature
Zone Stations Depth Range Range

 No.!  m!  'c!
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

 gag!

Exploratory data show the gag to be primarily a U.S. East Coast and
eastern Gulf of Mexico species, having been taken from neither the western

i did
Caribbean species list.

Gag had an overall depth range of 11 - 110 m, with zone averages rangin~
from 25 to 72 m. Few temperature data were available, though a range of 14
to 25oC was recorded.

Individuals ranged in size from 0.45 to 17.27 kg, with the largest speci-
mens coming from the East Coast. Gulf fish averaged less than 4 kg, whereas
those from zones 2, 3, and 4 averaged more than 11.0 kg.

Speci-
mens

 No.!

Temperature
Zone Stations Depth Range Range Size Range

 No-!  ~!  oC!  kg/I nd!
Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean

13 21 70 49 14 25 n/c 12
16 28 72 53 18 24 22 15
2 40 47 n/c n.d. 2
3 21 26 25 n.d. 1
8 ll 44 32 n.d. 7
6 49 110 72 n.d. 6
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2

3 7
9

24

2

3

28 5
9

5 25
7 34
2 87
2 51
1 189

76 38
66 47

106 96
98 n/c

189 n/c

24
19
22

23
n.d.

24 n/c
19 n/c
22 n/c
23 n/c

Speci-
Size Range mens

 kg/Ind!  No. !
Min. Max. Mean

3.32 6.82 5.59
3.64 7.95 6.36

16.36 16.36 n/c
3.18 3.18 n/c
5.45 5.45 n/c

2.27 12.73 11.68
4.09 17.27 1 1.14

14.77 14.77 n/c
2.72 2.72 n/c
0.45 3. 18 0.91
0.91 7.27 3.41



DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Of the '18 species of snappers reviewed, at least 7 occurred throughout
the southwestern North Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Caribbean Sea: Lutjanus
anaiis. L. buccaneiia, L. ~syna ris, L. vivanus, ~0c urus ~chr surus, pristi-

tutjanus ~a odus, and L. griseus may also be distributed regionwide,though voids
exist in their distribution records. Neither L. apodus nor L. griseus were
taken between Venezuela and Brazil, while A. dentatus was not caught in the
eastern Gulf of Mexico off the Colombian and Venezuelan coasts. Etelis
oculatus and Lutjanus jocu appear to be Caribbean in distribution. Three

too rare to be judged. Pristipomoides macrophthalmus was not recorded from
the U.S. East Coast.

Small  less than 1.0 kg! Gulf red snapper, L. campechanus, were readily
taken in the northern Gulf of Mexico  zones 6 and 7 during bottom trawl
surveys. No apparent seasonal variations occurred in the availability of
these snapper, and the data indicated very little monthly difference in the
average size captured. There was a significant difference in the average
annual size taken between the time periods I950- 65 and 1966- 75, the latter
period producing much smaller fish than the former.

The year-round availability of juvenile red snapper in the northern Gulf
of Mexico indicates that they are ei ther fishery recrui ts or an underuti lized
resource. Regardless, the regional trawl fisheries  shrimp and bottomfish!
must inflict heavy mortality on the stock, as evidenced by the historical
trend of decreasing average size per individual. The relationship between
the juvenile stock and the stock exploited by the snapper fishery should be
investigated, particularly in regard to the production around oil platforms,

The grouper data were incomplete in many instances. In part, this was
due to the difficulty in identifying many species, particularly small speci-
mens. Consequently, the data file contains numerous records identified only
to the familial or generic level. Since only valid, identified file entri es
were included, pertinent literature was used to supplement the data where
necessary. Despite this support, many species were shown to be disjunctively
distributed while, in fact, they may not be.

Most groupers, considering the above stated condi tions, were found to be
widely distributed throughout the region. Some possible exceptions were the
gag, Mycteroperca microlepis, which was not caught south of the Florida Straits,

Campeche Bank or the Bahamas. Snowy grouper, E. niveatus, were taken in
I

was caught only three times in the Caribbean, two of which occurred on the
Honduran Shel f.
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The red grouper, E. morio, was the most commonly occurring species
throughout the region anT appeared to be very abundant on Campeche gant and
off the west coast of Florida. The availability and average size of this
species makes it one of the most commercia'Ily valuable groupers.
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AGE, GROWTH, AND REPRODUCTION OF
RED SNAPPER IN FLORIDA WATERS 1/

Rena Barco Futch / Gerard E. Bruger 2!
Marine Research Laboratory

Florida Department of Natura1Resources
St. Petersburg, Florida

ABSTRACT

were conducted in the Gulf of Mexico off the west coast of Florida from 1972
to 1975. Catches from party boats fishing west of Clearwater Beach, Fla. at
depths of 15-30 fathoms were sampled regularly.

Two hundred and forty fish were used in age and growth analyses. Ages,
derived from otolith examination, ranged from 1 to 5 years, but ages greater
than 20 years can be expected. Annuli are formed on otoliths at a time coin-
ciding with spawning season. Sexua'j dimorphism is not apparent in the
length-weight relationship, and the equation for this relationship is Log W =
2.99420 Log FL - 4.77239. Back-calculated fork lengths are consistent wi th
data from tagging and other studies.

Red snapper are opportunistic, polyphagous feeders, often consuming items
not associ ated wi th reef-type environments.

Sexual maturity is reached at 2+ years, and spawning occurs from July
through October. Spawning apparently does not occur within our study area.

Data on the fishery are presented and show that a large proportion of
immature fish are being caught.

1/ Contribution No. 275, Florida Department of Natural Resources, Marine
Research Laboratory, St. Petersburg, FI. 33701.

Q2 Co-authors.
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INTRODUCTION

h d P,~L
an intense commercial fishery in the Gulf of Mexico for over a century. In
addition, the number of party boats and sport fishermen seeking this highly
regarded food fish have increased in recent years. Declines in commercial
production have caused concern about the status of this valuable resource
since at least 1935. Since 1965, a record year for landings in Florida and
the Gulf States, commercial production has decreased over 35/  Fig. 1!.

Although literature concerning red snapper is abundant, little emphasis
has been placed on the life history and biology of this species until recent
years. Most papers have dealt with the fishery, which has remained virtually
unchanged for 100 years, and with methods for increasing its efficiency.
Other papers presented at this Colloquium will prov~de more extensive data on
the present fishery.

Camber �955! presented limited data on length-weight relationships,
size at maturity, sex ratios, food habits, and spawning of red snapper from
Campeche Bank. Dawson �963! calculated length-weight relationships of
juvenile red snapper from the northern Gulf of Mexico. Limited data on
snapper movement and growth, deduced from tag returns, were given by Topp
�963!, Beaumariage �964, 1969!, Beaumariage and Wittich �966!, and Moe
�966!. Perhaps the most extensive biological work has been done by Mose'tey
  1965, 1966! and Bradley and Bryan   1973! along the Texas coast. However,
few biological data are available for Florida stocks, which support the
largest red snapper fishery among the Gulf States  Fig. 1!. Therefore, the
Florida Department of Natural Resources Marine Research Laboratoxy  FDNR/MRL!
initiated a program in September 1972 to evaluate age, growth, reproduction,
and food habi ts of a portion of Florida's red snapper stocks.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

At the outset of this program, we randomly sampled catches from party
boats fishing an area west of Clearwater Beach, Fla.  Fig. 2!. During the
first 16 months, we were able to collect only the carcasses of filleted fish.
In 1974 we weighed and measured whole fish, as well as collected their
carcasses. Reproductive data were evaluated for all fish, unless otherwise
indicated; age and growth data are presented only for whole fish. From all
whole fish we measured standard, fork, and total lengths  SL, FL, TL! in
millimeters  mm! according to Lagler's �952! methods. Weights were measured
to the nearest 5 grams  g!. Otoliths, gonads,and stomachs were excised and
retained for analyses. Otoliths used for age evaluations were washed in
water and stored in glycerin from the time of collection until evaluation.
All otolith radii were measured from the kernel point to the most posterior
point of the otolith. They were read once by each investigator and a third
time by joint effort to resolve previous discrepancies. Any otolith readings
not agreed upon by both investigators were not used in further analyses. One
reading was made approximately 6 months before the second reading; the joint
reading was made 1 year after the first. We found that greatest clarity was
achieved when otoliths were stored for at 'feast 1 year, preferably longer.
Gonads were fixed whole, most in Davidson's fixative and some in Bouin's
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i=i gure 1. Commercial red snapper landings 1880-1974. Broken lines
indicate years wi th no avai lab'le data. Compiled

YEAR
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fixative. Midsection pieces were dehydrated, cleared, embedded in paraffin,
sectioned at 6 micrometers  pm!. and stained with Harris hematoxylin/eosin Y.
Analysis of reproductive status follows Moe �969!, except for our grouping
of immature and resting stages. In addition, we designated a category for
"ripe" gonads, indicated by the presence ot mature oocytes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AGE AND GROWTH

Of 240 sets of otoliths examined, 200 sets  83.3/! were readable, and
agreement could not be reached on the remainder �6.7/!. To demonstrate
proportionality between otoli th radius and fork length, a regression line
was fitted to the 240 data pairs. This relationship is given by the equation
Y = 8.3187 X -67.0435, where Y is FL and X is otolith radius in ocular micro-
meter units � omu = 0.0815 mm!. The calculated correlation coefficient is
sufficiently high  r = 0.9047! to demonstrate proportionality between the
variables  otolith radius range, 35-78 omu!.

From 200 legible sets of otoliths, we aged snapper from I to V years.
We collected fish considerably larger and presumably older, but their
otoli ths were illegible.

The formation of annuli on hard parts of fish at a specific time of
year is a cri terion that must be satisfied before an aging technique is con-
sidered valid  Van Oosten, 1929!. Hypotheses concerning annulus formation
in fishes inhabi ting tropical waters are varied  Chevey, 1933; Menon, 1953;
Voss, 1953, Voss, 1954; Clancey, 1956; de Sylva, 1963; Beardsley, 1967; Moe,
1969; B'eaumariage, 1973; Bruger, 1974!. Although data were limited, Moseley
concluded that red snapper formed annuli during the spawning season.

Marginal increments on aging structures have been widely used to show
time of annulus formation in many fishes  Tabb, 1961; de Sylva, 1963; Moe,
1969; Beaumariage, 1973!. Table 1 presents these data for red snapper
collected duri ng 1974 and shows that snapper form annuli from June to
October, a time coinciding wi th their spawning season. However, spawning
would not account for annulus formation in age < fish, which are apparently
still imature  see Reproduction section!.

Table 2 presents back-calculated fork lengths of ages I-V derived from
200 sets of otolith readings. Lengths were calculated using the di rect pro-
portion method described by Van Oosten �929! and the equation Fla = Ra FI�-,'

Rc
where FIa = calculated fork length at any year, Ra = otolith radius to any
annulus, FI.c = fork length at capture,and R< = otolith radius at capture.
There is a wide range of size within a particular age. This has also been
observed in length frequency-age data by Moseley �965! and can be expected
for a fish which has a protracted spawning season.

 Moseley, 1965! and its closely a'.lied
zes and Gestei ra, 1974! indicate that the

Analyses of L.
congener L. ~ur ureu
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Table 1. Monthly Marginal Increments from Red Snapper Otoliths.

Standard
Deviation

 omu!

Mean
Increment

 omu!
Month Number Range

 omu!

Table 2. Back-calculated Fork Lengths of Red Snapper, Ages I through V.

Mean FL
at Capture

 mm!

Annul us
I I I IV V
 mm!

Age Number I

242
389
415
459
523

200
147 306
1 30 286 373
129 285 375
112 291 366

I

II

I I I

IV

V

83
83
27

1
444

516

Number of
back-calcu'lations 200 194 111 28200

Grand mean back-calculated
fork length  mm! 444 516139 294 373

Average annual increment  mm! 71 72139 155 79

Range of back-calculated
fork lengths  mm!

373-
558

79- 218- 255-
250 396 493

Standard deviation  mm! 33.3 34.1 37.3 48.4
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Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

32

19
20

18
16
14
16

ll 5
17

14 5

11.47
9. 53

10. 50
11.56
10 ' 44

7.07
2.44
3.55
2.80
2.82
5.00
7.25

6-17
6-16
5-20
6-18
6-15
0-18
0-15
0-11
0- 5
0-11
3-14
5-11

3.62
3.39
3.33
4.30
2.87
5.40
4.43
3.45
2.17
2. 79
1.52
2.87



Ontogenetic and seasonal inshore-offshore movement  Moseley, 1965! and
non-random sampling  caused by hook size! may have contributed to "Rosa Lee' s
phenomenon"  Tesch, 1968! apparent in our back-calculated data. Fishing is
done offshore, and uniform hook size is probably selective for the faster
growing, age I fish; slower growing, smaller fish either are not in the same
area or simply cannot bite the hook. As these fish are recruited into the
fishery, they create a wide size range within age groups, thus inducing "Rosa
Lee's phenomenon." Despite the fact that this factor is apparent in our
back-calculations, we feel that the aforementioned growth rates, from other
studies and from our work, show that an age I fi sh  with annulus! wi ll be
approximately 200 mm.

Our calculated annual increments between ages II and V are consistent
with data from tag returns and with data from Moseley �965! and Bradley and
Bryan �973! ~

Data from red snapper returns compiled from Topp �963!, Beaumariage
�964, 1969!, and Beaumariage and Wittich �966! yield a mean annual growth
of 78.0 ran TL and 62.6 mm SL for fish 205-419 mm SL at time of release. In
addition, we have one return of a snapper at liberty 1 day less than 10 years
 Table 3!. Growth averaged 44.4 mm TL per year; a large portion of this
growth probably occurred in the first 3 or 4 years following release.

Table 3. Data for One Long-Term Red Snapper Tag Recovery.

TL o !SL  mm!Date

Release
Recapture

20 July 1962
19 July 1972

291
735

238

620

Total growth
Mean growth per year

382
38.2

444
44.4

Length-weight relationships were calculated from 240 fish ranging from
228 to 676 mm FL  8.98-26.61 inches! and from 495 to 5�5 g �.09-11.41 lb!.
Ninety-five males, 118 females, and 27 fish of undetermined sex were used in
the calculations. Sexes were considered separately to evaluate possible
dimorphism. The equations are:

Males: W=l.54728xl0 'FL ' or Log W=3.00777 Log FL - 4.81043;
Females: W=l.37477x10 FL or Log W=3.02834 Log FL - 4.86177.

At the o  = 0.05 level, there was no significant difference between males and
females  Table 4!. Therefore, sexes were combined and this relationship can
be expressed by the equation W = 1.68892xlO FL or Log W = 2.99420
Log FL - 4.77239  Fig. 3! for fish ranging from 200 to 676 mm FL.
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first annulus does not form until maturity and spawning, at an age of 2+
years. However, both studies were based on ages obtained from scale readings.
Growth rate data reported by Moseley �965!, Bradley and Bryan �973!, and
unpublished data cited by Bradley and Bryan suggest that mean growth during
the first year is approx~mately 200 mm Sl . This compares favorably with our
back-calculated data  Table 2!.



Table 4. Statistical Comparison of Male and Female Red Snapper Length-Weight
Regression Lines.

26187.1933 Males
24279.1866 Females

Residual variances:

Slopes  b! Males:
Females:

3.00777
3.02834

.05  calculated!
 tabulated!

df = 0.17219 n.s.
m df = 1.96

1/ Two-tailed F-test from Snedecor and Cochran �967!.

Table 5. Comparison of Length-Weight Relationships of Red Snapper Less Than
300 mm.

Camber �955!
J uveni 1 e Adul t,

W=1.6I4xl0 ' FL''' W=2.98xl0 FL

Dawson �963!
3uveni pl

W= 1 . 1715x10 TL

Futch/Bruger

5 2 9902
W=1.6889xl0 FL

104.03
153.58
216.54
294.45
388.82
501.16

172

0.26
2.10
7.11

16. 90
33.08
57.27
91.09

136.15

.05  calculated! 98,116 df = 1.0786 n.s.
 tabulated! 120,120 df = 1.43 1/

Elevati ons:

.05  calculated! 1,210 df = 0.1688 n.s.
 tabulated! 1, df = 3.84

0.51
3.12
8.98

19.01
33.99
54.66
81.67

115.65
157.19
206.83
265.12
332.58

0. 26
2.06
6.95

16 ' 40
32.08
55.37
87.84

131.02
186.43
255.57
339.98
441.16
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Figure 3. 1 ength-weight relationship of 240 red snapper collected fn the
present study, compared with data from Camber �955! and Oawson �963! .
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Camber's �955! length-weight relationships for fish between 290 and
750 mm FL produce higher weights for a given length than does our equation
 Fig. 3!. However, Camber sampled fish primarily from Campeche Bank.

Camber �955! also presented a length-weight relationship for juvenile
red snapper of 90-190 mn FL and Dawson �963! gave a relationship for 252
juveniles from the northern Gulf, rangi ng from 37 to 354 mm TL  only 31
specimens were larger than 155 mm TL!. These data, when compared with an
extrapolation of our length-weight relationship to include fish less than
200 mm FL, are similar  Table 5! up to approximately 150 mm, where weights
from Camber's and Dawson's equations begin to diverge. Both Camber and
Dawson felt that a change in growth rate occurred when fish reached 155 mm TL
and 160 mm FL, respectively. Our equation may, therefore, be more represen-
tative of snapper growth over a greater size range.

The relationships of standard to fork and fork to total lengths are
highly correlated and can be expressed by the equations:

FL = 1.1585 SL + 13.2697  r = 0.9981, N = 21! and
TL = 1.0678 FL + 3.4637  r = 0.9975, N = 100!.

FOOD HABITS

Moseley �965! and Bradley and Bryan �973! gave excellent accounts of
food habits of juvenile and adult red snapper from the northwestern Gulf of
Mexico.

Previous studies of red snapper food habi ts have been hampered by stomach
eversion when fish ascend from the depths  Stearns, 1884; Adams and KendalI,
1891; Camber, 1955; Moseley, 1965; Bradley and Bryan, 1973!. This was also
evident in our study, as 117 of 213 stomachs examined were empty or everted.
Table 6 lists i tems found in stomachs. Fort�' of 96 stomachs with food con-
tained only bait. Fish and squid bait were equally represented �6 contai ned
one or the other, exclusively, and 14 contai ned both!, i ndicati ng that snapper
have no preference for either bait.

Camber �955!, Moseley �965!, and Bradley and Bryan �973! found that
fish constituted a majority of the adult snapper diet. Although invertebrates
were represented slightly more than fish in our samples, this was probably due
to fish being more thoroughly digested before stomachs were examined. Dietary
items varied, indicating that red snapper are polyphagous and opportunistic
 Moseley, 1965; Bradley and Bryan, 1973!. Most invertebrates encountered are
sand-shell dwellers  Williams, 1965; Lyons, 1970; D. K. Camp, pers. comm. 3/!.
One hemichordate worm encountered is probably of the class Enteropneusta,
described by Barnes �968! as shallow water inhabitants, some living under

3/ David K. Camp, Florida Department of Natural Resources, Marine Research
Laboratory, St. Petersburg, FL 33701, pers. comm.
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NumberItem

Mol 1 us ca
Gastropoda

Tonnidae
Tonne galea  Linea!

Pel ecypoda
Cardiidae

Laevicardium gictum  Ravenel

~ ~ ~ 1 1/

2/
Arthropoda

Crustacea
Stomatopoda

Squi llidae
S uilla ~dace trix Manning
~Sui la rucuosa Bigelow .

Decapoda
Penaeidae

~h i'll   ih
Al phei dae
Palinuridae

~Sc llarus chacei Holtnuis
Leucosiidae

Iliacantha intermedia Niers
Raninidae

Raninoi des st
Haj>dae
Portunidae .

Portunus sp.
Goneplacidae

Hemichordata .
Chordata

Vertebrata
Angui lliformes

Ophichthidae .
Clupeiformes

Clupeidae
Gasterosteiformes

Syngnathidae .
Periciformes

Serranidae

12
~ ~ ~ 3

3 1

1 2

1 3
4 1

2

formosum  Linne!. 2

26

13
13

14 3

Fish remains .
Fish bait only .
Squid bait only
Both fish and squid bait
Unidentifiable remains

~ ~ ~

only

1/ Larval stage.
2/ In gullet of fish with everted stomach.
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stones and shells, but many common species burrowing in mud and sand. Presence
of the larva of the gastropod Tonne gal ea suggests water-column feeding.
Hone of the food organisms encountered are obligate rock dwellers, though
party boat captains fish primarily on rock ledges or other areas of high relief.
One captain noted, however, that a "sand bar" with a "show" of fish on the
fathometer almost always yielded snapper.

Most accounts classifying snapper habitats have emphasized hard, rocky
bottoms or reefs. Smiley �885:92! quoted Mr. Silas Stearns of Pensacola,
Fla. as saying, " In any part of the northern Gulf of Mexico where there is a
rock coral or gravel there is a certainty of there being red snappers. Some-
times there are kinds of food on shelly bottoms whi ch attract the snappers."
Jarvis �935! indicated that snapper are only caught in narrowly restricted
areas of favorable bottom, usually depressions or gullies on coral or rock
bottoms. He attributed this restriction to the fact that food material for
snappers  mainly crustaceans and small fishes! settles more abundantly in
these spots than in surroundi ng areas. Camber �955:28! reported that most
animals f'ound in snapper stomachs inhabit coral reefs "...where red snappers
presumably feed." Other researchers  Moe, 1963; Carpenter, 1965! mentioned
that hard bottoms and rocky reefs are primary habitats, with areas of high
relief producing the best catches; butfishermen also reported catches of
snappers from areas of mud and sand bottoms. Moseley �965:19! cited several
reports of stomach contents, noting that many food organisms are sand dwellers.
He concluded, "...red snappers are probably not as confined to reefs or rocky
areas as previously believed." Sand and shell or mud bottoms typified 8 of 12
locations where snappers were caught off southwest Florida  Adams and Kendall,
1891!. G. B. Smith  pers. comm.! 4/ noted while SCUBA diving that red snapper
congregate over rocky bottom, but will feed up to 500-1000 ft away, thereby
explaining the presence of sand-shell dwellers in snapper diets.

REPRODUCTION

Slides of 559 gonads were analyzed   results are summarized in Figures 4
and 5!, gonadal activity presented in Table 7 was derived from examining the
tissue from only those whole fish contributing legible otoliths to the age
analysis. Spawning appears to occur from July through October, with a peak
in August-September, Males show considerably more gonadaI maturation duri ng a
greater part of the year than females. Spawning, therefore, must be coinci-
dent with the time that females are in ripe condition, July through October
  Fig. 5! . Ripe females are more indicative of spawni ng time than spent
females, since the spent state may persist for several weeks after actual
spawni ng. Adams and Kendall �891! found no developing gonads between 15
February and 10 April off southwest F'1orida. Jarvis �935! dressed 100 red
snapper from Campeche Bank on 3 November and found partially developed milt
or roe in each. Snapper from Campeche Bank purportedly spawn between early
July and mid-September, with a peak in July-August  Camber, 1955!. Moseley

4/ Gregory B. Smith, Florida Department of Natural Resources, Marine Research
Laboratory, St. Petersburg, FL 33701, pers. comm.
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Table 7. Gonadal Activity of Red Snapper at Each Age

Gonadal Condi ti on

Acti ve2/Age RipeResting SpentNumberSex

Mal e

18
41

Nal e
Femal e

Nal e
Female

Male
Female

34
47

15
9

15
30

39
44

10
17

IV

Male

1/ Six fish which were accurately aged could not be used in analysis.
2/ "Active"  Moe, 1969! refers to developing gonads.

Paucity of age I individuals and preponderance of individuals ages II-V in
resting condition make it difficult to determine exact age of maturity.
Nevertheless, an increase in gonadal activity of age III fish, compared to
age II fish  Table 7!, indicates that maturity is probably reached after the
second year  ageII+!. The 194 individuals presented in Table 7 appear to be
representative, with regard to gonadal development, of all individuals shown
in Figures 4 and 5. This estimate of maturity compares favorably with
Camber's �955! conclusion that maturity is attained at approximately 300-320
mm FL and with Moseleys �965! statement that a sudden change in condition
factor at 190-300 mm SL reflects attai nment of sexual maturity. In addi tion,

!!99! k,~h d h d
�974! on the closely al lie!i species, L. ~ur ureus Poey, substantiate the age
of maturity and fi rst spawning as 2+ years.

Reports of definite spawning locations of red snapper are few. Noe
�963! described two areas south of Panama City, Fla. in 13-16 fathoms where
snapper formed large schools and, when caught, released eggs or milt on the
deck without external pressure. These areas had been fished for only a few
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�965! reported that snapper spawn off Texas from early June through mid-
September. Yet, Bradley and Bryan �973! believed that the presence of small
snapper �4-70 mm SL! off Texas in January, March, June through October, and
December suggests a more protracted spawning season. In May, June, July,
September, and November, they noted snapper gonads were developing, most rip-
eningg in June and July and a lesser number ri peni ng i n November. Baughman

99: ! 1 1 . 1 dhh
partly developed spawn" caught off Texas on 3 May.



years, so little was known about the frequency of this occurrence. Moseley
�965! hypothesized that red snapper utilize similar areas off Texas. The
intense fishing pressure of the Clearwater Beach party boats which fish in-
shore of 30 fathoms and the scarcity of active  developing! and ripe females
in our collection indicate that red snapper do not spawn in the area we
studied.

The histological exami nation to which the gonadal tissue was subjected i n
our study is a more precise technique than the gross examination or condition
factor used by other authors. Our study was concentrated in an area which has
not been of classical concern; however, the results of our work compare favor-
ably with those conducted in other areas.

THE FISHERY

Ten major processors of red snapper from Sarasota to Port Richey, Fla.,
were contacted to determine the approximate number of commercial snapper
boats now engaged in the fishery in this area. There are a minimum of 116
boats from Sarasota, Manatee, Pinellas, and Pasco Counties now fishing between
the Dry Tortugas and Panama City at depths of 'l0-100 fathoms. Moe   1963!
reported only 61 boats in these counties; therefore, the number of commercial
boats has increased by at least 90Ã in 12 years. During this period, the ex-
boat price of snapper has increased at least 3001  Carpenter, 1965, and personal
observation!.

Methods of fishing have not changed appreciably since Moe's �963! ex-
cellent account.

Sarasota, St. Petersburg, and Clearwater all have party boat fisheries
approximately the same size as reported by Moe �963!. Newer boats, however,
are larger, faster, and capable of fishing productive areas farther offshore.

The large increase in the number of private boats capable of traveling
the di stances requi red to catch snapper has created an additional pressure on
the resources. The number of private boats that actually do fish for snapper
is not known, but many sport-caught fish end up on the commercial market
 personal observations!.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

�! Commercial red snapper production has declined, especially since the peak-
production year of 1965, despite constant or increased effort.

�! Increased pressure by the sport fishery  party boat and private! is evi-
dent. The magnitude of this pressure is not known. Therefore, the
decline in commercial production may be due in part to competition from
sport fishermen, even though some percentage of the sport catch reaches
the commercial market.

�! A large proportion of the total red snapper production  commercial and
sport! consists of fish which have not reached sexual maturity and,
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therefore, cannot perpetuate the species. Further evaluation of this
finding is recommended and,if necessary, appropriate measures should be
taken to insure continued availability of this resource.

  4! Examination of 240 otoli th pairs produced 200 sets  83. 3X! suitable for
age and growth evaluations. Ages I-U are represented; otoloths from
older fish were not legible. However, tag returns and infrequent examples
of exceptionally large fish i ndi cate that ages greater than 20 years may
be attained.

�! Annuli are formed yearly at a time coincidi ng with spawni ng season. Other
factors may also influence annulus formation; therefore, a cause and
effect relationship is not implied. Proportional growth between otolith
radius and fish length is apparent.

�! Back-calculated growth rates computed for ages I-U are consistent with
estimates from tagging and other studies.

  7! The equation W = 1.68892x10 'FL' " " " expresses the length-weight
relationship of red snapper. No sexual dimorphism was evident.

 8! Red snapper are opportunistic, polyphagous feeders, often foraging up to
1,000 ft away from reefs and consumi ng food items not associated with a
reef-type environment.

 9! Spawning occurs from July through October, wi th a peak in August-September.
There is no evidence that fish spawn within the study area; therefore, a
spawning migration is indicated.

�0! Our work and that of other authors i ndi cate that sexual maturi ty is
reached at an age of 2+ years.
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THE IMPACT OF FISH-KILLING PHYTOPLANKTON BLOOMS UPON MIDEASTERN
GULF OF MEXICO REEFFISH COMMUNITIES

Gregory B. Smith
Marine Research Laboratory

Florida Department of Natural Resources
St. Petersburg, Florida

ABSTRACT

~ I I
conditi~ns resulted in the near extirpation of patch reef biotas from at least
j,536 km of the central West Florida Shelf off Sarasota, Florida. Reeffishes,
corals, sponges, polychaetous annelids, mollusks, decapod crustaceans, ascidean
urochordates, echinoderms, and benthic algae all sustained heavy mortalities
at reefs in 13-30 m, approximately 13-52 km offshore. An estimated 80 - 90/ of
the fish species inhabiting offshore, deep reefs �8-30m! and 77/ �5 of 58!
of the fish species occupying inshore, shallow reefs �3-18 m! perished during the
Red Tide. Of the commercially important reeffishes, the red grouper
 ~h« I «h  h

h g ~ h "I h . P h.gh !, ' IP
"d. I' "PP " 9"I ! "'"d

populations at scattered reef localities.

Certain reeffishes colonized shal low reefs almost immediately after Red
Tide conditions abated; others did not appear for 10-12 months afterward.
Several fishes previously rare or absent at shallow mideastern Gulf reefs

abunda nce f ol lowing the Red Ti de.

High organic content arising from unusually heavy land run-off, elevated
sea temperatures, water column stagnation, and dense phytoplankton blooms
 especially Prorocentrum! contributing to anoxia in bottom waters, resulted

P' " '

coast during July-September 1974.

The possible impact of these fish-killing phytoplankton blooms upon
mideastern Gulf of Mexico reef fisheries is discussed.

1/ Contribution No. 266, Florida Department of Natural Resources, Marine
Research Laboratory, St. Petersburg, FL 33701,
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INTRODUCTION

Waters overlying the central West Florida Shelf frequently support dense
phytoplankton blooms which sometimes cause or contribute to marine animal
mass mortalities. Although the Red Tide organism Gymnodinium breve is
usually implicated in these mass mortalities, other plankton specses are
occasionally responsible. During summer 1966, a bloom of the toxic dino-
flagellate ~Gon a@lax monilata produced fish kil'Is in coastal and nearshore
waters along the southwest FTorfda coast  WIIIiams and Ingle, 1972j. Iln-
published analyses of mollusk and echinoderm collections taken by the Florida
Board of Conservation during 1965-67 indicate that this G. monilata bloom
resulted in at least limited reef kills. Dense blooms of theheinof1agel late
Prorocentrum were thought to be at least partially responsible for a lowered
oxygen content in bottom waters, resulting in nearshore  8-24 km! reef kills
along the Florida west-central coast during July-September 1974  Smith, 1975a!.

A I971 spring-summer G. breve Red Tide in the mideastern Gulf of Mexico
provided a unique opportunTty to document and evaluate its impact upon
selected reef communities studied since May 1970. Accumulation of baseline
information at specific study reefs off Sarasota, Florida, allowed the un-
precedented opportunity to record the degree of faunal and floral mortality
and to study patterns of recolonization and succession of reef biotas for
several years thereafter  Smith, 1975b!.

Patches of discolored water and fish kills were reported between Naples
and St. Petersburg along Florida's west coast during April through August 1971.
Fish kills and a short-lived Red Tide occurred wi thin Sarasota Bay during April
 Steidinger and Ingle, 1972!. Coastal and offshore fish kills were i niti ally
detected in southern areas of this region, but by early June, moderate fish
kills and G. breve concentrations occurred between Sarasota and Ft. Myers,
Florida  Steidinger and Ing'le, 1972; Smith, 1975b!. Subsequently, Red Tide
blooms were transported .inshore, resulting in massive fish kills within Tampa
Bay and Charlotte Harbor  Steidinger and Ingle, 1972; Steidinger and Joyce,
1973!. Red Tide conditions persisted in Tampa Bay and adjacent Gulf waters
until September.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

OFFSHORE REEF KILLS DURING THE 1971 RED TIDE

SCUBA observations at widely scattered localities  oilowing the 1971
Red Tide revealed reeffish kills over at least 1,536 km of central West
Florida Shelf  Smith, 1975b!. Fish kills were not limited to the smaller
benthic fishes but included large jewfish and groupers  Serranidae!, snappers
 Lutjanidae!, triggerfishes and filefishes  Balistidae!, porgies  Sparidae!,
and grunts  Pomadasyidae!  Table 1!. Although reeffish species demonstrated
different tolerances to progressive Red Tide conditions, representatives of
virtually every species common on the reefs were observed dead on the bottom
and/or surface. Certain reeffishes with reduced or nonexistent swim bladders
 e ~ gie gobiids and blenniids! were not visible in surface kills but were
abundant on the bottom.
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Table 1. List of Common and Scientitic Names of Fishes Mentioned in the
Text.

Family Serranidae
u

E. cruentatus
E. itajara
M t

Red grouper
Graysby
Jewfish

Gag
Scamp
Belted sandfish
Southern sea bass

M. phenax

Fa
Hogfish
Slippery dick
Painted wrasse

Striped parrotfish

Gray snapper
Red snapper

Cocoa damselfish
Bicolor damselfish

Spotfin butterflyfish
Banded butterflyfish
Foureye butterflyfish
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Lacnnolaimus maximus

m H. caudalis
FamTly Scarrsoae

Scarus croicensis

Lutjanus riseus
L.

FamTly Pomacentri dae
Pomacentrus variabilis
P. artitus

FamiTy ramm~stidae
Ry ticus maculatus

Fami y Ep sp~pi ae
Chaetodi terus faber

Fame y B enniidae
Blennius marmoreus

pamby Sparidae

~0sanus ~aldus
Family Pomadasys dae

Haemulon plumieri
Family Bal i stidae

Balistes ~ca riscus
Pam~> y Chaetodontidae

Chaetodon peel 1 atus
C. striatus
C. ~

Whitespotted soapfish

Atlantic spadefish

Seaweed blenny

Sheepshead

Leopard toadfish

White grunt

Gray triggerfish



Reeffishes were not the only biotic elements to be adversely affected by
the Red Tide. Corals, ascidean urochordates, mollusks, decapod crustaceans,
sponges, echinoderms, and benthic algae all suffered heavy mortalities within
the Red Tide area. Invertebrate mortalities were presumably due to secondary
stresses  e.gfe anoxia and hydrogen sulphide poisoning! rather than the direct
action of G. breve toxin s!.

An estimated 80 -90o/ of the fish species inhabiting offshore, deep reefs
�8-30 m! perished during the Red Tide. At inshore, shallow reefs �3-18 m!,
77/ �5 of 58! of the resident fish species probably perished. Fishes
surviving as remnant populations at certain shallow reefs included the
serranids Myctero erca microle is, M. ishenax, 2 ine helus itajara, and

' """ '"""" ll' � """ ' '
centr us var iabili s; the ephi ppid Chaetoaei terus faber; the gramm1stid R ticus

d

~ce halus; the batrachoid1d ~0 agnus pardus; the pomadasy1d Haemulon ~umieri;
and the balist1d galistes ~ca n scus. Territoriality and thigmotaxis ex hb>ted
by most reeffishes certainly contributed to their nearly complete annihilation
during the Red Tide. Fishes not ethological'ly or physiologically confined to
bottom waters  e.g., L. gri sees and B. ~ca riscus! survived in greatest numbers,
possibly by moving above the thermoc1ine into more oxygenated waters. Reef-
fishes most susceptible to the Red Tide, as indicated by the early and complete
eradication, were benthophilic sciaenids, chaetodontids, pomacanthids, labrids,
and the serranid E ' h 1 morio.

RECOLONIZATION AND SUCCESSION OF REEFFISHES

Certain reeffishes colonized shallow reefs almost immediately after Red
11 1 «. ~ih 1

and Acanthurus c~hirur us!; others did not appear for 10-12 months thereafter
h lb« .. d

h «hd 1 1
reflects their ability to utilize ocean current transport mechanisms due to
their protracted planktonic larvae.

and Acanthurus ~chirur us! or absent  e.g., E. cruentatus. Scares croicensis,
~hh ~i d 1

following the Red Tide. Many of these latter fishes are deep water members of
species pairs demonstrating bathymetric exclusion prior to the Red Tide. The
shoreward expansion of species' ranges possibly reflects relaxed competition
from congeneric and ecologically similar species exterminated or dec~mated
at shallow reefs during the Red Tide. For example, juvenile red snapper

b«bl t «h 1 «d
remnant populations of gray snapper  L. griseus!.

IMPACT OF PREVIOUS RED TIDES ON MIDEASTERN GULF REEF COMMUNITIES

Direct SCUBA observations at mideastern Gulf reefs, both before and after
the 1971 Red Tide, indicated that, under the appropriate environmental situation,
certain G. breve blooms are capable of exterminating reef biotas. Seasonal
progression and true ecological succession following reef kills result in a
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procession of qualitatively and quantitatively distinct ichthyofaunas. Despite
this, earlier speculations assumed that the effects of Red Tides are "negligible
and short-lived"  Springer and Woodburn, 1960!, they "only temporarily affect
inshore and nearshore reef' fisheries"  Steidinger and Ingle, 1972!, and the
"percentage kill is undoubtedly low"  Rounsefell and Nelson, 1966!.

The severity of the 1971 Red Tide is probably not unprecedented. The
present study, as well as Project Hourglass  Joyce and Williams, 1969! in-
dicates that thermoclines may persist late into the year, particularly in
deep water, and that isothermy may not occur until late summer. Accordingly,
hydrological conditions have probably favored oxygen depletion in waters over-
lying reefs during past Red Tides, particularly those starting or re-initiated
during spring and summer  e.gde 1947, 1954, and 1967!.

Eyewitness reports and indirect evidence also suggests that events similar
to those observed during the 1971 Red Tide have occurred in the past. Springer

d  dd d I d « «I
melana! was common at nearshore reefs off Tampa Bay prior to the 1957-58 Red Tide,
but rarely caught thereafter. Local fishermen also noted the red grouper
 E. morio! to be more abundant than the gag  M. microle is! prior to
the ~957-58 Red Tide. Two years later, however, pringer and Woodburn �960!

d.~il ddd«did.dtddd
crepancy is consistent with differential mortalities of E. morio and M.

following the 1971 Red Tide. At shallow water reefs, E. morio
p p s were completely exterminated while H. microle is survTved as
remnant populations. Capt. Andrew Rasmussen  pers. comm. recollected that
the hogfish  Lachnolaimus maximus! was not represented in inshore party boat
catches off Cortez, Florida for 3-4 years following the 1957 Red Tide. Local
fishermen have reported that certain reef areas "have the characteristics of
productive  i.e., hard! bottom" in fathometer traces but are "nortoriously
unproductive," possibly representing "dead bottom" areas devastated by Red
Tides  Moe, 1963!. A considerable quantity of dead sponges and alcyonarian
corals observed at a reef site off Tarpon Springs, Florida, was thought to be
linked to Red Tide conditions and fish kills persisting from November 1946 to
August 1947  Anonymous!. /

Nearshore  8-24 km! reeffish kills occurred along 97 km of Florida's west-
central coast between Bayport and Sarasota during July-September 1974  Smith,
1979a!. However, G. breve was not imp'licated in these particular reef kills.
High organic content, arising from unusually heavy land run-off, elevated sea
temperatures, water column stagnation, and dense phytoplankton blooms  particu-
larly Prorocentrum!, undoubtedly facilitated oxygen depression in bottom waters
overlying reefs.

2/ Andrew S. Rasmussen, party boat operator, 2600 Gulf Drive, Bradenton Beach,
FL 33510, pers. comm.

3/ Anonymous, 1948. Survey of the sponge grounds north of Anclote Light. Un-
published report prepared by the University of Miami for the Florida State
Board of Conservation, 21 p. Marine Research Laboratory, Florida Department
of Natural Resources, St. Petersburg, FL 33701.
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RED TIDES AND GULF REEF FISHERIES

Data analysis for two severe Red Tides �947 and 'I953! revealed landings
of commercial and sport fishes to be largely unaffected  Springer and Woodburn,
1960; Steidinger and Ingle, 1972!. However, the relationship of Red Tide to
Gulf reef fisheries requires re-evaluation  Smith, 1975b!. Following the 1971
Red Tide, for example, Sar~ -based party boats expended greater fishing
effort farther offshore at unaffected reefs, thereby maintaining catches
satisfactory to their clientele. Since these offshore, deep water fishesyie>~e~
more fishes and a greater incidence of larger fishes, the local sportfishing
catch may even have increased after the Red Tide. Most commercial bottom
fishermen are not immediately affected since most Red Tides occur inshore of
the~r regular fishing grounds. Some fishermen, however, believe their future
fishing success will be adversely affected by Red Tides, due to reduced re-
cruitment through extermination of small groupers or depletion of breeding
stock at shallower, inshore reefs  Moe, 1963!. Catch statistics should be
analyzed to see whether major Red Tides are accompanied 2-3 years later by
reduced catches of groupers and gray snapper, due to diminished recruitment
to the offshore, deep water commercial fishery of those species affected at
inshore, shallow water reefs. Examination of hogfish  L. maximus! commercial
1andings from the Elorida west coast between 1950 and 1974 reveaTs that the
Red Tides of 1953, 1957, 1959-60, and 1971 were followed 1-2 years later by
significantly reduced catches. The hogfish is particularly vulnerable to Red
Tides because juveniles prefer inshore, shallow reefs and are acutely sensitive
to early Red Tide conditions. During the 1971 Red Tide, the hogfish and all
other labrid species were completely annihilated at shallow reefs.

Differential species tolerances during Red Tides and successional ad-
vantages of certain species thereafter may contribute greatly to year class
fluctuations in reeffish populations. It is predicted, for example, that the
expanded habitat available to juvenile red snapper following the 1971 Red Tide
will be reflected by increased catches when these fish recruit to the deep water
commercial fishery.

CONCLUSION

Compelling evidence has been presented to suggest that the occurrences
of Red Tides and certain other phytoplankton blooms are important and hitherto
underestimated phenomena, regulating composition, abundance, and distribution
of reeffish assemblages on the central West Florida Shelf.
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OFFSHORE BOTTOM FISHERIES OF THE
UNITED STATES SOUTH ATLANTIC COAST »

Gene R. Huntsman
Atlantic Estuarine Fisheries Center

National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA
Beaufort, North Carolina

ABSTRACT

Conwiercial fishing for snappers and groupers began off North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Georgia in the 19th century, virtually ceased during the
1930's and 1940's, and resumed during the mid-1950's. Georgia's landings
were greatest during the early 20th century, exceeding 1 million pounds in
1908; whereas those for North Carolina and South Carolina have been much
greater since 1956 than before and totalled 291,000 pounds in 1957. North
Carolina's 1974 grouper landings, 70,008 pounds, were the largest ever. A
recreational head boat fishery, that began in the 1920's and now consists
of about 37 boats operating from 11 ports in North Carolina and South
Carolina and one boat in Georgia, takes about 1.,500,000 pounds of groupers,
snappers, and associated semitropical fishes, and allows over 50,000 angler-
days of recreation annually. Red porgy, vermilion snapper, white grunt, and
groupers are the most important species by weight. Recreational catches of
groupers and snappers currently exceed commercial catches by a factor of
five. Concern about fish populations and the welfare of the more valuable
recreational fishery precIudes encouragement of a larger commercial fishery.

1/ MARMAP Contribution No. ll5.
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INTRODUCTION

The bottomfish community that supports handline fisheries for snappers
and groupers in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea extends northward along
the U. S. south Atlantic coast to Cape Hatteras, N. C.  approximately 35 N!.
Irregular rocky topography at the Continental Shelf edge and rock
outcroppings and coral patches on the Outer Shelf in combination with warm
Gulf Stream water, allow year-round occupancy of the Outer Continental Shelf
by many tropical and subtropical fishes  Huntsman, In press!.

Research cruises, conducted by the Federal Government aboard the
ALBATROSS III, OREGON, COMBAT, and SIl VER BAY from 1949 through 1964, and
exploratory fishing by the marine fishery agencies of North Carolina and
South Carolina in the late 1960's suggested existence of substantial stocks
of offshore bottom fishes  Buller, 1951; Bullis and Thompson, 1965; North
Carolina,'1969; Struhsaker,1969; Bearden and McKenzie, 1971!. Examination of
catches in a recreational fishery, and experimental fishing aboard the
research vessels ONSLOW BAY and EASTWARD from ]972 through 1974 by personnel
of the Atlantic Estuarine Fisheries Center of the National Marine Fisheries
Service, NOAA, confi rmed the existence of a semitropical fish communi ty
apparently dominated by red porgy, vermi lion snapper, white grunt, black sea
bass, gag, scamp, speckled hind, snowy grouper, gray tilefish, and gray
tri ggerfish  Huntsman, In press!  Tables 1 and 2! . Red, silk, and blackfi n
snappers are also occasionally caught.

In this paper I relate the history of recreational and commercial
snapper and grouper fishing off Georgia and the Carolinas, examine the
relationship of recreational and commercial fisheries, and describe factors
limiting development of these fisheries� .

THE COMMERCIAL FISHERY

HISTORY

Commercial fishing for groupers and snappers north of Florida has
occurred sporadically since the late 19th century, but it is difficult to
obtain an adequate description of this fishery. Early fishery statistics
were collected infrequently and were often incomplete.

Interpreting records of landings made since 1950 is also difficult.
Because vessel propulsion was primitive and refrigeration practically
non-existent at the turn of the century, catches landed in a state could be
assumed to have been made somewhere near that state; conversely, catches
made from the Continental Shelf off a given state could be assumed to have
been landed in that or an adjacent state. Now modern vessels travel
hundreds or thousands of miles to fish. Florida and Gulf Coast vessels
occasionally fish off the Carolinas and Georgia and then unload at their
home port or an intermediate port. Catches made in one area may be credited
as landings in another. Also, vessels may fish off one state and unload
there, but ship their catch by truck to a port where prices are better with-
out any record being made in the state of landing. For these reasons recent
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Tabl e 2. Some Fishes of the Outer Continental Shelf of
North Carolina, Taken by National Marine
Fisheries Service, NOAA Sampling or Occasionally
by Head Boats.

Scientific nameCommon name Depth
  fathoms!

Requiem sharks:
Silky shark 15-70

Hammerhead sharks:
Scalloped hammerhead

Sphyrnidae:
~Sn ma lewini 45-50

Gui tar f i shes:
Atl anti c gui tarfi sh 39-78

Skates:

Skate  unidentified!
Raji dae:

~Ra'a sp. 39-78

Stingrays:
Stingray  unidentified!

Dasyatidae:
~0as atis sp. 39-78

15-60
47

Congri dae:
~Con er oceanicus 40-55

33

Ophichthi dae:
~0i h h

Snake eel s:
Palespotted eel 15-57

Anchovies:

Anchovy  unidentified!
Engraulidae:

Anchoa sp. 15-20

Batfishes:
Pancake batfish
Roughback batfish
Batfish  unidentified!

196

Morays:
Bl ackedge moray
Reticulate moray

Conger eels:
Conger eel
Margintail conger ~

Li zardfi shes:
Inshore lizardfish
Red li zardfish
Snakefish

Carcharhinidae:
Carcharhinus falciformis

Rhinobatidae:

uuu

Muraenidae:

Muraena retifera

Synodonti dae:
~Snodus foetens
~Snodus ~snodus
Trachinoce hal us gmr~os

Ogcocephal i dae:
~tl I i
Ogcocephalus parvus

"" ln

13
37-58
15-40

39-78
39-78
39-78



Depth
  fathoms!

Common name

15-20

28
28

50

Syngnathidae:
15-60
15-60

15-60
15-60

venenosa

rtin~censis 39-78

40-70

18-23

Apogonidae:
~Ao on 18

40-70
28-50

Cobias:
Cobia 28

15-18

30-50

Table 2.  Continued!.

Cusk-eel s:
Striped cusk-eel

Squirrelfishes:
Squirrelfish
Longspine squirrelfish?

Cornetf i shes:
Red cornetfish

Pipefishes and seahorses:
Lined seahorse
Pipefish  unidentified!

Sea basses:
Bank sea bass
Sand perch
Marbled grouper
Yellowfin grouper
Roughtongue bass
Creole-fish
Tattler

Bigeyes:
Bi geye
Short bigeye

Cardinal fishes:
Twospot cardi nalfish

Ti lefishes:
Atlantic golden-eyed
Sand ti lefish

Jacks and pompanos:
Round scad

Snappers:
Blackfin snapper
Wenchman
Yellowtail snapper

Scientific name

Ophidiidae:
Rissola ~mar inata

Holocentridae.
Holocentrus ascensi onis
Holocentrus rufus ?

Fi s tu1 ari i dae:
Fistularia villosa

Serranidae:

~C 0 t 1 ' inerm>s
Paranthias furci fer
Serranus phoebe

Priacanthidae:
Priacanthus arenatus

Branchiostegidae:
Caulpl ati1 us ch~yhso s

plumieri

Rachycentridae:
~h 1

Carangi dae:
~2"

Lutjanidae:
~Lut'anus buccanella

~0c urus h



Common name
Depth

 fathoms!

18

37-60

Mullidae:

maculatus 18

18
18

18
40-50

40-50
30-50

39-78

13-20
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Table 2.  Continued!.

Drums:

Jackkni fe - f ish
Cubbyu

Goatfi shes:
Spotted goatfish

Butterflyfishes:
Spotfin butterflyfish
Blue angelfish

Damselfishes:
Yell owtail reef f i sh?
Dusky damselfish ?

Wrasses:

Yellowhead wrasse?
Pearly razorfish

Barracudas:

Great barracuda

Stargazers:
Southern stargazer '

Scorpionfishes:
Spinythroat scorpionfish
Barbfish

Deepreef scorpionfish

Searobins:
Northern searobin

Lefteye flounders:
Eyed flounder
Summer fl ounder
Dusky flounder

Triggerfishes and filetishes:
Orange fi 1 efi sh
Fringed filefish
Planehead fi Iefish

Scientific name

Sciaenidae:
~rruetus lanceoiatus
~E uetus umbrosus

Chaetodonti dae:
Chaetodon ocellatus
Holacanthus bermudensis

Pomacentridae:
I I ~I
Pomacentrus fuscus

Labridae:

Halichoeres ~arnoti i
Hemi teronotus novacula

Sphyraenidae:
~Sh raena barracuda

Uranoscopi dae:
~II«

Scorpaenidae:
Ponti nus nematophthalmus
~Scar acne brasi'Iiensis
S d t d

Tri gl idae:
Prionotus carolinus

Bothidae:

Bothus ocellatus
Para scRBy~s entatus
cyac>um pap>1Tosum

Balistidae:
Aluterus schoepfi
'Wounacan h~us c~ iatus

39-78
18-70

18

23
28

15-23

18
23
23



dorsalis
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Table 2.  Continued!

Common name

Puffers:
Marbled puffer
Handtail puffer

Scientific name

Tetraodontidae:

Depth
 fathoms!

23

18



landing records for North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia underestimate
the cormercial production of groupers and snappers between Cape Hatteras and
Florida.

North Carolina

Grouper and red snapper landings  of unknown quantities! were recorded
for North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia in 1880, the earliest year
for which records are available. In 1897 and 1908, North Carolina produced
catches of 34,000 and 13,000 pounds of snappers, respectively. From 1908 to
1956, catches rarely were more than a few thousand pounds per year. North
Carolina grouper landings were virtually non-existent until 1956  Power, 1959!
 Table 3!.

In 1956 Lloyd Reed and John Chivas made the first modern attempt at
handline snapper fishing from a North Carolina port. Fishing from the 38-foot
PANDION, they landed 130,000 pounds of "red snapper"  actually mixed red, silk,
and blackfin snappers! and 27,000 pounds of groupers at Beaufort, N. C. In
1957 they produced 225,100 pounds of red snapper and 64,900 pounds of groupers.
In the winter of 1957-58, water temperature in outer Onslow Bay was the lowest
in the 20-year period of 1948-67  McLai n, Mayo, and Owen 2/!. The cold water
severely affected red snapper stocks and, as this was the only species which
had high market value, the incipient commercial fi shery essentially ended.
From 1958 to 1973, North Carolina landings wer e small, with the greatest land-
ings in 1958 when 31,000 pounds of groupers and 28,000 pounds of snappers were
landed. Resurging interest in offshore fishing resulted in a record landing of
70,008 pounds of groupers in 1974. Apparently snapper populations have never
rebounded from the 1957-58 mortality and, even with the effort expended to take
the record catch of groupers, only 21,076 pounds of snappers were produced.

South Carolina

South Carolina had moderate grouper and snapper landings from 1880 through
1908. Virtually no landings were recorded from 1908 until 1956. As in North
Carolina, South Carolina local interest in offshore fishing revived in 1956,
and snapper and grouper landings have been recorded every year since. Snapper
landings were larger in the 'fate 1950's and early 1960's; 137,000 pounds were
landed in 1961, but only 14,790 pounds in 1974. Groupers are now much more
important, and a record 82,723 pounds were landed in 1973 and 62,124 pounds in
1974.

McLain, D. R., F. V. Mayo, and M. J. Owen. Monthly maps of sea surface
temperature anomalies in the northwest Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico,
1948-1967. Unpublished manuscript. Pacific Environmental Group, NMFS,
NOAA, Monterey, CA 93940.
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North Carolina South Carolina Georgia

Year

Groupers Snappers
 pounds!

Groupers Snappers
 pounds!

Groupers Snappers
 pounds!

1880
1887
1888
1889
1890
]897
1902
1908
1918
1923
1927
1928
]929
1930
] 931
1932
1934
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1945
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
]959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

1/
T/
1/
1/
1/

1/
T/
1/
1/
1/

34,000

13,000

1,000
1,000
2,000

]5,000
5,000
2,000

1/
1/
7/
1/
1/

33,000
41,000
40,000

1/
],000
1,000

1/
18,000
54,000
10,000
12,000

2,000

1/
1/
]/
1/
1/

1/
1/

3,000
1/

125,000
880,000
112,000
105,000
64,000
22,000
33,000
30,000

160,000
28,000
11,000
26,000

8,000
8,000
7,000

8,000

1,000
2,000

4,000

8,000
5,000

2,000
2,000

15,000 5,000
2/

2,000
3,000

26,700
64,900
31,000
10,000

g2
1,000
1,000

2/
1,000

130,400
225,] 00

28,000
15,000

2/
6,000
2,000
2,000

g2

12,000
1,000

2/
18,000

2,000
137,000
62,000
10,000
8,000

34,000

2/
2/

1,000
2,000
7,000
6,000

2,000
4,000

2/
2/
2/

8,000
3,000
3,000
2,000
[,000

2/
2/

5],000

20]

Table 3. Commercial Landings of Snappers and Groupers for North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Georgia �880-1974! .



Table 3.  Continued!.

North Carolina South Carolina Georgia

Bronp~ers neppers
 pounds! pounds!  pounds!

1/ Data not available.

/ Less than 500 pounds.

Sources: Compiled from Fishery Statistics of the United States, U. S.
Department of the Inter~or, Fish and Wildlife Service  to 1967!<>~
U. S. Department of Commerce, NOAA, NMFS  after 1967!; and North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia Landings �973-74!, Current
Fishery Statistics, U. S. Department of Commerce, NOAA, NMFS,
Washington, D. C.
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1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

7,000
9,000

25,000
2/

14,000

16,483
70,008

11,000
4,000

42,000
2/
2/

17,000
121

6,784
21,076

2/

2/
10,000
14,000
9,570

17,261
82,723
62,124

4,000
37,000
33,000
12,000
11,470
20,405
22,467
14,790

92,000
17,000
12,000
50,000
43,093
58,305
37,331
43,913

2/
55,000
17,000
14,000
16,000
54,571
52,338
19,929
42,532



Georgia

Georgia landings have displayed the same historical pattern as those of
the Carolinas, but early landings were much larger and they continued for a
longer period. Georgia reported grouper and snapper landings from 1880 through
1930 and experienced a combined catch of 1,040,000 pounds in 1908. By
comparison, Florida east coast grouper and snapper landings were only 105,000
pounds in 1908. Georgia landings were essentially non-existent from 1930 to
1967. Since then, annual landings have ranged from 147,000 pounds �967! to
26,000 pounds �969! and averaged 76,600 pounds annually.

THE PRESENT FISHERY

Vessels

Local and transient vessels fish commercially for snappers and
groupers north of Florida. There are probably, at most, a dozen local,
full-time, handline fishing boats in North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Georgia. Additionally, there are a few dozen crews which occasionally
engage in handli ne fishing when they are not operati ng head boats or
charter boats or trapping black sea bass ~

The number and home port of transient vessels fishing the southeast
Atlantic Shelf north of Florida is not known. Most vessels observed were
from the west coast of Florida, although Florida east coast vessels
undoubtedly fish the area. The Florida east coast vessels are more likely
to return to thei r home port to unload, while Florida west coast vessels
are more likely to use Georgia and Carolina ports.

Gear

Most fish are taken wi th hook, line, and electrically dri ven reel . A
few snappers, groupers, porgies, and grunts are taken in traps set for black
sea bass. Experimental roller trawling has produced some good catches of
groupers and vermi lion snapper, but commercial fishermen have shown little
i nterest i n this technique  North Carolina, 1969!. Of ni ne commercial roller
trawling cruises made from Georgetown, S. C. during the winter of 1973-74,
three yielded a total catch of 20,000 pounds and the other six were
unsuccessful. Damage to gear and bad weather precluded further fishing,and
the operators plan no more trawling on rough bottom.

Species Sought

"Red snapper," including red,silk, and blackfin snappers, are always
the principal target of commercial fi shermen. However, the Georgia-Carolina
area produces far more groupers than snappers, and it is the former which
attracts transient boats to the area. Scamp, the most valuable grouper, is
abundant from mid-Onslow Bay southward in depths of 20-35 fathoms. The gag,
a larger but less valuable grouper, is common in the same depths from Cape
Hatteras south. In deeper water, 25-80 fathoms, speckled hind, and Warsaw,
snowy, and ye1lowedge groupers provide excel lent fi shi ng at certai n
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locations.

Fishermen from the Gulf States and the Florida east coast discard, or
use as bait, species other than snappers or groupers. However, seafood
dealers, who ship to the New York Fulton Fish Market or sell retail, pay
good prices for such species as vermilion snapper, red porgy, and white grunt.

THE RECREATIONAL FISHERY

Three categories of vessels participate in the recreational fishery for
groupers, snappers, and associated bottom fishes in the Georgia-Carolina
region: head boats, charter boats, and private boats. Private boats, because
so few are capable of the long offshore run, allow the least angler effort,
while head boats allow by far the most. This discussion will cover the head
boat fishery only.

HISTORY

The offshore head boat fishery began in the early 1900's, when coastal
fishermen took parties bottom fishing for $1 to $2 or, perhaps, an equivalent
amount of agricultural products. By the late 1920's and early 1930's, head
boats, as we know them, had appeared. The JOSEPHINE, captained by Lawrence
Long at Little River, S. C.; Luther Smith's KATHERINE, at Murrells Inlet,
S. C.; and Carl Winner's boat, at Carolina Beach, N. C., were among the very
first to operate off the Southeast Coast. These early operators sought black
sea bass on nearshore reefs and rock outcroppings, used the sounding lead to
locate fishing sites, and fished with handlines.

The end of World War II brought a supply of inexpensive and relatively
high-powered boats and an overwhelming improvement in marine electronic tech-
nology. War surplus vessels equipped with depth recorders and loran, which
greatly eased the finding and relocation of fish, were important in the
fishery for over 15 years. Sea bass grounds farther offshore were exploited,
and some vessels occasionally made the long 24-hour trip to the edge of the
Continental Shel f for snappers and groupers. Most second generation vessels
are now retired, but a few, including the CAROLINA PRINCESS, at Atlantic
Beach, N. C.; the PIRATE, at Snead's Ferry, N. C.; and the THUNDERBIRD II, at
Little River, S. C., continue operation.

Head boat operations were sufficiently lucrative to engender construction
of a thi rd generation of vessels in the 1960's. These boats also were wooden-
hu11ed, but were sleeker than the second generation. They were driven by two,
or even three, V-12 or V-16 engines and commonly attained speeds of 18 - 21
knots. This allowed, at last, anglers to fish the tropical offshore waters
for groupers and snappers and return in a single day. Most third generation
vessels are still active i n the offshore fishery. The CAPTAIN STACY and
CAPTAIN STACY I II, at Morehead City, N. C ., and BUDDY' s PIRATE, at Topsail
Beach, N.C., are good examples of this vessel class. By the 1960's, depth
recorders were sufficiently sophisticated to earn the name "fish-finder,"
and almost every captain had and relied upon this instrument for a successful
fishing day.
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By the late 1960's, vessel speed had become a predominant element in
competition for anglers and in producing fish, because the "good" fishing
was occurring farther and farther offshore ~ The demand for speed brought
the introduction of high-speed, aluminum or steel "crewboats " developed
in the offshore oil industry. These vessels are extremely seaworthy and fast
but are narrow, lack fishing space, and roll more than some earlier vessels.
Crewboats are now the backbone of the offshore head boat industry in South
Carolina, and one crewboat operates from Wrightsville Beach, N. C. Simulta-
neous to arrival of the crewboats was acceptance of such advanced electronic
gear as the fish scope and side-scan sonar.

A fifth generation of head boat, that originated in Florida, is now
appearing in the Carolinas. An all-aluminum, 85-foot catamaran operates
from Carolina Beach, N. C. Catamarans seem the ideal head boat. They
are fast, luxuriously roomy, very seaworthy, and they roll little. However,
catamarans are expensive and can be profitably operated only where there is
a large volume of business.

THE PRESENT FISHERY

The current fishery consists of about 36 head boats carrying between 30
and 150 anglers apiece and operating from 11 ports in North Carolina and
South Carolina  Table 4!. One head boat has operated parttime in Savannah,
Ga. since 1972.

We have divided head boats into two major classes accordi ng to the
habitat they fish: �! inshore vessels, which fish the inshore rocks and
coral patches from 15 to 25 fathoms, and �! offshore vessels, which fish
the Shelf-break zone and the extreme Outer Continental Shelf from 25 to 80
fathoms. Inshore boats in South Carolina could be subdivided further into
those boats which fish almost entirely for black sea bass and those which
seek porgies and vermilion snapper; but, this subdivision is not clear-cut.

Handlines were standard on Carolina head boats until the early 1950's
when rods and reels became common ~ In the late 1960's,increased emphasis on
deep water fishing led many operators to furnish electrically powered sport
reels to ease the labor of retrieving heavy sinkers. Currently, 5- to 6-foot
solid fiberglass rods, with the rod blank extending through the butt, are
preferred. Reels are from size 4/0 to 9/0, either manual or electrical; line
is 60- to 120- pound test monofi lament nylon. The bottom ri gs are usually
made of 80- pound test monofi lament and two 6/0 to 8/0 hooks. Depending on
the current and the depth fished, 6- to 50- ounce lead si nkers are used.

A typical fishing day begins at daybreak and lasts 10-14 hours. After a
2- to 4- hour trip to the fishing ground and a brief search ei ther for fish
or bottom topography likely to produce fish, anglers spend 4- to 6- hours
fishing and then return to port.
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Fishing occurs at depths of 10-80 fathoms. Generally, captains
dislike fishing at depths greater than 35 fathoms. because tangling is
frequent and strong currents often prevent lines from reaching the bottom.
Depending on conditions, captains may either drift or anchor. According to
some head boat captains, anchoring produces the best catches of groupers
and drifting allows the best catches of porgies and grunts.
CATCHES, EFFORT, AND ANGLING QUALITY

Since 1972, through a program of dockside sampling and collection of
catch information, we have estimated the catch in numbers and pounds of each
species taken by the head boat fishery  Huntsman, In press!.

To facilitate the estimation and presentation of catch values, we
divided the fishing area from Cape Hatteras through South Carolina into four
districts: Cape Hatteras, Cape Lookout, Cape Fear, and Cape Romain  Fig.l!.
Cape Hatteras vessels fish in the northern part of Raleigh Bay; Cape Lookout
vessels, in the southern part of Raleigh Bay,and the northern hal f of Onslow
Bay; Cape Fear vessels, in southern Onslow Bay and the northern third of Long
Bay; and Cape Romain vessels, in southern Long Bay and south to Savannah.
Within each of the four di stricts, we designated i nshore and offshore sub-
districts . We divided the fishi ng season i nto five time uni ts: Spring  Narch-
May!, June, July, August, and Autumn  September-November!. There is little
fishing from December through February. The catches are presented by year,
district, subdistrict, and time unit  Tables 5-10!.

Catch and Effort

In 1972, 48,989 angler-days provided a catch, exclusive of black seabass, of 489,570 fish weighing 1,313,247 pounds. Q3 In 1973, 59,515 angler-
days produced 513,174 fish,weighing 1,595,229 pounds; and in 197~-, 85,608
angler-days produced 531,4j4 fish, weighing 1,345,423 pounds..",ngler effort
is not completely comparable for 1972, 1973, and 1974, because in 1973 we hadincomplete coverage of Cape Romain inshore head boats and in 1974 we included,
for the first ti me, many Cape Romai n 3/4- and 1/2-day head boats that
specialize in catching black sea bass.

We did not estimate the black sea bass catch in 1972. When we began this
study, we were primarily interested in the tropical offshore species  grunts,
snappers, groupers, and porgies! and, therefore, did not ask mates to keep
records of black sea bass catches. It was evident after one season, however,
that the black sea bass was an important member of the ecosystem at the

3/ An angler-day is a uni t of fishing effort representing the involvement
of one rod-and-reel angler in the head boat fishery for an entire 10- to
14-hour fishi ng trip. Some Cape Romai n sea bass boats make trips of 'less
than a full day. Effort for these vessels is prorated on the basis of thelength of the fishing trip  i. e., two half-day trips equal one full trip!.
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shoreward limit of distribution of the more tropical fishes and that the
angling success on ~nshore boats could not be adequately represented without
including black sea bass. The estimated black sea bass catch in 1973 was
211,000 pounds in North Carolina, and we believe an equal or greater amount
was landed in South Carolina. In 'l974, 150,904 pounds of black sea bass were
landed by North Carolina head boats and 439,229 pounds by head boats in South
Carolina, for a total catch of 590,133 pounds ~

Angling guality

Angling quality is a concept that relates to the satisfaction
experienced by an angler as a result of his fishing trip. This satisfaction
is derived from both objective components that relate to the catch, such as
number and si ze of fi sh caught, and subjective components, such as the
fe'] lowshi p experienced and the pleasure of being at sea. For this discussion,
we measured angling quality in terms of the number and weight of fish caught
per angler and the average weight per fish caught  Tables 8, 9, and 10!.

Anglers aboard offshore head boats took large catches and large fishy
Weight of the catch per angler-day in 1972 averaged 37.5 pounds for offshore
boats, and season averages for offshore subdistricts ranged from 26.5 to
45.3 pounds. In 1973 the overall offshore average was 29.7 pounds, and off-
shore subdistrict averages ranged from 25.7 to 35.4 pounds. Average offshore
catch per angler-day was 27.7 pounds in 1974, and the range was from 18.8 to
43.5 pounds. For all offshore subdistricts, average weights of fish ranged
from a high of 5.9 pounds at Cape Lookout in 1973 to a low of 2.2 pounds at
Cape Hatteras in 1974 '

Catches on the inshore boats consisted of more and smaller fish than
those on offshore boats, although poundage per angler was about the same. For
i nstance, in 1973 Cape Lookout and Cape Fear anglers averaged about 32 pounds
�9 ' 2 pounds, excluding black sea bass! per day on inshore vessels versus
28.5 pounds per day offshore, but the inshore catch was composed of much
smaller fish than those offshore. Nearly half the i nshore catch was of black
sea bass, and these rarely exceeded 1 pound. In all inshore areas in 1972,
1973, and 1974, species other than black sea bass averaged 1.6, 1.9, and 1.7
pounds, respectively; in all offshore areas, they averaged 3.6, 3.7, and 3.6
pounds, respectively. The average size of inshore fish was smaller, not only
because there were fewer large species available, but because fish of the
same species were usually smaller inshore than offshore  Tables 5, 6, and 7!.

Species Caught

Like commercial handli ne fishermen head boat captains desire most to
catch "red snapper"  including red, silk, and balckfin snappers! and groupers.
Head boat captains state that in the early 1960's offshore catches were
almost enti rely snappers and groupers. This is not the situation today, even
though most operators advertise snapper fishing tr~ps. Now, red porgy, ver-
milionn snapper, white grunt, and groupers are the most numerous fishes caught,
other than black sea bass  Tables 5, 6, and 7!.
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Porgies, the most commonly caught being the red porgy  also called
"silver snapper"!, provided the largest catch in number and weight in all
years, and is one of the most important recreational fishes of our Southeast
Atlantic Coast. In the Carolinas alone, approximately 216,000 porgies, weigh-
ing nearly 519,000 pounds, were taken in 1972; 298,000, weighing 746,000
pounds, in 1973; and 236,000, weighing 524,000 pounds, in 1974. Red porgy are
also taken off Georgia, the east coast of Florida, and in the eastern Gulf of
Mexico.

The black sea bass, taken almost entirely by inshore boats, is by weight
as important as the red porgy.

Groupers  including scamp, gag, and hinds! collectively by weight rank
third in the catch, although their contribution in numbers is small. The
species composition of the grouper catch varies over the Southeast Coast.
Scamp occurred only irregularly north of central Onslow Bay but were extremely
important to vessels fishing south of there. Gag were important throughout the
fi shery but were most abundant in the Cape Lookout catches. Snowy and yellow-
edge groupers seemed abundant in deep water �0 - 80 fathoms! throughout the
area. The speckled hind, a large fish that has been caught as large as 45
pounds in South Carolina and 38 pounds in North Carolina, was common through-
out the area and, with the gag, appears to have the most northern di stribution.
Warsaw grouper attain prodigious weights but were caught only occasionally. The
records for Warsaw grouper are 245 pounds in North Carolina and 310 pounds in
South Carolina. Several 100-pound Warsaw grouper are caught each year.

Vermilion snapper, often erroneously called "red snapper " aboard head
boats, and grunts, principally white grunt, shared ranking as the fourth and
fifth most productive species and were more numerous in the catch than groupers.
More pounds of grunts were caught in 1972 and 1974 and more pounds of vermilion
snapper in 1973. Vermilion snapper, caught from both offshore and inshore boats,
were usually larger offshore. In 1972 those taken offshore averaged 2.3 pounds
versus 0.9 pounds for those taken inshore.

Grunts were extremely important to inshore boats; but, they also commonly
occurred in the catches of offshore boats in South Carolina and southern North
Carolina, where the fishing subdistricts seem less distinct than in the north.
White grunt were often found with scamp, on rocks in 18-25 fathoms southward
from mid-Onslow Bay, and with black sea bass, porgies, and vermilion snapper,
northward of this area.

Red, yelloweye  or silk!, and blackfin snappers, all commonly known as
"red" snapper, were not abundant even though head boats advertise "red snapper
fishing." Only 2,187 "red" snapper were taken in 1972; 3,982, in 1973; and
3,396, in 1974. They are, however, usually large, averaging over 18 pounds
per fish in 1972, over 15 pounds in 1973, and over 10 pounds in 1974. Because
of their large size, relative scarcity, and fine tasting flesh, fishermen
prize them highly.

Our category of "other fishes" includes greater amberjack, almaco jack,
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gray tilefish, and gray triggerfish. Available from 25 to over 100 fathoms,
both jacks are large, fierce fighters; the greater amberjack commonly attains
a weight of 50 pounds and the almaco, 30 pounds. Although the flesh is good
tasting, few people eat it, possibly because 75/ or more of the amberjacks
carry heavy infestations of tapeworms in the flesh.

Gray ti lefish, a relatively recent addition to head boat catches, are
regularly taken from water deeper than 30 fathoms. Although of equally good
flavor, they do not attain the size of the ti lefish  L h 1 t 1 s h aeleo

p « «h h ««h p
colder water species. In the Southeast, L. chamaeleonticeps might occur
farther offshore than the gray tilefish.

Gray triggerfish, which anglers formerly discarded but now accept with
enthusiasm, are common from 10 to 30 fathoms. They are good fighters, but
are clever at stealing bait and are difficult to hook. Their flesh is white,
sweet, very fi rm, and makes excellent chowder. Because ti lefishes and gray
triggerfish are now significant to the catch, we list them separately in the
summary of 1974 catches  Table 7!.

COMPARISON OF COMMERCIAL AND RECREATIONAL CATCHES

Although complete records of commercial catches from the Carolina
Continental Shel f are unavailable, it appears that the head boat fishery took
at least three to five times as many pounds of groupers and snappers in 1972,
1973, and 1974. Commercial grouper and snapper landings for North Carolina
and South Carolina averaged 111,414 pounds per year for 1972, 1973, and 1974.
Head boat grouper and snapper catches averaged 516,641 pounds per year
�88,883,excluding vermilion snapper! for the same period. It is unlikely
that unreported catches made by transient commercial vessels are sufticient
to equal the great difference between reported commercial and head boat
landings each year.

FACTORS AFFECTING CAROLINA OFFSHORE BOTTOM FISHERIES

Future development of both the commercial and recreational fisheries
will depend foremost on the resource. Prospects for a larger commercial
fishery are not good if it must depend only upon snappers and groupers. Red
snapper are no longer abundant,and most important groupers  scamp, gag, snowy
grouper, and speckled hind ! have been rapidly reduced by fishing  Huntsman
and Dixon, In press!. Grouper and snapper populations have, historically,
decreased quickly when fished intensely, and the fishery has been maintained
primarily by shifts to new fishing areas  Carpenter, 1965; Bell et al., 1972;
Moe, 1975!. Thus, a large fishery for only snappers and groupers of the
Carolina Shel f probably would be of short duration. On the other hand, snappers
and groupers in this area could probably support less intense fisheries
indefinitely, especially if fishermen also utilize other more abundant species,
such as porgies and grunts. The current handline and head boat fisheries are
of relatively low intensity, the former because there are few vessels, the
latter because the time vessels spend on the fishing grounds is limited.
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Also, both fisheries readily utilize all ava1lable species and seem to be
1n approximate equil1brium with the fish populations.

Weather 1nfluences both commercial and recreational fisheries. The
Carolina Capes are notoriously windy, especially in winter� . Strong winds are
most prevalent off Cape Hatteras, where the Labrador Current and Gulf Stream
meet, but are less frequent southward. Weather good enough for fishing may
occur at any time, but it is infrequent from October through April off Cape
Hatteras, November through March off Cape Lookout, and December through March
off Cape Fear and Cape Romai n. Even in summer i t is usually far wind1er off
Capes Hatteras and Lookout than in traditional snapper fishing areas of the
Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea. Commercial fishermen are most affected by
weather because they need to make tri ps during all seasons and because they
must stay at sea several days. Head boat operation is sufficiently lucrative
that most vessels are t1ed up for the winter; but, because only one day of
good weather is necessary for a trip, during any g1ven month some operators
will fish.

Currents are troublesome to fishermen, especially off Capes Hatteras
and Lookout, where the Gulf Stream is nearest shore. On many days the strong
and unpredictable cur rents completely preclude f1shing in water deeper than
25 fathoms. Recreational fishermen probably are more 1nconvenienced by
currents than commercial operators, because the latter can wait until currents
cease or rig anchors; but head boats usually have neither the time nor the gear
to successfully contend wi th currents.

Marketing is a problem to commercial fishermen in the Carolinas. Many
dealers do not buy snappers and groupers, and, in general, prices for these
fi sh are lower in the Carolinas than 1n the traditional market1ng centers of
the Gulf Coast. Thus, most transient fishermen ship or carry their catch
back to their home port. On the other hand, Carolina dealers who do handle
snappers and groupers will also buy other bottom fishes, allow1ng f1shermen
additional income.

Head boat and commercial operators currently face problems re'lated to the
energy crisis and economic recession. The number of head boat customers was
obviously much smaller in 1975 than in earlier years, and fuel costs have
doubled. Fuel is a major expense to head boat operators, to whom high speed
and daily long runs are a necessity. Faced with lower business volume, several
captains have reduced their scope of operations to cut fuel costs. Some off-
shore boats have remained i nshore, and some have switched from full- to half-day
trips. Commercial operators, who can operate at more efficient speeds and stay
at sea longer, are less troubled by fuel costs, and fish prices have remained
generally high despite the economic recession.

RECREATIONAL-COMMERCIAL CONFLICTS

Relations between Carolina commercial fishermen and head boat operators
are unusually cordial, but the differing modes of operation of the two fisheries
engenders occasional conflict. Commercial snapper boats will often fish
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on a producti ve site until the fish have ceased biting or are "all" caught.
Often a year or more elapses before a site again provides acceptable fishing.
To a commercial fisherman who is highly mobile, the consequence of "fishing
out" several sites is slight. On the other hand, head boat operators are
restricted to a single port and a rather stringent time schedule. They must
find good fishing wi thin a few hours of the home port. Although intensive
fishing on one site probably has little effect on the population of fishes as
a whole, it could handicap head boat fishermen by overexploiting accessible
fishing spots.

CONCLUSIONS

If resource managers choose to preserve the present head boat fishery,
they would do well to avoid the traditional management goal of maximum
sustained yield and to seek instead a goal of maximum catch per unit effort.
Maximum sustained yield is usually achieved at some average catch-per-unit
effort that is much less  perhaps 50K! than in a virgin fishery. The successorcubehead boat fishery depends on a high catch-per-unit-effort of large fish
that can only come from lightly exploited populations. Only if anglers are
guaranteed a high quality reward, will they repeatedly pay $25 - $35 to under-
go early morning departures, late returns, and a 6-to 8-hour pounding, monot-
onous ride for 4-6 hours of fishing. The catch-per-unit-effort of large fish
is now sufficiently high to earn much repeat bus~ness for the head boats.
Management to attain maximum sustained yield would probably drop the catch-
per-unit-effort low enough to drive most of the sport fishermen to more
rewarding and less demanding types of fishing. If managers choose to foster
a commercial fishery, either in conjunction with or instead of a recreational
fishery, they must recognize that intensive exploitation has brought rapiddecline of snapper and grouper stocks in almost every instance. In the long
run, a small fishery in balance with growth and recruitment of these fishes
will furnish the greatest benefit to society.
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TRAPPING EXPERIMENTS WITH SNAPPERS IN SOUTH FlORIDA

Alan K. Craig
Department of Geography

Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, Florida

ABSTRACT

Experiments with a new design, low-cost, shallow-water �7 m! fish trap
deployed off Boca Raton, southeastern Florida, show encouraging results.
Snappers  Lutjanidae! are the target species for this rigid-frame rectangular
device. Twenty units produced 4,449 kg of snappers and approximately 1,483 kg
of miscellaneous fishes by thigmotropic attraction during a 6-month test.
Initial catch rates of 9.26 kg/haul for 5-day soaks gradually declined with
deteriorating trap condition and apparent effects of seasonality. Successful
deployment requires careful placement with respect to adjacent habitat, di-
urnal schooling sites, and prevailing current direction. These traps con-
stitute a practical means of producing dependable income for commercial fishing.
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INTRODUCTION

Although most Colloquium participants have concentrated on problems of
decline in our snapper and grouper resources, this paper documents successful
results with trapping under-exploited species of snappers. Based on Munro's
�973, 1974! pioneer scientific experiments in Jamaica, an improved version of
this basic funnel entrance was developed and installed in traps that yielded
substantially higher catch rates. Two years of sea tests confirm many of
Munro's findings, but also identify several problems and processes not pre-
viously described.

Modernization of trap construction and hauling methods, together with
intelligent deployment, make it possible for commercial fishermen to supplement
existing income or to establish a specialized trap fishery, where habitat con-
ditions are suitable. A careful examination of these trapping techniques in-
dicates the limitations are those of marketing rather than gear effectiveness.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Traps are recognized as an ancient, if not the ear'liest, method of fishing.
Their evolution in Europe has been extremely complex and well documented
 Sirelius, 1906!. In the New World, and especially in the Caribbean, Spanish
explorers found aborigines trapping fish throughout the Greater and Lesser
Antilles. Before details concerning these native American traps could be
accurately described, the Indian population was largely destroyed and was
replaced by Negro slaves who introduced new designs of West African origin.
What generally are referred to as Anti llean traps  "arrowhead," "S," or
"Z" traps!  Buesa-Mas, 1962! are mostly cultural relics introduced into the
Caribbean at an early date. In any event, trap fishing has remained solidly
in the hands of ethnic groups lacking social mobility  such as the Black Carib!.
By association, trapping of' fish and the devices themselves historically have
been held in low regard.

In peninsular Florida no significant commercial fishing was conducted
before the 1870's, when shad became an important resource on the lower St.
Johns River  Munro, 1885!. The beginning of trap fishing has gone largely
unpublicized, except for an interesting account by Long �942!. This Florida
west coast effort involved 50 large, wood-frame, wire mesh traps of 2.72 m3
capacity. Although nothing is known regarding the type of habitat fished, this
early experiment by a fish house owner did establish the susceptibility of the
blue runner  Caranx ~cr sos! to trapping.  See labia 2 for an equivalent con-
temporary eve~nt. Godchar'les �970! has documented a more recent and rather
insignificant Florida west coast trap fishery for southern sea bass conducted
by a few retired fishermen.

PRESENT EXPERIMENTS

Beginning in May 1974, data were collected from four traps set on a
variety of substrates and in various depths in south Florida offshore waters
opposite Boca Raton. Test sites in depths of 3-40 m were chosen to sample
numerous representative habitats, including open sand, "feather bottom,"
coral-rock rubble, and submerged water-table rock, having a dense epiphytic
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growth of live corals and gorgonians. Detailed descriptions and profiles of
the test area are contained in Courtenay et al. �974!and Craig �974!.

Almost immediately, it was evident from catch composition that high-
relief �-5 m! rocky areas as trap sites produced unwanted reef species
such as tangs  Acanthurus spp.!, parrotfishes  Scarus spp.!, and angelfishes

|D
were generally unproductive or nonproductive of target species  Lutjanidae!.
Experiments in water deeper than 40 m were not attempted because of strong
currents and the resultant difficulty with buoyage. However, it is known
that seasonal concentrations of Lutjanus vivanus  silk snapper! and Lutjanus
analis  mutton snapper! forage over this deeper zone, with the former species
extencling offshore to depths of perhaps 300 m or more. Practical techniques
for exploiting this interesting area remain to be developed.

As experience was gained in manipulating and deploying these fish traps,
optimum results were obtained by placing them on an open sand environment in
approximately 17 m, with a spacing interval of 200-300 m.

Target species were expected to be mangrove or gray snapper  Lutjanus
griseus! and the mutton snapper  L. analis!. However, from the beginning
most catches were dominated both in weight and numbers by lane snapper
 Lutjanus ~sna ris! to an extent that entire hauls of as much as 39 kg con-
sisted of this species  Fig. 6!. Eventually, a11 of the loca11y known
Lutjanidae, including Lutjanus ~maho oni  mahogany snapper! and Lutjanus
buccanella  blackfin s~napper, as well as the related ye!!owtai~l~gc urus

n
there is ample justification for referring to them as snapper traps.

Eventually, the study area was extended from Boca Raton Inlet to Delray
Beach, Florida. Twenty traps were finally built, and catch weights were
recorded for 6 months, starting in February 1975. To reduce losses from
boat traffic, two separate buoy lines, supported by two buoys each, were used.
Depth placement and inter-trap spacing were carefully maintained on these
permanent stations in order to facilitate recovery of lost traps by divers.
When conditions permitted, the complete trap string was hauled with standard
hydraulic pinch-puller during a single trip to permit uniform soak times of
4 or 5 days. Statistical analysis  to be published elsewhere! was complicated
by many interruptions in this ideal pattern.

TRAP DESIGN

Unlike any previously published design, traps used in this study were
built to fit conveniently inside an enclosed truck that transported them from
the assembly area to the dock. The result was a rectangular, welded, steel
frame made from No. 4 reinforcing rods, having outside dimensions of
1.22 x 2.43 x 0.61 m and a volume of 1.80 m  Figs. 1-4!. The frame required
22 spot welds and took one hour to fabricate. The number of welds could not
be easily reduced by available hydraulic bending.

Frames were covered by galvanized 18-gauge, hexagonal, poultry wire mesh
�.5- to 2-inch diameter!, tautly stretch and secured by numerous No. 2
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Figure 1. Retrieving a trap by hydraulic pinch puller with pot warp run
through a boom-rigged snatch block. Note heavy algal fouling on
mesh wi re. Rotation of the frame has begun, to bring the trap on
board by hand.

Figure 2. Landing a new, clean trap showing details of frame construction.
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Figure 3. View of a funnel suspended from the top panel of a trap, with
entrance facing outboard. The downward slope and the small exit
face the camera.

Figure 4. A landed trap with a typical catch ready to be emptied into sorting
boxes for weighing.
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Figure 5. A typical mixed catch of lane and gray  mangrove! snappers with
lesser amounts of blue runner and tomtate. These fishes were in
excellent condition, free of any lacerations after a 5 -day
soak.

Figure 6. An example of conspecific attraction in a catch consisting entirely
of mature lane snapper. These fish have been emptied directly from
the trap onto crushed ice and were marketed in the round two hours
later in excellent condition.
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"hog rings." This method of attachment was found to be faster than soft wire
lacing and clearly reduces chances of long rips or separations along seams.
Several traps were built with vinyl covered mesh, but no advantages were noted
in catch rates to offset the additional cost.

Two funnels of a Munro design  Munro, 1973; Fig. 3!, modified by removing
the final fold, were installed in diagonally opposite corners of each trap.
Buoy lines of 5/16-inch, black, polypropylene pot warp were shackled to the
remaining opposite corners. A rubber-hinged door was cut into a bottom corner
across from a funnel.

To inhibit electrolysis, two zinc anodes were tightly wired to the frame
and mesh near each funnel, so that top, bottom, and side panels were in direct
contact with the attachment wires.

RESULTS

Of the 20 traps deployed in February l975, 19 were still present in April
after 257 trapping events had been recorded. The total cumulative catch was
2,380 kg of snappers with an average catch of 9.25 kg/haul. At the end
of 6 months, 17 traps, representing 620 events and 101 trap-months of fishing
effort, yielded 4,449 kg of snappers, for an average of 7.17 kg/haul. The
associated catch of all other species was not weighed in the field, but it
was estimated to constitute about one-third of the total snapper weight, or an
additional 793 kg and 1,483 kg, respectively, for the two periods indicated
above. Total fish production from these traps for the 6 -month period was
5,932 kg.

The effectiveness of this fishing method is evident when we consider that
some of these traps had been in use since May 1974, producing catches prior
to February 1975 in excess of the 9.25 kg/haul figure. The catch-per-unit-effort
subsequent to August 1, 1975 declined below 7. 17 kg, but remained substant~al ~

During the trial period some 4.5 hauls would theoretically have been re-
quired to pay for each trap, based on a cost of $52 per trap placed in the
water and a 50</lb round weight price for all snappers.

Table 1 illustrates the results obtained in south Florida compared to
Caribbean experiments of similar design.

Abnormal catches associated with seasonality, spawning, and other factors
as yet unknown are indicated in Table 2. These figures list some of the ex-
tremes in variability encountered during the project.

Ranking of species by frequency has been reported by Munro  Munro, Reeson,
and Gaut, 1971! for his Jamaican test site. Table 3 indicates that an entirely
different rank-order exists in the present study area.

CATCH DETERMINANTS

With the appearance of Munro's excellent reports, many aspects of trap
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Table 1. Comparison of Fish Trap Catches

Area
Jamaican 1/ North 2/

Banks Leeward BanksBoca Raton

Average soak  hr!

Snappers  kg!

Other fishes  kg!

Number of trap hauls

108.00 18.00

9.25 11. 65
7.62

3.08 i 2 ' 94

257.00 226.00 26.00

I/ Wolf and Chislett �974!.
2/ Chislett and Yesaki �974!.

Table 2. Atypical Trapping Events -- Single Haul Totals.

Wei ht k
1/S ecies Number

Umbrina coroides-
~sand dr~um

Ky hosus sectatrix-
Bermu a

22.67

54.43

158.75Caranx cr sos
~blue runner

920

Caranx bartholomaei 90. 71
yel1o

3/ 40.82Lutjanus s na ris
~lane sna~pper
Lut'anus a odus- 2/

schoolmaster
45. 3552

1/ Estimated.
2/ Only trapping record.
3/ Number unknown.
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Table 3. Composition of Fish Trap Catches by Weight for Three Areas.

Jamaica-

 n!

South gonida Saba Bank-2/

 I Fami 1Fami 1

Lutjanidae
 Snappers!

70.0 Scaridae
 Parrotfishes!

79.3 16.4

Carangidae
 Jacks and pompanos! Acanthuridae

 Surgeonfishes!
12.0 7.3 15.2

Pomadasyidae
 Grunts! Pomadasyidae

 Grunts!
11.6

8.0

All others 10.0 13.4 8.1

Total 100.0 100.0 7.9

Lutjanidae
 Snappers!

4 0

Carang i dae 3.5
 Jacks and pompanos!

All others 33.3

Total 100.0
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1/ Estimated.
2/ Wolf and Chislett �974!.
3/ Munro, Reeson, and Gaut �971!.

Palinuridae
 Spiny Lobsters!
Serranidae
 Sea basses!



fishing in the Caribbean have been clarified and statistically demonstrated by
means of a mathematical model. However, while all of the factors affecting
trap ingress in the Jamaican study seem to be at work in south Florida  moon
phase, tidal rhythms, conspecific attraction, and trap design!, several other
catch determinants evidently have influenced results of the present project.

Regardless of moon phase or trap condition, unfavorable catches were
associated with quiet sea conditions in conjunction w1th clear Florida Current
water moving slowly through the fishing grounds. Conversely, favorable catches
were associated with rough seas, turb1d water, and strong bottom currents,
especially when these conditions prevailed for several days. The combination
of a neritic water mass w1th strong, reversing long shore currents resulted in
the best yields. During occasional periods of prolonged disturbed weather and
rough sea conditions, snappers, especially L. analis and L. ~riseus, are known
to move inshore to the surf zone, where they feed actively during the day.

When traps are placed on a broad, sandy submarine plain, they become the
most prominent bottom feature and can be seen by divers from a considerable
distance. Small fishes, particularly the tomtate  Haemulon aurolineatum!,

di
component of the catch; their numbers increase through conspecific attraction,
as is the case with lane snapper. Under circumstances described in detai 1 by
Starck and Davis �966! and Starck and Schroeder �971!, gray snapper leave
their diurnal schooling sites to feed over a wide territory at night. At this
time they encounter traps already occupied by small fishes that are the natural
prey of the larger gray snapper. Entry of predators, such as groupers, barra-
cuda, jacks, etc., is probably governed by interest in the smaller occupants
who have entered before them. Simple curiosity, then, does not seem to be
requi red for ingress, and 1t is probably inaccurate to refer to these trap de-
signs as "curiosity traps."

Seasonality is an important factor affecting fish trap success. Un-
fortunately, beyond the study by Roe �972!, virtually nothing is known about
such concentrations and movements of non-pelagic fishes in southern Florida.
It is evident from Table 2 that various fishes make sudden, unexplained
appearances in the study area, but the causes have not been determined. It is
not logical to blame slowly declining catch rates entirely on gradually de-
teriorating trap condition. Instead, it seems likely that seasonal variations
in snapper density may account for many oF these changes in catch rate. Lane
snapper, in particular, are known to form large spawning schools in late spring,
after which they become relatively dispersed. However, in the study area, where
fishing grounds are highly compressed  the 200-m isobath is found less than 5 km
offshore!, substantial quantities of snappers can be caught throughout the year.
Around sea-floor projections or over broad foraging grounds, snappers may become
too dispersed seasonally to permit commercial fishing.

PROBLEMS

Some atypical catches l~sted in Table 2 constitute a deviation from snappers
as the target species; and where they are not locally salable, these catches
must be considered an economic problem. Even vermilion snapper  R. aurorubens!,
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considered highly desirable in Florida east coast restaurants, curiously have no
commercial value at all on the Florida west coast  E. A. Joyce, Jrfe pers.
cone.!.1/ In this same regard, Bohlke and Chaplin �968! remarked that many
fishes Ie.g., Caranx bartholomaei, yellow jack!, considered troublesome pests
during these experiments, are, in fact, vaIuable commercial species elsewhere.
The blue runner  Caranx ~cr sos! is another example of a seasonally abundant
component of the catch that cannot readily be sold in south Florida. During
October 1975 some traps became so clogged with blue runner that they presented
considerable difficulty in landing.

Since our traps are believed to exert a high degree of thigmotropic attrac-
tion for a wide variety of fishes, the only means of avoiding unwanted species
appears to be through deployment of the traps in zones not frequented by these
schooling species but still frequented by foraging snappers. Such trap
manipulations are probably beyond the ability of most fishermen who are not
aware of these subtle distinctions on entering a new fishery.

Spiny lobster  Panulirus ar us! occasionally constitute a problem by
occupying and defending one or bot funnel entrances, effectively blocking
entry of fish. We have a record of one mass entry of 30 adult P. ar us in a
single trap during August 1975. Contrary to the results reported y unro
�973, 1974! and Ting �972!, no Spanish lobster  Panulirus ~uttatus! have
entered these traps, since they invariably have been placed on open sand
bottoms, far from the caves and deep crevices preferred by this smaller species.

There is considerable evidence to indicate that newly constructed traps
have unusually high catch rates, sometimes well above the 11.3-kg mean  Craig,
In prep.!, but a gradual decrease tends to occur with time. There is an in-
verse relationship between trap catch rate and the occurrence of assorted
marine fouling, particularly by algae, which may represent a deterrent to in-
gress and thus constitutes a chronic problem. Various methods of hand cleaning
the traps were systematically applied, but the effects on catch rates were in-
conclusive. Toward the end of this project, soft sponges and algal fouling
 Fig. 1! were successfully removed from traps by on-board spraying of filtered
sea water with a high �,000 p.s.i.! pressure roof-cleaning machine.

Fortunately, theft is not a serious problem in this fishery, since the
traps are too heavy to be lifted by the casual boatman. Also, the contents
cannot easily be removed by divers. Nevertheless, trap losses approaching
20K for a 6-month period under circumstances suggesting that not all fell
victim to boat traffic. Wolf and Chislett �974! reported trap losses of
10-205 per trip in their exploratory cruises along shelf edges in the Wind-
ward Islands and off northeastern South America.

1/ E. A. Joyce, Jr., Chief, Bureau of Marine Science and Technology, Florida
Department of Natural Resources, Tallahassee, FL 32304, pers. comm.
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FISH TRAPS AND CONSERVATION

From the irrational variety of restrictive county ordinances attempting
to regulate use of fish traps in south Florida, it is evident that much con-
fusion and primitive thinking still surrounds this subject, in spite of the
succinct analysis of the problem by Munro  Munro, Reeson, and Gaut, 1971!. The
prevailing view of most conservationists and some fishermen is that lost traps--
Hipkins �974! calls them "ghost traps" -- somehow continue to attract cumula-
tive increasing numbers of fishes or lobsters for a long, but unspecified, period
of' time. To date no field evidence supporting this theory has been presented in
the literature pertaining to Florida or the Caribbean Sea. Munro �974!, in
fact, has shown that in Jamaica, after comparatively long soaks of 14-20 days
 based on lunar periodicity!, escapement approached ingress, so that trap catch
remained essentially constant.

As previously indicated, conditions in the present study area in south
Florida have been found to be quite different from those in Jamaica. For
reasons as yet not fully understood, any break of more than a few centimeters
in the wire mesh side panels, not only permits escape of the contained catch,
but also thoroughly destroys the effective attractiveness of the trap. More
than 90% of the water hauls  zero catches! were due to one or more "cannon shot"
holes in mesh panels where large predators had charged the trap. Long slashes
in the top panel were associated with several lost traps which were recovered
by SCUBA divers. In south Florida, the likelihood of predator damage is be-
lieved to be geometrically proportional to increasing soak time, if the results
of our experiments can be considered representative. In practice, it was
found that escapement through trap holes became an increasing problem if the
traps were not hauled after 5 or 6 days.

Where natural predators may fai 1 to otherwise damage the traps, self-de-
structing panels can be easily incorporated into any design fish trap by means
of magnesium-alloy hinge wires having a known, constant corrosion rate  J. D.
Richard, pers. comm.!ZI A few of these simp'fe wires could be used in connection
with the removal door to insure an automatic escape hatch.

SUMMARY

The most important results of this study can be summarized as follows:

�! Large steel fish traps of improved design constitute an effective and
practical fishing method, to produce large quantities of target species with
moderate effort.

�~ Catch composition can be controlled to a considerable extent by placing
traps in different habitats within the fishing grounds.

2/ J. D. Richard, Associate Professor, Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmos-
pheric Science, University of Miami, Miami, FL 33149, pers. comm.
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C3 ! Snappers dominate catches of traps placed on broad, uniform sand
bottoms adjacent to their diurnal schooling positions.

�! Attraction and ingress are influenced by a wide variety of factors,
including trap condition, design, placement, orientation to currents, degree
of fouling, sea state, lunar phase, predator preemption, and seasonality.

C53 Fish traps left untended do not result in wastage of marine resources
in areas where predators are prevalent and damage traps so that fish escape.
Elsewhere, traps can be designed to deteriorate within a selected time periods
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THE RED SNAPPER RESOURCE OF THE TEXAS CONTINENTAL SHELF

James B. Johnston, J. Kenneth Adams, and Robert Foster
Bureau of Land Management

New Or] cans, Louisiana

ABSTRACT

Since the discovery of the Galveston "lumps" or "Western Grounds" in the
1880's and the subsequent development of the Texas red snapper fishery, the
fishing grounds, for both commercial and sport fishermen, have expanded to
include numerous other topographical features on the Texas Continental Shelf.

Catch statistics for Texas commercial landings of "red" snapper  t ut 'anus
sp.! from 1887 to 1973 probably reflect socio-economic forces more than eco og-
ical influences. Peak landings of approximately 2 million pounds were reported
for 1902, 1908, and 1963-65. While the total coomercial red snapper catch off
the Texas coast remained relatively stable for 1963-72, Texas landings from the
area generally have decreased. Recreational catches of red snapper from the
Port Aransas area have remained stable over the past two years.

Several information gaps exist with regard to the red snapper resource,
foremost of which is knowledge of the ecology of the species or species group
which compri ses the fishery. Other specific research needs are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The Texas commercial red snapper fishery developed in the 1880's with the
discovery of the Galveston "Lumps" or "Western Grounds"  Camber, 1955!. Since
then it has grown to include not only these 'Iumps or grounds, but additional
snapper banks, small depressions, smooth bottoms, offshore petroleum platforms,
artificial reefs, shipwrecks, and other bottom features. In addition to the
commercial fishery, many of these areas attract sport fishermen, who are begin-
ning to rival the commercial fishermen in exploitation of the resource.

Snappers are usually found in areas of irregular bottom terrain, in depths
from 20 to 150 fathoms, with the preferred depths being from 40 to 80 fathoms
 Juhl! 1/. These areas are commonly called topographical highs or depressions.
The more distinct areas are commonly called snapper banks. Figure 1 shows the
locations of most of these banks. Relief for these banks ranges from 13 feet
for Big Dunn Bar to 325 feet for the Flower Garden Banks. These banks are
normally fished by sport fishermen in the spring and summer and by commercial
fishermen in the fall and winter.

Based on handline catch data from 1970 to 1973, Bradley and Bryan �975!
reported that the banks off Port Aransas produced more and larger red snapper
in the winter and that handline fishing for snapper was more productive at
night than during the day.

During the spri ng and summer, commercial fishermen from south Texas ports
search extensively for red snapper from latitude 27o30'N, southward to Port
Isabel, Tex . While areas of irregular bottom topography generally are more
productive, catches sometimes occur along smooth bottoms between 35 and 55
fathoms  Bryan! 2/. Detailed bathymetry sheets, prepared by U.S. Department
of Commerce, NOAA, NOS for the Bureau of Land Management, outline many of
these areas on the Texas Continental Shelf.

Offshore oil and gas "rigs," which include multi-well platforms and
single well installations, are also frequented by snappers. There were only
7 rigs on the Federal Outer Continental Shelf off the Texas coast in 1963, as
compared to 57 rigs in 1974  U. S. Geological Survey! 3/. These rigs are
fished by both commercial and sport fishermen, because they serve as a haven
and shelter for many types of marine life, including snappers. The marked
increase in biomass, due to the "reef effect" of the rigs, contributes signifi-
cantly to the economically important sport and commercial fisheries  Gulf

1/ R. Juhl, Pascagoula Laboratory, National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA,
Pascagoula, MS 39567, pers. comm., 1974.

2/ C. E. Bryan, III, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Rockport, TX 78382,
pers. comm., 1975.

3/ U. S. Geological Survey, Oil and Gas Operations, Metairie, LA 70011,
computer printout, 1975.
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FIGURE 1

Locations of Major Fishing Banks and Statistical Shrimp Grid Zones for
the Texa s Cont inenta 1 Shel f .

Source: U.S. Department of the Interior �975! .
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Universities Research Consortium, 1974!. Other good snapper areas off the
Texas coast include artificial reefs, shipwrecks, and bottom obstructions.

COMMERCIAL EXPLOITAT ION

Catch statistics for Texas landings of red snapper �887-1973! probab1y
reflect socio-economic forces more than ecological inf1uences. Peak annual
landings of more than 2 million pounds were reported in 1902, 1908, and 1963-
65  Fig. 2!. The recent history shows a decline from 2.25 m~ llion pounds in
1964 to a relatively stable low of approximately 1 mi 11ion pounds per year
from 1969 to 1973. The trawl catch of red snapper during this period
remained relatively stable; the decline can be attributed to a decreasing
handline catch, the bulk of which comes from "reef-type" areas. Some observers
have attributed the decline in landings to increased sportfishing pressure and
the removal of juvenile stock by shrimp trawling  Bradley and Bryan, 1975!.
However, the number of handline fishermen licensed in Texas decreased from 796
in 1963 to 385 in 1970  Fishery Statistics of the United States, 1963-70,
1965-73! and, although these figures are by no means absolute, this trend is
certainly a factor in the decline of Texas red snapper landings.

Analysis of the catch location may provide a better understanding of the
decline in Texas red snapper landings. The total commercial catch from the
Texas Continental Shelf  Fig. 1: statistical zones 17-21�/ remained relatively
stable for the period 1963-72, while the actual Texas landings from the area
general1y decreased. Specifically, Texas landings comprised 97.4/ of the
catch from the Texas Shelf waters in 1963, but on1y 48.5/ in 1972  Fig. 3!.
Table 1 presents the 10-year mean catch by statistical zone and the breakdown
 percentage of total catch! by state. The two most productive zones were 18
and 20, with a combined annual average of almost 1 million pounds per year.
Texas landings comprised 354 of the total catch from zone 18 and 96.3/ from
zone 21. Obviously, competition from other states is another factor to be con-
sidered in the decline of Texas landings for this period.

RECREATIONAL EXPLOITATION

Little information exists concerning the recreational catch of red snapper
off Texas, but, according to Carpenter �965!, there has been an increase
During 1970-74, approximately 12 Texas-based party boats were involved in
snapper fishing: 4 from Galveston, 4 from Port Isabel, 2 from Freeport, and 2
from Port Aransas. In addition, numerous charter boats and private parties
fish Texas offshore waters.

In an effort to obtain the do11ar value of certain snapper banks,
Frishman 5/ compiled information for 1974 and 1975 on the recreational boats
operating from the Port Aransas area. In 1974, 117,500 pounds of red snapper

4/ Zone 17 primarily covers the waters off Louisiana, but a portion of the
Texas Shelf is located in this zone.

5/ S. Frishman, editor, South Jetty News, Port Aransas, TX 78373, pers. coma.,
1975.
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FIGURE 2

Texas Red Snapper Landings for Selected Years from 1887-1973.

Sources: Fishery Statistics of the United States, 1970 �973! and
Texas Landings �973, 1974a, and 1975!.
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Red Snapper Landings from Statistical Zones 17-21. "Other States"
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Source ; U.S. Department of Commerce 0.963 -72!
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Al abamaLouisianaTexas

T>T
Zone

22. 0 100. 0

34.6 100.0

2.0 � 100.0

37.84.435.817 171,740

18 512,200

19 179,820

20 442,830

2] 363,510

Total 1,670,100

0.8� 29.635.0

46.351.7

100.0

100.0

48.451.6

96.3

1/ For 1963 only.

2/ For 1967 only.

3/ For 1967-68 only.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce �963-72!.
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Table 1. Red Snapper Catch by Statistical Zones on the Texas
Continental Shelf and Percentage Landed by State,
1963-72.



were landed for 12,015 man-days fished. In 1975 the recreational fishery
accounted for 109,000 pounds of red snapper for 8,550 man-days fished. This
f'ishery is based principally on several banks located on the Texas Continental
Shelf, the most popular being Baker, South Baker, Aransas, Hospital, and
Southern Banks  Fig. 1!.

DISCUSSION

Although our information concerning the Texas red snapper fishery is
limited, recent changes in the exploitation of this important resource are
evident. The following account of these changes has been developed for consid-
eration by the reader and is by no means absolute. We hope it wi 11 serve to
stimulate research leading to rational management of the resource.

On the Texas Continental Shelf the total catch has remained relatively
stable, while Texas landings have declined. Evidently, the pressure of compe-
tition for the snapper resource posed by commercial fishermen from other Gulf
Coast States has forced a decline, both in Texas landings and the number of men
willing to continue fishing as a livelihood. The southwestern portion of the
area has increased in importance to Texas landings. This shift in emphasis can
be attributed to a move away from competition. The competition is more severe
during the winter months, when fishermen from other states move into the area
because of better weather conditions and the proximity of the fishing grounds
to shore.

During the summer the commercial emphasis sh~fts toward the shallower
areas of minimal re'jief, following the larger snapper which move into these
areas to spawn. While competition from other states diminishes, shrimp
trawling poses another unquantified form of competition. The recreational
fishery concentrates on "reef-type" areas and is strictly seasonal, occurring
mainly during June, July, and August. Based on the seasonality of the
fisheries and information available for the Port Aransas area, recreational
fishing does not appear to have a significant direct effect on the commercial
fishery. The commercial landings for zone 20  Fig. 1! in 1974-75 were greater
than 150,000 pounds, of which approximately 50% was landed from January
through March 1974 and in December ]975  Texas Landings, 1974b, 1974c, 1974d,
and 1975!, while the summer recreational fishery landed 117,500 pounds in 1974.
Although the winter commercial catch and the summer recreational catch are
both based on easily located bottom features which are generally productive,
the shift of commercial interest from the banks to other areas during the
summer results in a minimal amount of direct conflict. Presently it is un-
known whether the recreational catch is large enough to affect the total com-
mercial yield; however, the recreational catch was stable for 1974-75 in the
Port Aransas area.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Management based on scientifically generated information is a must if the
snapper fishery, along with all other renewable resources, is to remain produc-
tive. Several information gaps exist with regard to the Texas red snapper
resource, foremost of which is knowledge of the ecology of the species. Studies
in this area must be conducted in a coordinated and systematic manner. Future
research queries should include the following:

�! Do bottom features comprise a limiting factor for snapper production?
If so, in what manner can roan-made installations, including petroleum platforms,
be best developed to enhance production, while accomplishing their primary
purpose?

�! Does shrimp trawling significantly deplete juvenile snapper stocks?

�! What is the actual recreational fishing pressure on the fishery?

As the drive to exploit our natural resources accelerates, great skill
and foresight will be requi red to properly manage this valuable sport and com-
mercial fishery, insuring its best and highest use as a renewable resource.
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FISHING BANKS OF THE TEXAS
CONTINENTAL SHELF

Thomas J. Bright and Richard Rezak
Department of Oceanography

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas

ABSTRACT

The Texas Outer Continental Shelf is occupied by numerous topographical
highs commonly referred to as snapper banks. These banks are frequented by
commercial and sport fishermen seeking red snapper, vermilion snapper, group-
ers, and other varieties of game fish. At least four distinct classes of
hard-bank epifaunal communities have been recognized on the Texas Shelf and
are herein described, along with accounts of the populations of associated
fishes. Bathymetric charts of 16 of the banks are presented.
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INTRODUCT ION

Although in recent years less than a half-dozen commercial snapper fish-
ing boats have worked out of Texas ports, a considerable number of such ves-
sels from Florida and Alabama frequent the Texas-Louisiana Continental Shelf

« ~h
dddd f d ~ ~il . d

Gulf of Mexico commercial hook-and-line fishery and the Texas head boat sport
fishery owe their existence to the presence of numerous offshore hard-banks
and topographical features, around which a number of important commercial and
sport fishes continually congregate. From 1970 to the present, we have had
opportunity and funding to study, for reasons not directly related to fisher-
ies, the biology and geology of some of the more important of' these banks
 Fight 1!. Much of the information we have gathered seems pertinent to the
understanding of natural habitats of lutjanids and serranids in the western
Gulf of Mexico.

Bright and Pequegnat  'l974! described the biota of the West Flower Gar-
den Bank, which, with the East Flower Garden Bank, represents the most com-
plete and complexly developed reef and hard-bank assemblage on the Texas-
Louisiana Outer Continental Shelf. The reader is referred to that publica-
tion for a bibliography of papers dealing with western Gulf banks.

OBJECTIVES

In an attempt to add to the understanding of preferred natural offshore
habitats of commercial and sport fishes in the western Gulf of Mexico, we will
summarize here, in diagrams and text, the results of several years of sampling
and observation on reefs and hard-banks, and make public detailed bathymetric
charts which we hope will be useful to scientists and fishermen.

METHODS

Our studies have been ecologically-oriented, biological and geological
surveys. Sampling techniques have, therefore, employed corers; grabs; dred-
ges; hook-and-line fishing; spearfishing, rotenone poisoning, gathering, ob-
servation, and photography by SCUBA divers; underwater television; and, most
effectively, observation and sampling by research submersibles.

In 1972 we used the General Oceanographics submarine NEKTON GAMMA to in-
vestigate that part of the West Flower Garden lying below 45 meters depth.
In 1974 and 1975 we examined 11 additional banks with the Texas ASM Oceano-
graphy Department submarine DIAPHUS. Most of the biological and geological
observations described here are results of dives made in the DIAPHUS. The
NEKTON GAMMA and DIAPHUS are both equipped with manipulator arms, external
sample containers, portable television recorders and cameras, all of which
were used.

Three of the bathymetric charts presented here were taken from previous
publications. The others were generated during a U.S. Bureau of Land Manage-
ment-funded "baseline" study of south Texas Outer Continental Shelf fishing
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banks, using Decca Hi-Fix and Lorac positioning, Decca and Hydrosurverys side-
scan sonar, and Decca and Raytheon precision depth recorders.

BENTHIC BIOTA AND FISHES

Reef and hard-bank biota in the western Gulf are easily distinguishable
into at least four assemblages, all of which are faunally linked and composed
of organisms known to occur at the diversely populated East and West Flower
Garden Banks.

Bright and Pequegnat �974! listed over 250 species of benthic inverte-
brates and more than 100 fishes from the West Flower Garden. The distinctive
biotic zonation of the West Flower Garden  Fig. 2! is basically the same as
that of the East Flower Garden  Fig. 3!, though differences are apparent.
Above 45-49 meters both banks are covered with thriving submerged coral reefs
which, except for their total lack of shallow-water alcyonarians, are good
examples of the ~01 loria-Montastrea-Porites community so common on reefs in
the Caribbean Sea and southern Gulf of Mexico.

The East Flower Garden harbors, in addition, sizeable knolls occupied
almost entirely by populations of the small branching coral Madracis mira-
bi lis  Madracis Zone!. Finger-sized remains of dead Madracis are extremely
important components of the sediment on and adjacent to the reef. In some
cases, the coarse carbonate sand which typically occurs between coral heads
in the ~01 loria-Montastrea-Porites cone is entirely supplanted by Madracis
rubble.

Other knolls at the East Flower Garden are covered completely by lush
h«l «.i i ~C

den of the Leafy Algae Zone, the Madracis Zone, and knolls of intermediate bi-
otic composition which bear various types of sponges, Madracis clumps, patches
of leafy algae, and extensive encrustations of coralline algae is indicative
of a greater degree of lateral biotic variability on the approximately 70-acre
crest of this bank than is found at the West Flower Garden, where the Di lor-
ia-Montastrea-Porites Zone predominates everywhere above 45-49 meters approx-
imately 100 ac~res

Table 1 indicates that the coral reefs at the East and West Flower Gar-
dens �2-49 meters! house more species of epifauna, stony corals, and fishes
than do zones deeper on these banks or on other banks. It is interesting,
however, that we have rarely encountered snappers on the Flower Garden reefs,
though the red snapper, Lutjanus campechanus, is abundant on the lower rea-
ches of the banks around rocks and drowned reefs. Mycteroperca spp. are pre-
sent more uniformly at all depths, but appear more conspicuous around topo-
graphical irregularities on the banks below the reefs due to the general re-
duction in fish abundance and numbers of species there. On the other hand,
the smaller Epinephelus spp., though common on the coral reef, are not often
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East Flower Garden
and

West Flower Garden
76-92 92-107 53-78 61-8222-49 49-76Depths in meters 35-55 28-56

CALCAREOUS GREEN ALGAE

LEAFY ALGAE

FORAMINIFERS  encrusting!
~G ~ ina Glans

ANTIPATHARIANS

ANEMONES
~Cond lactis sp.

HYDROZOAN CORALS
~MIIIe ora alcicornis

aricites

spp.
Montastrea annulari s
Montastrea cavernosa
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Table l. Organisms encountered by us at various fishing banks, with indications
of relative abundances.
**** very abundant, *"" abundant, ** moderate population, * known to
be present, p - presumed present.

CORALLINE ALGAE
encrusting
nodules
Lithothamnium spp.
Lithto NLIIum spp.

SPONGES
~Ac]as sp.
~CaII s on ia spp.
Ircinia ~cern ana
Neofihularia ~nalitan ere
ueronriia spp.

PLUME-LIKE HYDROIDS

ALCYONARIAN WHIPS
Ellisella sp.

ALCYONARIAN FANS
~Hno or ia sp.
Scleracis sp.
Thesea sp. M8"
Thesea sp. "Am

ANTHOZOAN STONY CORALS

Madracis decactis
Madracis mirabilis
M d 1

Saucer-shaped agariciid
Helioceris cucullata
Giderastrea sidera

~01 lor is ~stri osa
~GI loria spp.
C 1 h 11 natans

~scot mia sp.
Muses anriulosa
ahermatypic solitary sp. MAM
ahermatypic solitary sp. M8"
ahermatypic solitary

X rCC0ID

'a-
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GASTROPODS
~aua coll app.
~Craea spp.

***

CRI NOI DS

PATTERNED BURROWS *tk* ****
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PELECYPODS
rock borers

Jouannetia ~ui11in i
~Litho ha a hisculcata

Lima sp.
~Sand I ~ s amer icanus

BRACHIOPODS
~Ar rotheca Oarrettiana

POLYCHAETE WORMS
Hermodice sp.
~iro ranchus Sttianteus

CRABS
~Cat iIius cora11inus
~Stenor nchus seticornIs

LOBSTERS
Panulirus sp.
~SC I i art des sp.

MANTIS SHRIMPS
~Gonodact Ius spp.

STARFISH
NarcIssia trirronari ~

BASKET STARS
Gorgonocephalidae

SEA URCHINS
~C1 easter ~ p.
Diadema antillarum

SEA CUCUMBERS
~IsD5tlcho Us sP.

FISHES
~San I ostoma cirratum

Nurse shark
Manta birostris

Manta ray
~Gnothorax ~morta a

Spotted moray
G~mnothorax spp.

moray eels
Aulostomus maculatus

Trumpetfish
Holocentrus ascensionis

Longjaw squirrelfish
Holocentrus spp.  large species!
~Ho ocentridae  small species!
M ri ristis 'acobus

B ack ar so dierfish
S h raena barracuda

rest arracuaia

Depths in meters 35-55 28-56

East Flower Garden
and

West Flower Garden
22-49 49-76 76-92 92-107

**** **** **** **dc*
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~E ine helus adscensionis
Rock hind

~Cine helus cruentatus
Graysby

~Efne helus spp.
hinds

~ger stole is inermis
Marbled grouper

~Hetero arcs spp.
groupers

Paranthias furcifer
Creolefish

Serranus annularis
Orangeback bass

~tio ro orna sp.
basslet

Priacanthidae
bigeyes

P iacanthus ~arena
Bigeye

~Ao on spp.
cardinal fishes

Malacanthus totemic i
Sand tilefish

Sand tilefish burrows

Redspotted hawkfish
~nach centron canadum

Cobia
Caranx spp,

packs
Caranx ruber

Barjack
Seriola dumerili

Greater amberjack
Selene vomer

Lookdown
Scomberomorus spp.

mackerels
~Let anus ~cam 'echanus

Red snapper
~Lut anus spp.

snappers  not Red!
~nhomho lites auroruaens

Vermilion snapper
Haemulon elanuru

Calamus spp.
porgys

Ettnet.us spp.
drums

~E uetus acuminatus
High hat

~E uetus lanceolatus
Jackknife-fish

Yellow goatfish
~pseudo ensue macul atua

Spotted goatfish
Chaetodon aculeatus

Longsnout butterflyfish
Chaetodon ocellat ~ s

Chaetodon sedentarius
Reef butterflyfish

Pomacanthus spp,
angelfishes

Pomacanthus ~aru
~reach angelfish
Pomacanthus arcuatus

Gray angelfish

Depths in meters 35-55 28-56

East Flower Garden
and

West Flower Garden
76-92 92-107 53-78 61-82
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Holacanthus ciliaris
queen angelfish

Holacanthus bermudensis
Blue angelfish

Holacanthus tricolor
Rock beauty

~Centre e arcri
Cherubfish

damselfishes
Eu omacentrus gartitus

Chromia ~c aneus
Blue chrom1s

Chromis multi lineatus
Brown chrom1s

Chromia ~enchr sures
Yellowtail reeffish

Bodianus rufus
Spanish hogfish

Bodianus gulchellus
Spotfin hogfish

Halichoeres arnoti
a wrasse

Thalassoma bifasc1atum
Bluehead

~Cte ticus Barret
Creole wrasse

Scarus spp.
parrotfishes

~sarisoma viride
Stopl1ght parrotfish

Gobiosoma sp.
sharknose goby

Acanthurus spp.
surgeonfishes

Acanthurus coeruleus
Blue tang

Balistes ~ca t iscus
Gray trsggerfish

Balistes vetula
queen triggerf1sh

Canthidermis sufflamen
ilcean triggerfish

Nelichth s ~n1 er
B ack durgon

~tacto hr s ~t'ai ueter
Smooth trunkfish

Canthi aster rostrata
arpnose puffer

~Ococe holus ~ves stilie
Lengnose batfish

Deep-reef fish "A"
Fish "B"
Burrowing f1sh "C"

Depths in meters 35-55 28-56

st F'lower Garden
and

st Flower Garden
49-76' 76-92 92-107



In comparison to the biotic populations of the Flower Gardens above 49
meters, those of the banks occupying similar depth ranges elsewhere on the
Shelf  Stetson, 3 Hickey Rock, Claypile! are less diverse and numerically
smaller. Stetson Bank  Fig. 4! supports an epifaunal community dominated by
the hydrozoan stony coral Mille ora alcicornis, sponges, and the rock-boring
pelecypod Jouannetia ~uillin 1 Bright, pequegnat, DuBois, and Gettleson.
1974!. The substratum at Stetson is siltstone and claystone in various sta-
ges of induration. Most of the outcrops are soft siltstone and easily per-
forated by the abundant rock borers. A majority of the surface area of the
rock is bare, and, where epifauna occurs, it is generally restricted to the
upper halves of the outcrops, where up to 100K cover has been observed. We
have never visited 3 Hickey Rock, but we have viewed photographs which indi-
cate obvious biotic similarities to Stetson  ~Mille ora and sponges appear
to predominate!. In general, we feel that Stetson, and probably 3 Hickey
Rock, are manifestations of a hard-bank assemblage, composed primarily of
a limited number of the species which occur on the coral reefs at the East
and West Flower Gardens, with notable deficiencies in the populations of an-
thozoan corals and fishes. Where the important commercial and sport fishes
are concerned, however, Stetson seemingly compares well  Table 2!.

Possibly because the crest of Claypile Hank is somewhat deeper  approxi-
mately 35 meters!, the ~Mille ora-Sponge assemblage occupying Stetson has not
developed there. Although the substratum is comparable to that at Stetson,
the fact that the outcrops are much lower in relief may be significant. The
benthic community which has developed at Claypile is a rather limited one,
composed primarily of several species of leafy algae and a sparse population
of sponges. The presence of numerous rock borers reflects the similarity of
the outcropping rocks to those of Stetson. In places on Claypile, sizeable
meadows of leafy algae resembling ~Sar assum were recorded on videotape, but
none was co'Ilected and the identification is speculative. The greatest con-
centrations of fishes were seen in and over these meadows. Our information
on Claypile is scanty, but it is obviously occupied by a benthic assemblage
which must be categorized separately from those of the other banks studied.
Corals are insignificant in number; Siderastrea sidera occurs rarely in small
knobs several inches in diameter. The fishes seen there a'll occur on the
Flower Garden Banks, but the most conspicuous species  one which we have not
yet identified and therefore call burrowing fish "C"! has been seen by us at
the Flower Gardens only below the coral reefs.

The 28 Fathom Bank, unlike Stetson, 3 Hickey, and Claypile, is compar-
able to those parts of the East and West Flower Garden Banks designated
Algal-Sponge Zone in Figures 2 and 3. A comparison of Table 3 with the two
columns in Table 1 covering the 49- to 92-meter depth range at the Flower
Gardens shows that the diverse populations on all three banks are extremely
similar wi thin that depth range. The 28 Fathom Bank, however, lacks the ex-
tensive coral reef and other communities which cap the Flower Garden Banks.
The bottoms in the Algal-Sponge Zones of all three banks are covered primari-
ly with nodules  up to fist size and larger! composed of encrustations of
coralline algae, mostly Lithothamnium with some Litho h llum, and lesser
amounts of the encrusting foraminifer Gypsina plana Abbott, 1975; Hogg,
1975!. The coralline algae are important anan a&unnfant on the coral reef,
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Table 2, Summary of results of hook-and-line fishing from our research vessels,
1972-1975. *** most frequently caught,** often caught, * sometimes
caught.

EFG + 4IFG Stetson

Carcharhinid sharks

~gmnothorax spp. morays

Viper moray

Holocentrus spp. squi rrelfishes

barracuda Great barracuda

Red hind

adscensionis Rock hind

cruentatus Graysby

spp. groupers

inermis Marbled grouper

Paranthias furcifer Creole fish

Sand ti Iefish

canadum Cobia

Seriola dumeri li Greater amberjack

* juveniles

~tut anus Red snapper

~tut'anus spp. snappers

aurorubens Vermilion snapper

Haemulon melanurum Cottonwick

Gray triggerfishBalistes

~hielichth s ~ni er glack durgon
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Priacanthidae bigeyes

Malacanthus 1

Caranx spp. jacks

Selene vomer Lookdown

C h h' s Dolphin

Scomberomorus spp. mackerels

Calamus spp. porgies

Pomacanthus spp. angelfishes

Acanthurus spp. surgeonfishes

Balistes vetula queen triggerfish

Canthidermis sufflamen Ocean triggerfish

South Texas
Fishin Banks



Table 3. Conspicuous benthic organisms and groundfishes seen at 28 Fathom
Bank. Depths given indicate our observations only and do not preclude
presence of the species at other depths.

Depths of observation
 meters!

Comments

Al gae
Coralline algae Probably l.i thothamnium and52-91

Probably extend somewhat
deeper.

52-67Soft algae

Sponges
Neofibularia 52-61

61A~el as

Anemones
Co~nd lactis 61

Antipatharians 52-85

Echinoderms
Sea cucumber Probably55

Comatulid crinoids 67-88

Fishes
Holocentrus spp. 67

52-67spp.

Dense schools.67Paranthias furcifer

52-67spp

52-61

55-67

~tut'anus can ecaanus

52~Euetus spp.

67

Either H. bermudensis or
H. ciliaris.

67

52-67

~Centra e ~ar i 61

Chromis enchr surus Very abundant.

Bodianus Bulche11us

67

52-67

67 Sargassum triggerfi sh.
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Nalacanthus plumieri

Seriola dumeri li

Chaetodon sedentarius

Holacanthus sp.

Pomacanthus passu

Balistes ~ca riscus

Balistes vetula

52-88

67- RB

Forming nodules.
Encrusting outcrops and
rubble.



as well as in the Algal-Sponge Zone, and they extend significantly onto the
drowned reefs to depths exceeding 90 meters. In the lower reaches of the
Algal-Sponge Zone, the nodules give way to coralline algal crusts adhering to
the hard carbonate substratum. The cora']line algae decrease in percentage of
cover but are still quite abundant in depths of 80 meters or more. Among and
attached to the nodules, is a sizeable population of Ieafy algae, generally
the same organisms which occur in the Leafy Algae Zone at the East Flower Gar-
den. Sponges are very conspicuous, particularly the encrusting Neofibularia

Verongia sp. Other particularly conspicuous invertebrates of this zone are
s~aa S saucer-shaped growths of agariciid stony corals and a large anemone,
Condylactis sp. The expected fishes are seemingly as abundant at 28 Fathom

similar depths at the Flower Gardens, and the commercial species
are well represented.

Natura'I gas seeps issue abundantly from 28 Fathom Bank and the East
Flower Garden below the coral reef. These seeps are intermittent and charac-
teristically emit repeated short bursts of several to hundreds of bubbles,
each usually less than one inch in diameter. There is no evidence that such
seeps have had any effect on the benthic populations. We have observed very
small amounts of white mucus-like material at the points where gas escapes
from the rock. No such "deposits" have been detected where gas escapes
through sand, although the bottom of a large surge channel at 70-80 meters
at the East Flower Garden was totally covered with a similar-appearing sub-
stance. Speculation that fishes are attracted to gas seeps has not been con-
firmed by our observations. The fish are nearly always inclined to position
themselves over or beside rocks, outcrops, or bottom irregularities. Where
gas seeps occur, they happen also to be associated with these features. How-
ever, fishes that congregate nearby seem to be oblivious of the gas, showing
no behavior which would indicate an affinity for it. In addition to the East
flower Garden and 28 Fathom Banks, gas seeps have been seen by us at Fishnet,
Claypile, and Baker.

The deepest hard-bank assemblage examined by us  Antipatharian Zone,
Fig. 5! occupies all of the south Texas fishing banks visited  Baker, South
Baker, North Hospital, Hospital, Southern, Dream, and Big Adam Rock!. We
presume the hard-bank assemblage also occurs at Aransas Bank, but we have no
observations there. Fishnet Bank bears the Antipatharian Zone biota, as do
the drowned reefs and portions of the Flower Garden Banks adjacent to them.

The Antipatharian Zone represents a transition downward from the shal-
low-water benthic biota to a truly deep-water assemblage  Table 1!. In-
terestingly, whereas the assemblage is developed at the crests of the south
Texas banks �3 meters or so!, truly comparable deep-water populations at
the Flower Gardens usually start at depths greater than 70 meters. The gen-
erally clearer water at the Flower Gardens may be a factor here, particular-
ly in influencing the lower limit of lush coralline algal and soft algal
growth. Missing from the zone-proper are stony corals, except sparse popu-
lations of the saucer -shaped agariciid, a small species of Madracis, and

h i i i . ~iu 11I i p «i d d
ties, and leafy algae are sparse. Present are abundant populations of
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comatulid crinoids, deep-water alcyonarian fans, deep-reef fish "A" and fish
"B," all of which are either absent trom or rare above 76 meters. The most
conspicuous organisms in this zone are the bedspring-shaped white antipath-
arian "sea whips." Whereas their depth range extends a'lmost to the coral
reef, they are rarely seen shallower than 55 meters at the Flower Gardens
 Figs. 2 and 3!. On the south Texas fishing banks and Fishnet Bank they are
abundant from the crests down, thinning out with depth. The south Texas
banks apparently differ from the others in their possession of conspicuous
populations of the 1arge, vase-'like, white sponge Ircinia ~cern ana.

The deep-reef fi sh "A" is a particularly rel ~ able indicator of the
Antipatharian Zone assemblage. I't has not been seen shallower than 80 meters
at the Flower Gardens, but it occurs from the crests downward at Fishnet and
the south Texas banks' The yellowtai 1 reeffish, Chromis enchr surus, is un-
doubtedly the most abundant species of its size  ~5- 0 centimeters on the
Texas-Louisiana banks below 50 meters and within the Antipatharian Zone par-
ticularly. It frequents all of the banks in schools of up to several hun-
dred, though it occurs in smaller groups and singly. At least in the spring,

~h«r« i i 1 i i i h
toward other fishes, changing temporarily from its typically dark-above/
light-below coloration to a dusky gray. Although we have no evidence to in-
dicate it, the yellowtail reeffish would seem to be an ideal forage fish for
snappers and groupers.

The south Texas banks are particularly subject to near'ly total inunda-
tion by the thick nepheloid layers  turbid water layers! which overlie the
predominantly soft bottom of the Texas-Louisiana Outer Continental Shelf
 Fig. 5!. Off south Texas the difference between relief of the hard-banks
and thickness of the nepheloid layers is so small, it is probable. that most
of the time only the top 10 or so meters of the banks are in relatively
clear water. We strongly suspect that during storms or prolonged heavy wea-
ther, the south Texas banks are entirely covered by turbid water. Even the
rocks at the tops of these carbonate banks are covered with a thin veneer of
fine sediment wherever the sparse epifauna and coralline algae do not occur.
It is our impression that the epifauna and coralline algal encrustations are
best developed at the crests of these banks and tend to decrease in abundance
downward into the nepheloid layer. The nepheloid layer we observed at Stet-
son Bank was well down toward its base  Fig. 4!, those at the Flower Gardens
were well off the hard-banks altogether  Fig. 3!, and that at Fishnet started
at 80 meters  Fishnet crests at about 61 meters!. The Flower Gardens are,
therefore, because of their position at the edge of the Continental Shelf,
bathed perpetually by clear oceanic water. Stetson is probably subject to
occasional heavy doses of turbid neritic water, while the south Texas banks
must frequently be covered by the nepheloid layer. We speculate, therefore,
that the assemblages of the south Texas banks are rather adapted to turbid
water conditions, whereas those of Stetson and the Flower Gardens are possib-
ly less tolerant.

Even so, there seem to be indications that biota of the Antipatharian
Zone thrive better in clear water. Certainly the biota are more numerous on
the drowned reefs at the Flower Gardens than on the south Texas banks and
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appear to be better developed at the tops of the south Texas banks than on
their flanks. Big Adam Rock, which has relatively little relief above the
surrounding soft bottom, was entirely covered by the nepheloid layer when we
examined it. We found that it has a much sparser benthic population than
that of its neighbors a few miles north. Fishnet Bank, with a nepheloid Iay-
er somewhat tarther down on its sides, appeared to us to harbor a more diverse
and abundant Antipatharian Zone population than any of the south Texas banks.
However, speculations concerning the significance of the nepheloid layer as a
controlling environmental factor are unconfirmed.

~bbb«b «b
k «h ~ k

I
I I

south Texas banks. Fishnet Bank, on the other hand, harbored at least a mod-
dkd I 92 " " " I

I I . I h I hk
less abundant on the south Texas banks, the reasons are not apparent and
there is a possibility that there should be some concern over the status of
the serranid populations off south Texas.

On the banks from Stetson north, we have observed large schools of good-
sized creole-fish, Paranthias furcifer. This species is sometimes caught on
hook-and-line, and perhaps it, as we11 as the cottonwick  Haemulon melanurum!,
which is abundant and easily caught on all the banks, deserves consideration
for potential commercial fisheries.

GEOLOGY OF THE BANKS

The banks of the Texas Outer Continental Shelf may be divided into two
main groups. Those banks north of lat. 27 46'N. are associated with salt
domes in the subsurface, and their distribution is generally the same as
that of shallow salt domes. The banks south of lat. 27o 46'N. are not as-
sociated with any shallow, subsurface structures, and their distribution is
probably controlled by a Late Pleistocene shoreline approximately 60 meters
below the present sea level.

The relief on the banks is quite variable, with those banks in the
northern area generally having greater relief. The 28 Fathom Bank has the
greatest amount of re'Iief, with a maximum of 118 meters in a distance of
2,200 feet. The least amount of relief is on 32 Fathom Bank, with a total
of 6 meters in a distance of 10,500 feet.

Banks such as those described here occur on the Outer Continental Shelf
eastward to the head of the Mississippi Canyon. The crests of these banks
increase in depth toward the east; the deepest one is in the Mississippi
Canyon at a depth of 98 fathoms. This increase in depth of crests is due to
downwarping of the Shelf, caused by the weight of the Mississippi Delta.
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Al 1 of the banks are covered by a heavy growth of coral and coralline
al gae, except for Stetson and Claypi le Banks. These two banks are the only
ones known to have outcrops of Tertiary bedrock exposed at the surface of
the bank. Some of the banks, such as the West and East Flower Gardens, are
living coral reefs. Most of the banks are covered by dead reefs  drowned
reefs! that were living from 6,000 to 18,000 years ago at times when sea
level was considerably lower than it is at present.
NORTHERN BANKS

Direct geological observations using submersibles have been made at
West F1ower Garden, East Flower Garden, 28 Fathom, Stetson, and Claypile
Banks. Typical of the larger banks on the northern Shelf is the occurrence
of gently sloping terraces, covered with sediment and bounded by steep
rocky cliffs. These terraces and associated cliffs are especially obvious
on the West Flower Garden and 28 Fathom Banks. The rocky cliffs represent
drowned reefs that are now dead but were flourishing during a lower stand of
sea level. Scattered over the terraces are isolated patch reefs that devel-
oped as sea level rose. These features are well illustrated on the chart of
the West Flower Garden Bank. The rocky cliffs, patch reefs, and irregular
parts of the hard substrate of the Algal-Sponge Zone are places where large
schools of snappers, groupers, creole-fish, barracuda, and jacks congregate.
There are three drowned reef levels at the West Flower Garden Bank, occur-
ring at -56, -91, and -128 meters. At the East Flower Garden Bank there is
one 1arge drowned reef at a depth ot about -63 to -85 meters. At 28 Fathom
Bank drowned reefs occur at -52, -56, -80, and -90 meters on the north side,
and a single reef occurs from -100 to -170 meters on the south side.

The sediments that surround the actively growing reefs are coarse sands
and gravels, grading into finer sediments with increasing depth of water.
The distribution of sediment types on the West Flower Garden is typical of
the actively growing reefs. At the crest of the reef, between the large
coral heads, a coarse coral-molluscan sand covers the bottom. This sand is
moved by severe storms into chutes that carry it to the base of the reef,
where it is spread by currents into a narrow band immediately adjacent to the
base of the reef at depths of from -45 meters to -49 meters. Close to the
base of the reef are large blocks of reefrock that have been tarn loose by
storms and have tumbled down the steep slopes. Beginning at a depth of about
-49 meters and extending to a depth of about -73 meters, the bottom is cover-
ed by a coarse gravel composed of nodules of coralline algae. This sediment
is the substrate of the A'egal-Sponge Zone illustrated in Figure 2. From -85
meters to a depth of -106 meters, the sediment consists of a foraminifera-
coral-coralline algae sand. Below -106 meters the sand gives way to the
sandy, silty clays that are the normal deposits of the Outer Continental
Shelf.

The 32 Fathom Hank has a very low relief, but the record on the pre-
cision depth recorder indicates a hard bottom. Neither direct observations
nor sampling have been conducted at 32 Fathom Bank. However, our experience
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with other banks at comparable depths indicates that the bottom should be
covered with the hard, coralline algae nodules, typical of the Algae-Sponge
Zone.

SOUTHERN BANKS

Direct geological observations have been made on Baker Bank, South
Baker Bank, North Hospital Bank, Hospital Rock, Southern Bank, Dream Bank,
and Big Adam Rock. The greatest relief on the southern group of banks is
found on Southern, with a maximum relief of 22 meters. The average relief
on the other banks is about 10-12 meters. As mentioned earlier, these banks
differ from the northern banks in that they are not associated with salt
domes. The banks are all drowned reefs that were thriving coral-algae reefs
during lower stands of sea level.

Southern Bank is typical of this group, and the diagram in Figure 5 il-
lustrates the nature of the bottom topography. Three levels of reef develop-
ment are shown at -72, -68, and -63 meters. These levels are identical to
the massive rocky, drowned reefs of the northern banks, but have very little
relief. The substrate between these reef levels is a pavement of dead cor-
allinee algae, covered by a thin film of fine clay- and silt-size sediment
deposited from the nepheloid layer which more or less continuously covers
these banks.

As these reefs are no longer actively growing, the coarse, gravelly
and sandy sediments that are found surrounding actively growing reefs to the
north, are not present at the surface. Sediment cores taken adjacent to the
drowned reefs show the sandy and gravelly sediment to be covered by about a
foot of sandy and silty clay.

SUMMARY

Biotic assemblages on reefs and hard-banks of the Texas-Louisiana Outer
Continental Shelf can be distinctly grouped, according to their natures,
into four general categories: �! the sparse Claypi le Bank biota �5-55
meters! of predominantly low-growing filamentous and leafy algae and sponges,
wi th occasional "meadows" of high-standing leafy algae occupied by numerous
fish;�! the more diverse Stetson and 3 Hickey Rock biota �8-56 meters!
dominated by the hydrozoan fire coral  ~Mille ora alcicornis ! and sponges:
�! the highly diverse and abundant Flower Gardens/28 Fathom Bank biota, with
coral reefs �2-49 meters!, algal nodule and sand-covered platforms �5-76
meters!, and drowned reefs �6-100+ meters!, bearing an assemblage of organ-
isms directly comparable to the deep-water biota of category 4; and�! the
deep-water biota of the south Texas fishing banks �3-78 meters! and Fishnet
Hank �1-82 meters!, characterized by the presence of antipatharian whips,
deep-water alcyonarian fans, comatulid crinoids, certain species of deep-
dwelling fishes, and sparse populations of encrusting coralline algae.

Commercial snappers and groupers frequent all of the banks, though there
is a possiblity that serranid populations may be smaller on the south Texas
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banks than on the others. The most abundant and conspicuous fish on the
banks, excluding the coral reefs at the Flower Gardens, is the small yellow-
tai 1 reeffish, Chromis enchr sur s.
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PANEL 1

DISCUSSION

A. JONES:

The papers we have heard on the snapper-grouper resources have described
both a complex resource base and complex fisheries. Some authors have des-
cribed the historical trends of the fisheries, and others have expressed
optimism concerning increased yields that may be available. There are, of
course, problems of matching the available resources to the increasing
fisheries. What are your questions?

BULLIS:

I think one point in Dr. Klima's presentation that needs clarification
is the implication that by reducing the harvest of small red grouper, you
would get a significantly increased yield. This is done by changing fishing
tactics and changing the nature of the fisheries. You are going to have to
give up the small fish to get this increased poundage.

KL IMA:

Yes. If you increase effort at this age of entry � years!, you are not
going to really increase your production. You can increase effort signifi-
cantly without making any real changes in production. If you change the age
at entry by fishing different areas, different types of gear, perhaps then
you can significantly increase production.

A. JONES:

I interpreted your yield isopleth a little differently. It looked to me
that increasing fishing mortality, even at age 3, could increase the yield by
a factor of four or five.

KL IMA:

It's a very gradual increase. For example, if you increase fishing mor-
tality 100/, you would increase your yield perhaps 20/; but if you increased
age of entry to 5 years and then increased fishing mortality 100/, you would
increase your yield 1001..

BORTONE:

I'm afraid that that isopleth you' ve shown isn't quite accurate in some
instances because you have to incorporate the biology of the organism, which,
in this case, obviously shows sex reversal. I think you may have to wind up
showing perhaps two completely different types of yield where the males come
into the population amongst the females. When you take that into considera-
tion, you maybe can sustainably show a much lower yield. Again, perhaps more
data is needed.
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KL IMA:

Right.

A. JONES:

Let me ask Gene Nakamura one question about one of his figures. This was
the landings of groupers in 1960, which were 74.8 million pounds, and this
dropped to what -- 15 and 16 million pounds in the two subsequent 5-year in-
tervals? Do you think those figures are in the right ball park, or is there
information for that?

NAKAMURA:

These data here, these points here, were obtained from fewer than 2,000
interviews; and then, the people who were interviewed were asked to recall
information for the past year. And golly! Try to set conf~dence levels to
that! I wouldn't even try. But, these are the only data that are available
now. I can't even cite any other data.

A. JONES:

Thank you. I think this points out very well that we are dealing with an
information problem here. For the commercial parts of the fishery, and
especially for the recreational parts of the fishery, we are lacking very basic
information -- the most basic information that you would need to make judgments
on the condition of the stocks.

DE SYLVA:

I just have a comment, and I would like to know if perhaps somebody else
is doing the same thing. We have a proposal we are preparing with Sea Grant
which may help obviate problems of identification. We want to prepare an
illustrated field guide and key to the snappers and groupers. Does anybody
else know of anyone doing this?

KLIMA:

Yes, FAO is doing an illustrated key of all the fishes of the western
central Atlantic. Walter Fischer in Rome is doing this, and I'm sure you must
be aware of that. Of course, one of the groups would be the snappers and
groupers.

DE SYLVA:

I don't know if they are going to cover all 52 species.

KL IMA:

They will cover a large majority because these are of commercial and
recreational importance. Some of these fishes, like the rat-tails, naturally
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will not be covered in great detail, but I can find out more information if
anyone wants to know.

A. JONES:

I think the long life of most of these species is quite interesting from
a fishery management point of view. It's somewhat different from the situ-
ation that we have for many of our Gulf and Caribbean fishery resources; and
the implication of the slow growth rate and the probably slow natural mor-
tality rate, which would be correlated with the long life, would pose some-
what different management problems than we have with some of the faster
growing stocks of animals.

BULLIS:

I'd like to ask Charlie Futch to clarify one point here. / Futch pre-
sented the verbal summary of the paper by Beaumariage and Bullock./ It seems
to me that you were enforcing Ed Klima's inference that red grouper can
potentially provide a much higher yield if we can find some selective way of
reducing mortality at the younger age groups. This is something that seems to
be coming out of these papers and discussions, and I'd like to know whether
that's a correct inference from your statement.

FUTCH:

I think perhaps it is. We know so little about them. It's easy to say
something about it because we don't know anything about them.

BULLIS:

Yes, but I wondered whether you were trying to make this point -- that
perhaps the capture of unusually large numbers of small red grouper may have
some serious impact on the viability of the red grouper stocks.

FUTCH:

I think it might, inasmuch as they do mature in 5 years or so; and some
of these fishes that I' ve seen brought in to, for example, Tarpon Springs,
Florida are much smaller than 5-year-old fish.

BULL IS:

I see this as a horrible management problem because red grouper is taken
as part of a mixed grouper catch. How do we manage just the red grouper? I
think this opens up a whole raft of fantastically difficult questions. I'm
just trying to see whether the discussions are arriving at maybe a consensus
on a point that has to be looked at. I'm not trying to put words into your
mouth.

FUTCH:

I think it bears further discussion.
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HUNTSMAN:

A question to Jim Cato -- I'm just curious about the source of your data
on the annual catch-per-year by head boats in west Florida.

CATO:

From a questionnaire taken personally by myself from the owners of the
boats and captains.

HUNTSMAN:

In other words, it was recall information of theirs. I'm just curious
about sampling procedure.

CATO:

Also, we talked to the owners of the boats, the captains of the boats,
and some fishermen to find out estimates of catch. Fishermen go out each day
and know about how many pounds of fish they' re catching. From records, we know
how many fishermen went out, and we could get catch-per-fisherman that way.
HUNTSMAN:

I found it extremely interesting. It sounds like an extraordinarily
productive fishery, in the sense that vessels on the west coast of Florida
are catching twice that of vessels on the southeast Atlantic coast, where I
estimate they' re harvesting about 66,000 pounds per vessel per year, running
probably at the same percentage capacity of anglers, compared to 134,000
pounds per vessel. I find this interesting because a lot of our head boat
captains have participated in either commercial fisheries or head boat
fisheries on the west coast of Florida. They prefer fishing on the southeast
Atlantic coast because it hasn't been exploited as intensively and:it's a
better fishery. It's interesting that some statistics, at least, seem to
refute this by an order of two, and that's why I'm curious. You begin to
wonder if you shouldn't begin looking more carefully at the recall informa-
tion -- these fellows tend to be very generous.

We often deal with the problems of sport and commercial conflict, but
I saw, as a synthesis of something from Charlie Futch's comments and Ed
Klima's comments, a situation in this fishery where there appears to be no
conf'lict -- in fact, agreement, in the sense that restricting the intensity
of harvest of groupers and snappers is going to further both kinds of
fisheries, at least in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. The
driving force in the head boat fishery is the potential for anglers to
catch big fish. They can fill the boats with spots and croakers without
getting out of sight of land; but, if there's such a thing as a trophy
group fisherman, it's the fellow who rides our offshore head boats 30-40
miles offshore and forks over $30 a head, which is a fair sum these days. He
wants to catch big ones; and so, if you take the big ones away, you' ll take away
the attractiveness of this head boat fishery in our part of the world.
Simultaneously, it behooves the commercial fishery to enter in a harvest of
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bigger fishes because overall yield will be increased. So, it's very en-
couraging to see a point in which both interests can be furthered by a less
intensive harvesting system.

AD JONES:

Thank you for those comments. We have a number of people in the audience
who are experienced, first hand, with production of party boats in the Gulf area.
Do we have anybody who wants to comment on these figures of roughly 130,000
pounds for party boats?

SEBASTIAN:

I do not run a party boat, per se. I run a charter boat, and there is a
difference. We' re booked in advance, primarily by a telephone, and we work
6 to12, up to 15 people; and, we do not run what is called a head boat opera-
tion. So there's a considerable difference in the type of operation. And,
I am very suspicious of some of the production figures off some of these
head bpats. I don't believe they' ve got that kind of fish along the Florida
coast. If there are that kind of snapper here, why can I count 18 commercial
snapper boats based in Florida working right under my front door off the
Louisiana coast? I'm casting doubt; I'm suspicious of some of these pro-
dLction figures because if the fish were here, the commercial people would be
here on it, too. This is my point ~

One more thing while I'm on the floor, please. Dr. Klima, if all this
potential snapper is there and needs to be worked, would you comment on the
restrictions and the reasons why they are not being worked, whether it's fuel-
wise, distance-wise, or fear of Caesar's ghost, or whatever?

KLIMA:

I think there are several things. One of the prime reasons, of course,
is the problem of ciguatera in the Windward Islands and some of the other
areas. Another problem is the investment in some of these areas. It's very
difficult because when you invest, you' ve got to have a very short turn-
around. The restrictions will be put on you by the local government and will
phase you out very quickly. The FAO/Barbados project has come into con-
frontation with this type of thing and not solved it. Now at the Western
Central Atlantic Fisheries Commission meeting, which is going to be in
Trinidad next week, this is one of the topics that will have to be discussed
in detail. If the Caribbean area is going to be developed and snappers and
groupers are one of the larger resources, how effective can an international
organization or government or consortium be to develop the resources? There
are some very difficult questions. I don't think anyone has all of the
answers.

A. JONES:

Do we have any other comments on production by party boats from the
west coast of Florida?
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JOHNSTON:

The data I have is off the Texas coast, based at the Port Aransas area
followed by Steve Frishman, and I would like to throw these figures out. In
1974, based on two party boats, 117,500 pounds of red snapper were landed for
12,000 man-days fished. In 1975, 109,000 pounds of red snapper were landed,
based on one party boat and numerous charter and private boats for 8,550
man-days of fishing. This is principally on several banks, notablv Baker, South
Baker, Aransas, Hospital, and Southern, off Port Aransas. It conflicts with
the other data that's presented.

CATO

It comes pretty close in terms of the 134,000 pounds I was talking about.
But, that's for all fish, of which we estimated 37K was red snapper  which is
50,000 pounds of red snapper!, which is pretty close to your red snapper
figures, if I interpret what you said correctly.

JOHNSTON:

Right. The other fish, the other species -- 3/ of the catch or 4X of
the catch -- were very low.

JUHL:

Just to comment on Don Allen's paper. The statistics don't include
production from Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands because they' re not
recorded in the national statistics. The production between the two areas,
Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico, is a total of 6 million pounds by commercial
fishing; and of that, more than half is snapper and grouper. It's esti-
mated that the recreational fishery is about the same size. In the recrea-
tional fishery, the percentage of snapper-grouper is even higher -- maybe
about 75X snapper and grouper, so that means that maybe you can add another
7-8 million pounds to your total landings.

ST ~ AMANT:

Are there any data to indicate what portion of the catch from the
recreational segment is going into the market that may be inadvertently
classed as commercial catch in your figures?

HORN'

Ninety percent.

A. JONES:

OK. Mr. Ralph Horn offers a figure of 90K of the recreational catch,
so-called recreational catch, entering commercial channels, if I interpret
your remark correctly.
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HORN -'

Right.

ST. AMANT:

Are we counting these poundages twice as a landing, as a commercial
landing and also as a recreational statistic?

RI CHBOURG:

The only statistics that are collected in Florida, as far as fish pro-
duction, are by National Marine Fisheries Service, and they come from only
the wholesale dealers. Now, if there are figures on recreational production,
they come from estimated catches of boat captains; and there's no way that
those figures can be accurate. Whenever an individual sells us some party
fish, we put it down as "party fish," where it can be picked up that way by
the National Marine Fisheries Service. Or, if there is a boat that is a
recreational boat, we put it down "party boat," where it can be picked up
that way. But there's probably one out of a hundred that does that. Now,
as far as what Mr. Horn said about 90%, he might have meant that 90K of
the recreational fish is sold commercial. He didn't mean that 90K of the
fish showed up in the commercial part of the production.

HORN:

Right.

CATO:

Mr. Richbourg and Mr. Horn, too. In terms of what you' re calling the
recreational catch, were you talking about the catch by an individual who
goes fishing and sells his fish or that by the party boat owner who will
line up a crew and go conmercial fishing and sell his catch'? There are two
different measures.

RI CHBOURG:

!f he makes a trip as a commercial boat, then he is listed as a com-
mercial fisherman; but, if each individual sells his fish, these are "party
fish." At one time, many people met these boats and bought the fish directly
from the people. This has sort of played out over the years because fish
have gotten so scarce that you can hardly get the people to go on the boats
and catch them. They used to make money catching fish like this, but they
can't do it any more, so they don't have qu~te as many people fishing as
they used to on the head boats.

BULLIS-'

As a point of clarification, these are merely top-of-the-head figures.
Four years ago, we started noting that a great number of small, individual
boat owner/operators were bringing their catches in and making direct deals
with seafood restaurants and retail outlets. As of four years ago, we had a
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couple of our staff look at the State of Florida in an attempt to see how many
operations may be going on where you had individual operators going out and
catching fish, either as pure commercial fishermen or party boat operators
selling their catches to retail outlets, which would include restaurants and
retail stores. At that time we found, and this is where the figure is very
difficult to verify, about 300 such operations going on in Florida alone.
That means that there are 300 vessels that are landing unknown thousands of
pounds that never enter into the statistics, and I think this is a point that
both Mr. Richbourg and Mr. Horn are making.

HUNTSMAN:

I th~nk Don Allen made reference to a very critical point concerning the
need for catch statistics. We could use the present statistical system, at
least a little better, if we could insure that a location of catch was in-
cluded in the information, as opposed to the location of landing. I'm sure that
on the southeast Atlantic coast, north of Florida, the production is vastly
underestimated because the vessels prefer to land or ship to the west coast of
Florida, where, as it was pointed out, the prices are traditionally higher.
We have numerous vessels come up from Bradenton, Florida and that area.
They' ll come ashore; a truck will meet them; and fish are shipped immediately
south, without ever entering the landings records of the southeast Atlantic
coast. We have really a very sketchy idea of what commercial production is
from that segment of the commercial snapper fishery.

Finally, maybe a little synthesis to the whole collection of comments
here this morning. Since about 1910 or somewhere in that vicinity, the
United States has been engaged in a furor of activity concerning Pacific
halibut stocks--of international agreements and that sort of thing. Over
the last few years, grouper and snapper landings  recreational and commercial
combined! exceeded halibut landings  recreational and commercial combined!
by a factor of perhaps two. So, we have a very important fishery that re-
ceives almost no notice, and one that's also important but received far
greater attention than its true worth required.

A. JONES:

Yes, I think that's a very good point, Gene, if you look at the biological
studies on snappers and groupers which have been supported. Charlie Futch
summarized these, and I think it was very clear that these were quite limited
in number. And then on the other hand, you compare this with the very extensive
studies of Pacific halibut which have been funded at, I guess, between a half
a million and a million dollars a year since the early 1920's, you see the
greatly disproportionate level of effort involved in work on these two re-
sources.

BRIGHT:

Talking about statistics, I'm curious to know how, possibly, certain
statistics might stack up or compare with some direct observations we have
made on the Texas fishing banks using a research submarine. We' ve actually
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been able to count some of' these fish and get some impression or idea of
at least relative abundance. One of the feelings we have is that the large
p,~,ppp I I I I
smaller than the population for the same grouper species on the north Texas
coast. The other impression we have concerning the snapper, Lutjanus

h , is that population sizes are about the same for the two groups.
Now, I m wondering if this is in any way reflected in statistics, in your
fisheries statistics -- catch statistics, commercial and sports landings?

A. JONES:

I think this is a very interesting question. I don't know whether any
of our panel members have an immediate answer to this.

BRIGHT:

We may be wrong. I'm just looking for some kind of indication that we
may be right or wrong.

A. JONES:

This is certainly a useful supplementary source of information; and
where many of these commercial statistics are not recorded by areas, this may
be the only kind of information we have on relative densi ties between different
areas.

BRIGHT:

We' ve been able to get a pretty good gut impression of relative abundances
and also the distribution of these fish on the individual banks.

KL IMA:

I'd like to reiterate the point I tried to make before -- that the infor-
mation that was available to me concerning the Gulf of Mexico and northwestern
Gulf was not adequate to do any analysis on the status of the resources. I
think this is a very important point because the fisheries of this area are
very, very valuable; yet, there is not enough information concerning the
statistics or the research for this area to make a thorough and adequate
analysis of what the population trends are and what the potential yields are.
The State of Florida is doing quite a bit of work off the Florida west coast,
but that's not the total area.

BRIGHT:

This is all covered in one of these Contributed Papers on the fishing
banks. Another thing we saw was the apparent really low population of the

I I
wondering if maybe the high, relatively high, fishing pressure on the
southern banks, because of the proximity to Aransas, might have something
to do with this. The northern fishing banks off Texas are not very
accessible to head boats.
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A. JONES:

Dick Roe authored one of the Contributed Papers which might relate to
this. He looked at the distribution of the various species from the ex-
ploratory fishing data.

ROE:

In that paper, I listed what data we had over the 25 years that Harvey
Bullis was talking about, and I'd have to refer to it because I can't re-
call the figures. But, you might want to look in there. It will be in the
Colloquium publication. I listed by depth and by the cited information we
had. One of the problems that I' ve had in this, and I reiterate what Ed
Klima said, was that in spite of many, many years of exploration -- and
they were truly that, they really weren't stock assessment; and so, we still
don't have an awful lot of data.
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PANEL 2

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION BY COMMERCIAL
AND RECREATIONAL FISHERY REPRESENTATIVES

Moderator
Harvey R. Bullis, Jr.

Center Director
Southeast Fisheries Center

National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA
Miami, Florida

We have assembled a distinguised group for Panel 2. We suggested that
each panel member give a brief statement of his business and/or occupation,
area of interest regarding snapper-grouper resources, and point out the main
problems presently facing him as a participant in the user community. Each
panel member may discuss availability of the resource, abundance or lack of
abundance, fish size, distance to fishing grounds, competition between the
different units, how sport fishermen see commercial fishermen and vice versa,
and any other relevant matters. Even though we had a formal paper on
economics, inject any economic questions that are appropriate to problems of
the commercial fishery and other user groups. I would like to ask each
panelist to summarize, in approximately 5 - 10 minutes, the salient points
he thinks should be raised before the Commission and that need to be taken
into consideration regarding where we go with snapper-grouper research and
management.
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PANEL 2

STATEMENTS

Statement 1

Clyde Richbourg
American Seafood Co.

Pensacola, Florida

I wish to take this opportunity to welcome all of you to Pensacola.
It's my home town; and, of course, I have practically grown up in the snapper
fishing industry and been in the business for a little over 40 years. It' s
been really interesting today -- some of the papers that have been presented
here. I know some of these people worked real hard. I think they' ve done
an excellent job with the data that were available to them. During my years
in the fishing industry, the problems of the snapper industry have received
the least research and study. There are less statistics for this industry
than for any other. For the past 12 or 15 years, I' ve been trying to promote
a system whereby we could gather the needed statistics for all types of
fishing, but we don't have this system available to us. At the present time,
the only statistics that are being collected are those that the National
Marine Fisheries Service personnel pick up from licensed wholesale fish
dealers' records. This probably is about 50/ of the fish that are caught
and produced throughout Florida, and this again is just an estimation. There' s
no way of getting a record of it.

So, where do we go from here with snapper'? What do we need? I think
some of our problems are because we have had a depletion of the snapper re-
source that is almost unbelievable. We' ve had a 'lot of causes. We' ve had
estuarine pollution. Well, how does this affect the snapper-grouper in-
dustry in the Gulf of Mexico? It destroys the food chain. When you destroy
the food chain, the fish don't have anything to feed on; the fish have to
move to other areas or something else. Maybe they eat each other. Then,
we' ve had one industry versus another industry -- in the shrimp industry,
which is the most important or the most valuable fishing industry that we
have, according to the financial part of it, where we have lost a tr e-
mendous amount of snapper that have been caught in the areas where the
shrimp boats work. These are primarily small snapper that are in their
infancy. Then we' ve had another problem which resulted from head boat
operations. Most of the head boat operators used to be commercial fishermen.
They' re real good boat captains; they' re real good people. They had just
gotten to a point where they could no longer make enough money to keep
going commercially; so they started operating head boats, where they got
paid for taking people out. This they have done to a real good success as
far as financial arrangements. But, it has resulted in a lot of fish
being destroyed because of the fact that whenever these boats operate and
they get a bite of fish in a place, they stay there. They can't afford to
move from one place to the other as much as commercial boats do. They
stay there, and they' ve got 40 or 50 lines overboard pulling fish, and they
catch everything. They catch the snapper, the porgy, the grouper, the
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grunts, the rubylips, the squirrelfish, the triggerfish. There's nothing
left at sea. And year in and year out at this, fishing in the same areas,
depletes the area of fish. These, I think, are our major problems as far
as the depletion of the resources.

The thing that I think we need to do, in trying to do something for
the snapper-grouper fishing industry, is to do something to rehabilitate
the depleted resources. We need better statistics than we have. I think
there are ways that this can be done, if the money is made available. I
don't know if it can be made available through government systems or not.
I know one thing -- if they would spend just half of the money in programs
in our oceans and seas and problems down here, of what they spent in the
space program, then just think what they could do. They could really have
a fishery rehabilitation operation going on. I think they can develop fish
hatcheries to where they could get a better study of the snapper and grouper,
even if it has to be done in pressurized tanks, if it has to be done at sea.
Some of the oil structures that they are moving every once in a while might
be made available to hold pressurized systems to keep these fish in and
study and see what they do. We certainly need to do something, because the
snapper-grouper industry certainly isn't what it has been painted to be
here today through some of the research papers. We don't have that type of
fish available any more. We used to have over 100 boats operating out of
Pensacola. I don't believe that today there are 20, and this has come
about because the people just could not produce enough to keep operating.
We had two of the largest fish companies in the South -- Warren Fish Company
and E. E. Saunders and Company, that have been in the business since the
1880's and that had to go out of business because they couldn't produce
enough. One of the gentlemen here on this panel today, Nr. Ralph Horn,
when he first got in the snapper fishing industry, was the largest single
producer on the Gulf coast. I don't know if his production is still holding
up that way, but I know he doesn't produce like he used to. There's not any
production like it used to be. The price of snapper has gone from 84 to the
boat to 954 to the boat. The price of snapper has gone anywhere, on the whole-
sale level, from lip to as much as $1.40. It was stated in some of the
statistics here that there's as much as a 724 gross profit income. I don' t
know how they' ve arrived at that, because I' ve been handling them now for
40 years and haven't been able to make that much gross on any of them. But
I think when you listen to the rest of these fellows here, they probably
have a whole lot to offer in the way of what can be done and what might be
done; and I think that with needed statistics, we woold have some means of
rehabilitating the depleted resource.
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Statement 2

Jean Beem
Snapper boat owner

Tarpon Springs, Florida

I' ve been in this business about 8 or 10 years, off and on; however, I
have had a commercial hook-and-line snapper boat in the last 2 years only. I
built it new -- got into it as a retirement program. We do have problems.
One of the main problems we see is, of course, low landing tonnage. We need
research on the promotion of fish to bite. We don't know why fish bite or
why they don't bite. We need more artificial reefs. The government offered
some boats a while back, and the states and cities and municipalities sat on
their duffs and let a lot of them go by the board -- Florida got very few of
them. We need data on fish baits, and migration of fish, fish habits, and
locations of where to fish. This statistical information is available in a
lot of commercial fishermen's heads, and this could add to the input of data
presented here today. We have very definite patterns among the commercial
people in areas they fish on cycling of snapper. It looks like maybe a 5- to
7-year cycle.

Competition from other sources -- Cuban vessels are very competitive in
our area. Frequently they' re within the 10- to 15-mile limit -- mostly long-
line with dory-type boats. They' re aggressive many, many times, and they' re
just a pain in the neck to try to operate around or even go through. They' ll
haze you; they' ll run you out of the Gulf. At times you can't get through them.
And, they also do it in areas that they don't have their lines down. Their
longlines run about a mile; they run four or five of them to the boat, and
they don't want you even in the area. You try that down around Cuba 15 miles
out, and you get a real chili-bean education in a hurry. Imports selling at
lower prices, or processed, is a concern. We have boats landing snapper
fillets in Pinellas County -- it's the same company I sell my fish to. They
sell snapper and grouper fillets processed in Mexico. We have some input on
the Mexican fisheries here; it's a shame to see how they handle their boats.
Well, you ought to see how they handle their fish. There is a question whether
the processed products on the market are actually red snapper. I know per-
sonally that in Tampa, two or three restaurants are selling scamp as snapper;
and if they can't do that, it's red grouper or black grouper. I don't know
what the extent of this is. Grouper species are frequently, I think, used
in this area as snapper. In the central Gulf coast of Florida, the recreational
fishery is a minor problem in competition with commercial fishermen. I don' t
think it's a problem as much as it is up here  Pensacola! because of the dis-
tance that we have to go to fish for snapper on the west coast compared to the
distances up here, which are close in. We do have some fast head boats that
can get out to the edge of the Middle Grounds one day and get back, but,
by and large, I don't think the competition, landing-wise, is a great threat
in our area. However, Mr. Burcham and I certainly agree that much could be
done to limit the size of grouper, particularly small red grouper -- they' re
frequently very, very much abused. You' ve got a tremendous potential there,
and if you keep a ~-pound or 1-pound or 2-pound grouper, I think it's a shame.
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Economic costs of production versus returns is way out, as all of you know.
Labor, ice, groceries, fuel, and bait -- you' ve got about $600-$800 on a
20-day trip set up, before you ever take off. Eighteen months ago this was
about $300. Fuel, as you know, 2 years ago was 14$; it's 38$ now. Grouper were
selling for 40$ then; it's selling for 42! now. Red snapper was 85$ then; it' s
gone up to 90$ now. Ice was $2.25 - $2.50 a block; it's gone up to $3.00.
Cost of money was 7-8%, compared to 10$ now. Insurance is almost prohibitive,
except on a new hull; an old boat can hardly get insured. Many of the boats
down there fishing -- you can see why they' re not insured. The 200-mile zone,
I think, will seriously hamper the fishing industry of the west coast of Florida.
We sit here and we talk about FAO putting money into the island of Barbados and
what-have-you down that way, and yet we can't go down there and enjoy i' I
think we need to take a look at our national policies on what's happening.
If we go to the 200-mile limit here, it would seriously hamper the shrimp
people, and certainly the snapper-grouper fishing boats out of the west coast
of Florida. Six or eight boats fish with my boat over there consistently in
the offshore area, within 75-100 miles of shore, inside the 100-fathom line.
I think a bi lateral agreement should be looked into, but for the Gulf area as
a separate agreement to keep the thing out of the lobster business. I'm sure
they' ve got their own problems; let them settle them. But we need to talk to
Mexico and the islands and have some kind of agreement, including Cuba, if
they will, to set our own agreements. We have some Mexican vessels over here
occasionally --very few; but we get along fine with those people over there,
and we do have some processors. We can land over there at a lesser rate,
and I think to put a 200-mile limit would be prohibitive.

Trends over the next 5 years -- I think we' re going to see less and less
commercial fishing, the way things are going now. Cost up, production down,
catches low -- there's no way but out of it, and in our area, following the
same trends that happened up on this end of the state. Continued foreign
competition worsens our situation, due to our national policy. We spend money
and then we can't go down there and enjoy the results of it. Possibly, larger,
multi-vessel organizations servicing the fresh fish industry and the larger
processing boats  80- to 85-foot! may have some additional future, compared
to what's going on now with the small ones.

Positive action to be considered -- I think the FCC, the Federal Coro-
munications people, ought to get on with us commercial boats, and go out there,
and try to use that damned little radio they' re making us use over 25 miles.
I hope that someday I pick one of them up in a life raft that's tried to use
these damned radios. The FM radio is finch The AM, we can hardly get on the
frequency with it because the Mexicans and the Puerto Ricans and the other
islanders have all been getting them. They' re going out of this country as
fast as they can take them away from us and selling them to them. They' ve got
something that will work; we got something that don't work. They make you go
to a side band radio -- you' re talking about $300 versus $800-$850 or $900 for
the cheapest side band you can get. And then, they' re messing around with
loran. They have loran that' ll work on A, and now they' re going to go to C
and it's not convertible. Reduced imports would be possibly helpful. Sub-
sidize fishermen; let's treat them like you do the farmers, in some kind of
incentive program. Tax structure write-off, eliminate state sales tax. We' re
a wholesale operation; yet we' re paying state sales tax on ice, fuel, and
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bait. It's not right. Commercial fishing is a wholesale operation. I think
it should be treated right within the state. This is not a national problem;
this is a state problem. I think the Internal Revenue Service needs to be
talked to. We' re dealing with a low-educational group of people who can' t
figure out their structure. A simple system of taxation, Social Security,
unemployment, and so forth, should be worked out to where these people have an
understanding and can work. There's no way you can figure out, from one day
to the next, who's going to be on your boat as a fisherman and yet try to
take out Social Security and tax from that man's employment, of which he' s
starving to death already. I think the U. S. Government, in cooperation with
the states, should go ahead and go back into the artificial reef production
and put some of these out in 30 or 40 fathoms of water for the commercial
fishermen and take advantage of that, for those people as well as the
recreational people.
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Statement 3

George Burcham
Johns Pass Chapter

Organized Fishermen of Florida
St. Petersburg, Florida

Jean Beem covered a whole lot of what I had to say, so I' ll make this
very brief. I' ve been a producer of Gulf fishes commercially for 11 years;
and we find, as time goes on, we have to go farther and stay longer in order
to produce a profitable trip out of it due to the economics, the extra ex-
penses, fewer and smaller fish. We find that fishing in 20 � 30 fathoms,
we' re catching much, much smaller fish than in the past. To get large fish,
we have to go out to around the 65- to 70-fathom line. We catch lots fewer
head of fish out there, but the fish we do catch are much, much larger than
we catch in the shallower water. Mr. Beem mentioned the small red grouper.
Now, you people that have been in the business know -- if you pull him up out
of 40-50 fathoms, there's no point in throwing him back because you' ve killed
him when you pull him out of the water. But, in the 30- and 40-foot areas,
those little 1/2-pound groupers can be thrown back and they' ll live fine and
grow up to something worthwhile.

On the 200-mile limit -- there's a lot of pros and cons on that. The
bill that passed last Friday has so many bad loopholes in it, I would hate to
see it go on through; because, when the people in Washington start controlling
all the fishing, it can get in an awful mess. If you don't think so, look at
your Postal Department. So, I think it would be much better left in the hands
of the state and the district -- for instance, the Gulf States Marine Fisheries
Commission. Now, I am a member of the Organized Fishermen of Florida. A lot
of people get the idea that we' re an organization of unionized fishermen. We
aren't that at all. We are a lobbying group. We pool together our money, our
small dues which we pay, and hire a lobbyist to go to Tallahassee during these
sessions to try to get favorable laws passed, try to kill some that are un-
favorable to our organization. We also have a man in Washington, Bill Mustard.
He is from the National Fisheries Association, of which we are a member. We
have him there to try to get favorable laws passed. And that's basically what
the Organized Fishermen of Florida is. I come in contact with a lot of people
that think we' re like a union in that we' re going to be dickering for prices--
better prices and all that. We aren't that at all. We are not a price-fixing
outfit. We don't try to do that. We' re strictly a lobbying group, trying to
better things for all fishermen. In our particular area, we have no fights
with sport fishermen and party boat fishermen, because the only thing I see
them do that I wish they wouldn't do is take those little bitty grouper, take
them out of that shallow water, and many of them are not aged. They' re brought
in, hung up on a stringer, and they eventually wind up in the trash can and go
to the garbage dump.
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Statement 4

B. J. Putnam
Panama City Charterboat Association

Panama City, Florida

I'm a little bit, different in the opinion here. I get my money before I
leave the dock, so I'm a lot luckier than the commercial industry. But, I
have good news and bad news for you, from Panama City. We' ve probably got
more fish in Panama City, right now, than we' ve had in 20 years. Boats making
2-day commercial trips are bringing back catches of 7-8,000 pounds. Commercial
boats making 4- and 5-day trips  short-legger trips, they call them! are catch-
ing 15-18-20,000 pounds. If you want fish like this, all you got to do is have
a hurricane. Cost you about $150 million for you property owners. But, we' ve
got plenty of fish. I don't know how long they' ll last, and we' ll play hell
catching them next year, too; but they' re going good right now.

The problems with the recreational fishing versus commercial, where we can
help out more than anything else, is by building reefs -- artificial reefs and
wrecks and so forth. Mentioned were the Liberty ships that were made available
to the state through the Federal Government. We went into this extensively in
our program, the Panama City Charterboat Association. The attorney's fees on
this alone, gentlemen, were $2,500. That was the cheapest attorney we found.
Now, legal eagles in our way must come pretty high. We couldn't even trade
fi shing trips for them. But then we had to tow the vessel into our area. It
had to be brought into our area on our own. We had made a tentative agreement
with Cole Contractors, who do the stripping of the Liberty ships in our area,
but they would take the super-structure off the vessel and trade for the work
that they were doing. As you all know, in fishing this is important. The
super-structure is what brings your amberjack and other fish around that he'fp
your reefs and keep them alive. In sport fishing, these amberjack are impor-
tant to us. We probably made more money off amberjack than we have snapper
and grouper over the past 2 years because it does fill the box. It keeps the
line tight, and it keeps your people smiling. It brings them back. So it' s
important to us from that phase of it. In order to get a Liberty ship there,
we have to make application through the Corps of Engineers. The waiting list
on the Corps of Engineers to get your approval now is approximately a year to
18 months. Damned Liberty ship might rot in that length of time -- the con-
dition they were in. So we have a problem there. So what we need is some way
to expedite these matters of building reefs. It's a big effort. A small reef
in 90 foot of water will produce a fish within 3 months in our area because of
the fact that the sunlight gets to it and grows crustaceans; and over 20
fathoms, we' ll say, it takes a much longer time -- maybe as much as a year or
18 months to produce satisfactorily. And, these reefs should be put on bottoms
that are not productive; that way ittakes the pressure off the places that
are productive and gives you a more wide area to fish. That's the problem
we' re faced with -- commercial and charter fishing and party boat fishermen
are fishing the same areas day in and day out; and maybe, Charles Sebastian
would fish a place and I would fish a place day in and day out. You can't do
it. What he doesn't get, I will; and what I don't get, the commercial boats
get. So, we' re having a problem with that. The best possible answer to it, for
the recreational fishing as I see it, is the building of artificial reefs. In
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order to do that, we' ve got to have some alleviations from the Corps of Engi-
neers and get the permit where we can get these down there where we do have
them available. Possibly another way we could pay for this is  and I' ll pro-
bably raise some eyebrows whenever I say this! 1icensing in salt-water fishing.
We' ve had a couple of bills in Florida and we' ve successfully killed them be-
cause of the way they were written, something like H.R. Bill 200. They' ve
got too many bad points to cover the good points. But we' re letting private
boats come into Florida from Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, Indiana, Louisiana,
wherever, that are fishing for free -- relatively free. We' re paying taxes
on our boats, commercial licenses on our boats. We have small boats come, and
this fee can be taken and 50Ã of it go back into enforcement and 50K of it go
back to building artificial reefs. And I see that that's one of the points
we need to do -- is use this facility. And, to kind of answer Charles
Sebastiaii a little, he expressed the opinion about the 15 or 18 Florida boats
that were over in Louisiana catching his snapper and grouper. They were just
trying to get back all those shrimp those Louisiana boats came to Florida and
got. That's what they were trying to do. But, I think that the 200-mile limit,
in our recreational end of it, really won't do it -- doesn't affect my part of
it or the recreational field of it. Unless it is because of the fact that
these fish in hurricanes do come out of deeper waters -- come to our reefs.
But the cost of production in our line is just passed along, from us along to
the consumer. So the cost of production is not really an important factor in
the recreational end of it.
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Statement 5

Charles A. Sebastian
Charter boat owner

Grand Isle, Louisiana

We had old Jean Beem really wound up over there. Now, I'm going to try to
be relaxed and take it easy. But to respond to Mr. Richbourg on his head boat
criticism  I'm not a head boat operator! where he stated that a head boat gets
on a spot and fishes 40 people and stays there and catches everything that' s
there, well, this is true. It's also true of the commercial snapper boat. Now
where a head boat is fishing 40 people and we favor two-hook rigs, perhaps some
occasionally three, you pull up alongside a commercial boat and he may have
10 people on there working cranked rigs with 25 hooks. Now 10 x 25 is 250 pieces
of bait he's got in the water, where a head boat that had 40 people would have
80 pieces of bait in the water -- do you follow? So, the snapper boat with his
tremendous amount of bait can pull up to our artificial reefs, and we' ve got
5,000 of them in the Gulf of Mexico called drilling platforms or production
reefs. A commercial boat can pull up to one of these reefs, these oil plat-
forms; he doesn't even bother to tie. He doesn't put a line on the platform,
which we do. We tie to the platform. He' ll hold her steady there with his
steadying sail and his engine, and they drop 250 pieces of bait under that
platform. It doesn't take him very doggone long to get every fish that's under
there out, and he's gone to the next one, and he hits rig after rig after rig
after rig. And we' re feeling the pressure, gentlemen; we are really feeling
the pressure.

Now we have a number of throngs that are hurting us. One of our problems
is shrimp trawlers. They' re catching great numbers of small snapper  and
some big ones, too! in shrimping. The shrimp trawling industry is very impor-
tant in Louisiana; and, to answer B. J. Putnam, if he could have been in
Barataria Pass on opening day of the past shrimp season -- I counted 59 trawlers
in the Pass about half a mile wide and maybe 2 miles long and they were from
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Texas, you name it -- we had boats there, so this
is a two-way street. We catch some of your shrimp and you catch some of ours.
This is the same way with the fish, except I don't fish Florida. I fish
strictly Louisiana waters; and I have fished the same port, the same business,
for 31 years. I'm probably the oldest living charter boat captain, that is
experience-wise. But I' ve done nothing else for 31 years but fish charter boats.

Now, I would like to make the point that getting back to this thing of
leaving some fish, and I have a very definite policy. My fish box holds a-
round 1,100 pounds. If I have 10 people on there, when the box is full, my
people are told we' re going home, because I do not believe in wasting fish. I
have a wreck that I fish on that used to be my sugar hole. I fished it for 11
years for red snapper. It was a sunken barge that no one knew about but one
other charter captain, and I made 17 trips trying to sneak up on him in every
way in the world to find this spot, because he had it and he was catching fish
and I couldn't find it. I didn't have loran; I couldn't get a distance. I
could get a bearing, but I fished 17 days  not consecutively! to find this
place before I did find it. I found it by getting the bearing from the nearest
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platform, which was 9 miles away, and another platform, about 12 miles away;
and I got some sort of an intersect on this position. So I conned my people,
"We' re going to troll and see if we can't get some king mackerel." And I was
fishing wire line to get deep with spoons for bait, heavy sinkers. And every
time I'd catch a fish, I'd say, "Be red, you SOB, be red.'" Whatever it was,
it wasn't red. And finally, I got a red one -- a sow about 15-20 pounds; so I
threw the buoy and started my search with the fathometer, and I found it. Now,
I fished this one spot for ll years, and it was very productive for me, and I
made a lot of money off it because people will travel farther, pay more money,
put up with more discomfort to catch red snapper than any fish that we fish for.
It's the fish. We' re having to reeducate the people to accept other kinds
because we don't have that kind of snapper any more. But I could go to this
spot, catch my 1,100 pounds of fish, quit fishing about ll a.m., 40 miles off
shore, be back home by 1-1:30 p.m., and everybody was tickled pink because it
had been explained to them beforehand that when the box was full, we were going
to leave. And they'd say, "Oh Captain, look! We' re catching fish like crazy."
And I'd say, "Yes, but I' ve got to do this again another time this week or day
after tomorrow." And I would never hit the spot more than once a week; I'd let
it rest. Now this competitor of mine got caught on thi s spot--he was neatly
trapped by two of the TIKI boats. They had one coming from the west and one
coming from inshore, and they were smart enough to get the platform between one
vessel and this other charter captain, where he couldn't see the vessel until
it was nearly on him. So they were coming from two directions; and by the
time he saw them and got his anchor up, it was too late. Two things did him in:
one was he had allowed his people to throw beer cans and soft drink cans in the
Gulf; the other one -- he had an automatic bilge pump which came on about this time
and kicked a slick. So that's all a smart captain's got to have --is a general
idea of the area. And they started their search pattern, and it wasn't 15
minutes until they had it. They stayed on it for 2 days and 2 nights. I went
on it about 3 days later, and I didn't catch the first fish. Not fish one--
I mean not the first snapper. I could fish up shallow and catch triggerfish
and spades; fish on the bottom off to one side and could catch some croakers;
I could drift fish and catch a king or two, but not one snapper. I used to
fish this thing at least once a week for 11 years. I don't even bother to go
there any more. There's no use because these TIKI people have it in the log,
and every time they pass down the coast, they hit it. So that means every week
or so, somebody's on it. So I don't even fish it any more. But I sure had some
good fishing for a long time.

Now, one of our other problems is the small boats. There is a prolifera-
tion of small boats. It seems to me that the Gulf of Mexico is full of fools
and small boats that are trying to drown themselves. I literally mean this.
Some of these gentlemen here have said we could place artificial reefs 40 miles
offshore. Well, if you place an artificial reef 40 miles offshore, you' re
going to buoy it. You' re going to have to buoy it. If you buoy it, then na
matter how early you get up in the morning, by the time you get there, there' s
going to be 10 or 15 little boats anchored on it. Because there's that many
of them. They' re just everywhere you look. Forty miles offshore doesn't mean
a thing to a roan in a small boat. He has gone to a boat supplier or boat dealer
for a boat to fish in the Gulf of Mexico. The man will show him an 18-to 20-
foot boat with an outboard motor on the back and say, "Cap, you can go any place
in that boat." And they do. ~An place in that boat. Now, you see these men,
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these people, 40 miles offshore, 50 miles offshore, 60 miles offshore in these
small boats -- no radio, no life preservers, no compass, no brains. But this
is one of our problems -- the proliferation of small boats. We have one spot
where we fish in the winter months; we have a good run of kings there some-
times. One Sunday I counted 46 small boats tied onto a platform complex.
There were five rigs there tied together with a bridge. Forty some-odd boats
tied there. Man, it's like Canal Street -- you know, like Broadway. And
where I used to go when I first started fishing -- I might go all day and not
see a boat. Now every place you look � zip, zip, zip, zip -- there's a small
boat. You take off from the dock, one or two will pick you up; and they' ll
stay right with you till he figures out what platform you think fish are on.
And just before you get there, he pours the coal to it -- zap -- right around
you, and he ties up. So we' ve learned to zig a little. You head for this one
where you don't intend to fish; and when he passes you up and throws his line,
you go where you intended to go.

We know that a lot of these small boats are selling their fish, and they' re
getting $1. 15 a pound from restaurants, fancy seafood restaurants. But, the
number isn't all that great. It used to be when they had plenty of fish, that
they'd keep enough fish for their families and sell 50-60-100 pounds of snapper.
But you don't see that any more, because they' re not catching that kind of
snapper. Now, if it wasn't for the croakers, we'd be in a bad way. We' re re-
educating our people to accept croaker in lieu of red snapper, simply because
we can't find enough snapper to produce what is necessary. And a man has to
have a tight line -- he has to catch fish.
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Statement 6

Ralph Horn
Clark Seafood Co., Inc.
Pascagoula, Nississippi

We have 18 boats right at the present time. We fish all of the Gulf of
Nexico. It seems like we infringe on everybody's benefits but our own. We
are located in Nississippi, but we don't catch any fish in Nississippi -- only
beach fish. We fish Texas, Louisiana, and a little of Florida. We fish the
Caribbean. One of the reasons we don't fish much any more in the Caribbean
is the size of fish. We had a boat in this week that fished the Caribbean and
got 38,000 pounds of fish. We stopped fishing there for about 7 or 8 months.
We have about 10 boats that fish in the Caribbean. We have been caught, I
think, six times by Colombia, Honduras, but we never had a whole lot of pro-
blem in getting out. We can't go that far. It takes us 110 hours to go and
110 hours to come back. And that's the reason we don't fish the Caribbean
as much as we used to. We used to have about 10 or 15 boats that fished
regularly in the Caribbean.

Another question was raised on this price deal. Seems like the reason
we make so much money  I think we do! is that we pay a whole lot less, but
that's a good question, too. Another thing, Clyde Richbourg's giving me a
lot of problems in New York. They tell me he's got pearls and we' ve got fish
that's dead. Now our fish are about 15 days old and his are 2 days old. And
that's one of the reasons that we don't have the price that they have in
Florida -- because there's a lot of difference between day-old fish and fish
15 days old. Of course, Charles Anderson has the same thing with the TIKI
boats. Another throng with both of us -- Charles Sebastian hasn't counted our
hooks lately; we use 40.

But, our number one problem today is manpower. It's not the amount of
money they make. The other day a captain to'Id me he. was just going to make
one more trip between now and Christmas. He shared $5,960 and he was out
21 days. He said he's worked 7 months this year, and Ithinkright now he' s
made over $30,000 and he's just not going back. But our number one problem,
it seems, is altogether different from anybody else's -- it is captains. We' re
not having as much trouble with our crews as we are with captains.

Now, on the production of fish -- we had a lot better year this year than
we have had in any other year. I think that on the Government statistics--
they are right as far as ours are concerned. They are actually right because
we have a roan that picks them up every day and also they list -- Caribbean,
westward, and so forth. Now the westward would mean from Louisiana and Texas;
it wouldn't give it by state -- that's another thing. Now, I think we' re going
to have a lot of fish, due to the decreased use of explosive charges by seismo-
graph boats. I think that that was the biggest problem in the snapper business
in the last 10 years, and I think it's been stopped about 3 years. Every fisher-
man has always told me we have a 7-year cycle on fish, so we should be getting
into the cycle now. But our production this year has been a lot -- way up; I
guess it's been up 30 or 40/. I was talking to Charles Anderson, TIKI boats,
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and his is the same thing. But we make half the trips today that we used to
make. A guy used to average 20 to 30 tr~ps; today, he just doesn't do it.
He just doesn't stay that long. We' re lucky if we get anywhere from 15 to
18 trips, and that's the reason that our production per boat is down.

Now on this tax deal, one of you brought up the question of sales tax;
we don't pay any tax. We had a bill passed not too long ago in Mississippi
that you have to buy an out-of-state license. That puts you in the tug boat
class; and that exempts you from tax on ice, fuel, and groceries, which saves
us about $50-$75 a trip. Now, our expense on our boats -- we' re going to
change. We' ve already sold one large boat, and we' re going to sell three or
four more that are anywhere from 75 to 90 foot; and we' re go~ng to get down
into 55- to 65-foot boats, which I think are a lot more economical than the
larger boats. The large boats cost too much to operate, and we can go the
same distance in the small boats.

But our number one problem is insurance and work. We just don't have
anybody to work. And I think that's one thing that's been left out so much
today -- we just don't have the people to work any more like they used to. And
I can understand it -- they don't have to. Our production is as good as it
was. We used to have 10 boats that produced the same amount as today with
from 18 to 20 boats. We used to have the same production, but they went twice
as much. And our pay -- there's not any difference than what it was. For the
times they' re going, it's a whole lot higher. And I think our captains, they
just have a certain amount they want to make and they don't particularly care
about going.

I think it looks mighty good. Of course, Florida's taught us something
this year. Of course, Gene Raffield's not happy with that. We had a pompano
season this year and never had heard of that before, but we had a good season.
Florida fishermen came over and fished for us. I think that our future is real
bright, if we can get anybody to work.
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PANEL 2

DISCUSSION

BRIGHT:

I'm pretty impressed by these gentlemen's presentations, and I'd like to
make some comments before some of the questions are brought up. Concerning
some of the questions brought up by Nr. Beem -- a lot of the things that he
talked about are what I would consider questions that can be addressed by
biologists, scientists, using the state-of-the-art methods that are with us
now. If only we had enough money to support them and some of the things like
promotion of biting, and bait, and responses of these fish to certain baits,
and so on. There are means now where we can actually go down and look at
these fish in their natural habitat. We can possibly try baiting and hooking
techniques and so on. One thing that comes to mind that fits in with some
of the other comments we' ve had this morning is that we could  even possibly
through direct observation in the natural habitat! look at the difference in
responses to baits and different size hooks and so on and different fishing
techniques of the different sizes of fish within the same genus of the same
species -- like the groupers we were talking about. There are ways now, I
think, that we can observe more specifically the daily habits, the daily
migrations of these fish. There are electronic tagging techniques that can be
used and arrays that can be set out that can attract these fish over a period
of 24 hours or longer. We can tag fish and actually watch the fish that are
tagged over a period of time. And I'm speaking, of course, about the sub-
marine business and going down there and watching the fish right where they
live. We' ve done a lot of this. In the western Gulf, we' ve got about 100
hours on these banks in the submarine, and we' ve seen an awful lot of snappers
and an awful lot of groupers, and one thing I'd like to ask you gentlemen
that's of interest to me is about the size of snapper schools. All the
snappers that we' ve seen from this submarine have been in schools of not more
than 25 or 30 fish, or less. Now, my impression in the past is that there
were immense schools of these snappers, where the fishermen would simply take
fish; but we' ve never seen these immense schools, in the daytime anyway.

Abundance cycles and so on, or abundances -- this is a very hard thing to
get at through the indirect statistics, landings, and so on. It's something
that you' r e using statistics that are published statistics. They' re filtered
several times, and they' re not direct abundance observations. Possibly,
direct observations, as to abundance and so on, will give you some ground
truth to see if these statistics really are valid -- see if they really do
reflect the actual situation in the natural habitat and so on.

Where to fish, where to fish locally on the banks -- now, you fishermen
probably know this already; but through direct observation, we can also shed
some light on this. That paper that we have has something in it about that;
but we have a whole lot more information, concerning distribution of fishes
on these various banks in the western Gulf, that are direct observations-- and
they' re really concrete observations.
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BEEM:

You' ve got loran readings on those available?

BRIGHT:

Yes, sir. In fact, for all the banks that we' ve investigated, we have
charts in the back of that publication with latitude and longitude. You can
get loran readings from them because the latitude and longitude is right down
to a gnat's eyebrow. And anyone that wants this kind of information can get
it either from the Texas A&M Research Foundation, from us directly, or you can
get it from the Bureau of Land Management in New Orleans, Outer Continental
Shelf Office. These charts of all these banks were on a 2-meter interval, so
they might be of some use to the fishermen. Well, I don't want to take up too
much time, but what I'm trying to say is that we do have some techniques now--
tagging techniques, electronic tagging techniques f' or direct observation.
If the money were available, it could be applied towards answering some of
these direct questions you guys have brought up. The Bureau of Land Management
is financing an awful lot of baseline study and so on off the coast of the
United States, and I think that it would be a real fine idea to try to in-
tegrate some of the fisheries research that really ought to be done with
some of the studies that are going on right now that are funded at a fairly
high level. And, I also think it would be a real good idea to involve
directly with the fishermen. Fishermen, as was pointed out, have an awful
lot of store of knowledge about the habits of these fish and so on, and I
think this ought to be brought out and circulated among the biologists and
also ought to be published, so it would be avaiable. A lot of this stuff -- a
lot of the things the fishermen know, biologists are somewhat naive about;
and I think that if there can be a better communication between the fishermen
and the biologists who are trying to address some of these questions, it
might work better all around.

HARDY:

I wondered what, if anything, could be done about trawlers. I wondered
exactly how many pounds of small snapper that are in the breeding grounds are
shoveled overboard every day by shrimp boats. You don't see any snapper boats
shoveling shrimp overboard. Would that have any effect on the snapper in-
dustry? And which is worth more -- pound for pound, day for day, cost and
everything, man for man -- shrimp or snapper? Who produces more fish?

HORN:

In Bayou La Batre, Alabama, they have about 75 shrimp boats. Now, a few
years ago they averaged anywhere from 2 to 5,000 pounds of fish per trip. They
don't throw any fish away like they used to; all the fish are sold. But the
only problem with it is there's not too much price on it. We pay anywhere
from about 254 to 30$ a pound today. But, it's all small. Very few large
fish are ever caught in a shrimp net. But this year I don't imagine 50-
60,000 pounds of snapper were caught in Bayou La Batre. They fish mostly
around the mouth of the Mississippi River. We' ve bought a world of those
snapper, and we' ve hauled a world of them. But this year there just hasn' t
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been any; I think they caught them up -- and it's mostly around the mouth of
the Mississippi River.

CHAPMAN:

Mr. Beem, you spoke out against the 200-mile limit, and you made a com-
ment about the difficulties you had with the Cuban fishermen, particularly
the longline fishery. Won't a 200-mile limit reduce some competition in that
regard'?

BEEN:

Per se, yes; but right now, in effect, we' ve got a 200-mile limit with
Cuba, and they fish at our back door, and you can't go down there. I don' t
think the 200-mile limit would help the Gulf Coast situation at all. I think
we' ve got a family of our own, and we should establish our own agreements be-
tween countries -- bilaterally. If Mexico wants 50 miles, we can give them
50 or whatever. We' ve got a lot of money going to these Gulf Coast States,
and I think that we could probably put a handle on it and come up with some-
thing that the whole industry could use. But to just arbitrarily grab 200
miles is wrong. Now to answer your question -- if you think the 200-mile
limit would reduce competition in the Gulf -- "yes" and "no." It depends
on which country you' re talking about. Cuba is the worst offender, really.
If we had an agreement with Cuba, we could eliminate that.

RICHBOURG:

I'd like to make a comment on the 200-mile limit. I see Bob Jones is
asking for recommendations, and I know he wants to make a comment on it, too.
The 200-mile limit probably is a good thing for the New England States and
for the Pacific Coast; but it's going to be the worst thing that ever happened
to the Gulf States. Two hundred miles can not do us any good whatsoever. We
are going to have more trouble. We' ve already lost our lobster industry in
Florida, mainly because of the way the 200-mile limit deal was worked. We
have approximately 200 shrimp boats that are working in South American countries;
and if there is not some deal worked out in those countries where they can con-
tinue working there, then we' ll have an influx of approximately another 200
boats in the Gulf waters that we don't have now. This is go~ng to create
serious problems. Let Bob Jones take it from here.

R. JONES:

It's our opinion -- the opinion of the Southeastern Fisheries Association--
and many others, that the 200-mile limit is not going to reduce significantly
the foreign competition in the Gulf. And we sort of hope that it doesn't in a
way, because, under all the legislation that's being proposed, they speak
about traditional fishing, they speak about giving to the foreign nation that
portion of the allowable catch which the American fisherman cannot catch. So,
if you' re not producing the maximum sustainable yield on snapper and grouper,
then that portion that you' re not catching is going to be available to any
nation in the world. That's the way I understand it.
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If you don't allow some foreign fishing somewhere off our coast, then no
foreign government is going to allow foreign fishing off their coast -- as we can
see what's happened to us in the Bahamas just recently. If you force all
snapper boats, shrimp boats, or whatever back to the coastal waters of the
United States to do their fishing, you' re going to have more pressure on your
snapper and your grouper and your shrimp and your lobster and everything else
than you have now. So, in our opinion, it would behoove us to stick to bi-
lateral and mule'lateral management schemes, because 200 miles doesn't mean
that everything out to 200 miles belongs just to koericans. Gentlemen,
that isn't the way it is.
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PANEL 3

RESPONSE BY STATE AND FEDERAL
AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

Moderator
William H. Stevenson
Regional Director
Southeast Region

National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA
St. Petersburg, Florida

Just in a way of trying to get some perspective into this particular
panel, I appreciate the fact tnat I'm being put into the situation that, I
think we' ve all agreed, is the only situation for a Fed in the Gulf of
Mexico -- and this is as a moderator. I think that we can address these
particular problems from the information that has been presented in the last
two panels; and, as I see it, the general problems fall into the classical
pattern that we have some serious problems from a biological standpoint,
from the standpoint of the resource itself, and the information that we
know about that resource. There have been some problems raised in the
technical area -- both of an administrative type and also the specific tech-
nical type. Throughout the entire discussions that took place in Panel 1 and
Panel 2, it was very obvious that there are some serious information gaps.
These probably fall in two areas: one is the information that is available,
and the second is the communication of this information. A third general
area is the area of ass~stance to the users of the resources and also
assistance to the scientific community that has to support those user groups.
A fourth is support, both to the user groups and to the technical group
that is invo'Ived; and support is generally translated, in the bureaucracy,
into dollars and people. A final area is management; and we must raise the
question, therefore, of regulation, since it was a question that was raised,
either specifically or implied, in the two panels. It appears to me that
the management of regulation is not only a national situation, but it be-
comes quite apparent from the discussions that went on that there are inter-
national management problems that are both implied and explicit in this
particular situations That is about the way it looks to me. There are the
problems. As I understand it, Panel 3 is supposed to suggest ways of
approaching these problems and discuss, in an exploratory form, possible
solutions and how those solutions can be approached.
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PANEL 3

STATEMENTS

Statement I

J. Y. Christmas
Assistant Director for Fisheries Research and Management

Gulf Coast Research Laboratory
Ocean Springs, Mississippi

My comments can necessarily be brief because I think that Bill Stevenson
just about covered the ground. Now, in trying to look at problems from the
State of Mississippi's point of view, I'm very glad to hear my own opinions
substantiated by Mr. Horn's report this morning. I didn't think we really had
any resource problem, so far as landings in our state were concerned. Obviously
though, there are serious problems, and there are some serious gaps. Some far-
reaching decisions must be made. There is the age-old conflict between
recreational and commercial fisheries, although it seems to be minimal in this
particular fishery. I don't have answers.

I would pose a few decisions that I think management must make. First,
what are we going to manage for? What is the basis of management? Are we
going to consider that this is a food resource which must be managed to pro-
vide, in the long run, the most food for the people who need it at the most
economical cost to the economy of the states and the country? Or, are we
going to direct management in some other direction? Of course, as we have
stressed so many times in these meetings and everywhere else, there is a great
need for conclusive statistical information which we must have. There are
still big gaps in our knowledge of the biology of these very important species.
These gaps must be filled.

There is only one way they can be filled, and that is to provide the
necessary funding. Adequate funding can and should be directed to the Gulf of
Mexico. A more equitable regional distribution of Federal funding, with
appropriate increases, could provide the necessary additional needs for re-
search.
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Statement 2

Robert E. Stevens
Chief of Coastal Fisheries

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Austin, Texas

I'd like to make a few comments -- perhaps on some subjects that have
occurred to me that haven't already been covered. As pertains to management
and regulation, I think that's down the road. Nobody knows whether that' s
going to happen or not; or, if it does, whether it would be sufficiently
funded to indeed place limited entry regulations or other regulations to per-
haps protect the stocks. And, I'd like to pass on from that, because it is
kind of a nebulous situation at this point.

I' ve got different messages here. The scientists and at least some of the
fishermen have indicated that some of the stocks are not overfished. Some of
those stocks are in distant waters. I' ve heard, contrary-wise, that some are
overfished. The ones that are overfished -- what can be done about them, in
the absence of regulation? Well, the obvious mitigation, I think from what
I' ve heard here, is artificial reefs. I think that providing an infinite
number of additional reefs, beyond the 5,000 already out there, would indeed
cause enough recruitment or stock there to replenish or establish stocks on a
new habitat which is produced by artificial reefs. That's a good idea. I
know in Texas, the Texas Marine Council realized over $400,000 of salvage fees.
They' re going to use that money to construct additional reefs, and I would
advise anyone that's going after the old vessels to try to get a better price
for the salvage than apparently's been done in Florida and other places. But,
I think one other po~nt that needs to be resolved is whether there is sufficient
recruitment in terms of the reproductive ability of these fish. Is there
enough reproduction to produce all the juvenile red snapper that we need? And
the second point is -- is the shrimp industry actually overcropping this re-
cruitment, if indeed reproduction is sufficient. I think this point needs to
be resolved; and I think probably we have the state-of-the-art now to resolve
it, if the study could be funded sufficiently. We need to lay this to rest.
If there isn't enough recruitment, then we could possibly take some steps in
this direction. If there is enough recruitment, let's go on to different
problems. So, I think probably the two points which are significant to me
are the suggestion that we provide more habitats in terms of artificial reefs
and that we learn more about the recruitment. Of course, as everybody said,
we need more and better statistical information.
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Statement 3

Hugh A. Swingle
Chief Marine Biologist

Division of Marine Resources
A'labama Department of Conservation and Resources

Dauphin Island, Alabama

Of course, the biological information can be collected; it's a matter of
money. It's a matter of directing the efforts towards a project which
hadn't been done in the past. This can be done by just channeling the direction.
But, what it really comes down to is what you do with that information. It
comes down to what a state can do on a fishery that is almost entirely outside
of its state's jurisdiction.

Now, what you can do, talking about artificial reefs -- we' ve already
sunk three of our Liberty ships and will sink another one next week ~ We' ve
sunk barges; we' ve sunk tugs. All of these are outside the state jurisdiction
of Alabama. You have problems, when you sink something; you' ve got people
complaining because they' re out too far or they' re not far enough out. This
is what you have to do --is try to help everybody. This can be done if' you
have enough money to do it. We can get permits; we have about 8 or 10 permits
right now. We can get barges. We can get old ships out of Bayou La Batre and
Mobile. It's a matter of once you get something, how you get it out there.
We have to rely on private companies to donate the tug to take barges out
there.

We tried to get a marine sportfishing bill through our legislature this
year, and I'm sure every one of you know exactly where that ended up ~ When
a resource is outside your state's jurisdiction, there's not a whole lot you
can do to really help it, unless you have the funds to do it. Certainly,
more money needs to be directed into collecting biological information and
statistics' As far as really helping the fishery, this is going to be based
on the biological information, but you have to have some sort of way that you
can take this information and put it to work. This would possibly come through
state-Federal management.
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Statement 4

Harmon W. Shields
Executive Director

Florida Department of Natural Resources
Tallahassee, Florida

In a snapper-grouper colloquium such as this, one major topic will always
be the abundance and health of the reef habitats which support these species.
These habitats do not have to be natural; indeed, one of the most successful
fishery management techniques ever developed is the construction of artificial
fishing reefs. To my knowledge, there has never been a properly planned reef
construction project that was not totally successful. Even though they are
often expensive to construct, they become permanently productive, returning
their costs many, many times over the years. Our department has constructed
many such reefs and are now involved in a program to sink five Liberty ships in
specially selected areas of the state.

I certainly appreciate and agree with the remarks of the head boat captain.
Florida has one of the largest populations of small boat fishermen of any
state in the Nation, and they need places to fish. They both outnumber the
commercial fishermen and outproduce him in total landings. The Department of
Natural Resources is responsible for the marine resources, for the benefit
of all Florida citizens. All user groups can and should be considered in our
resource management plans, and I can assure you that they are.

A very serious problem relating to Florida's fishery management programs
for snappers, groupers, and other species is the terrible inadequacy of
landings statistics. We must accurately know how many pounds are being landed,
before sound regulations can be promulgated. We do have reasonably good
statistics on the commercial landings, but even these need improvement and
expansion. Yet, the Federal agency which gathers these data is considering
reductions in the program. Far worse is the fact that there are virtually no
data on the sport catch. Yet, in one of our own department studies, using
the best data available to us from our own and other sources, we found that
the sport catch of king mackerel is on the order of 10 times the commercial
landings. This is further complicated by the fact that many so-called sport
fishermen actually sell their catches to pay for expenses. Someone said
jokingly that a sport fisherman is a person who takes a picture of his catch
before he sells it. This is, of course, an exaggeration, but it is also true
in many instances.

The Florida Department of Natural Resources works hard to do the best
possible job in managing Florida's marine resources for all Florida citizens.
We have one of the largest and most active marine research laboratories in
the world, gathering the scientific data needed for sound regulations. We
also have our marine patrol, one of the finest law enforcement bodies in the
state, to enforce these regulations. However, we cannot do it alone. All
user groups must work together, with us, to assure that our valuable marine
resources wi 11 be available for our children's use and enjoyment. We at the
Department of Natural Resources are always open to opportunities for improving
our activities toward this goal, and we would certainly welcome your suggestions.
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Statement 5

Lyle S. St. Amant
Assistant Director

Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission
New Orleans, Louisiana

My name is St. Amant. I'm from Louisiana; and, according to the stat~sties,
we don't even have a snapper fishery in Louisiana. But, I think the thing
that this discussion this morning reminded me most of is the old fable about
the blind men trying to describe an elephant. I think everybody knows a
good bit about a small part of this problem, but we don't have any idea of the
total picture --of how it interrelates between the resource, the location of
the fish, the pressure in the areas, and the competition that has developed
among the various interests. This goes back to some basic issue; and the one
that's most basic, of course, is money -- the money to develop this information.

The first basic information we' re going to have to have is adequate
statistical evidence of what's really happening. I don't think we want to
talk too much about landings; but we need information on where these fish are
caught, the locations, the catch per unit of effort, and the amount of people,
whether they be commercial or recreational, that's putting this effort into
the fishery. We should gather this information not only for the snapper-
grouper fisheries but all the fisheries in the Gulf, because we have the same
problem when we address the problems of the shrimp fishery or anything else.
We never seem to get the total picture. And, as has just been pointed out,
the Federal agencies or the Federal budget is attempting to wipe out the
statistical program as it now exists, instead of expanding the very thing
that seems to be the most needed. It's also been pointed out by the State
of Alabama that the jurisdiction stops at 3 miles, at least for most of the
states. So if we' re going to work farther offshore, it would appear to be
a Federal problem and a need for Federal budgeting. I'm also a little -- I
don't know whether I'm surprised or amazed or concerned -- that we seem to
spend more Federal money and know more about the fish stocks in foreign waters
than we do about the fish stocks on the United States coast. We can draw
pictures about where the snapper are off Yucatan and off Barbados and other
places, but nobody could tell us where they' re off the Louisiana coast or
where they' re off the Texas coast, except for some work that's being done by
Texas A&M but not by the Federal Government.

Other types of information that should be developed -- the question of
artificial reefs is obviously one that needs to be looked at carefully. It
might be interesting to know what has happened to fish stocks, for example,
since we have some 2,300 or more oil platforms off the Louisiana coast
that are producing fish as artificial reefs. Moreover, the rigs provide
vertical stratification, which does not normally occur with boats that are
sunk on the bottom, and this vertical stratification apparently gives better
fishing, a better complex of fish. But we need to find out, either from the
commercial or any fisherman, what has really happened on the Louisiana coast
in shifting the catch in the Gulf since these rigs have come into being.
Practically all these rigs have been in the Gulf since 1950. Has the pro-
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duction area sh1fted to this area because of these art1ficial reefs, or 1s this
an 1nval1d assumption? I think there's no question that these oil platforms
have created recreational fisheries in the state. As Charlie Sebastian tells
us, we' re under some pressures from the commercial people from other areas, so
there's ev1dently some use of these rigs.

I wasn't kidd1ng about the fact that we don't have any snapper industry
in the state. Yet, our figures show about 200,000 pounds of landings. After
check1ng around a bit, I find out that we do have seven vessels operating out
of Lou1si ana, wi th 25 fi shermen, from the best fi gures we can get. These are
Florida boats that have moved in; and, apparently for convenience, they work
out of Louisiana ports. The fish are landed in Lou1siana and shipped out for
better prices than offered by New Orleans. It's not clear to me yet who
supplies the Lou1siana restaurants. We' ve been having snapper at a good many
restaurants for an awful long time, so somebody does supply these restaurants,
and I don't know whether they buy from Florida, from Texas, or some other place.
The charter boats in Louisiana, as best we can determine -- this may be direct
information from Charlie Sebastian or someone else -- indicate that about 901
of the time is fished around the rigs, and about 5/ around wrecks that they
can locate, and about 5% in open waters. I assume this latter may be fishing
for billfish and trophy fish.

One of the things that needs to be developed, probably with statistical
information, 1s whether or not we are really having a diminution of catch or
whether we' re just dividing and cutt1ng the pie among more people. This is
happening 1n the shrimp industry and everywhere else. Possibly in slow-
growing fish, like snapper and grouper, there may be a real problem because
we may begin to be able to drop the production in one area rather quickly
and keep it down. In some of the fast-growing fishes though, like shrimp--
where you have a crop of the year -- what, you simply do is divide it up among
more people, and nobody makes a 11v1ng out of it. The point that Sebastian
brought up -- the great number of small boats that are in coastal waters and
offshore since 1954 in Louisiana -- is valid, but almost unbelievable. Even
if they are inefficient fishermen, they don' t have to catch many pounds for
the number of trips they make to make an impression on total production. This
1s a point that has to be answered. Are we dividing up a pie that's always
there and not really hurting the population, or are we really knocki ng i t
down in some way? I think this is go1ng to take some real work, and it' s
going to cost somebody some money. Only after we begin to get some type of
picture of the total problem, can we then address the specific elements of
research that might be needed.

The quest1on of whether or not shrimp boats are really affecting the
population by catching small fish is something that I think needs addressing.
It's obvious that shrimp boats have always caught from 5 - 10 pounds of
groundfish for about every pound of shr1mp that they catch. The fish go
overboard. From an ecological point of view, you might assume that this
1s really applying a nutrient back into the system, and we are not having
any significant drop-off from it. We haven't seen too much trouble from
it over the years. But there 1s evidence statistically, I think, developed
by some of the people at the Galveston Laboratory and others, that show that
we do have an increase of trawling pressure in the northern Gulf -- not only
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in the number of boats over the last 15-20 years, but in the efficiency of
these boats, the horsepower, and the size of nets being used. I don't think
there's any question that the trawling pressure in the estuaries had gone up
several thousand percent. In Louisiana alone, the trawling pressure has jumped
from roughly 3,000 or 4,000 boats in the mid-50's to something on the order of
15,000 boats now, with an unknown but estimated number of another 45,000 un-
licensed trawling efforts by recreational i nterests in small boats. Until we
develop enough accurate information on what is going on, and who is catching
the product, and where it's going � not only for the snapper-grouper fishery,
but for all of' the Gulf fisheries, I don' t think we' r e goi ng to get anywhere.
I think we' re going to conti nue to be like the blind people looking at the leg
of the elephant or the tail, hi ther and yon; and everybody is going to be
serving his own interest. We' ll never have enough data to stand up in a forum
like this and say somebody's right and somebody's wrong. And, until we develop
this information, I think we re going to be in bad shape. There again, it comes
to who's going to buy it, and it's not going to come cheap.
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PANEL 3

DISCUSSION

KLIMA:

I'd like to address Dr. St. Amant concerning some of the information he
gave. I was at that time working for FAO, so this was not Federal Govern-
ment money investigating the resources of the western central Atlantic. And
I would also like to echo a few other things. Concerning the structures, I
think that there were some very good points made by Dr. Stevens, concerning
the recruitment to these structures. There are other types of structures
that could be used for recreational purposes. One is a subsurface artificial
structure which was developed at Pascagoula, and it's not a very high-priced
structure, and it, could be used, not necessarily for snappers and groupers,
but for mackerels, bonito, and so forth. I also would like to support Dr.
St. Amant in determining how the share of this snapper and grouper resource
is being divided at this point in time. And the only way this can be done
is by collecting reliable and useful catch and effort information -- not
only catch, but effort by areas, by seasons, etc. One other thing, and I' ll
finish this little discourse, and that is concerning the discards. While
working for this FAO project, I made a preliminary estimate of the discards
from the shrimp fleet in the northern Gulf. From Mississippi to the Mexican
border, the preliminary estimate is around 500,000 metric tons per year dis-
carded. Now, this is a rough figure, but it gives you some idea. Now, the
species composition varies by area and so forth. It gives you a handle with
which you can start looking at the shrimp catches, vis-a-vis the snappers,
juvenile snappers, and so forth.

KIFFE:

I'd like to say something about this shrimp.. I'm a shrimper. I think
you' re going to see less and less snapper caught by shrimpers, because a
few years back there was a lot of virgin country for shrimpers. Offshore -- we
wouldn't fish at all, in 40- to 50-fathom depths. Or a lot of places we
weren't fishing -- those places are all fished now; and after a place has been
shrimped awhile, you don't catch any more small snappers or stuff like that.
We used to catch big snappers, too; but you' re going to see less and less
snappers caught by shrimpers.

PRICE:

I own a snapper boat; shrimping, I wouldn't know. But I fish off
Louisiana; and I' ve gone across 10-mi'le slicks with spot, croakers, and stuff
and see 132 shrimp boats actually in line, zigging straight through some
waves. And they' ve done it -- even though it's a 10-mile strip. Sure there' s
no snapper being caught. They' ve killed them all.' That bottom is wiped out.
There's no bottom left.

BULLIS:

I'd like to address a question to Harmon Shields, because I th~nk it's one
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of the real significant points facing the entire region right now. I think
this Colloquium has laid out such a fantastically complex problem, that there' s
no way to get a hold of it at the present time and define it to our satisfaction.
However, we do have the formation of the Western Central Atlantic Fisheries
Commission, that's having it's inaugural meeting next week, and, presumably
from this time forward, will be dealing with very similar problems. I think
that the Gulf States of' the United States, as we' ve identified this morning,
have a very large interest in this species complex. Somehow or another, the
representatives to the international commissions in the Federal Government are
going to need some communication stepping stones back to the interests in this
area -- to work back and forth to make sure that we' re really representing the
interests of the area. And this concerns me very much. There isn't any answer
to it right now; but I think that it's a matter that the Gulf States Marine
Fisheries Commission should be concerned with, and I think that it needs dis-
cussion. I think that we, the representatives   I'm going to be the U. S.
representative of the first session! feel a great need for input from a group
such as this. Obviously, we can't have a meeting like this every year. We
can't look at snapper and grouper; we' ve got so many other problems. 8ut,
I th~nk that somehow or another, the "Feds" who are representing the regional
interests in this international group need something, some pipelines going
back and forth. I was wondering if you had any feeling or any insight or any
words of wisdom or encouragement on how we might more effectively deal through
the Commission or through these interested parties.

SHIELDS:

In your opening remarks this morning, Harvey, you mentioned the fact this
meeting was going to occur in Trinidad. I'm embarrassed to tell you that I
didn't have any knowledge of this meeting taking place. I felt that Florida,
of all places, was right in the middle of this particular area that's going to
be considered. I pledge you all the knowledge from our hundred scientists and
the industry people that we could muster together. In fact, I'd even like to
send somebody down there. I agree with you that it's vital that we share an
interest in this area and would be glad to cooperate. I just didn't know any-
thing about it.

BULL IS:

Well, I think that certainly Florida has got a very great vested interest
as a state, as important as this resource is to the state. 8ut, I think that
the same thing applies to the Gulf States community; and, therefore, I look to
the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission or some mechanism of the Commission
that needs to be tuned or adjusted. There's something that is not there now
that needs to be developed'

Do you feel that there's an advantage to .working out developing an element
to the Technical Coordinating Committee that would depict the technical aspects
of this purview that we' ve been talking about? To a large extent, our Technical
Coordinating Committee has been concerned with our resources and our problems
off our own coast, but now we' re really being forced to look outward from a
community of states and from a multiple of interests' point of view. And what
is it that we can turn to to use in . . . . . . ?
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SH!ELDS:

I certainly think we ought to be involved; and, as Chariman of this
Commission, elect, for next year, I think we ought to look into it with the
Technical Coordinating Committee. And, I can pledge you the cooperation of
Florida, as long as the Commission doesn't try to tell us what to do -- and
make suggestions to us. We' ll go along and take our problems to our legislature
and cooperate -- to the fullest. I don't see the problem with Florida's
participation in it, and I would solicit the representatives; I think they
ought to be involved. I think Lyle St. Amant wants to say something -- maybe
to that effect.

ST. AMANT:

I just wanted to clarify a little bit the use of the Technical Coordinating
Committee. I have no objection. I'm sure Ted Ford wouldn' t. The problem is
that the Technical Coordinating Committee of the Gulf States Marine Fisheries
Commission is made up of technicians from each state who are familiar with the
problems and the biological situations in their area and nearshore waters. What
we attempt to do in these meetings is to take our information and work it against
Federal information we have or other information from offshore areas; and from
that, we try to develop this position to present to the Commission with respect
to management or any other thing. But, if you get to working in foreign waters,
in some instances, I don't know how we' re going to react to you. We don' t
have any information to talk to you about. You' re going to have all the in-
formation on what's going on in foreign waters, and I must assume you can
interpret it as well as we can. It's only when we have two different bases for
information or two different bases for an idea, that we develop a discourse on
the thing. And I think this would be the only thing that might prevent the
Technical Coordinating Committee from working with you effectively. But, I
think as far as the Commission is concerned, if you feel like you need addition-
al scientific participation in what you' re doing, then maybe somebody could go
or somebody could set up some special meetings. I don't know really what you
have in mind.

BULL IS:

Well, what, I had in mind, from the presentation and the material that we
have put together, was to present to the Commission what we see as impending
events coming down that wi 11 affect us and our interests as a region -- as
multiple users of the resource with some 25 or 30 additional nations now all
bordering on the same ecosystem, all with small propietary, large proprietary
rights. How do we represent U. S. interests in here if we don't have a
program? The Federal Government doesn't have a program right now. Maybe
they should have. Maybe this should be a recommendation. Maybe there are
other recommendations. This is the only point that I'm raising -- that we
have prepared for the Commission's consideration the material that's been
presented this morning, because we think that there's very large interests
being represented, and we don't have, as yet, guidelines as to where the
Commission would like to see us go with it.
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SHIELDS:

Harvey, I don't want to delay this subject much longer. I would like to
make this point -- concerning the importance of what you mentioned this morning,
I'd like to visit with you and discuss some things that cross my mind ~ The
first thing I thought about when you started talking about the Western Central
Atlantic Fisheries Commission meeting was how important it was in the Bahamian
situation to put together, with the Bahamian Government, the statistical catch
data of that fishery. We found it to be much larger than we had anticipated,
if their catch was right. And if that were true, so close to home, how im-
portant what your're about to do down there would be'.

PUTNAM:

I'd like to take the position here of thanking the people responsible for
this -- for consulting the fishermen and bringing the recreational and commer-
cial people into this Colloquium to d1scuss these problems and to get a better
understanding of our problems. And maybe, with a little better communication
between the two of us, we can resolve a lot of these problems. I hope th1s
won't be the last of the meetings. I hope there will be others. I'm going to
see Mr. Shields after the meeting  it's a surprise to him! to see 1f we can' t
have some 1n the State of Florida. And, I'd like to see others do the same.

LYLES:

First of all, let me thank Mr. Harvey Bullis and his staff for the fine
presentation they have made here this morning. This Colloquium is a new
approach to discussing and evaluating problems of concern to the Gulf States
Marine Fisheries Commission. We have sea this morning, an excellent presenta-
tion of most of the background data that we have on this fishery. Unfortunate-
ly, since the fishery operates beyond the territorial limits of most of the
states, there is a paucity of information available. Mr. Bullis and his staff
have so adequately pointed this out. It is my hope, as Chairman of this
Commission, that, as a result of this discussion, we can find solutions to
maintaining the f1shery at a level that will supply the needs of all of the
users.

As one who has been familiar with this fishery for many, many years and
witnessed a number of changes in the fishery, there are some areas that I
would like to see explored. Unfortuantely, the records are not easily
accessible, and some may not be available to do this kind of work. I have
reference to many of the old established firms that operated in the red snapper
business for many years. For example, the fleet of the Liberty Fish and
Oyster Company  Galveston, Texas!, which, in the years prior to 1940, fished
almost exclusively for red snapper. The fleet has now disappeared; and, ex-
cept for occasional landings by shrimp boats, few snapper are landed at
Galveston. During the same time, there was a small fishery centered at
Sabine and Sabine Pass, along the Texas-Louisiana border. Farther to the south
at Port Isabel, a small fleet operated from that port and a few local boats
operated out of the Port Aransas area. For the most part, these fleets have
disappeared, and the question in my mind is, "What happened?" There was no
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major fishery operating in Louisiana. Only a single vessel operated out of
Westwego, La., mostly for the local market. This, too, has disappeared.
Occasional landings by vessels at Morgan City, La. were for the purpose of
overland transportation of their catch to Florida firms.

In Alabama, the operation was centered around the Star Fish and Oyster
Company in Mobile and the Loop Fish and Oyster Company, the latter being
located at Bayou la Batre. An occasional boat operated out of Baldwin County
in the vicinity of Bon Secour. The Bayou la Batre fleet has disappeared;
there are few landings in Baldwin County at the present time, and the Star Fish
and Oyster Company fleet is somewhat smaller than it was in previous years.

In Pensacola, Florida, we find both the Warren Fish Company and the Sanders
Fish Company out of business, both fleets having been sold to other interests.
The only remaining evidence of the snapper fleet is a vessel tied up at the
municipal pier as a tourist attraction. Farther down the coast, there were
sizeable fleets at Panama City, at Valparaiso, and at the Tampa-St. Petersburg
area.

What caused the decline of these fleets? Has it been diminishing catches,
or has it been changing economic. conditions? Have imports affected price and
market ability? Fi nally, what can the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission
do to bring to the attention of those responsible, the necessity for adequate
management of the stocks of this valuable resource? The resouce problems
revealed in this Colloquium deserve the utmost consideration of the Commission.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Chairman of the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission
Charles H. Lyles

Director
Mississippi Marine Conservation Commission

Biloxi, Mississippi

I wish to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to Mr. Harvey
Bullis and his staff for the excellent presentation of the Snapper-Grouper
Colloquium. It was most timely, since the U. S. red snapper fishery began at
Pensacola more than 100 years ago. I know that it took considerable time,
effort, and some sacrifice in funding to prepare this presentation. As
Chairman of the Commission, I feel that it was well worth the extra effort.
The sessions were well attended, and a very keen interest was evident by all
those attending.

In requesting that the Colloquium be organized and prepared, this Com-
mission recognized that the snapper-grouper fishery resource forms the most
important component of the reef fish assemblages of the western central
Atlantic Ocean.

Although these species have supported a major commercial fishery for
more than 100 years, a decline in commercial landings became evident after
1965. Concurrently, recreational fishing effort and landings increased
rapidly. Commercial landings amounted to 18.3 million pounds in 1974, and
recreational fishermen landed an estimated 83 million pounds in 1970. There
appears to be increasing fishing pressure on traditional U. S. grounds by
other nations as well.

Evidence presented in this Colloquium indicates that we now have resource
problems in certain regional fisheries and that management is required. At the
same time, it is clearly evident that the data base for management is inadequate.

The snapper-grouper resource has withstood commercial exploitation for
more than 100 years; however, this fishery has, in recent years, been subjected
to increased commercial and recreational pressure -- not only by the U. S.
interest, but also by increasing numbers of other nations as well. It is also
experiencing some environmental changes that may have a profound effect on
the ability of this fishery to withstand continued increasing pressure.

We, in the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission, recognize the im-
portance and necessity for a coordinated management policy to deal effectively
with the problems of this resource at the state, national, and international
level. It was the hope and intent of this Commission in prompting the
Colloquium, that we could encourage and support the state and Federal agencies
representing the various user groups to work together toward developing such a
coordinated management policy for this resource. This excellent presentation
will do much to insure this. The resulting publication should serve as a most
useful basis for better comprehension, by all interests, and as a departure
point in planning for future needs.
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